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WARNING 

Information and data contained in this Guidebook are based on the available 
references at the time of preparation. 

TRADE NAMES 

The use of any names in this Guidebook does not constitute an official 
endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial hardware or software. The 
report may not be cited for purposes of advertisement. 
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OVERVIEW  

This Independent Technical Assessment (ITA) Guidebook provides assistance in executing 
DoDI 5000.88, Engineering of Defense Systems and AFI 63-101, Integrated Life Cycle 
Management policy as it pertains to aspects of conducting system independent technical reviews, 
risk assessments, and necessary reporting requirements.  This guidebook outlines the roles and 
responsibilities, the framework and procedures to accomplish Independent Technical Risk 
Assessments (ITRAs) and independent PDR and CDR assessments supporting key acquisition 
milestones as part of the development and acquisition of United States Air Force (USAF) and 
United States Space Force (USSF) systems. This Guidebook also provides references and 
guidelines for selected team leads and members on planning, execution, and reporting activities 
required in the conduct of ITRAs.    
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1.0 SCOPE 

The Independent Technical Assessment Guidebook, hereafter referred to as Guidebook, 
presents the expectations, structure and execution steps required to conduct an ITRA and post-
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)/Critical Design Review (CDR) independent assessments in 
support of program acquisition milestone certification events.  This Guidebook is not totally 
inclusive of all methods and means available to practitioners, but intends to provide the most 
relevant information that is consistent with official Department of Defense (DoD) and 
Department of the Air Force (DAF) policies and directives.  This Guidebook outlines the 
framework for planning, resourcing, and conducting of post-PDR/CDR independent technical 
assessments and risk assessments for Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) or DAF-
identified programs to satisfy DoDI 5000.88 policy.  ITRA team members will assess technical 
risks as prescribed in the DoDI 5000.88 through use of this Guidebook as well as other resources 
such as the USD(R&E) Defense Technical Risk Assessment Methodology (DTRAM), and the 
DoD ITRA Framework for Risk Categorization.  In the case of the post-PDR/CDR assessments, 
the Independent Review Team (IRT) will use the template provided in Appendix B-1 to assist in 
the task.  These aforementioned resources enable the IRT to tailor the particular assessment 
based on program phase and/or key focus areas of interest.  For example, particular areas of 
interest that could be part of these independent assessments would encompass Cybersecurity, 
Open Architecture (OA), Intellectual Property (IP), Human Systems Integration (HSI), Digital 
Engineering, and Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) pertaining to the system development and 
acquisition.  One final point, information pertaining to conducting systems engineering (SE) 
technical reviews that are addressed in DoDI 5000.88 and AFI 63-101 are outside the scope of 
this Guidebook.   

APPENDIX B of this Guidebook also provides supporting templates to aid in conducting an 
ITRA. 

2.0 REFERENCES 

This Guidebook does not replace active acquisition, SE, and operational policies, instructions, 
notices, and directives, but is a tool meant to provide a framework from which to assist Program 
Managers (PMs), Program Lead Engineers, and Technical Directors (TDs), Program Offices, 
IRTs, and individuals preparing for and conducting independent technical reviews and 
assessments. 

Below are a few of the key references this Guidebook is based upon (the list is not all 
inclusive): 

a. DOD Directive 5000.01, The Defense Acquisition System, 12 May 2003, as amended 
b. DOD Instruction 5000.02, Operation of the Defense Acquisition System, January 23, 

2020 
c. DOD Instruction 5000.88, Engineering of Defense Systems, November 18, 2020 
d. DOD Instruction 5000.85, Major Capability Acquisitions, Aug 6 2020 
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e. Defense Acquisition Guidebook (DAG), Chapter 3, “Systems Engineering,” current 
edition 

f. Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, Manufacturing Technology 
Program (ManTech),  Manufacturing Readiness Level (MRL) Deskbook, Version 2020 

g. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, Technology 
Readiness Assessment (TRA) Guidance, April 2011, as amended 

h. Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering, 
Department of Defense Risk, Issue, and Opportunity Management Guide for Defense 
Acquisition Programs, January 2017 

i. Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, Department of 
Defense Independent Technical Risk Assessment Framework for Risk Categorization, 
June 2018 

j. Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, Defense 
Technical Risk Assessment Methodology (DTRAM), Version 6, 14 Sep 2018 

k. AF Instruction 63-101/20-101, Integrated Life Cycle Management, 30 Jun 2020, 
(Incorporating Change 1, 23 Nov 2021) 

l. SAF/AQ Memorandum, Independent Technical Risk Assessment Roles and 
Responsibilities, 25 Jun 2020 

m. SAF/AQR Memorandum, Independent Technical Risk Assessment (ITRA) Execution 
Roles and Responsibilities, 12 Feb 2021 

n. SAF/AQR Memorandum, Delegation Authority – Conduct of Post-Preliminary Design 
/Critical Design Review Assessments, 8 Dec 2021 

o. SAF/AQE Coordination Matrix, Latest Version 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Department of the Air Force (DAF) risk management process is defined in Air Force 
Instruction (AFI) 63-101/20-101, Integrated Life Cycle Management. This process is executed 
continuously throughout the acquisition lifecycle, is applicable to all acquisition pathways 
defined in Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5000.02, and derives its risk rating criteria 
from the DoD Risk, Issue, and Opportunity (RIO) Management Guide for Defense Acquisition 
Programs. 

PMs are required to demonstrate that an ITRA has been conducted in support of major 
acquisition milestone events for all MDAPs, as defined in DoDI 5000.88 per Title 10 USC.  
ITRAs are conducted in accordance with DoD ITRA guidance and the DoD ITRA Framework 
for Risk Categorization, both developed and maintained by OUSD(R&E). The ITRA is 
submitted as part of its respective milestone certification package and is subject to congressional 
reporting per Title 10 USC 2366b and DoDI 5000.88. 

Additionally, PMs are required to demonstrate that post PDR and post CDR assessments, for 
all MDAPs, have been conducted as part of the respective milestone B and C certification 
packages. These assessments are conducted by Independent Review Teams (IRTs) that assess 
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technical risks specific to those reviews. The assessments are subject to the same congressional 
reporting requirements as acquisition milestone certifications. 

3.1 PURPOSE 

This Guidebook covers ITRAs and post-PDR/CDR assessments. These activities are 
independent technical assessments that involve a series of structured tasks and best practice 
approaches focused on evaluating the technical health and design maturity for a program.  These 
formal assessments should be planned for in programmatic and technical documents. Further 
specifics on roles and responsibilities and accomplishment of ITRAs and post-review 
assessments is provided in references (m) and (n), respectively. 

3.1.1 INDEPENDENT TECHNICAL RISK ASSESSMENT (ITRA) 

DoDI 5000.88 codifies the policy to conduct ITRAs based on NDAA 2017 language contained 
in USC 2448b. It states that ITRAs shall be conducted on all MDAPs before approval of 
Milestone A, Milestone B, and any decision to enter into low-rate production or full-rate 
production. They will assess technical risks for MDAPs as described in this Guidebook and the 
Department of Defense (DoD) Risk, Issue, and Opportunity (RIO) Management Guide for 
Defense Acquisition Programs including risks related to critical technologies and manufacturing 
processes.  

In general, technical risks are those events or conditions typically emanating from areas such 
as mission/requirements, technology, engineering, integration, test, software, 
manufacturing/quality, logistics, and system security/cybersecurity that may prevent a program 
from meeting cost, schedule, and/or performance objectives. 

ITRAs should leverage ongoing program activities whenever practical, e.g., Technology 
Readiness Assessments (TRA), Manufacturing Readiness Assessments (MRA), Systems 
Engineering Technical Reviews, and Industry Days. These assessments and activities will inform 
the ITRA; however, the team will provide an independent assessment of any risks or maturity 
concerns identified. As such, there may not be a direct correlation between external assessments 
or measures, such as technology readiness levels, and the team’s assessment. 

3.1.2 POST PDR/CDR ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING 

Per DoDI 5000.88, the component acquisition executive (CAE) will implement a technical 
review process which incorporates participation and review by an IRT.  Per references (k) and 
(n), the approval of the IRT members has been delegated to the Center Engineering (EN) office. 
In the case for space systems, the Chief Engineers Office (SSC/BZE) be responsible for the 
engineering oversight and the assembly of the IRTs.  These responsible engineering offices will 
ensure IRT members selected are outside organizational, professional, and relational influences 
from the program management office.  In addition, The IRT will identify and document critical 
issues that jeopardize achieving program or mission objectives, to include recommended 
corrective action. Results will be provided directly to the CAE, with coordination but not undue 
influence from the Program Managers Office. The PM, with support from the Lead Systems 

will
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Engineer (LSE), will review, develop, and implement corrective action to the satisfaction of the 
CAE. 

To support this policy, per AFI 63-101, the DAF has designated that the supporting Center 
engineering functional office and for space systems the Chief Engineers Office (SSC/BZE) serve 
in the capacity to assemble the respective IRTs for SAF/AQ or SAF/SQ (space systems) Program 
Offices residing in that Center.  

For all ACAT IB/C programs, the supporting Center engineering functional office and 
SSC/BZE (for space systems) will provide the PM and SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space 
systems) with assessments of the results of system-level Preliminary Design Reviews and 
Critical Design Reviews.  Additionally, to support the assessments the IRT will use the 
SAF/AQR provided reporting template as prescribed in reference (n) and included as part of 
Appendix B-1 of this guidebook, to identify technical risks and maturation of the technical 
baseline.   

The supporting Center engineering functional office and Chief Engineers Office (SSC/BZE) 
for space systems will coordinate the draft assessments with the PM, but the supporting Center 
engineering director will sign the final version of the assessment and provide it to the PM and 
SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space programs). 

Finally, the Preliminary Design Review and Critical Design Review assessment report shall be 
delivered to SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) within 30 days from completion of the 
event.  The PM will include the Preliminary Design Review assessment report in the information 
provided to support the MDA's 10USC2366b certification.  In certain instances, SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA (for space systems) can determine if the ITRA team can accomplish the post-PDR 
and/or CDR assessment instead of tasking a separate IRT. 

3.1.2.1 POST PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW (PDR)/ CRITICAL DESIGN 
REVIEW (CDR) ASSESSMENT BASICS 

System-level PDR assessments, per DoDI 5000.88, 3.5.a.(4), inform the MDA of the technical 
risks and the program’s readiness to proceed into detailed design, supporting the Milestone B 
decision point and, for MDAPs only, 10 USC 2366b Milestone B certification. In accordance 
with Section 2366b of Title 10, U.S.C., OUSD(R&E) will conduct PDR assessments for ACAT 
1D programs. As stated earlier, for DAF designated programs, per AFI 63-101, the Center EN 
and for space systems (SSC/BZE) have been designated to perform the post-PDR assessment 
through use of an Independent Review Team (IRT).  This IRT will provide SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA (for space systems) and PMO with the results of the post-PDR assessment for 
submittal to the MDA using the prescribed template in 3.1.2.2. 

Additionally, DoDI 5000.88, 3.5.a.(4), states that OUSD(R&E) will conduct a CDR 
assessment for ACAT 1D programs.  The DoD Component concerned will conduct CDR 
assessments for all other MDAPs.  For DAF designated programs, per AFI 63-101, the Center 
EN and Chief Engineers Office (SSC/BZE) for space systems will conduct the post-CDR 
assessment using an IRT.  The IRT will identify and document critical issues that jeopardize 
achieving program or mission objectives, to include recommended corrective action.  The IRT 
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will provide SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) and PMO with the results of the post-
CDR assessment for submittal to the MDA using the prescribed template in 3.1.2.2.  
Subsequently, the PM, with support from the LSE, will review, develop, and implement 
corrective action to the satisfaction of the MDA.  

Finally, in support of the post-PDR/CDR assessments, MDAP PMs are required to invite the 
OUSD(R&E) and the SAE to their PDRs/CDRs and make the PDR/CDR artifacts available for 
review. 

3.1.2.2 POST PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW (PDR) AND CRITICAL DESIGN 
REVIEW (CDR) ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS 

AFI 63-101, in conjunction with reference (n), defines how the post-PDR/CDR assessments 
will be conducted within the DAF.  To fulfill this requirement, SAF/AQR designates the Center 
Level Engineering functional offices and the Chief Engineers Office (SSC/BZE) for space 
systems to fill the role of the assembling the IRT to conduct the assessments. The IRT will 
document the results using the structured template provided in Appendix B-1 of this guidebook. 
Specifically, SAF/AQR designates SSC/BZE, AFLCMC/EN, and AFNWC/EN to conduct the 
post-PDR/CDR assessments for their respective MDAP programs with the following 
expectations:  

a. Attend the system technical reviews, or equivalent, per reference (k), on behalf of 
SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems).  Attendance is only mandatory at the PDR 
and CDR, or equivalent. The program manager will invite the Center Level Engineering 
functional office to all systems engineering technical reviews. 
b. Solicit Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to provide unbiased technical advisement, as 
required, to complete the assessment. 
c. Focus on program’s technical risks, issues and opportunities, corrective actions and 
mitigation activities. Refer to the Department of Defense (DoD) Risk, Issue, and 
Opportunity (RIO) Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs, reference (h), 
to aid in the assessment.  
d. Deliver the completed post-PDR/CDR template provided in Appendix B-1 to the PM, 
PEO, and SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems), per reference (n), no later than 30 
calendar days following the conclusion of the review. 

4.0  ITRA PROCESS 

Independent Technical Risk Assessment (ITRA) will assess technical risks for Major Defense 
Acquisition Programs as described in this framework and the Department of Defense (DoD) 
Risk, Issue, and Opportunity (RIO) Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs 
(https://www.acq.osd.mil/se/pg/guidance.html), including risks related to critical technologies 
and manufacturing. 

In general, technical risks are those events or conditions typically emanating from areas such 
as mission/requirements, technology, engineering, integration, test, software, 
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manufacturing/quality, logistics, and system security/cybersecurity that may prevent a program 
from meeting cost, schedule, and/or performance objectives. 

4.1 ITRA PHASES 

The core foundation of the DAF ITRA is an independent peer review which translates to being 
performed by an independent team of knowledgeable individuals (i.e., individuals not under the 
management of the program office). These risk assessments are conducted and the methodology 
incorporates forecasting and projection to make predictions about future outcomes. The results of 
the ITRA are provided to the MDA to inform milestone decisions.  The ITRA informs PM risk 
management.  Risk management is a continuous process used to manage uncertainties 
throughout the life cycle of a system. Risk Management more broadly considers all aspects of a 
program, such as operational needs, attributes, constraints, performance parameters, threats, 
technology, design processes, etc. An effective process requires involvement of the entire 
program team and also requires help from outside experts knowledgeable in critical risk areas. 
The DoD RIO Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs documents the process for 
PMs, program offices, and integrated product teams to effectively manage program risks 
throughout the acquisition process. 

The DAF ITRA Process Flow is shown in Figure 1.  Four major “phases” have been identified 
which encompass the activities required to accomplish the DAF ITRA process by the designated 
ITRA Team.  These steps are: (1) Team Structure and Planning; (2) Team Preparation and 
Kickoff; (3) Team Assessment; and (4) Team Reporting.  Each of the supporting segments are 
described further in the following paragraphs of this section. Roles and responsibilities for key 
stakeholders and participants in the AF ITRA Process are provided in reference (m). 
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Figure 1 DAF ITRA Process Flow 

4.1.1 TEAM STRUCTURE AND PLANNING 

This aspect of the ITRA process pertains to the formulation and composition of the team to 
accomplish the assessment.  The top-level steps are provided in Figure 2.  The team must possess 
relevant technical and domain expertise and be selected from appropriate independent, non-
sponsor organizations or other qualified sources as deemed necessary.  The team members 
should not be currently or recently employed or obligated to the program under assessment.  The 
key entrance criteria to initiate the ITRA is a milestone decision point for an MDAP or plan to 
transition from a middle-tier acquisition (MTA) program to an MDAP.  The MDA decision is 
captured in an Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM).  Entrance criteria and exit criteria for 
this phase of the ITRA process is captured in Table 1.  Another point in ensuring the ITRA is 
properly identified and forecast is the responsibility of the Program Manager (PM) to notify 
SAF/AQR, SAF/SQA (for space systems) and MAJCOM/Field Command and Chief 
Engineering Offices at least twelve (12) months prior to plan/scheduled milestone event that will 
require an ITRA, see reference (m).  This will allow sufficient time to begin the team structure 
and planning phase of the ITRA process. 

 

Figure 2 Team Structure and Planning Steps (DAF ITRA Process Flow) 
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The major sub-steps in the team structure and planning include the establishment of the team 
participants and designating the ITRA Team Lead as well as the scope and aspects to be 
considered as part of the risk assessment.  The ITRA Team Lead should use the DTRAM as a 
foundational resource and tailor the topic areas according to the acquisition phase of the 
program, the current program technical status and risk posture, as well as on-going and recurring 
design, technical, and manufacturing activities that support successful entry to the upcoming 
milestone.  The majority of the information used by the ITRA Team, as part of the assessment, 
will come from existing program information, documentation, analysis results, prototyping 
activities, test and evaluation reports, and other technical artifacts/information deemed as 
necessary.  One exit criteria (listed in Table 1) will be the establishment of the Integrated Product 
Data Management System (IPDMS) environment where all the relevant technical and program 
data information will be stored for ITRA Team access.  With respect to appropriate data and 
information access, if the program has special security caveats (such as Special Access 
Requirements), this will need to be identified up front as part of establishing the team 
membership to ensure selected members can be approved in sufficient time before the ITRA is 
executed.  In the past, the time allotted to accomplish approval for identified ITRA team 
individual(s) has taken about three (3) months; however, this might be a bit longer depending on 
processing, program approval, and read-in requirements. 

As described in reference (m), the assigned SAF/AQR action officer (AO) will work with the 
appropriate MAJCOM/ Field Command Engineering Office to identify an ITRA Team Lead.  In 
the case for space system, SAF/SQA will execute this role with assistance from the Chief 
Engineers Office (SSC/BZE).  Again to reiterate, the ITRA Team Lead shall be independent of 
the program being assessed.  Additionally, the SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO 
will assist the ITRA Team Lead in ensuring the appropriate Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) are 
selected as part of the ITRA Team and help with drafting and staffing of the ITRA Plan for 
SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) approval.  In the case of the Service run/USD(R&E) 
approved ITRA, as designated in the OUSD(R&E) Designation/Delegation Memorandum, the 
SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO will be the point of contact (POC) to coordinate 
with OUSD(R&E), facilitate participation as part of the ITRA Team, and enable synergy with 
OUSD(R&E) related test and evaluation/program assessment efforts.  In addition, this 
cooperation provides visibility and aids in successful review/approval of the ITRA Report 
(covered later in this Guidebook) by USD(R&E), when specified.   

 The identified ITRA Team Lead is responsible to work with the appropriate MAJCOM/Field 
Command Engineering Office or for space systems the Chief Engineers Office (SSC/BZE) to 
assemble the ITRA Team and develop the draft ITRA Plan as well as the Plan of Actions and 
Milestones (POA&M) to execute the assessment.  A representative ITRA Plan template is 
provided as Appendix B-2 of this Guidebook to assist in development of the document.  The 
SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO will work with the ITRA Team Lead in refining 
and finalizing the draft ITRA Plan prior to staffing for SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space 
systems) approval.  This is a key product of the process step shown in Figure 2.  Key to success 
of the ITRA is support from the program manager and access to the needed technical, 
engineering, and program information along with enabling face-to-face or group discussion 
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forums between the ITRA Team members with PMO technical/functional leads as they 
accomplish the assessment.  Fact finding is part of the team assessment phase of the ITRA 
Process and is discussed later in this Guidebook.  The coordination with the PMO and on-going 
program and technical reviews that the ITRA Team can leverage is highly encouraged and 
should be a factor included in setting up the ITRA Plan and establishing the POA&M.   

The culmination of the team structure and planning phase of the ITRA process would be the 
products listed in Table 1.  The primary document would be the approved ITRA plan which 
details the scope, criteria, team composition, and timeline to accomplish the assessment.     

Table 1 Team Structure and Planning Elements 
Key Participants Entrance Criteria Exit Criteria 

1. SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA (space 
systems) 

2. SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA Action 
Officer 

3. MAJCOM Field 
Engineering 
Office (Center 
EN) or Chief 
Engineers Office 
(SSC/BZE) for 
space systems 

4. System Program 
Manager 

5. OUSD/R&E 
(DTE&A), as 
required 

6. ITRA Team Lead 

1. Materiel Development 
Decision (MDD) 
/Acquisition Decision 
Memorandum (ADM) 

2. OUSD(R&E) ITRA 
Designation/Delegation 
Memo 

3. Program Security 
Classification Guide 

4. Program Schedule (key 
MS and ITRA period 
established) 

5. Current Program Risk 
Assessment (PM 
Reported) 

6. Last ITRA Report (if 
available) 

7. ITRA SME participants 
have been identified and 
coordinated 

8. ITRA Funding Identified 
(i.e., Travel, SME, etc.) 

1. SAF/AQR Action 
Officer Assigned 

2. ITRA Team Lead 
Designated 

3. ITRA SME Participants 
Assigned 

4. ITRA Plan Developed 
5. ITRA POA&M 

Established  
6. ITRA Team Access to 

Program IPDMS 
(Integrated Product Data 
Management System) 
Environment (i.e., 
artifact/documentation 
repository, like 
SharePoint) 

Products: 
1. ITRA Plan (Approved) 
2. ITRA POA&M 
3. IPDMS Established 
4. SME Special Access Required (SAR) Listing (program 

unique approval) 
5. SAF/AQR ITRA Execution and Team Designation 

Memo (as needed) 
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4.1.2 TEAM PREPARATION AND KICKOFF 

The team preparation and kickoff phase accomplishes the staging steps to ready the ITRA 
team to conduct the assessment.  As shown in Figure 3, the access and availability to program 
technical information is very important.  Additionally, the team should become familiar with the 
overarching ITRA process, the risk, issue and opportunity (RIO) guidance, and appropriate 
reference guidebook/handbooks related to technical areas highlighted in the plan.  This phase is 
also important with respect to understanding how to effectively construct risk statement (i.e., “if” 
and “then”) and appropriate categorization and severity (i.e., consequence and likelihood).  Team 
risk training (as part of exit criteria in Table 2) is included as part of the ITRA Kickoff session 
conducted by the SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO; however, it does not cover the 
full aspect of the activities involved in identifying risks and mitigation activities. It is highly 
recommended the individual team members refer back to references (h), (i), and (j) to get a better 
understanding of the risk process. 
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Figure 3 Team Preparation and Kickoff Steps (DAF ITRA Process Flow) 

Presented in Table 2 are the key elements that constitute the participants and entrance/exit 
criteria, and products that constitute the team preparation and kickoff events.  The ITRA Kickoff 
is usually the first event taken by the ITRA Team Lead and SME Team to establish ground-rules, 
expectations, and go-over the timeline to accomplish the assessment.  This forum also serves as a 
question and answer session to clarify any concerns and topics associated with the ITRA Plan.  
The ITRA Kickoff supports as mentioned earlier the risk training as well as reviewing the 
evaluation areas and how to effectively use the RIO findings input spreadsheet (provided in 
Appendix B-4) that will be used during the assessment phase of the ITRA.  Lastly, the ITRA 
Team Lead will establish the recurring team meeting schedule to facilitate team discussions, 
track progress and resolve any issues that might occur.  It is also recommended an internal 
collaboration site be established for the ITRA Team to facilitate sharing of information internal 
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to the team, etc.  A thorough team preparation and kickoff are key enablers for success of team 
assessment and documentation of their findings.  

Table 2 Team Preparation and Kickoff Elements 
Key Participants Entrance Criteria Exit Criteria 

1. SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA (for 
space systems) 
Action Officer 

2. ITRA Team Lead 
3. ITRA SME Team 

Members 
4. ITRA PMO POC 

1. ITRA Plan (Approved) 
2. Key Program 

Documentation Available 
on IPDMS (i.e., 
SharePoint) 

3. ITRA Training and 
Reference Resources 
Available  

4. ITRA Team Classified 
Information Access 
Granted or In-Process 
(designated individuals) 

1. ITRA Kickoff 
Accomplished 

2. ITRA Team Recurring 
Meeting Schedule and 
Collaboration Venue 
Established 

3. ITRA SME Participants 
Risk Training 
Accomplished 

4. ITRA Team Lead and 
PMO Communication 
Established 

5. Program IPDMS File 
Structure and Specified 
Program Data/Artifacts 
Generated 

Products: 
1. ITRA Team Schedule 
2. ITRA Team Collaboration Site 
3. ITRA Training Brief 

As a “best practice” the ITRA team lead should develop an execution plan that enables the 
ITRA team to review and comment on draft Request for Proposal (RFP), and provide early 
insights and support to the PMO for those programs that have a Development RFP (DevRFP) 
and/or competitive production RFP release decision point as part of their acquisition strategy.  
This early technical interchange of the ITRA team has proven helpful to the program by ensuring 
the statement of work (SOW) and supporting tasking is sound, the technical requirements are 
clearly stated, and necessary contract data items are delivered in order to reduce risk while 
meeting program development and/or production needs. 

4.1.3 TEAM ASSESSMENT 

Technical risk is defined as the risk relevant to an Air Force/Space Force Acquisition system 
is not sufficiently mitigated (i.e., technology matured, integration characterized, and 
manufacturing processes matured) to meet cost, schedule, and performance (CSP) goals 
established for the program.  Additionally, technical risk is reported at three levels (low, 
moderate, and high) based on the standard DoD Risk Reporting Matrix contained in the DoD 
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RIO Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs. The risk level is determined by 
likelihood (probability) and consequence of event occurrence. 

Shown in Figure 4 are the key process flow steps involved in the assessment team assessment 
phase of the ITRA.  The team will engage in reviewing, researching, and fact finding related to 
categorizing the degree of technical and manufacturing risks associated with the program under 
assessment.  See reference (i) for more information regarding the ITRA framework for risk 
categorization. 

The assessment phase involves the functional team members (SMEs) collecting information 
regarding the identified technical risk areas and assessment factors established in the ITRA Plan.  
Information collection is accomplished by leveraging program technical reviews, focused one-
on-one technical exchanges, and review of program data and technical information.  The ITRA 
purpose is not to serve as an audit, but to provide an “independent” set of eyes to support the 
program manager.  The ITRA identified risks and issues should be considered and mitigated 
appropriately as part of the program risk management process.  The ITRA assessment phase 
documents and characterizes each risk identified in terms of consequence to the program in 
meeting cost, schedule, and performance given program plans or established baselines as it 
reaches its milestone review. 

The team individually collects the pertinent information and forms their assessment based on 
engineering analysis and data.  Risks, issues, and opportunities will be identified.  Key resources 
for use by the team members during the assessment are the DoD RIO Management Guide for 
Defense Acquisition Programs, the DTRAM, and the RIO Risk and Issue Tracking Spreadsheet 
(available in Appendix B-4). 

The ITRA Team Lead should use the ITRA Report Template (Appendix B-3) to structure the 
assessment findings and draft the preliminary (draft) report.  The RIO Risk and Issue Tracking 
Spreadsheet will be used to fill-in the risk scorecard and summary risk rubric.  It is 
recommended in the report to only to present the top 3-5 risks in the summary risk rubric; 
however, all other risks should be summarized in the report appendices’ for completeness.  Once 
the ITRA Team Lead and team members have constructed the draft report, it then would undergo 
a “product integrity review” within the ITRA team before finalization to be presented to the 
PMO for review/comment.  The findings presented to the PMO are usually in the form of the 
initial draft ITRA report; however, the RIO Risk and Issue Tracking Spreadsheet (Appendix B-4) 
and/or combination of an ITRA finding brief could be use.  This is up to the discretion of the 
ITRA Team Lead and SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO on best approach.  Once 
the PMO comments are received back with respect to the reported findings, the ITRA Report is 
finalized for submittal to SAF/AQR for coordination and signature.  Also, as shown in Figure 4, 
an archive of the substantiation information and data used to formalize the risk and issue findings 
shall be accomplished.  This can be done by embedding the artifacts in the RIO Risk and Issue 
Findings Tracking spreadsheet or separately to SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO 
of filing.  This step is essential in case follow-on questions arise after the ITRA Team has 
disbanded and future inquiries are made. 

d
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Figure 4 Team Assessment Steps (DAF ITRA Process Flow) 

The key stakeholders, entrance/exit criteria, and products that make up the team 
assessment phase are shown in Table 2.  The steps involved in supporting the elements listed in 
the table have been discussed above.  To reiterate, the primary outputs from this phase is the 
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draft ITRA Report and the ITRA Team RIO Spreadsheet.  The draft findings and assessment 
brief would serve to inform PMO and other stakeholders, as required.   

Table 3 Team Assessment Elements 
Key Participants Entrance Criteria Exit Criteria 

1. SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA (for 
space systems) 
Action Officer 

2. ITRA Team Lead 
3. ITRA SME Team 

Members 
4. ITRA PMO POC 
5. Industry/Supplier 

Representatives 

1. ITRA Kickoff 
Accomplished 

2. ITRA Risk Training 
Completed 

3. ITRA Schedule Approved 
4. Program IPDMS On-line 
5. ITRA Team Collaboration 

Site On-line 
6. Key Technical and 

Program 
Documentation/Artifacts 
Posted on IPDMS 

1. ITRA Team Initial 
Risks, Issues, and 
Opportunities 
Developed 

2. Draft ITRA Report 
Developed 

3. Initial Briefing of 
Findings to PMO 

Products: 
1. ITRA Draft Report 
2. ITRA Team RIO Tracking Spreadsheet 
3. Draft Findings and Assessment Brief 

4.1.4 TEAM REPORTING 

The team reporting phase primarily consists of refining and finalizing the ITRA Team final 
findings and recommendations that result from the assessment phase. The team reporting phase 
is outlined in Figure 5.  The inputs to the reporting phase include any new information not 
available during the team assessment phase based on program risk status changes or closure and 
feedback that comes during the coordination and staffing of the final ITRA Report.  Key 
products from this phase are the development of the executive summary which is used as 
synopsis on the key technical risks and actionable risk mitigation recommendations from the 
ITRA Team. The “top level” information outlines the analysis and main conclusions and is 
intended as a decision aid to leadership without having them read the full ITRA Report.  The 
other product as an output from this phase is the final ITRA Report.  The final ITRA Report 
contains all the specific assessment details and supporting data.  This details the methodology, 
assessment framework, risks, issues, opportunities, and their accompanying mitigation 
recommendations from the team.  As mentioned in the team assessment phase, the ITRA Report 
should follow the example provided in Appendix B-3.  Table 4 provides the summary of key 
participants, entrance/exit criteria and products that support this ITRA phase. 
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Figure 5 Team Reporting Steps (DAF ITRA Process Flow) 

The reporting process is complete once the report is coordinated and approved by the 
responsible office in accordance with the SAF/AQE coordination matrix (reference (o)).  
Additionally, for the selected programs that require USD(R&E) approval, the ITRA execution 
schedule should allow for an additional 30 days to process the final ITRA report and acquire 
external USD(R&E) signature.  The ITRA final report review, coordination, and approval will be 
supported through the use of a workflow process tool (i.e., TMT) using the established 
administrative business rules.  The SAF/AQR or SAF/SQA (for space systems) AO is 
responsible for this final step of the ITRA reporting segment. 

Table 4 Team Reporting Elements 
Key Participants Entrance Criteria Exit Criteria 

1. SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA (for 
space systems 

2. SAF/AQR or 
SAF/SQA Action 
Officer 

3. ITRA Team Lead 
4. USD(R&E), as 

applicable 

1. ITRA Draft Report 
2. ITRA Draft Executive 

Summary 

1. Final ITRA Report  
2. Final Executive 

Summary 

Products: 
1. ITRA Final Report 
2. ITRA Executive Summary 
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APPENDIX A ACRONYMS 
 
Definitions of key acronyms and abbreviations used in the Guidebook are listed below. 

  
TERM DEFINITIONS 

ACAT Acquisition Category 

CAE Component Acquisition Executive 

CDR Critical Design Review  

COTS Commercial Off-the-Shelf 

DAF Department of the Air Force 

DOD Department of Defense 

EN Engineering 

HSI Human Systems Integration 

IMP Integrated Master Plan 

IMS Integrated Master Schedule 

ITRA Independent Technical Risk Assessment 

KPP Key Performance Parameter 

LSE Lead Systems Engineer 

MDA Milestone Decision Authority 

MS Milestone 

PDR Preliminary Design Review  

PEO Program Executive Officer 

PM Program Manager 

PMO Program Management Office 

POA&M Plan of Action and Milestones 

RIO Risk, Issue, and Opportunity 

SAE Service Acquisition Executive 

SEP Systems Engineering Plan 

SME Subject Matter Expert 
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TERM DEFINITIONS 

TD Technical Director 

TDP Technical Data Package 

USD Undersecretary of Defense 
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APPENDIX B ASSESSMENT TEMPLATES 
 

B-1. POST PDR/CDR ASSESSMENT REPORT TEMPLATE 
 
 

Independent Review Team (IRT) Assessment Information 
Program Office  

Program Manager  
Program Office Chief Engineer  

Assessment Report Type       Post-PDR    ☐                Post-CDR    ☐ 
Technical Review Date(s) 

Conducted 
 

Name of the Center Engineering 
Functional Office Lead 

Conducting Independent 
Assessment 

 

Center IRT Lead Representative 
Office Symbol 

 

Center IRT Lead Representative 
Telephone Number 

 

Center IRT Lead Representative 
E-mail Address 

 

Supporting IRT Members Name Office 
Symbol 

Subject 
Matter/Technical Area 

    
    
    

Top 3 Liens/Action Items 
(Provide list of  open  action items identified during PDR/CDR that require specific action to 
close the review (e.g. resolving a predicted performance shortfall)—attach details as required 
to report) 
Outstanding  Liens/Action Item Item Number Closure Criteria and Need Date 

1   
2   
3   

Current Top 3 Program Technical Risks  
(If there are more than 3 high risks, report on all high technical risks identified) 

NOTE:  Risks, issues and opportunities identified should be assessed per DoD Risk, 
Issue, and Opportunity (RIO) Management Guide for Defense Acquisition Programs   
Program Technical Risk 1 Title: 

Enter title of identified technical risk #1 
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Description: 

Program Risk 1 – Program Office Determined Risk 
Level 

Likelihood 
Score:   

Consequence 
Score: 

Program Risk 1 – Team Evaluation of Program 
Office’s Risk Assessment 

 

Program Risk 1 – Team Evaluation of Mitigation 
Strategy for this Risk 

 

Program Technical Risk 2  Title:  

Description: 

Program Risk 2 – Program Office Determined Risk 
Level 

Likelihood 
Score:   

Consequence 
Score: 

Program Risk 2 – Team Evaluation of Program 
Office’s Risk Assessment 

 

Program Risk 2 – Team Evaluation of Mitigation 
Strategy for this Risk 

 

Program Technical Risk 3 Title:  

Description: 

 

Program Risk 3 – Program Office Determined Risk 
Level 

Likelihood 
Score:   

Consequence 
Score: 

Program Risk 3 – Team Evaluation of Program 
Office’s Risk Assessment 

 
 

Program Risk 3 – Team Evaluation of Mitigation 
Strategy for this Risk 

 

Insert description of identified technical risk #2 

Insert description of identified technical risk #1 

Enter title of identified technical risk #2 

Enter title of identified technical risk #3 

Insert description of identified technical risk #3 
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Current Top 3 Program Technical Issues 
(If there are more than 3 top technical issues, report on all those issues identified that have 

a high consequence) 
Program Technical Issue 1 Title: 
Description: 
 
 
 

Program Issue 1 – Team Assessment of Corrective 
Action 

 

Program Technical Issue 2 Title: 
Description: 
 
 
 

Program Issue 2 – Team Assessment of Corrective 
Action 

 

Program Technical Issue 3 Title: 
Description: 
 
 
 
 
Program Issue 3 – Team Assessment of Corrective 
Action 

 

Opportunities 
(Emphasis areas are defined in the “Digital Building Code” parameters provided as 
attachment to this template-- future updates will be located at https://ww3.safaq.hq.af.mil/)   
Area 1 Topic: Digital Engineering 
Area 1 – Topic addressed in technical review 
(Yes or No)? If addressed, provide significant 
efforts of the program in this area. 

 
 
 

Area 1 – Assessment of overall program 
opportunities in this area. 

 

https://ww3.safaq.hq.af.mil/
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Area 2 Topic: Agile Software 
Area 2 – Topic addressed in technical review 
(Yes or No)? If addressed, provide significant 
efforts of the program in this area. 

 

Area 2 – Assessment of overall program 
opportunities in this area. 

 

Area 3 Topic: Open Architectures 
Area 3 – Topic addressed in review 
(Yes or No)? If addressed, provide significant 
efforts of the program in this area. 

 

Area 3 – Assessment of overall program 
opportunities in this area. 

 
 
 

(Duplicate Fields for 
Additional Identified Opportunities) 

 
 

Overall Assessment of Technical Baseline 

 

(Provide overall assessment of the program’s documented technical baseline, including design 
specification and systems engineering process maturity. Identify the degree in which the system 
allocated baseline [PDR only] or initial system product baseline [CDR only] is complete, defined, 
and under configuration control through the application of DE/MBSE methods and processes. For 
example, demonstration of full digital traceability of requirements, design, test, and technical 
information required to manage the product definition across the life-cycle is captured and 
available from a single authoritative digital engineering source/environment. 
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General Team Observations and Recommendations 

 
Overall Conclusions 

 
Relevant Documents and References 

 
 

Template Reference Attachment (Digital Building Code Parameters) 

Digital Building Code Parameters.pdf   

(Provide overall assessment to inform the Milestone Decision Authority that the PDR/CDR is 
complete based on the information made available to the IRT. Limit this to no more than one 
paragraph if possible.) 

(List the sources used as part of the assessment.) 

(Summarize the program’s technical management and control, design stability and its ability to 
meet technical and performance thresholds based on assessed risks, issues and opportunities 
reviewed as part of the assessment. Include recommended corrective actions) 
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B-2. ITRA PLAN TEMPLATE 
 

 

ITRA Plan 
Template.pdf  

B-3. ITRA REPORT TEMPLATE 
 

ITRA Report 
Template.pdf  

 

B-4. ITRA RISK AND ISSUES FINDINGS REPORT INPUT SPREADSHEET 
 

ITRA Risk_Issues 
Findings Input v2.xls 
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l.  Introduction 
 


This plan outlines the objectives and approach for an Independent Technical Risk Assessment 


(ITRA) of the [Program Name] program in support of a [Date and event, e.g., May 2018 


Milestone (MS) X] by the [Milestone Decision Authority]. The [Program Name] program is 


[broadly identify program and relevant attributes]. The [Organization conducting the ITRA] will 


conduct the ITRA in accordance with Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering 


(USD(R&E)) policy and guidance. 


 


1.1. System Description 
 


Provide a short description of the system. Describe any 


system or program aspects that may impact the conduct of 


the ITRA (e.g., new technologies, mission changes, low 


manufacturing rates) 


 


2. Assessment Scope 
 


The assessment examines the program's technical, 


engineering, and integration risk, to include technology and 


manufacturing risk, where those risks may prevent the end 


item from meeting cost, schedule, or perfo1mance 


expectations. 


 


2.1. Assessment Areas 


Figure 1. Program Name 


The ITRA will assess technical risks in accordance with the USD(R&E) Defense Technical Risk 


Assessment Methodology (DTRAM), the DoD ITRA Framework for Risk Categorization, and the 


2011 Technology Readiness Assessment Guidance. The DTRAM is organized into eight technical 


risk areas across seven factors as shown in Figure 2. 


 


Factors► 
Areas V 


Performance & 


Quality 


Scope & 


Requirements 


Design & 


Architecture 


 
Evaluation 


 
Schedule 


Decision & 


Control 


 
Resources 


Mission 


Capability 
       


Technology 
       


SystemDevelop 


& Integral. 
       


MOSA        


Software        


Security& 


Cybersecurity 
       


Manufacturing        


Ram & 


Sustainment 
       


Figure 2. DTRAM Scorecard 
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Identify any DTRAM areas or factors that will be tailored out of the ITRA and the reasoning 


for not assessing that area or factor. For Example: "The ITRA team will not assess 


manufacturing since this program is a software development program for existing equipment and 


will not manufacture any hardware." 


 


2.2. Key technical Drivers 
 


The ITRA team will assess the following key technical drivers in greater detail: 
 


Briefly identify the technical focus areas, the reason for selecting them and how it may affect the 


upcoming milestone or production decision. List in order of importance. Focus areas should be 


ve1y specific to the program assessed and not generic risks. For example: 
 


Readiness for Increment I Full-Rate Production (FRP) 


• The Program is tracking the following Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) issues 


o LRIP manufacturing issue 


o Design stability due to multiple manufacturing changes 


o Supplier issue 


• Contractor may not meet initial production rates, delaying IOC and potentially 


increasing Increment I costs due to design changes after production contract award 


 
Software maturity 


• Software development is behind schedule. Mission essential software improvements have 


been delayed resulting in OT&E finding the system to be not operationally effective 


• Commencing FRP with the current software build may result in fielding non-mission 


capable systems. Significant software changes may necessitate hardware changes, 


increasing cost 


 
3. Assessment team members 


 


The team members have been selected based on their expertise in the planned assessed areas. 


The team will sign appropriate agreements (e.g., program security, nondisclosure agreements) as 


necessary before the review. Table 3-1 lists the team members, areas of expe1iise, organization, 


and contact information. 
 
 


Table 1. Assessment Team Members 


Name 
Organization 


Expertise 
Site 


Visits 
Contact Information 


ITRA Lead 


Name 


Organization 


Key tech driver 


DTRAM area 


 
All 


XXX-XXX-XXXX 


Frank.N.Stein@mail.mil 


Lead Action Officer 


Name 
Organization 


Key tech driver 


DTRAM area 


 
All 


 


Name 


Organization 


Key tech driver 
DTRAM area 


1,4 
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Name 
Organization Expertise 


Site 


Visits Contact Information 


Name 


Organization 


Key tech driver 
DTRAM area 


2,3 
 


Name 


Organization 


Key tech driver 


DTRAM area 
None 


 


Name 


Organization 


Key tech driver 
DTRAM area None 


 


Key Program POCs 


Name Program PM   


Name PMO Chief Engineer   


Name Manufacturing Lead   


Site Visit Legend: 
1. Leveraged program event 


2. Leveraged program event 


3. PMO site visit 


4. Contractor facility site visit 


 
Team Member Guidance: 


1. Ensure at least one individual's expe1iise aligns with eve1y key technical driver 


2. Ensure remaining DTRAM areas are covered by a qualified individual 


3. Assess what team members need to be at each site visit 


 
4. Assessment schedule 


 


The ITRA will leverage on-going program activities to reduce burden on the program. The 


ITRA team lead has coordinated the ITRA schedule listed at Table 2 with the [Program] Program 


Management Office (PMO). The ITRA team may schedule follow-up visits by one or more 


team members as required to clarify findings or to obtain info1mation not available during the 


originally planned site visits. 
 


 
 


Table 2. Assessment Schedule 
 


Event 


 


Date(s) 


Assessment Preparation 


• Coordination meeting with the PMO 


• Document collection and review 


 
MM/DDIYYYY 


MM/DDIYYYY 


• Team training and planning meeting, as appropriate 


• Any briefs by external offices (e.g. Intel/threat brief by USD(I) or 


other Intel organization) 


MM/DDIYYYY 


MM/DDIYYYY 


• Meeting with requirements sponsor as appropriate MM/DDIYYYY 
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Event Date(s) 


Program Engagements 


1. Program leveraged event (e.g. Tech Review, Working Group) 


at Location 


2. Program leveraged event (e.g. Tech Review, Working Group) 
at Location 


3. PMO Site Visit 
at Location 


4. Contractor Site Visit 
at Location 


 
MM/DDIYYYY 


MM/DDIYYYY 


MM/DDIYYYY 


MM/DDIYYYY 


Preliminary report 


• Team meeting to conduct analysis and synthesize findings, as 
appropriate 


• Draft prelimina1y report 
 


• PMO Review 


 


• Preliminary repo1t submission to ITRA approval auth01ity 


 
MM/DDIYYYY 


 


MM/DD to 
MM/DDIYYYY 
MM/DD to 
MM/DDIYYYY 
MM/DDIYYYY 


Final Report 


• Draft final repo1t 
 


• Report approval staffing 
 


• Report approval 


 
MM/DD to 
MM/DDIYYYY 
MM/DD to 
MM/DDIYYYY 
MM/DDIYYYY 


Milestone or Production Decision MM/DDIYYYY 


 


5. Assessment Preparation 


 


5.1. Review Program Documents, Artifacts and Data 
 


The assessment team will review program plans, documents, artifacts, and other data to gain a 


full understanding of the program. The ITRA team lead will coordinate with the program office 


to obtain needed artifacts. Table 5-1 presents a list of documents needed for ITRA team review. 
 


Review the list of artifacts and documents you are asking the program office to provide in Table 


5-1 below. Tailor the list of documents and artifacts you need, and ensure you have the right 


SME on the team to review. 


Table 3. Assessment Documentation and Artifact Requirements 


 


Document Name 


Date of 


document on 


hand 


Analysis of Alternatives MM/DDIYYYY 


Appropriate JCIDS document for phase MM/DDIYYYY 
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Concept of Operations MMIDDNYYY 


Validated Online Lifecycle Threat (VOLT) Report MMIDDNYYY 


Request for Proposal Need 


Acquisition Program Baseline [if MS B or later] Need 


Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD)  


Acquisition Strategy  


Systems Engineering Plan (SEP)  


Risk Management Plan  


Software Development Plan or Test Plan  


Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)  


Integrated Master Plan  


Integrated Master Schedule (electronic version, native fo1mat)  


Info1mation Support Plan  


Life Cycle Sustainment Plan  


Program overview briefing w/ organization charts  


Risk Register and Risk Management Board Minutes  


Technical Performance Measures, including software  


Software Test Reports, Software Measurement Plan  


Software Data: (e.g. schedule, effo1t hours, planned duration, Defects, 


Defect backlog, Planned size SW test repo1ts, etc., 
 


Reliability Data  


Presentations from SETR events [, e.g., SRR PDR, CDR]  


Assessments: Technology Readiness Assessment, Independent Reviews, 


Non-Advocate Reviews, etc. 
 


OA, DT or DOT&E Report  


Manufacturing Plan / Assessments / Manufacturing Readiness Review 


artifacts 


 


Manufacturing Data  


 


6. Conduct Site Visits 
 


If desired, the Team Leader can provide an introducto1y briefing to provide an overview of the 


assessment, and what the program office can expect. The assessment is on a non-attribution 


basis. A DCMA representative is encouraged to attend the contractor presentations and provide 


insight and visibility on day-to-day contractor activities and processes. 


 


6.1. On-site Logistics 
 


The assessment team will need a program point of contact, visit request, security clearance, and 


site entrance information. A dedicated conference room is requested for internal team 


discussions at the site visit location to effectively execute the assessment. 
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7. Developing ITRA reports 


After the documentation review and site visit(s), the assessment team will synthesize data, develop 


findings, assess risks, and provide recommendations in each area. The team will use the programs 


identified in Table 4 as benchmark programs to be compared to this program to assess the realism of 


program objectives, resources, and schedule. 


Table 4. Benchmark Programs 


 
 


7.1. Preliminary Report 


A prelimina1y report that summarizes the technical risks, provides actionable recommendations, 


and is supported by appropriate documentation and analysis will be presented to the [Program 


Name] PM and shared with the MDA. 


The preliminary report provides the PM with an early opportunity to review the ITRA team's 


identified risks, correct any factual inaccuracies, and initiate any risk mitigation activities the PM 


deems appropriate. The ITRA preliminary report also provides the approval authority and the 


MDA with early notification of any risks that may require outside support or elevation before the 


milestone or production decision. 


7.2. Final Report 


The final report twill provide the Milestone Decision Authority (MDA), Congress, and other stakeholders 


with an independent analysis of the program's risk posture and provides the MDA data to support statutory 


reporting responsibilities. The ITRA final report will consist of an executive summary, a detailed report 


with the requisite data and analysis needed to support the team's findings, assertions and recommendations. 


a. The executive summary will provide an overview of the program's technical risk posture, to include 


critical technologies and manufacturing processes. It will identify risks to be brought to the MDA's 


attention and provide recommended mitigation strategies for high-risk areas. 


b. The body of the report shall include a summary of the key technical risks.  This summary will 


be in the form of a risk matrix as shown in Figure 3.  This risk matrix will include an assessment of the 


estimated effectiveness of the planned risk mitigations. 
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Figure 3. Sample Risk Matrix 


c. The ITRA will document existing program mitigation strategies as well as any additional 


recommended strategies to mitigate risks and issues.  This will be in the form of an appendix. 


Analysis of mitigation strategies will include whether they are feasible, affordable, and timely, given 


program circumstances, constraints, and objectives. The assessment will include consideration of 


mitigation impacts to the overall program schedule and technical performance expectations.  In 


addition, the detailed report appendix will provide greater detail that expands on the risks identified 


in the executive summary.  The detailed report will include enough supporting data necessary to 


substantiate the ITRA team's assessment of the program risks and ensure the report can be understood 


without referencing external documents.  The detailed report will include a DTRAM scorecard 


similar to the one shown in Figure 4. This visualization tool, coupled with the standard risk cube, 


shown in Figure 3, provides leadership with a quick cross-reference to the technical risks as well as 


key elements of program progress. 


 


Figure 4. Notional Assessment Scorecard 


d. The underlying supporting documentation and analysis include the data, briefs, and 


documentation the ITRA team collected during the conduct of the ITRA and the analysis the team 


conducted that form the basis of the ITRA risks and observations can be supplied as appendices to 


the formal report.  
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ACAT 


CDD 


DoD 


DOT&E 


DT&E 


IPR 


IPT 


ITRA 


PM 


PMO 


POC 


SE 


T&E 


TWS 


WIPT 


 


Acronyms 


[Tailor for this assessment] 


Acquisition Category 


Capability Development Document 


Department of Defense 


Director, Operational Test and Evaluation 
 


Development Test and Evaluation 


In Process Review 


Integrated Product Team 
 


Independent Technical Risk Assessment 


Program Manager 


Program Management Office 


Point of Contact 


Systems Engineering 


Test and Evaluation 


Tactical Warfare Systems 


Working Integrated Product Team 
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(When Filled In) 


DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT:  Distribution is limited to U.S. Government agencies only. This 


document is not releasable without permission from the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for 


Science, Technology, and Engineering and all requests for this document must be referred to SAF/AQR: 


Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force  


Science, Technology, and Engineering 


1060 Air Force Pentagon 


4D117 


Washington, D.C. 20330-1060 


usaf.pentagon.saf-aq.mbx.saf-aqr-workflow@mail.mil1 


CUI 


[Program] (Acronym)  


Independent Technical Risk Assessment 


[Date] 


1 Introduction Style Heading 1 


1.1 Purpose (one paragraph) Style Heading 2 


Guidance:  USD(R&E) requests we limit the 


report to 10 pages.  As such, the report owner 


must manage the content while addressing all 


seven Defense Technical Risk Assessment 


Methodology (DTRAM) areas, allocating more 


pages to the areas of risk.   


For example, if you have no significant 


Manufacturing risk, you can keep that writeup to a 


¼ - ½ page and allocate more pages to an area you 


have risk.  If you have significant Mission Capability, Technology, and System Development 


risks, you might consider using two pages on Technology risks, two pages on System 


Development or MOSA risks, and one to two pages on Mission Capability risks.   


The organizational structure in this template should be followed; however, the content in this 


guide is NOT mandatory.  Writers MUST use critical thinking vs. a fill-in-the-blank approach. 


The only mandatory tables or figures are: 


 A picture on page 1.


 Table 1 schedule and cost profile


 Table 2 summary risk assessment


 Risk matrix in Section 5


 Risk scorecard and program schedule in appendixes


All other tables are for example purposes only.  Please use graphs, charts, and tables as you need 


to in order to describe and substantiate your risks. 


Style paragraphs as “Normal.”  Add a paragraph return between paragraphs.  Include a callout 


before the appearance of each graphic to describe the purpose or content of the graphic.  When 


all else fails, paintbrush the style from a paragraph that is working.   


Photo/illlustration 


approx 2 x 2. Border 


.5 black especially if 


edge is undefined. 


Figure 1.  Program Name Caption 
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Provide a short discussion that includes the program name (Figure 1), the purpose or 


milestone/other decision point for which the assessment was performed, and an overview of the 


assessment itself.  For example, “OUSD(R&E) conducted an Independent Technical Risk 


Assessment of the [XXXX] program in accordance with statute and policy in advance of the 


Milestone B decision planned for [May 15, 2018].” 


 


1.2 Program Objective and Description (less than one page) Style Heading 2 


State what the program is trying to achieve (e.g., new capability, improved capability, low 


procurement cost, reduced maintenance or manning, and so forth). 


 


Briefly describe the program or program approach (not the system).  Describe whether the 


program is providing a new system or one to replace or modify an existing or older operational 


system.  Discuss if it is a new design, a major system modification, or a modification or 


repurposing of existing government purpose or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment.  


Address whether it is an evolutionary acquisition program, and if so, what increment(s) this 


assessment examined.  Include the program schedule (and funding profile if available/relevant).  


Describe the “minimum viable product” by increment.  Other items to discuss include when 


Initial Operational Capability (IOC) is planned, number of competing prime contractors, type of 


contract planned, and other program interdependencies.  Include an OV-1 only if relevant to the 


risk assessment discussion.  Table 1 shows ... what.  MS Excel template for schedule and cost 


table:  \\rsrcnvfs05\atl_org_4\MPS\AO_Notebook\PSA-ITRA Assessments\2 - ITRA\ITRA 


Report Templates 


 


Use consecutive figure and table numbering in the body of the report (1, 2, 3, not 1-1, 1-2, 2-1, 


etc.).  Place table captions above the table; figure captions below the figure.  If you create a table 


in MS Word or Excel, use Times New Roman type to match the report, and call it “Table ....”  If 


you lift a picture of a table from another source and keep source formatting that looks 


significantly different from the report style, call it “Figure...” and add a source note.  If you 


create a graphic for this report, you do not need to include the source; graphics without credit are 


assumed to be created by the author.  To paste a picture from Excel or PowerPoint, Paste Special 


as “Enhanced Metafile.”  Keep a folder of master figures to allow for editing as needed, but paste 


the picture as a stable unit into the report.  Style pictures as “Normal” and adjust centering.  


Ensure graphics stay within the margins.   


 
Table 1.  Program Schedule* and Cost Profile  


 FY 18 FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25 


Key Events         


Cost Profile($M)        
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*See program schedule at Appendix --. 


Source: [Program Name] Systems Engineering Plan, Month day, 20xx.  Style is called “Source Note”  


 


2 Summary of [Program Name] Technical Risks 


Provide a summary introduction of the top risks found by the assessment team, by technical area.  


At a minimum, this summary should address any areas of risk that are assessed as high or 


moderate.  Example:  


 


The program is assessed as [high/moderate/low] risk in meeting 


program objectives owing to significant technology, system 


development, and mission risks, as summarized in Table 2.  The 


program shows moderate technical risk in meeting the program’s 


planned schedule and performance goals.  The program will most likely 


require time beyond the threshold schedule (April 2022) to achieve 


XYZ, to accommodate technology and system development risks; 


however, I expect the program will reach XYZ by the draft Acquisition 


Program Baseline (APB) objective of April 2024. 


 


3 Risk by Technical Area 


3.1 Mission Capability (High)  or  (Moderate)   (Low) 


Address any aspects of the mission, requirements, CONOPS, or 


mission profile that may not be met.  Discuss significant 


interoperability or interdependency risks that have an impact on the program’s ability to 


accomplish its intended mission.   


 


Describe whether the program has established Key Performance Parameters (KPP), Key System 


Attributes (KSA), and additional performance attributes.  As appropriate by phase, address 


whether the KPPs, KSAs, other key requirements, gaps, Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) or 


Measures of Performance (MOP), etc., are appropriate, realistic, and achievable.  Describe 


whether the requirements are based on active engagement between the acquisition and user 


communities that have informed trade-offs among cost, schedule, performance, and risk.  


Provide a current status and assessed risk to achieving proposed or established requirements.    


 


Consider depicting the status of Capability Development Document (CDD) requirements in a 


graphic as below (Figure 2): 


 


FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27


Key Events MS B MS C FRP  IOC


Cost Profile($M)


RDT&E 340.8 327 296.3 193.7 19.9 20.4 17.55 15.3 14.5


Procure 56.4 333.9 490.3 689.9 1280.1 1804.5 2304.4 2702.4 3380.3


O&S


CDR IOTE


Table 2.  Risk 


Assessment 


Overall: Moderate 


Technical Risk  


Mission Capability   


Technology   


System Development   


MOSA  


Software  


Security/Cybersecurity  


Manufacturing  


RAM/Sustainment  
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Source: 


Figure 2.  Key Requirements / Gaps 


 


If applicable, discuss risks regarding the decomposition of requirements from the 


CDD/Capability Production Document (CPD) to the Government Specification and down to the 


contractor’s developed Specification. 


 


Discuss requirements stability and any requirements growth through design and development if a 


risk.  Consider a table depicting requirements stability/growth.  Identify reasons/rationale for any 


significant requirements growth.  Assess the requirements stability and include a table that 


documents the requirements from the System Requirements Review (SRR) through appropriate 


technical reviews.  Figure 3 shows what... 


 


 
Source:  


Figure 3.  Requirements Stability/Growth 


 


3.2 Technology (…) 


Consider opening this section with a statement that addresses the requirement in title 10 United 


States Code (U.S.C.) to “identify critical technologies”…“that need to be matured” before 


Milestone A and to “include[s] the identification of any critical technologies….that have not 


been successfully demonstrated in a relevant environment” before Milestone B and subsequent 


production decisions.  For example:  “The program has three critical technologies, two of which 
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still need to be matured before Milestone B, technology xx and technology yy.”  Or “The 


program has demonstrated all critical technologies in a relevant environment.” 


 


Describe the technical issues and risks related to critical technologies, status of maturity, and any 


problems with reaching needed maturity or demonstration in a relevant environment.  Discuss 


whether a  Technology Readiness Assessment has been conducted and if necessary 


highlight/discuss any key differences or assessment areas.  Consider a table (Table 3): 


 
Table 3.  Critical Technologies  


Critical Technologies Technology Description Status Notes 


Technology #1 Describe the technology, its 


function, and the 


environment in which it 


will operate.   


TRL 7  


Technology #2  TRL 4 Laboratory testing results not yet 


available 


Technology #3  TRL 3 Components not yet integrated or 


representative of sub-system 


 


Or a chart (Figure 4): 


 
 


Figure 4.  Caption 


 


 


Proof figure and table numbering to ensure it remains consecutive after editing.  To insert 


automatic caption numbering, use References / Insert Caption / label Figure or Table.  Omit the 


chapter number for a short document.  The auto number will be in a shaded gray field.  To 


update fields, hit F9.   
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For the technologies with key risks, provide a summary paragraph or two on each technology.  


These should provide a synopsis of its development history, related uses of the same or similar 


technology,  technology maturation progress vs. maturation plans, and the progress of remaining 


risks in achieving test results.  As needed, include references such as papers, presentations, 


graphs, and other facts as an appendix that will support the assessment. 


 


Summarize the planned risk mitigation activities that show how the risk of maturing the 


technology will be reduced.  If needed, discuss technology off-ramp decision points and proven 


technologies that could be used instead. 


 


3.3 System Development / Integration (…) 


In this section, discuss key risks associated with engineering development/applications not 


otherwise addressed by other areas in this report.  These include risks associated with design 


considerations, technical processes, technical management processes, and engineering products.  


Consider addressing key design drivers if they pose risk to a program. 


 


If appropriate, summarize any design trades made that relate to cost, schedule, or performance 


risks and drivers.  If appropriate, comment on technical trade-off analysis conducted.  


Assess whether the program requirements have adequate contingency and growth margin 


(SWAP-C, bandwidth, etc.) to support future growth/upgrades.  Address any significant risks 


related to technical refresh or obsolescence. 


 


Consider integration risks related to interface system elements within systems (internal 


integration) as well as systems with other systems (external integration).  Identify and discuss 


any risks with external programs that have critical interdependencies and interfaces with the 


program.  Assess if these external program schedules and demonstrated capability are on track to 


support the program’s integration, test, and production. 


 


If appropriate, discuss significant risks related to test objectives, methods, procedures, test scope, 


safety, and whether test resources have been properly identified, resourced, and coordinated.  


Consider risks related to training for test, timing to successfully proceed with tests, and risks to 


successfully meet the verification requirements in the program.  These may include: 


 List Bullet.  Style name: List Bullet  


o List Bullet 2.  List Bullet 2 


o List Bullet 2 


 List Bullet 3.  List Bullet 3 


 List Bullet 3 


 List Bullet The quantities, configurations, and types of deliverable test articles 


 List Bullet 2 Required contractor investments, expenditures, and developments required; 


e.g., threat simulators, targets, instrumentation, logistics, and transportation for test 


preparation and setups, training, documentation, and personnel to support test events. 
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 List Bullet 3 Contractor-generated data and test reports for inclusion in the Contract Data 


Requirements List (CDRL). 


 


Address any other significant engineering risks to include survivability, spectrum supportability 


and Electronic Environmental Effects (E3). 


 


3.4 Modular Open Systems Approach (…) 


Mandatory Section:  Discuss any Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA) risks.  Address if 


the system has been appropriately designed to allow evolution of capability, if a design will 


hinder an evolution or opportunity for technical upgrades, reduce interoperability, or inhibit 


significant cost savings in the future.  


 


3.5 Software (…) 


Identify only the key software (SW) risk(s) the OUSD(R&E) and Milestone Decision Authority 


(MDA) need to be aware of.  Use SW engineering and parametric assessments as necessary to 


describe driving software risks.  This section should not be more than a page in length unless SW 


risks are potentially driving performance, schedule, or cost shortfalls. 


 


Software Engineering Planning and Execution.  Summarize OUSD(R&E)’s assessment of 


significant SW execution risk(s) associated with SW engineering planning and execution.  As 


applicable, address any key risks, represented below, the USD(R&E) and MDA may need 


cognizance of when reviewing the ITRA. 


 List Bullet 


 If list item is a complete sentence, end with a period. 


 Fragment (no period) 


 Use all sentences or all fragments within one list. 


 Software Schedule Evaluation.  (Estimation?) 


 Software Staffing 


 Software Metrics and Quantitative Management 


 Software Requirements Development and Management 


 Continuous SW Delivery Pipeline (SW Factory) 


 Agile Considerations/Vendor Engagement 


 Software Prototyping/Product Demonstration 


 Quality/Software Maturity and Readiness 


 


3.5.1 Enterprise/Software Architecture and Design Artifacts 


 


Avoid Level 3 headings if possible.  If appropriate, discuss risks associate with Architecture and 


Software Design Considerations. 
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3.5.2 [When applicable – may be particularly relevant early in the life cycle before actual 


progress to plan can be assessed] Analogous Programs Used for Software 


Development Benchmarking 


 


Identify recent analogous programs that reflect the assessed system’s SW complexity, staffing 


and productivity.1 Analogous programs provide reasonable estimate bounds against a program of 


interest with respect to SW development duration, effort and productivity.  Discuss why for any 


program not included as an analogy they were excluded.  The program benchmark data will be 


available from the DoD program office, OUSD(R&E) metrics database, and/or OSD 


CAPE/CADE Software Resources Data Reports (SRDR).  


 


Software Development Duration, Size and Development Effort – discuss risk, if appropriate – 


substantiate with charts as required.  Figure 5 shows .... 


 


 
Source:  ___   


Figure 5.  Caption 


 


3.5.3 Software Development Schedule  


 


Summarize OUSD(R&E)’s SW review and assessment against the planned SW development 


schedule.  Discuss the parametric analysis conducted to support the delineated SW development 


schedule realism findings related to assumptions, size, duration, and staffing.  Insert appropriate 


charts, if risks warranted. 


 


3.5.4 Software Quality (Defects, Defect Backlog, Technical Debt) 


 


Summarize the software review and assessment against actual defects found during SW 


development test activity and the planned software defect burndown, including the identification 


of risk areas (for example, the schedule required to close 100 percent Sev 0 and Sev 1 new or 


open defects).   


 


                                                 
1 Insert footnotes or (author date) text citations to reference documents or briefings that substantiate a finding/risk. 
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Refer to the Appendix showing the parametric analysis conducted to support the delineated SW 


quality (defects, backlog) findings.  Figure 6 shows examples of this information. 


 


 
Source:  ___ 


Figure 6.  Caption  


 


3.6 Security/Cybersecurity  


Discuss any significant security or cybersecurity risks.  Discuss major risks to information 


assurance and system security.  Consider discussing significant risks to critical program 


information, exposure to vulnerabilities, and potential mission impact risks may pose. 


 


Consider significant risks in the design that may inhibit the ability to preserve mission-critical 


system functions or resources, allow access to the system, or any other design attributes for risks 


that have been accepted with significant mission impact.  


 


Address key supply chain management risks related to the system and mission-critical 


components, to include associated procurement strategies and anti-counterfeit practices. 


Also consider significant security risks related to enabling and support systems such as 


manufacturing, testing, logistics, or maintenance systems.   


 


3.7 Manufacturing  


If a Milestone A assessment, consider opening this section with a statement that addresses the 


requirement in title 10 U.S.C. to “identify manufacturing processes”…“that need to be matured.” 


 


If a Milestone B or later ITRA, consider opening this section with a statement that specifically 


addresses “any manufacturing processes that have not been successfully demonstrated in a 


relevant environment” or a statement that all have.   


 


For Milestone A assessments, consider the following for evidence:   


 Critical manufacturing processes identified.  Has a survey been completed to determine 


the current state of critical processes? 
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 Has maturity been assessed on similar processes in production?   


 Have process capability requirements been identified for pilot line, Low-Rate Initial 


Production (LRIP), and Full-Rate Production (FRP)? 


 New manufacturing technologies or skills identified  


 Facilities, tooling, test equipment identified  


 Long-lead materials and hazardous materials identified with lead times estimated 


 Have yield and rates assessment on proposed/similar processes been completed and 


applied within the Analysis of Alternatives? 


 


Key risk areas to consider before Milestone B may include producibility, fabrication and 


tolerances, assembly, production planning, tool design and maintenance, materials specification, 


process design/control, industrial base, and facilities/workforce considerations.  Also consider: 


 Simulation models, quality plan, and development of manufacturing plans and processes  


 Industrial capability and supply chain in place to support manufacturing of Engineering 


and Manufacturing Development (EMD) articles  


 Design for manufacturing and assembly initiatives initiated and preliminary design key 


characteristics defined 


 Demonstration of prototype tooling and test & inspection equipment, manufacturing 


facilities, and manpower skills in a production relevant environment  


 Resources required in place to meet EMD needs 


 


Key risk areas to consider before Milestone C and FRP decisions may include: 


 Verification of LRIP manufacturing processes on pilot line  


 Have process capability levels met targets 


 Readiness of tooling and test and inspection equipment, facilities, to support LRIP/FRP 


needs with sufficiently trained manpower    


 Completion of supplier products qualification testing and first article inspection 


 Adequacy of supply chain and production performance to support production rates 


 Demonstration of producibility and/or yield rates to achieve LRIP requirements  


 Stability of manufacturing processes, whether they are in control, and meet acceptable 


process capability levels at FRP. 


 


Where necessary to address a risk consider substantiating with charts, graphs or tables.  Table 


XX lists critical manufacturing processes... 
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Table 4.  Manufacturing Process Maturity  


Critical 


Manufacturing Process 


Process Description Status Notes 


Laser Beam Welding Describe the process  Successfully demonstrated on relevant 


system(s); however has not been 


demonstrated on unique material 


application 


Silicon Germanium TR 


Module  


  Demonstrated on a pilot line; however 


has yet to be demonstrated at required 


scale 


Underwater Basket 


Weaving 


  Unique/novel approach to airframe 


development; likely not feasible in 


development timeframe 


 


3.8 Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability/Sustainment 


Discuss significant technical risks related to reliability, availability, and maintainability (RAM).  


Include description of analysis, technical data and provide graphical depictions as appropriate, 


such as a reliability growth curve (e.g., Duane model, PM2, or Crow-Extended Continuous 


Evaluation projections), that support the risk assessment to achieving those requirements.  


Compare the curve to the one documented in the Systems Engineering Plan and discuss any 


changes.  Discuss technical risks resulting from inadequacy of test assets, planned testing hours, 


and/or test-fix-test-cycles.  (Quantity and duration of Corrective Action Plan periods).  Figure 


XX shows ... 


 


Source:  ___ 


Figure 7.  Reliability Growth Curve 


 


MS C 


Likely IOT&E 
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Address any significant supportability risks related to manpower and personnel, training and 


training support, supply support, and support equipment.  Other supportability risks to address 


here include those related to computer resources, packaging, handling, storage and 


transportation, facilities and infrastructure, usage and maintenance data, and technical data. 


 


4 [Other] Risks  


If appropriate, depict the program’s schedule with planned dates and assessed likely dates based 


on the risk assessment if significantly different.  Provide results of any Schedule Risk Analysis 


(Figure XX), if available.  


 
Source:  ___ 


Figure 8.  Schedule Risk Analysis 


 


5 Risk Matrix 


Identify and briefly summarize the key technical risks in the risk matrix (Figure XX).  Consider 


depicting HIGH and MODERATE risks.       
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Figure 9.  Risk Matrix 


 


 


 


6 Conclusion 


Concise one or two sentences.  The program faces what risk because of what essential reason.   


 


7 Recommendation 


Who do what…. 


 


 


 


 


Appendices follow: 


A:  Conduct of the Independent Technical Risk Assessment 


B:  Program Risk Scorecard 


C:  Program Detailed Schedule 


D:  Acronyms 


E:  References 


 


Make acronyms and references the last two appendices. 


 


= Original Risk Analysis
= Current Assessment 
= Predicted Final 


HighModerateLow


Risk:  If the temperature is  below -20°C, the UAV 


LADAR has a 15% chance of being inoperable, 


resulting in hard landings/mishaps


Consequences if Realized:


- Cost - destroyed UAV: $14M


- Performance - cannot operate at  -25°C


Mitigation Method: Avoid - Key activities: 


1. Change operators manual to use auto-land 


only above -20°C; or land under manual control 


below -20°C (Nov 2015)


2. Change CPD requirement from -25°C to -20°C 


(Nov 2015)


Planned Closure Date: Dec 2015


Risk: If the qualified generator magnet supplier 


cannot meet planned production rates, LRIP II lots 


may be short magnets


Consequences if Realized:


- Schedule - delay in LRIP 3 / FRP 1 deliveries


- Cost - $4M for delayed LRIP testing 


Mitigation Method: Transfer - Key activities: 


1. PEO directs lesser priority program (XYZ 


program) to transfer xx magnets to  UAV 


program (Dec 2015)


Planned Closure Date: Dec 2015


Risk: If the ram air turbine generator performance 


cannot be improved from the 90% demonstrated 


during TMRR to full target power level, then an 8% 


reduction in jammer effectiveness, which is below 


the KPP value, may result


Consequences if Realized:


- Performance - unmet KPP


Mitigation Method: Control - Key activities: 


1. Develop redesigned higher efficiency magnets; 


verify magnetic field strength ≥ H1 A/m (Aug 


2015)


2. Integrate redesigned magnets in turbine; verify 


power output ≥ KWb watts in bench testing (Sep 


2015)


3. Integrate prototype turbine in UAV; verify power 


output ≥ KWf watts in flight testing (Nov 2015)


Planned Closure Date: Dec 2015
Li


ke
lih


o
o


d
Consequence


5


4


3


2


1


1      2       3       4      5
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Appendix A:  Conduct of the Independent Technical Risk Assessment   


 


Briefly describe the composition of the SME team and what organizations or individuals were 


included.  Consider using a table to do so.  Identify the special expertise of these participating 


organizations and individuals.  Table A-1 lists key participants.   


 
Table A-1.  ITRA Key Participants  


 Name / Role Organization 


OSD Mr. Bill Smith (Lead) OUSD(R&E) 


Mr. Steven Dent / Systems Engineering OUSD(R&E) 


Mr. Noah Rawls / Software OUSD(R&E) 


Mr. John Jones / Technology OUSD(R&E) 


Mr. Joe Phillips / Acquisition USD(A&S)/ASD(A) 


Ms. Amy Sinclair / Sustainment, Logistics ASD(S) 


O
th


er
 


S
M


E
s 


Mr. Peter Stahl / Manufacturing, Production JHAPL  


Ms. Mary Thomas / Radars Aerospace 


Ms. Phillis Anthony / Security, Cybersecurity MITRE 


 


Summarize the conduct of the ITRA, the engagements conducted in order to assess the program 


technical risk.  Consider using a timeline figure to show the engagements.  Figure A-1 illustrates 


the timeline of ITRA engagements. 


 


 
 


Figure A-1.  ITRA Timeline of Engagements  


   


  


  


  


2018 2019


XXX ITRA May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr


PMO 
Site 
Visit


PDR B
KTR 
Site 
Visit


SE 
WIPT


ITRA 
Engagements


OIPT


Dev
RFP
Dec.PMO Initial 


Report (for 
RFP)


Final 
Report


Today
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Appendix B:  [Program Name] Risk Scorecard 
 


Performance & 
Quality 


Scope & 
Requirements 


Design & 
Architecture 


Evaluation Schedule 
Decision / 
Control 


Resources 


MISSION 
CAPABILITY 


Demonstrated 6 of 7 
KPPs. Met 1 KPP 
through analysis. 


Color Green 
 


  
External 
dependencies 
driving schedule 
slips. 


  


TECHNOLOGY 
3 critical technologies 
at TRL 8 / 1 at TRL 7. 


      


SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 


255, 255, 153 Technical debt 
inherited from 
supporting 
programs. 


 
V&V behind 
schedule. 


IMS missing GFE 
content and 
critical links. SRA 
unsupported. No 
off-ramps. 6 
months behind 
schedule.  


Metrics do not 
capture 
progress. 


CTR move plan; 
PMO/test 
staffing low; 
XXX CTR 
support ends. 


MOSA 
 Evolving 


requirements 
identified. 


Open standards 
not defined 


    


SOFTWARE 


Software immature, 
quality below 
expectations, tech debt 
accumulating. 
255 
255 
255 


Sustainment 
plan not in 
place. 


Transition to 
AGILE without 
integrated 
processes or 
capability. 


Data analysis 
late, V&V not 
rigorous, CTR 
not supplying 
SW test metrics. 


Spans inadequate 
to complete SW, 
parametric 
analysis indicates 
risk.  


Metrics do not 
capture 
maturity, cost 
estimation 
immature, 
quality gates 
not defined. 


Licenses not 
acquired; PMO 
staff limited; 
CTR staffing 
unstable.  


SECURITY and 
CYBERSECURITY 


Cyber threats 
mitigated. Provides 
adequate protection. 
153, 255, 153 


      


MANUFACTURING & 
PRODUCTION 


Manufacturing 
processes 
demonstrated on pilot 
line. 


      


RAM 


Demonstrated 6340 
MMBOMF against 
5400 requirement. 
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Appendix C:  [Program Name] Schedule 


 


Fiscal Year 13


1  2  3  4Quarter


14


1  2  3  4


15


1  2  3  4


16


1  2  3  4


17


1  2  3  4


18


1  2  3  4


19


1  2  3  4


20


1  2  3  4


21


1  2  3  4


22


1  2  3  4


23


1  2  3  4


24


1  2  3  4


25


1  2  3  4


26


1  2  3  4


27


1  2  3  4


28


1  2  3  4


29


1  2  3  4


30


1  2  3  4


Acquisition Milestones 


Logistics Events


Major Contract Events


Test Events


Systems Engineering


Production


FOCIOC 


Engineering and Manufacturing Development 


ICD


Technology Maturation and 


Risk Reduction


MSD Core CapabilityILA


= IBR


= Technical Reviews


Total Production xxx


= Item Deliveries


= RFP Release


= Item Production


TEMP


ALFT&E waiver notification


= select documents


EMD Contract Award


LRIP Lot 2 


AAC LRIP Lot 3 


LRIP Lot 1 / IOT&E support 


Lot 2 x 9


Lot 3 x 14


FRP


LRIP
L/Lead 


OTRR


DOT&E Report on IOT&E


LFT&E Report


IOCSRILA


PCA
SRR
(Competing 


Vendors)
SFR PDR


CDR TRR FCA/SVR


Fixed Avionics SIL


Flight Control SIL


GTV


Production / Deployment


LRIP / IOTE FRP


= First Flight


L/Lead 


Integrated Testing


FOT&E (notional)


(notional)


ILA


TECHEVAL


MS-B CDR


Assessment


Requirements


MS-C FRP 


CPD


LFT&E (Components) LFT&E (Systems)


= Progress review


= Contract Award


Lot 1 x 6L/Lead 


Portable/Flight Test Avionics SIL


EDMs


MS-A PDR 


Assessment


CDD


Draft SEP SEP


RFP Release 


Decision


Log Demo


Competitive Prototyping


Risk Reduction Prototyping


TMRR 


Contract 


Awards


Source 


Selection


Developmental Test and Evaluation


OA


Contract Awards
Negotiation


PD Contract AwardSource Selection


TEMP


FRR PRR
SEP SEP


IOT&E / OPEVAL


Software Engineering


Build 1.1


Build 1.2


…
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		1		1		1		6		1		4		10082		1.1.C1.D6.Q1		20080		1.3.1.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how capabilities in the ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case, are expressed in terms of metrics that can be tested and are potentially achievable by the candidate material solutions and the available  technologies .				          --  1.1.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Describe how capabilities in the ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case, are expressed in terms of metrics that can be tested and are potentially achievable by the candidate material solutions and the available  technologies .

		1		1		1		6		2		4		10083		1.1.C1.D6.Q2		20081		1.3.1.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How were the changes in to the ICD and draft CCD, or for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case, controlled and vetted through the requirements, acquisition, and budget communities?				          --  1.1.C1.D6.Q2 (Question)  How were the changes in to the ICD and draft CCD, or for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case, controlled and vetted through the requirements, acquisition, and budget communities?

		1		1		1		6		3		4		10084		1.1.C1.D6.Q3		20082		1.3.1.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Are the ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case, stated in measurable terms?  Note: Measures are numerical values assigned to attributes according to defined criteria.  Some examples are size, cost, and defects.				          --  1.1.C1.D6.Q3 (Question)  Are the ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case, stated in measurable terms?  Note: Measures are numerical values assigned to attributes according to defined criteria.  Some examples are size, cost, and defects.

		1		1		1		7		0		3		2037		1.1.C1.D7		37		1.3.1.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The ICD, or Problem Statement for Business Systems, considers the materiel approaches based on analysis of the relative cost, efficiency, performance, technology maturity, fielding time frame, and risk.				   --  1.1.C1.D7  The ICD, or Problem Statement for Business Systems, considers the materiel approaches based on analysis of the relative cost, efficiency, performance, technology maturity, fielding time frame, and risk.

		1		1		1		7		1		4		10079		1.1.C1.D7.Q1		20077		1.3.1.Q8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the ICD (or the Problem Statement for a DBS), have been informed by the material alternatives prepared for the MDD. Have changes to the ICD, if any, been reviewed by the JCIDS analysis process for a complete analysis?				          --  1.1.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the ICD (or the Problem Statement for a DBS), have been informed by the material alternatives prepared for the MDD. Have changes to the ICD, if any, been reviewed by the JCIDS analysis process for a complete analysis?

		1		1		1		8		0		3		2038		1.1.C1.D8		38		1.3.1.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The ICD and draft CDD, or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs, clearly state required capabilities in broad and time-phased operational goals. Each capability gap is defined with a metric and minimum value for use in the AoA.				   --  1.1.C1.D8  The ICD and draft CDD, or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs, clearly state required capabilities in broad and time-phased operational goals. Each capability gap is defined with a metric and minimum value for use in the AoA.

		1		1		1		8		1		4		10069		1.1.C1.D8.Q1		20067		1.3.1.Q11		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What are the differences in scope between the ICD and draft CDD, or for DBSs the Problem Statement, and the design concept prepared for the MDD?				          --  1.1.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  What are the differences in scope between the ICD and draft CDD, or for DBSs the Problem Statement, and the design concept prepared for the MDD?

		1		1		1		8		2		4		10080		1.1.C1.D8.Q2		20078		1.3.1.Q9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What gaps in the supporting ICD, or Problem Statement for DBSs, will not be addressed by the material alternatives prepared for the MDD?				          --  1.1.C1.D8.Q2 (Question)  What gaps in the supporting ICD, or Problem Statement for DBSs, will not be addressed by the material alternatives prepared for the MDD?
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		1		1		1		9		0		3		2039		1.1.C1.D9		39		1.3.1.C9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Operational capabilities documented in an approved CDD are clearly stated, measurable, and testable.				   --  1.1.C1.D9  Operational capabilities documented in an approved CDD are clearly stated, measurable, and testable.

		1		1		1		9		1		4		10072		1.1.C1.D9.Q1		20070		1.3.1.Q14		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the testing will quantitatively measure operational capabilities.				          --  1.1.C1.D9.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the testing will quantitatively measure operational capabilities.

		1		1		1		9		2		4		10073		1.1.C1.D9.Q2		20071		1.3.1.Q15		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the user address the operational environment in formulating the operational requirements of the system within the schedule, budget, and technical feasibility of the program?				          --  1.1.C1.D9.Q2 (Question)  How does the user address the operational environment in formulating the operational requirements of the system within the schedule, budget, and technical feasibility of the program?
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		1		1		1		10		1		4		10091		1.1.C1.D10.Q1		20089		1.3.1.Q23		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		For each configuration item of the system, have the performance requirements, both explicit and derived, been tested and verified at the program and SoS levels?  What deficiencies have been documented?				          --  1.1.C1.D10.Q1 (Question)  For each configuration item of the system, have the performance requirements, both explicit and derived, been tested and verified at the program and SoS levels?  What deficiencies have been documented?

		1		1		1		10		2		4		10092		1.1.C1.D10.Q2		20090		1.3.1.Q24		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		For computer/software configuration items, is there sufficient progress in testing and test results?  What is the status of the software testing?  What is the status of open problem reports/deficiency reports (i.e., the numbers of open software trouble reports by level of severity), and how will these open deficiencies affect successful Initial Operational Test and Evaluation?  Who performed software independent verification and validation  (IV&V), what were the findings, and was a report published?				          --  1.1.C1.D10.Q2 (Question)  For computer/software configuration items, is there sufficient progress in testing and test results?  What is the status of the software testing?  What is the status of open problem reports/deficiency reports (i.e., the numbers of open software trouble reports by level of severity), and how will these open deficiencies affect successful Initial Operational Test and Evaluation?  Who performed software independent verification and validation  (IV&V), what were the findings, and was a report published?

		1		1		1		10		3		4		10093		1.1.C1.D10.Q3		20091		1.3.1.Q25		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Have all KPPs, MOEs, measures of suitability (MOSs) and critical technical parameters been demonstrated by prototypes or engineering development models operating in the system’s intended environment?  Are the results documented in test and evaluation reports described and documented in accordance with the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)?  Have deficiencies been documented and analyzed, and are the associated risks for successful testing manageable?				          --  1.1.C1.D10.Q3 (Question)  Have all KPPs, MOEs, measures of suitability (MOSs) and critical technical parameters been demonstrated by prototypes or engineering development models operating in the system’s intended environment?  Are the results documented in test and evaluation reports described and documented in accordance with the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)?  Have deficiencies been documented and analyzed, and are the associated risks for successful testing manageable?

		1		1		1		10		4		4		10094		1.1.C1.D10.Q4		20092		1.3.1.Q26		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Has verification of all reliability, availability, and maintainability and Built-in-Test  requirements been completed and documented in accordance with the TEMP?  Have all deficiencies been documented and analyzed, and are the associated risks manageable?				          --  1.1.C1.D10.Q4 (Question)  Has verification of all reliability, availability, and maintainability and Built-in-Test  requirements been completed and documented in accordance with the TEMP?  Have all deficiencies been documented and analyzed, and are the associated risks manageable?

		1		1		1		11		0		3		2043		1.1.C1.D11		43		1.3.2.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Draft KPPs and KSAs have been established and documented in a Service-only approved draft CDD (or Business Case for DBSs), which forms the basis for the performance specification.  The scope of the draft KPPs and KSAs include mandatory sections related to Force Protection KPP, Survivability KPP, Sustainment KPP, Net-Ready KPP, Training KPP, and Energy KPP.				   --  1.1.C1.D11  Draft KPPs and KSAs have been established and documented in a Service-only approved draft CDD (or Business Case for DBSs), which forms the basis for the performance specification.  The scope of the draft KPPs and KSAs include mandatory sections related to Force Protection KPP, Survivability KPP, Sustainment KPP, Net-Ready KPP, Training KPP, and Energy KPP.

		1		1		1		11		1		4		10095		1.1.C1.D11.Q1		20093		1.3.2.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What mandatory KPPs or KSAs have not been included in the draft CDD, or for DBSs the Business Case, and why?				          --  1.1.C1.D11.Q1 (Question)  What mandatory KPPs or KSAs have not been included in the draft CDD, or for DBSs the Business Case, and why?

		1		1		1		11		2		4		10096		1.1.C1.D11.Q2		20094		1.3.2.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How has the program planned to verify and validate the KPPs/KSAs?				          --  1.1.C1.D11.Q2 (Question)  How has the program planned to verify and validate the KPPs/KSAs?

		1		1		1		11		3		4		10097		1.1.C1.D11.Q3		20095		1.3.2.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What are the plans to the develop the mandatory KPPs required by the JCIDS manual or DoDD  4630.05 (e.g., integrated architecture products for Net-Ready KPP)?				          --  1.1.C1.D11.Q3 (Question)  What are the plans to the develop the mandatory KPPs required by the JCIDS manual or DoDD  4630.05 (e.g., integrated architecture products for Net-Ready KPP)?

		1		1		1		11		4		4		10107		1.1.C1.D11.Q4		20105		1.3.2.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss what mandatory KPPs and KSAs have been established in the Service-approved draft CDD or Business Case for DBSs.  How did the AoA influence the selection of the KPPs and KSAs?  Address the measurability and testability of the draft KPPs and KSAs.				          --  1.1.C1.D11.Q4 (Question)  Discuss what mandatory KPPs and KSAs have been established in the Service-approved draft CDD or Business Case for DBSs.  How did the AoA influence the selection of the KPPs and KSAs?  Address the measurability and testability of the draft KPPs and KSAs.

		1		1		1		12		0		3		2045		1.1.C1.D12		45		1.3.2.C3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		KPPs and KSAs have been established and documented in the CDD, or Business Case for DBSs.				   --  1.1.C1.D12  KPPs and KSAs have been established and documented in the CDD, or Business Case for DBSs.

		1		1		1		12		1		4		10099		1.1.C1.D12.Q1		20097		1.3.2.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What KPPs and KSAs have been documented in the CDD or, for DBSs, the Business Case, and how do they differ from those in the draft CDD or Problem Statement?				          --  1.1.C1.D12.Q1 (Question)  What KPPs and KSAs have been documented in the CDD or, for DBSs, the Business Case, and how do they differ from those in the draft CDD or Problem Statement?

		1		1		1		13		0		3		2046		1.1.C1.D13		46		1.3.2.C4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CDD includes the required integrated architecture products.				   --  1.1.C1.D13  The CDD includes the required integrated architecture products.

		1		1		1		13		1		4		10100		1.1.C1.D13.Q1		20098		1.3.2.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe the integrated architecture products in the CDD (if required).				          --  1.1.C1.D13.Q1 (Question)  Describe the integrated architecture products in the CDD (if required).

		1		1		1		14		0		3		2047		1.1.C1.D14		47		1.3.2.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		KPPs and KSAs are clearly defined and reflected in the technical requirements, and will be tracked as an integral part of the system design.				   --  1.1.C1.D14  KPPs and KSAs are clearly defined and reflected in the technical requirements, and will be tracked as an integral part of the system design.

		1		1		1		14		1		4		10101		1.1.C1.D14.Q1		20099		1.3.2.Q8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Provide evidence that the KPPs and KSAs are clearly defined and reflected in the technical requirements, and that they will be tracked as an integral part of the system design.				          --  1.1.C1.D14.Q1 (Question)  Provide evidence that the KPPs and KSAs are clearly defined and reflected in the technical requirements, and that they will be tracked as an integral part of the system design.

		1		1		1		15		0		3		2048		1.1.C1.D15		48		1.3.2.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CDD provides separate threshold and objective values for all KPPs and KSAs.				   --  1.1.C1.D15  The CDD provides separate threshold and objective values for all KPPs and KSAs.

		1		1		1		15		1		4		10102		1.1.C1.D15.Q1		20100		1.3.2.Q9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What is the rationale for the KPP/KSA thresholds and objectives?				          --  1.1.C1.D15.Q1 (Question)  What is the rationale for the KPP/KSA thresholds and objectives?

		1		1		1		15		2		4		10103		1.1.C1.D15.Q2		20101		1.3.2.Q10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		If the threshold and objective value for any KPP or KSA is the same, what is the rationale and how will trade space be provided?				          --  1.1.C1.D15.Q2 (Question)  If the threshold and objective value for any KPP or KSA is the same, what is the rationale and how will trade space be provided?

		1		1		1		16		0		3		2049		1.1.C1.D16		49		1.3.2.C7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		KPPs and KSAs in the CPD are appropriately reviewed, updated, and validated.				   --  1.1.C1.D16  KPPs and KSAs in the CPD are appropriately reviewed, updated, and validated.

		1		1		1		16		1		4		10104		1.1.C1.D16.Q1		20102		1.3.2.Q11		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What is the rationale for updating the KPPs and KSAs at this milestone, and how is the rationale tied to technical maturity achieved in EMD?				          --  1.1.C1.D16.Q1 (Question)  What is the rationale for updating the KPPs and KSAs at this milestone, and how is the rationale tied to technical maturity achieved in EMD?

		1		1		1		17		0		3		2050		1.1.C1.D17		50		1.3.2.C8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The mandatory Net Ready KPP includes requirements to support a military mission or business function, ability to enter the network, and ability to exchange data as required.				   --  1.1.C1.D17  The mandatory Net Ready KPP includes requirements to support a military mission or business function, ability to enter the network, and ability to exchange data as required.

		1		1		1		17		1		4		10105		1.1.C1.D17.Q1		20103		1.3.2.Q12		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the Net Ready KPP includes requirements to: support a military mission or business function, enter the network, and exchange data as required.				          --  1.1.C1.D17.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the Net Ready KPP includes requirements to: support a military mission or business function, enter the network, and exchange data as required.

		1		1		1		17		2		4		10106		1.1.C1.D17.Q2		20104		1.3.2.Q13		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the system meets the Net-Ready KPP by being capable of supporting the intended military mission or business function, able to enter the network, and able to exchange data as required.				          --  1.1.C1.D17.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the system meets the Net-Ready KPP by being capable of supporting the intended military mission or business function, able to enter the network, and able to exchange data as required.

		1		1		1		18		0		3		2051		1.1.C1.D18		51		3.3.2.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The program has an approved ICD which articulates the capability gap(s), desired operational attributes with measures and metrics, and associated dependencies.				   --  1.1.C1.D18  The program has an approved ICD which articulates the capability gap(s), desired operational attributes with measures and metrics, and associated dependencies.

		1		1		1		18		1		4		10306		1.1.C1.D18.Q1		20295		3.3.2.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the status of ICD approval.  What is the approval date?  What is the plan for ICD approval?				          --  1.1.C1.D18.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of ICD approval.  What is the approval date?  What is the plan for ICD approval?

		1		1		1		18		2		4		10308		1.1.C1.D18.Q2		20296		3.3.2.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the relationship between the ICD and AoA study guidance.  Are the measures in the AoA study guidance  traceable to the gaps and operational attributes which are specified in the ICD?				          --  1.1.C1.D18.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the relationship between the ICD and AoA study guidance.  Are the measures in the AoA study guidance  traceable to the gaps and operational attributes which are specified in the ICD?

		1		1		1		19		0		3		2061		1.1.C1.D19		61		4.1.10.C4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The force protection attributes, derived from the FP KPP, take into consideration the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear.				   --  1.1.C1.D19  The force protection attributes, derived from the FP KPP, take into consideration the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear.

		1		1		1		19		1		4		10999		1.1.C1.D19.Q1		20922		4.1.10.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How are the force protection attributes derived from the FP KPP and take into consideration the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear?				          --  1.1.C1.D19.Q1 (Question)  How are the force protection attributes derived from the FP KPP and take into consideration the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear?

		1		1		1		20		0		3		2066		1.1.C1.D20		66		4.1.8.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The capability documentation (e.g.  CDD) addresses applicable system personnel (operating crew) survivability parameters to include requirements to reduce the risks of fratricide, detection, or attack in hostile environments (e.g., nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) conditions) on the battlefield.				   --  1.1.C1.D20  The capability documentation (e.g.  CDD) addresses applicable system personnel (operating crew) survivability parameters to include requirements to reduce the risks of fratricide, detection, or attack in hostile environments (e.g., nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) conditions) on the battlefield.

		1		1		1		20		1		4		10521		1.1.C1.D20.Q1		20500		4.1.8.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program's capability documentation (e.g., CDD) and technical planning (e.g., SEP), desired capabilities, system requirements, and design documentation address each of the HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).				          --  1.1.C1.D20.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's capability documentation (e.g., CDD) and technical planning (e.g., SEP), desired capabilities, system requirements, and design documentation address each of the HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).

		1		1		1		21		0		3		2068		1.1.C1.D21		68		4.1.9.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The survivability attributes in the draft CDD (or Business Case for DBSs) are mission focused, traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and threats in the expected environment, and are informed by the AoA.				   --  1.1.C1.D21  The survivability attributes in the draft CDD (or Business Case for DBSs) are mission focused, traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and threats in the expected environment, and are informed by the AoA.

		1		1		1		21		1		4		10529		1.1.C1.D21.Q1		20506		4.1.9.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What threats were used to identify and develop the survivability needs?				          --  1.1.C1.D21.Q1 (Question)  What threats were used to identify and develop the survivability needs?

		1		1		1		21		2		4		10530		1.1.C1.D21.Q2		20507		4.1.9.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How did the AoA inform the development of the survivability attributes in the draft CDD?				          --  1.1.C1.D21.Q2 (Question)  How did the AoA inform the development of the survivability attributes in the draft CDD?

		1		1		1		21		3		4		10531		1.1.C1.D21.Q3		20508		4.1.9.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Explain the draft survivability attributes rationale.  How are they mission-focused and traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile?  How will they ensure the survivability (and non-exploitation for IT) of the system?				          --  1.1.C1.D21.Q3 (Question)  Explain the draft survivability attributes rationale.  How are they mission-focused and traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile?  How will they ensure the survivability (and non-exploitation for IT) of the system?

		1		1		1		22		0		3		2073		1.1.C1.D22		73		4.2.1.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The program has a validated phase-appropriate capabilities document which addresses the operational system, the training system, and the support system.				   --  1.1.C1.D22  The program has a validated phase-appropriate capabilities document which addresses the operational system, the training system, and the support system.

		1		1		1		22		1		4		10560		1.1.C1.D22.Q1		20531		4.2.1.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the phase appropriate capabilities document addresses system operation, training, and support.				          --  1.1.C1.D22.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the phase appropriate capabilities document addresses system operation, training, and support.

		1		1		1		23		0		3		2078		1.1.C1.D23		78		1.3.1.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The ICD and draft CCD (or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs) are under configuration control and changes are vetted through the requirements, acquisition,  and budget communities.				   --  1.1.C1.D23  The ICD and draft CCD (or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs) are under configuration control and changes are vetted through the requirements, acquisition,  and budget communities.

		1		1		1		23		1		4		10075		1.1.C1.D23.Q1		20073		1.3.1.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the ICD and draft CCD (or Problem Statement and Business Case) have been vetted through the requirements, acquisition, and budget communities and configuration controlled.				          --  1.1.C1.D23.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the ICD and draft CCD (or Problem Statement and Business Case) have been vetted through the requirements, acquisition, and budget communities and configuration controlled.

		1		1		1		24		0		3		2110		1.1.C1.D24		110		1.2.1.C10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The Mission or Business Threads, Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs), and Measures of Performance (MOPs) used in the updated AoA have been considered in the draft CDD or, for DBS, the Business Case.				   --  1.1.C1.D24  The Mission or Business Threads, Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs), and Measures of Performance (MOPs) used in the updated AoA have been considered in the draft CDD or, for DBS, the Business Case.

		1		1		1		24		1		4		10058		1.1.C1.D24.Q1		20057		1.2.1.Q16		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the mission threads, MOEs, and MOPs used in the updated AoA have been considered in the draft CDD or Business Case.				          --  1.1.C1.D24.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the mission threads, MOEs, and MOPs used in the updated AoA have been considered in the draft CDD or Business Case.

		1		1		1		25		0		3		2473		1.1.C1.D25		473		1.1.1.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The ICD is validated.				   --  1.1.C1.D25  The ICD is validated.

		1		1		1		25		1		4		10010		1.1.C1.D25.Q1		20011		1.1.1.Q10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Is the ICD JROC-validated or in DBS programs Service-validated?  If not, discuss the planning for JROC validation or for DBS programs Service validation.				          --  1.1.C1.D25.Q1 (Question)  Is the ICD JROC-validated or in DBS programs Service-validated?  If not, discuss the planning for JROC validation or for DBS programs Service validation.

		1		1		1		26		0		3		2477		1.1.C1.D26		477		1.3.1.C3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Capabilities/requirements are reviewed by the JCIDS analysis process addressing the Concept of Operations (CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile), Joint Concepts, Integrated Architectures, capability attributes, interoperability, Doctrine, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel and Facilities (DOTMLPF), technology maturity, and responsiveness of the approaches.				   --  1.1.C1.D26  Capabilities/requirements are reviewed by the JCIDS analysis process addressing the Concept of Operations (CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile), Joint Concepts, Integrated Architectures, capability attributes, interoperability, Doctrine, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel and Facilities (DOTMLPF), technology maturity, and responsiveness of the approaches.

		1		1		1		26		1		4		10076		1.1.C1.D26.Q1		20074		1.3.1.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What changes, if any, were made to the ICD between JROC approval and the Milestone A decision review?				          --  1.1.C1.D26.Q1 (Question)  What changes, if any, were made to the ICD between JROC approval and the Milestone A decision review?

		1		1		1		26		2		4		10077		1.1.C1.D26.Q2		20075		1.3.1.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What were the results of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) analysis process and the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC)-approval of the  Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) and draft Capability Development Document (CDD)?				          --  1.1.C1.D26.Q2 (Question)  What were the results of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) analysis process and the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC)-approval of the  Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) and draft Capability Development Document (CDD)?

		1		1		2		0		0		2		1002		1.1.C2						MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		CONOPS, OMS/MP, FoS/SoS relationships, scenarios, operating environment and threats (e.g. VOLT) adequate to guide acquisition, evaluation, and delivery of integrated mission capability				1.1.C2  CONOPS, OMS/MP, FoS/SoS relationships, scenarios, operating environment and threats (e.g. VOLT) adequate to guide acquisition, evaluation, and delivery of integrated mission capability

		1		1		2		1		0		3		2001		1.1.C2.D1		1		1.1.1.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The system CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile is traceable to an approved Operations Plan (OPLAN), Concept Of Operation Plan (CONPLAN), Integrated Security Constructs (ISC) or other Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC), or Service-approved guidance (JCIDS Manual, A 3, para d).				   --  1.1.C2.D1  The system CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile is traceable to an approved Operations Plan (OPLAN), Concept Of Operation Plan (CONPLAN), Integrated Security Constructs (ISC) or other Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC), or Service-approved guidance (JCIDS Manual, A 3, para d).

		1		1		2		1		1		4		10016		1.1.C2.D1.Q1		20017		1.1.1.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		In accordance with Joint Capabilities and Integration Development System (JCIDS) guidance, does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/ Mission Profile discuss, at a minimum, the following: (a) the problem being addressed; (b) the mission; (c) an operational overview; and (d) the objectives to be achieved?				          --  1.1.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  In accordance with Joint Capabilities and Integration Development System (JCIDS) guidance, does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/ Mission Profile discuss, at a minimum, the following: (a) the problem being addressed; (b) the mission; (c) an operational overview; and (d) the objectives to be achieved?

		1		1		2		2		0		3		2002		1.1.C2.D2		2		1.1.1.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Any CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile is used as a basis for a CBA is approved by the JROC, Service, Combat and Command (CCMD), or other DoD component (JCIDS Manual, A-B-2, para 2).				   --  1.1.C2.D2  Any CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile is used as a basis for a CBA is approved by the JROC, Service, Combat and Command (CCMD), or other DoD component (JCIDS Manual, A-B-2, para 2).

		1		1		2		2		1		4		10015		1.1.C2.D2.Q1		20016		1.1.1.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What JROC-approved or Service-approved plan or guidance was used as the basis for the CBA or other study?  Provide the source material for the ICD.				          --  1.1.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  What JROC-approved or Service-approved plan or guidance was used as the basis for the CBA or other study?  Provide the source material for the ICD.

		1		1		2		2		2		4		10017		1.1.C2.D2.Q2		20018		1.1.1.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What authority approved the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and what was the approval date?				          --  1.1.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  What authority approved the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and what was the approval date?

		1		1		2		3		0		3		2003		1.1.C2.D3		3		1.1.1.C3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The system’s mission/operational scenario(s) description within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CBA, and draft CDD are current, reflect viewpoints of key stakeholders and include: suitable description of the operational and support conditions (including threat) envisioned for the system; suitable description of the operational and support conditions (including threat) envisioned for the system; and the system’s mission description/operational scenario(s) risks and mitigation plans.				   --  1.1.C2.D3  The system’s mission/operational scenario(s) description within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CBA, and draft CDD are current, reflect viewpoints of key stakeholders and include: suitable description of the operational and support conditions (including threat) envisioned for the system; suitable description of the operational and support conditions (including threat) envisioned for the system; and the system’s mission description/operational scenario(s) risks and mitigation plans.

		1		1		2		3		1		4		10018		1.1.C2.D3.Q1		20019		1.1.1.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss any inconsistencies among the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CBA, draft CDD, and system mission description/operational scenario(s).				          --  1.1.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss any inconsistencies among the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CBA, draft CDD, and system mission description/operational scenario(s).

		1		1		2		3		2		4		10019		1.1.C2.D3.Q2		20020		1.1.1.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the system's mission description/operational scenario(s) includes a suitable description of the operational and support conditions (including threat) envisioned for the system.				          --  1.1.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Describe how the system's mission description/operational scenario(s) includes a suitable description of the operational and support conditions (including threat) envisioned for the system.

		1		1		2		3		3		4		10020		1.1.C2.D3.Q3		20021		1.1.1.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What risks and mitigation plans have been identified relative to the system's mission description/operational scenario(s)?				          --  1.1.C2.D3.Q3 (Question)  What risks and mitigation plans have been identified relative to the system's mission description/operational scenario(s)?

		1		1		2		3		4		4		10021		1.1.C2.D3.Q4		20022		1.1.1.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What stakeholder viewpoints have been used to describe the operations/missions?				          --  1.1.C2.D3.Q4 (Question)  What stakeholder viewpoints have been used to describe the operations/missions?

		1		1		2		3		5		4		10022		1.1.C2.D3.Q5		20023		1.1.1.Q8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the operational attributes can be used as discriminators in an AoA.				          --  1.1.C2.D3.Q5 (Question)  Discuss how the operational attributes can be used as discriminators in an AoA.

		1		1		2		4		0		3		2004		1.1.C2.D4		4		1.1.1.C4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The system’s mission description/operational scenario(s) within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and draft CDD, or in the Problem Statement for DBSs, are illustrated with a high-level Operational View (OV-1).				   --  1.1.C2.D4  The system’s mission description/operational scenario(s) within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and draft CDD, or in the Problem Statement for DBSs, are illustrated with a high-level Operational View (OV-1).

		1		1		2		4		1		4		10009		1.1.C2.D4.Q1		20010		1.1.1.Q9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the alignment of the mission description/operational scenario(s) with the Operational View (OV-1).				          --  1.1.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the alignment of the mission description/operational scenario(s) with the Operational View (OV-1).

		1		1		2		5		0		3		2006		1.1.C2.D5		6		1.1.1.C7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		There is a clear traceability among the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, the JCIDS products (or the Problem Statement and selected alternative from the AoA for DBSs), and the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DODAF) architecture(s).				   --  1.1.C2.D5  There is a clear traceability among the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, the JCIDS products (or the Problem Statement and selected alternative from the AoA for DBSs), and the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DODAF) architecture(s).

		1		1		2		5		1		4		10012		1.1.C2.D5.Q1		20013		1.1.1.Q12		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the traceability among the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement, the JCIDS or business products, and the DODAF architecture(s).  Discuss any inconsistencies.				          --  1.1.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability among the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement, the JCIDS or business products, and the DODAF architecture(s).  Discuss any inconsistencies.

		1		1		2		5		2		4		10013		1.1.C2.D5.Q2		20014		1.1.1.Q13		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How do the Operational View (OV-1) and corresponding System Interface Description (SV-1) identify system nodes and systems that support operational nodes, along with their interfaces?				          --  1.1.C2.D5.Q2 (Question)  How do the Operational View (OV-1) and corresponding System Interface Description (SV-1) identify system nodes and systems that support operational nodes, along with their interfaces?

		1		1		2		5		3		4		10014		1.1.C2.D5.Q3		20015		1.1.1.Q14		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		In accordance with JCIDS or business system guidance, how does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement discuss, at a minimum, the following: (a) the problem being addressed; (b) the mission; (c) an operational overview; and (d) the objectives to be achieved?				          --  1.1.C2.D5.Q3 (Question)  In accordance with JCIDS or business system guidance, how does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement discuss, at a minimum, the following: (a) the problem being addressed; (b) the mission; (c) an operational overview; and (d) the objectives to be achieved?

		1		1		2		6		0		3		2008		1.1.C2.D6		8		1.1.1.C9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		External operational and support dependencies (i.e., hierarchy) are clearly defined.				   --  1.1.C2.D6  External operational and support dependencies (i.e., hierarchy) are clearly defined.

		1		1		2		6		1		4		10002		1.1.C2.D6.Q1		20003		1.1.1.Q17		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the external operational and support dependencies (i.e., hierarchy) are defined in the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile.				          --  1.1.C2.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the external operational and support dependencies (i.e., hierarchy) are defined in the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile.

		1		1		2		6		2		4		10003		1.1.C2.D6.Q2		20004		1.1.1.Q18		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss any developing complementary systems or technologies that are critical to the success of the proposed system.				          --  1.1.C2.D6.Q2 (Question)  Discuss any developing complementary systems or technologies that are critical to the success of the proposed system.

		1		1		2		7		0		3		2009		1.1.C2.D7		9		1.1.1.C10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Any interdependencies with other systems are well defined early enough to enable the program to adequately address the interfaces during system design.				   --  1.1.C2.D7  Any interdependencies with other systems are well defined early enough to enable the program to adequately address the interfaces during system design.

		1		1		2		7		1		4		10004		1.1.C2.D7.Q1		20005		1.1.1.Q19		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe when interdependencies with other systems were obtained during the design process, and how this information impacts the interfaces.				          --  1.1.C2.D7.Q1 (Question)  Describe when interdependencies with other systems were obtained during the design process, and how this information impacts the interfaces.

		1		1		2		8		0		3		2010		1.1.C2.D8		10		1.1.1.C11		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, or the Problem Statement for DBSs, has been updated with the latest information on mission (1) need, (2) objectives, (3) technical capabilities, and (4) performance capabilities.  Included are the operational (including threat) and support environments envisioned for the system.				   --  1.1.C2.D8  The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, or the Problem Statement for DBSs, has been updated with the latest information on mission (1) need, (2) objectives, (3) technical capabilities, and (4) performance capabilities.  Included are the operational (including threat) and support environments envisioned for the system.

		1		1		2		8		1		4		10005		1.1.C2.D8.Q1		20006		1.1.1.Q20		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the system’s mission description/operational scenario(s) include a suitable description of the operational and support environments (including threat) envisioned for the system?				          --  1.1.C2.D8.Q1 (Question)  How does the system’s mission description/operational scenario(s) include a suitable description of the operational and support environments (including threat) envisioned for the system?

		1		1		2		8		2		4		10023		1.1.C2.D8.Q2		20024		1.1.1.Q21		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, or Problem Statement for DBSs, has addressed any updates to the mission, need, objectives, technical capabilities, and performance capabilities.				          --  1.1.C2.D8.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, or Problem Statement for DBSs, has addressed any updates to the mission, need, objectives, technical capabilities, and performance capabilities.

		1		1		2		8		3		4		10024		1.1.C2.D8.Q3		20025		1.1.1.Q22		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How have the operations/missions included the viewpoints of all key stakeholders?				          --  1.1.C2.D8.Q3 (Question)  How have the operations/missions included the viewpoints of all key stakeholders?

		1		1		2		8		4		4		10025		1.1.C2.D8.Q4		20026		1.1.1.Q23		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement changes or modifications to operational requirements have been made, and could these changes have an impact on system requirements?				          --  1.1.C2.D8.Q4 (Question)  What CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement changes or modifications to operational requirements have been made, and could these changes have an impact on system requirements?

		1		1		2		8		5		4		10026		1.1.C2.D8.Q5		20027		1.1.1.Q24		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile describe those functions that are jointly performed with other systems, and how does it identify the other systems?				          --  1.1.C2.D8.Q5 (Question)  How does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile describe those functions that are jointly performed with other systems, and how does it identify the other systems?

		1		1		2		9		0		3		2012		1.1.C2.D9		12		1.1.1.C13		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The DoD Component combat developer has prepared an CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile that includes the operational tasks, events, durations, frequency, operating conditions and environment in which the recommended materiel solution is to perform each mission and each phase of a mission.				   --  1.1.C2.D9  The DoD Component combat developer has prepared an CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile that includes the operational tasks, events, durations, frequency, operating conditions and environment in which the recommended materiel solution is to perform each mission and each phase of a mission.

		1		1		2		9		1		4		10006		1.1.C2.D9.Q1		20007		1.1.1.Q26		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the CONOPS/OMS/MP describe the operational tasks, events, durations, frequency, operating conditions, and environment of the recommended material solution? Describe the CONOPS/OMS/MP coverage of each mission and mission phase.				          --  1.1.C2.D9.Q1 (Question)  How does the CONOPS/OMS/MP describe the operational tasks, events, durations, frequency, operating conditions, and environment of the recommended material solution? Describe the CONOPS/OMS/MP coverage of each mission and mission phase.

		1		1		2		10		0		3		2013		1.1.C2.D10		13		1.1.1.C14		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/OMS/MP has been provided to the Program Manager and has informed development of the plans for the next phase including: acquisition strategy, test planning, and capability requirements trades.				   --  1.1.C2.D10  The CONOPS/OMS/MP has been provided to the Program Manager and has informed development of the plans for the next phase including: acquisition strategy, test planning, and capability requirements trades.

		1		1		2		10		1		4		10007		1.1.C2.D10.Q1		20008		1.1.1.Q27		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How has the CONOPS/OMS/MP informed and influenced the planning for the next phase, including the acquisition strategy, business case, test planning, capability requirements trades, and other technical planning (e.g. the SEP).				          --  1.1.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  How has the CONOPS/OMS/MP informed and influenced the planning for the next phase, including the acquisition strategy, business case, test planning, capability requirements trades, and other technical planning (e.g. the SEP).

		1		1		2		11		0		3		2015		1.1.C2.D11		15		1.1.1.C17		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The system Problem Statement was developed by the functional sponsor.				   --  1.1.C2.D11  The system Problem Statement was developed by the functional sponsor.

		1		1		2		11		1		4		10029		1.1.C2.D11.Q1		20030		1.1.1.Q30		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the status of the Problem Statement and how the functional sponsor was involved in its development.				          --  1.1.C2.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of the Problem Statement and how the functional sponsor was involved in its development.

		1		1		2		12		0		3		2016		1.1.C2.D12		16		1.1.1.C20		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		An Initial Threat Environment Assessment has been prepared to support the MDD decision and the AoA.				   --  1.1.C2.D12  An Initial Threat Environment Assessment has been prepared to support the MDD decision and the AoA.

		1		1		2		12		1		4		10032		1.1.C2.D12.Q1		20033		1.1.1.Q33		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the Initial Threat Environment Assessment and how it supports the MDD decision and the AoA Study Plan.				          --  1.1.C2.D12.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the Initial Threat Environment Assessment and how it supports the MDD decision and the AoA Study Plan.

		1		1		2		13		0		3		2017		1.1.C2.D13		17		1.1.2.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The Family of Systems/System of Systems (FoS/SoS) dependencies/interfaces are clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD (or the Problem Statement for DBS).				   --  1.1.C2.D13  The Family of Systems/System of Systems (FoS/SoS) dependencies/interfaces are clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD (or the Problem Statement for DBS).

		1		1		2		13		1		4		10041		1.1.C2.D13.Q1		20042		1.1.2.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How have the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces been identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile (and ICD) or Problem Statement?  Is any dependency obviously missing?				          --  1.1.C2.D13.Q1 (Question)  How have the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces been identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile (and ICD) or Problem Statement?  Is any dependency obviously missing?

		1		1		2		14		0		3		2018		1.1.C2.D14		18		1.1.2.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement  includes the relationship(s), dependencies, and desired interfaces envisioned in the missions with other existing or planned systems (i.e., includes the full set of systems that support the end-to-end mission or business.)				   --  1.1.C2.D14  The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile or Problem Statement  includes the relationship(s), dependencies, and desired interfaces envisioned in the missions with other existing or planned systems (i.e., includes the full set of systems that support the end-to-end mission or business.)

		1		1		2		14		1		4		10042		1.1.C2.D14.Q1		20043		1.1.2.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the system's mission description/operational scenario(s) include the relationship(s), dependencies, and desired interfaces envisioned in the missions with other existing or planned systems?				          --  1.1.C2.D14.Q1 (Question)  How does the system's mission description/operational scenario(s) include the relationship(s), dependencies, and desired interfaces envisioned in the missions with other existing or planned systems?

		1		1		2		15		0		3		2019		1.1.C2.D15		19		1.1.2.C3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD  (or Problem Statement for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between the proposed system and the associated FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces.				   --  1.1.C2.D15  The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD  (or Problem Statement for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between the proposed system and the associated FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces.

		1		1		2		15		1		4		10043		1.1.C2.D15.Q1		20044		1.1.2.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD, or Problem Statement, describe the interactions between the proposed system and that of each of the FoS/SoS to adequately capture dependencies/interfaces?				          --  1.1.C2.D15.Q1 (Question)  How does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD, or Problem Statement, describe the interactions between the proposed system and that of each of the FoS/SoS to adequately capture dependencies/interfaces?

		1		1		2		16		0		3		2020		1.1.C2.D16		20		1.1.2.C4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces are clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, Information Support Plan (ISP), and ICD (or the Problem Statement for DBSs).				   --  1.1.C2.D16  The FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces are clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, Information Support Plan (ISP), and ICD (or the Problem Statement for DBSs).

		1		1		2		16		1		4		10044		1.1.C2.D16.Q1		20045		1.1.2.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How are the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD or Problem Statement?				          --  1.1.C2.D16.Q1 (Question)  How are the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD or Problem Statement?

		1		1		2		16		2		4		10045		1.1.C2.D16.Q2		20046		1.1.2.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How are the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces and business or joint warfighting, including joint interagency, intergovernmental, and multinational (JIIM), capabilities clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD (or Capability Production Document (CPD) for pre-Milestone C), and ISP or Problem Statement?				          --  1.1.C2.D16.Q2 (Question)  How are the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces and business or joint warfighting, including joint interagency, intergovernmental, and multinational (JIIM), capabilities clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD (or Capability Production Document (CPD) for pre-Milestone C), and ISP or Problem Statement?

		1		1		2		17		0		3		2021		1.1.C2.D17		21		1.1.2.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD  (or the Problem Statement for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between the proposed system organization and the organizations of each of the FoS/SoS dependencies/ interfaces.				   --  1.1.C2.D17  The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD  (or the Problem Statement for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between the proposed system organization and the organizations of each of the FoS/SoS dependencies/ interfaces.

		1		1		2		17		1		4		10046		1.1.C2.D17.Q1		20047		1.1.2.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How do the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD, or Problem Statement, describe the interactions between the proposed system and those of the FoS/SoS to adequately capture dependencies/interfaces?				          --  1.1.C2.D17.Q1 (Question)  How do the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and ICD, or Problem Statement, describe the interactions between the proposed system and those of the FoS/SoS to adequately capture dependencies/interfaces?

		1		1		2		18		0		3		2022		1.1.C2.D18		22		1.1.2.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		There is a plan to develop integrated DoDAF architecture products required for the CDD (or Problem Statement for DBS).				   --  1.1.C2.D18  There is a plan to develop integrated DoDAF architecture products required for the CDD (or Problem Statement for DBS).

		1		1		2		18		1		4		10036		1.1.C2.D18.Q1		20037		1.1.2.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the planning to develop integrated DoDAF architecture products required for the CDD or Business Case.				          --  1.1.C2.D18.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the planning to develop integrated DoDAF architecture products required for the CDD or Business Case.

		1		1		2		19		0		3		2023		1.1.C2.D19		23		1.1.2.C7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces and joint warfighting or business capabilities are clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD (or CPD for Pre-Milestone C), and ISP or, for DBS, the Problem Statement, selected alternative from the AoA, and the Business Case for DBS.				   --  1.1.C2.D19  The FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces and joint warfighting or business capabilities are clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD (or CPD for Pre-Milestone C), and ISP or, for DBS, the Problem Statement, selected alternative from the AoA, and the Business Case for DBS.

		1		1		2		19		1		4		10037		1.1.C2.D19.Q1		20038		1.1.2.Q8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Where in the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD, CPD, and ISP or Problem Statement and Business Case are FoS/SoS dependencies, interfaces, and joint warfighting capabilities identified?				          --  1.1.C2.D19.Q1 (Question)  Where in the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD, CPD, and ISP or Problem Statement and Business Case are FoS/SoS dependencies, interfaces, and joint warfighting capabilities identified?

		1		1		2		19		2		4		10038		1.1.C2.D19.Q2		20039		1.1.2.Q9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How are the FoS/SoS dependencies/ interfaces and business or joint warfighting, including JIIM, capabilities clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD (or CPD for pre-Milestone  C), and ISP or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case?				          --  1.1.C2.D19.Q2 (Question)  How are the FoS/SoS dependencies/ interfaces and business or joint warfighting, including JIIM, capabilities clearly identified within the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, CDD (or CPD for pre-Milestone  C), and ISP or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement and Business Case?

		1		1		2		20		0		3		2024		1.1.C2.D20		24		1.1.2.C8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile within the CDD (or CPD) and ISP (or the Problem Statement and selected Alternative for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between organizational elements (for example, training, facilities, and staffing) of the proposed system and those of the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces.				   --  1.1.C2.D20  The CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile within the CDD (or CPD) and ISP (or the Problem Statement and selected Alternative for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between organizational elements (for example, training, facilities, and staffing) of the proposed system and those of the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces.

		1		1		2		20		1		4		10039		1.1.C2.D20.Q1		20040		1.1.2.Q10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile within the CDD (or CPD) and ISP (or the Problem Statement and selected Alternative for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between the organization of the proposed system with those of each of the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces?				          --  1.1.C2.D20.Q1 (Question)  Does the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile within the CDD (or CPD) and ISP (or the Problem Statement and selected Alternative for DBS) adequately describe the interactions between the organization of the proposed system with those of each of the FoS/SoS dependencies/interfaces?

		1		1		2		20		2		4		10040		1.1.C2.D20.Q2		20041		1.1.2.Q11		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What are the program's architecture views?  What DoDAF architectures are being developed (e.g., operational, systems, and technical views)?  How is the architecture specified and documented to analyse the information-related needs in support of the operational and functional capabilities?				          --  1.1.C2.D20.Q2 (Question)  What are the program's architecture views?  What DoDAF architectures are being developed (e.g., operational, systems, and technical views)?  How is the architecture specified and documented to analyse the information-related needs in support of the operational and functional capabilities?

		1		1		2		21		0		3		2025		1.1.C2.D21		25		1.1.2.C9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		For an SoS, the dependencies (i.e., hierarchy) are clearly defined.  These dependencies/ interfaces are modeled in accordance with DoDAF architectures, and are developed in an approved ISP.				   --  1.1.C2.D21  For an SoS, the dependencies (i.e., hierarchy) are clearly defined.  These dependencies/ interfaces are modeled in accordance with DoDAF architectures, and are developed in an approved ISP.

		1		1		2		21		1		4		10033		1.1.C2.D21.Q1		20034		1.1.2.Q12		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How does the program identify the complementary/interdependent systems that are critical to the success of the operations of the proposed system?				          --  1.1.C2.D21.Q1 (Question)  How does the program identify the complementary/interdependent systems that are critical to the success of the operations of the proposed system?

		1		1		2		22		0		3		2026		1.1.C2.D22		26		1.1.2.C10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Complementary/interdependent systems or interfaces critical to the success of the operations of the proposed system are identified.				   --  1.1.C2.D22  Complementary/interdependent systems or interfaces critical to the success of the operations of the proposed system are identified.

		1		1		2		22		1		4		10034		1.1.C2.D22.Q1		20035		1.1.2.Q13		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What interfaces with other systems are not yet defined to enable the program to adequately address the interfaces during system design?				          --  1.1.C2.D22.Q1 (Question)  What interfaces with other systems are not yet defined to enable the program to adequately address the interfaces during system design?

		1		1		2		23		0		3		2027		1.1.C2.D23		27		1.1.2.C11		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Any interfaces with other systems are well defined early enough to enable the program to adequately address the interfaces during system design.				   --  1.1.C2.D23  Any interfaces with other systems are well defined early enough to enable the program to adequately address the interfaces during system design.

		1		1		2		23		1		4		10035		1.1.C2.D23.Q1		20036		1.1.2.Q14		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe the operational dependencies.  Do they include operational architectures and interface control specifications?				          --  1.1.C2.D23.Q1 (Question)  Describe the operational dependencies.  Do they include operational architectures and interface control specifications?

		1		1		2		24		0		3		2044		1.1.C2.D24		44		1.3.2.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) addresses interoperability with the required National Security Systems, Business Systems, and Information Technology System infrastructure support, if appropriate.				   --  1.1.C2.D24  The Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) addresses interoperability with the required National Security Systems, Business Systems, and Information Technology System infrastructure support, if appropriate.

		1		1		2		24		1		4		10098		1.1.C2.D24.Q1		20096		1.3.2.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the ICD, or Problem Statement for DBSs, addresses interoperability with the required National Security System and Information Technology System infrastructure support, if appropriate.				          --  1.1.C2.D24.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the ICD, or Problem Statement for DBSs, addresses interoperability with the required National Security System and Information Technology System infrastructure support, if appropriate.

		1		1		2		25		0		3		2052		1.1.C2.D25		52		3.4.6.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The warfare or functional sponsor has provided an initial concept that includes a top level operational architecture for the desired capability, which reflects any Family of Systems (FoS)/System of Systems (SoS) interdependences.				   --  1.1.C2.D25  The warfare or functional sponsor has provided an initial concept that includes a top level operational architecture for the desired capability, which reflects any Family of Systems (FoS)/System of Systems (SoS) interdependences.

		1		1		2		25		1		4		10372		1.1.C2.D25.Q1		20357		3.4.6.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe any joint, warfare, or functional sponsored analyses that define the environment for the desired capability, in particular, FoS/SoS operational architectures.				          --  1.1.C2.D25.Q1 (Question)  Describe any joint, warfare, or functional sponsored analyses that define the environment for the desired capability, in particular, FoS/SoS operational architectures.

		1		1		2		26		0		3		2053		1.1.C2.D26		53		3.4.6.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The Capabilities-Based Assessment (CBA) and initial capabilities document (ICD), or Problem Statement for DBSs, describes SoS and FoS interoperability and critical dependencies between the joint systems that currently exist, and the desired capability.				   --  1.1.C2.D26  The Capabilities-Based Assessment (CBA) and initial capabilities document (ICD), or Problem Statement for DBSs, describes SoS and FoS interoperability and critical dependencies between the joint systems that currently exist, and the desired capability.

		1		1		2		26		1		4		10373		1.1.C2.D26.Q1		20358		3.4.6.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the CBA and ICD, or for DBS, Problem Statement address FoS/SoS, Concept of Operations (CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile) and operational interdependencies.				          --  1.1.C2.D26.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the CBA and ICD, or for DBS, Problem Statement address FoS/SoS, Concept of Operations (CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile) and operational interdependencies.

		1		1		2		26		2		4		10374		1.1.C2.D26.Q2		20359		3.4.6.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Identify any FoS/SoS dependencies defined within the draft initial capabilities document (ICD) or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement.				          --  1.1.C2.D26.Q2 (Question)  Identify any FoS/SoS dependencies defined within the draft initial capabilities document (ICD) or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement.

		1		1		2		27		0		3		2055		1.1.C2.D27		55		3.4.6.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The warfare sponsor has provided an ICD and draft Capabilities Development Document (CDD), or the functional sponsor for a DBS has provided a Problem Statement, that includes the required DoDAF views for the desired capability.  These views reflect FoS and SoS interdependences.				   --  1.1.C2.D27  The warfare sponsor has provided an ICD and draft Capabilities Development Document (CDD), or the functional sponsor for a DBS has provided a Problem Statement, that includes the required DoDAF views for the desired capability.  These views reflect FoS and SoS interdependences.

		1		1		2		27		1		4		10377		1.1.C2.D27.Q1		20362		3.4.6.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the FoS/SoS independencies (as depicted in the DoDAF views) are addressed within the program ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement.				          --  1.1.C2.D27.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the FoS/SoS independencies (as depicted in the DoDAF views) are addressed within the program ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement.

		1		1		2		28		0		3		2056		1.1.C2.D28		56		3.4.6.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The ICD and draft CDD, or the Problem Statement for a DBS,  considers SoS and FoS interoperability and critical dependencies between the joint systems that currently exist and the desired capability.				   --  1.1.C2.D28  The ICD and draft CDD, or the Problem Statement for a DBS,  considers SoS and FoS interoperability and critical dependencies between the joint systems that currently exist and the desired capability.

		1		1		2		28		1		4		10378		1.1.C2.D28.Q1		20363		3.4.6.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Identify any FoS/SoS dependencies defined within the ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement.				          --  1.1.C2.D28.Q1 (Question)  Identify any FoS/SoS dependencies defined within the ICD and draft CDD or, for DBSs, the Problem Statement.

		1		1		2		29		0		3		2057		1.1.C2.D29		57		3.4.6.C12		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CDD/CPD, or the Business Case for DBSs, considers SoS and FoS interoperability and critical dependencies between the joint systems that currently exist and the desired capability.				   --  1.1.C2.D29  The CDD/CPD, or the Business Case for DBSs, considers SoS and FoS interoperability and critical dependencies between the joint systems that currently exist and the desired capability.

		1		1		2		29		1		4		10384		1.1.C2.D29.Q1		20369		3.4.6.Q13		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the FoS/SoS independencies, as depicted in the DODAF views, are addressed within the program CDD/CPD or, for DBS, the Business Case.				          --  1.1.C2.D29.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the FoS/SoS independencies, as depicted in the DODAF views, are addressed within the program CDD/CPD or, for DBS, the Business Case.

		1		1		2		30		0		3		2059		1.1.C2.D30		59		4.1.10.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		If applicable, the ICD and CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile describe how the desired capability is likely to be employed in the CBR or nuclear environment and provide parameters for CBRN force protection.				   --  1.1.C2.D30  If applicable, the ICD and CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile describe how the desired capability is likely to be employed in the CBR or nuclear environment and provide parameters for CBRN force protection.

		1		1		2		30		1		4		10997		1.1.C2.D30.Q1		20920		4.1.10.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe the CBRN environment the system is likely to be employed in.  How are CBRN force protection attributes being considered in the design?				          --  1.1.C2.D30.Q1 (Question)  Describe the CBRN environment the system is likely to be employed in.  How are CBRN force protection attributes being considered in the design?

		1		1		2		31		0		3		2060		1.1.C2.D31		60		4.1.10.C3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The force protection attributes are mission focused and are appropriate to ensure the force protection of the personnel in the expected environment as traceable in the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile.				   --  1.1.C2.D31  The force protection attributes are mission focused and are appropriate to ensure the force protection of the personnel in the expected environment as traceable in the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile.

		1		1		2		31		1		4		10998		1.1.C2.D31.Q1		20921		4.1.10.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Explain the force protection attributes rationale.  How are they mission focused and traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile?  How will they ensure the survivability of the crew and passengers?				          --  1.1.C2.D31.Q1 (Question)  Explain the force protection attributes rationale.  How are they mission focused and traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile?  How will they ensure the survivability of the crew and passengers?

		1		1		2		32		0		3		2062		1.1.C2.D32		62		4.1.10.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		A validated System Threat Assessment (STA) has been conducted and documents the expected threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear.				   --  1.1.C2.D32  A validated System Threat Assessment (STA) has been conducted and documents the expected threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear.

		1		1		2		32		1		4		11001		1.1.C2.D32.Q1		20924		4.1.10.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How will the design for force protection ensure personnel protection in the threat environment as documented in the STA?				          --  1.1.C2.D32.Q1 (Question)  How will the design for force protection ensure personnel protection in the threat environment as documented in the STA?

		1		1		2		32		2		4		11002		1.1.C2.D32.Q2		20925		4.1.10.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		When was the STA completed and what threats were identified?				          --  1.1.C2.D32.Q2 (Question)  When was the STA completed and what threats were identified?

		1		1		2		33		0		3		2063		1.1.C2.D33		63		4.1.3.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The interoperability of the system (to include the operational, training, and support systems) has been defined in terms of Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) views and described in the SEP, as appropriate to phase.				   --  1.1.C2.D33  The interoperability of the system (to include the operational, training, and support systems) has been defined in terms of Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) views and described in the SEP, as appropriate to phase.

		1		1		2		33		1		4		10454		1.1.C2.D33.Q1		20437		4.1.3.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the development, review, and use of DoDAF views, and how this is described within the SEP.				          --  1.1.C2.D33.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the development, review, and use of DoDAF views, and how this is described within the SEP.

		1		1		2		33		2		4		10455		1.1.C2.D33.Q2		20438		4.1.3.Q2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the DoDAF views address interoperability of the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.  Include a discussion of the subsystem architectures.				          --  1.1.C2.D33.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the DoDAF views address interoperability of the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.  Include a discussion of the subsystem architectures.

		1		1		2		33		3		4		10456		1.1.C2.D33.Q3		20439		4.1.3.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the current status of DoDAF view development and required approvals.				          --  1.1.C2.D33.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the current status of DoDAF view development and required approvals.

		1		1		2		34		0		3		2064		1.1.C2.D34		64		4.1.3.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The DoDAF views are traceable to the systems engineering artifacts (e.g.  system/design specifications, functional specifications, product specifications, interface design documents).				   --  1.1.C2.D34  The DoDAF views are traceable to the systems engineering artifacts (e.g.  system/design specifications, functional specifications, product specifications, interface design documents).

		1		1		2		34		1		4		10449		1.1.C2.D34.Q1		20432		4.1.3.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the traceability of DoDAF views to systems engineering artifacts (e.g.  system/design specifications, functional specifications, product specifications, interface design documents, and report, data conversion, and functional extension design documents).				          --  1.1.C2.D34.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of DoDAF views to systems engineering artifacts (e.g.  system/design specifications, functional specifications, product specifications, interface design documents, and report, data conversion, and functional extension design documents).

		1		1		2		34		2		4		10450		1.1.C2.D34.Q2		20433		4.1.3.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Address the linkages between DoDAF views and commercial architecture tools utilized by developers (e.g., functional flow diagrams, context diagrams).				          --  1.1.C2.D34.Q2 (Question)  Address the linkages between DoDAF views and commercial architecture tools utilized by developers (e.g., functional flow diagrams, context diagrams).

		1		1		2		34		3		4		10457		1.1.C2.D34.Q3		20440		4.1.3.Q4		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Explain and illustrate how the DoDAF views address the total system performance requirements to include the production, operational, training, and support systems.				          --  1.1.C2.D34.Q3 (Question)  Explain and illustrate how the DoDAF views address the total system performance requirements to include the production, operational, training, and support systems.

		1		1		2		35		0		3		2065		1.1.C2.D35		65		4.1.8.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Program manpower requirements consider all operational facets of the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile to account for the manpower mix, and the impact on any established Service-level constraints on manpower end strength.				   --  1.1.C2.D35  Program manpower requirements consider all operational facets of the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile to account for the manpower mix, and the impact on any established Service-level constraints on manpower end strength.

		1		1		2		35		1		4		10522		1.1.C2.D35.Q1		20500		4.1.8.Q5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program's capability documentation (e.g., CDD) and technical planning (e.g., SEP), desired capabilities, system requirements, and design documentation address each of the HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).				          --  1.1.C2.D35.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's capability documentation (e.g., CDD) and technical planning (e.g., SEP), desired capabilities, system requirements, and design documentation address each of the HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).

		1		1		2		35		2		4		10524		1.1.C2.D35.Q2		20501		4.1.8.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the analytical basis for the system manpower requirements, including what human factors were included in the task analyses (e.g.  fatigue, cognitive, physical, sensory overload, environmental conditions, and reduced visibility).				          --  1.1.C2.D35.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the analytical basis for the system manpower requirements, including what human factors were included in the task analyses (e.g.  fatigue, cognitive, physical, sensory overload, environmental conditions, and reduced visibility).

		1		1		2		36		0		3		2070		1.1.C2.D36		70		4.1.9.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		A validated System Threat Assessment (STA) has been conducted and documents the expected threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear in an attempt to defeat or degrade the system.				   --  1.1.C2.D36  A validated System Threat Assessment (STA) has been conducted and documents the expected threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear in an attempt to defeat or degrade the system.

		1		1		2		36		1		4		10526		1.1.C2.D36.Q1		20503		4.1.9.Q8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How will survivability attributes ensure the mission accomplishment when the threat environment as documented in the STA is considered?				          --  1.1.C2.D36.Q1 (Question)  How will survivability attributes ensure the mission accomplishment when the threat environment as documented in the STA is considered?

		1		1		2		36		2		4		10527		1.1.C2.D36.Q2		20504		4.1.9.Q9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		When was the System Threat Assessment completed and what key threats were identified?				          --  1.1.C2.D36.Q2 (Question)  When was the System Threat Assessment completed and what key threats were identified?

		1		1		2		37		0		3		2071		1.1.C2.D37		71		4.10.1.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The program has identified interdependent programs, external interfaces, and interoperability needs based on the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and mission/functional threads.				   --  1.1.C2.D37  The program has identified interdependent programs, external interfaces, and interoperability needs based on the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and mission/functional threads.

		1		1		2		37		1		4		10974		1.1.C2.D37.Q1		20897		4.10.1.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Identify all interdependent programs.  Which programs are mature?  Which programs are in development?  Which are outside of the PEO's span of control?  Which are outside of the Service's span of control?				          --  1.1.C2.D37.Q1 (Question)  Identify all interdependent programs.  Which programs are mature?  Which programs are in development?  Which are outside of the PEO's span of control?  Which are outside of the Service's span of control?

		1		1		2		38		0		3		2074		1.1.C2.D38		74		4.2.1.C6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The program has analyzed mission and environments, utilizing end-to-end mission threads in the joint context, as applicable.				   --  1.1.C2.D38  The program has analyzed mission and environments, utilizing end-to-end mission threads in the joint context, as applicable.

		1		1		2		38		1		4		10536		1.1.C2.D38.Q1		20513		4.2.1.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What are the constraints to be applied to the effort, including environmental, resource, technology, system security, statutory, regulatory, and the full system context (in the joint context and end-to-end mission threads)?				          --  1.1.C2.D38.Q1 (Question)  What are the constraints to be applied to the effort, including environmental, resource, technology, system security, statutory, regulatory, and the full system context (in the joint context and end-to-end mission threads)?

		1		1		2		38		2		4		10538		1.1.C2.D38.Q2		20514		4.2.1.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the program has analyzed mission and environments utilizing end-to-end mission threads in the joint context.				          --  1.1.C2.D38.Q2 (Question)  Describe how the program has analyzed mission and environments utilizing end-to-end mission threads in the joint context.

		1		1		2		39		0		3		2075		1.1.C2.D39		75		4.2.2.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The program's requirements management effort encompasses end-to-end traceability.				   --  1.1.C2.D39  The program's requirements management effort encompasses end-to-end traceability.

		1		1		2		39		1		4		10570		1.1.C2.D39.Q1		20541		4.2.2.Q8		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program's requirements management approach links to the establishment and configuration control of the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).				          --  1.1.C2.D39.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's requirements management approach links to the establishment and configuration control of the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).

		1		1		2		39		2		4		10573		1.1.C2.D39.Q2		20542		4.2.2.Q9		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		What tools (e.g., DOORS, CORE, Rational) and techniques (e.g.  Parent-Child Analysis, peer reviews) are being used to capture the relationship between capabilities, derived requirements, and lower-level operational functions?				          --  1.1.C2.D39.Q2 (Question)  What tools (e.g., DOORS, CORE, Rational) and techniques (e.g.  Parent-Child Analysis, peer reviews) are being used to capture the relationship between capabilities, derived requirements, and lower-level operational functions?

		1		1		2		40		0		3		2077		1.1.C2.D40		77		5.1.5.C1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		All program external interfaces and interdependencies have been identified.				   --  1.1.C2.D40  All program external interfaces and interdependencies have been identified.

		1		1		2		40		1		4		10937		1.1.C2.D40.Q1		20860		5.1.5.Q1		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Describe each of the program’s external interfaces and interdependencies.  What Concept of Operations (CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile) was used to identify external interfaces and interdependencies?  Which interfaces and interdependencies are not yet fully defined?				          --  1.1.C2.D40.Q1 (Question)  Describe each of the program’s external interfaces and interdependencies.  What Concept of Operations (CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile) was used to identify external interfaces and interdependencies?  Which interfaces and interdependencies are not yet fully defined?

		1		1		2		41		0		3		2474		1.1.C2.D41		474		1.1.1.C15		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CONOPS/OMS/MP will be provided to industry as an attachment to the RFP for the next acquisition phase.				   --  1.1.C2.D41  The CONOPS/OMS/MP will be provided to industry as an attachment to the RFP for the next acquisition phase.

		1		1		2		41		1		4		10008		1.1.C2.D41.Q1		20009		1.1.1.Q28		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the CONOPS/OMS/MP was addressed in the RFP for the next acquisition phase.				          --  1.1.C2.D41.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the CONOPS/OMS/MP was addressed in the RFP for the next acquisition phase.

		1		1		2		42		0		3		2475		1.1.C2.D42		475		1.1.1.C18		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Any Problem Statement submitted to the MDA is first approved by the IRB chair.				   --  1.1.C2.D42  Any Problem Statement submitted to the MDA is first approved by the IRB chair.

		1		1		2		42		1		4		10030		1.1.C2.D42.Q1		20031		1.1.1.Q31		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How were the IRB chair and MDA involved in approval of the Problem Statement?				          --  1.1.C2.D42.Q1 (Question)  How were the IRB chair and MDA involved in approval of the Problem Statement?

		1		1		2		43		0		3		2476		1.1.C2.D43		476		1.1.1.C19		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The Problem Statement has been forwarded to the JROC to be reviewed for interest.				   --  1.1.C2.D43  The Problem Statement has been forwarded to the JROC to be reviewed for interest.

		1		1		2		43		1		4		10031		1.1.C2.D43.Q1		20032		1.1.1.Q32		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the JROC's response to the Problem Statement.				          --  1.1.C2.D43.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the JROC's response to the Problem Statement.

		1		1		3		0		0		2		1003		1.1.C3						MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Requirements are stable, based on valid assumptions, and are achievable within program structure and timeline				1.1.C3  Requirements are stable, based on valid assumptions, and are achievable within program structure and timeline

		1		1		3		1		0		3		2040		1.1.C3.D1		40		1.3.1.C11		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Operational capabilities and attributes, documented in an approved CDD, are stable, reasonable, and based on the results of TMRR phase activities and the system preliminary design.				   --  1.1.C3.D1  Operational capabilities and attributes, documented in an approved CDD, are stable, reasonable, and based on the results of TMRR phase activities and the system preliminary design.

		1		1		3		1		1		4		10085		1.1.C3.D1.Q1		20083		1.3.1.Q17		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the evidence that supports that the operational capabilities and attributes, documented in an approved CDD are stable, reasonable, and achievable, based on the results of TMRR phase activities and preliminary design.				          --  1.1.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the evidence that supports that the operational capabilities and attributes, documented in an approved CDD are stable, reasonable, and achievable, based on the results of TMRR phase activities and preliminary design.

		1		1		3		1		2		4		10086		1.1.C3.D1.Q2		20084		1.3.1.Q18		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		How do the operational capabilities/requirements allow for design trade space?  Can the program accommodate on- and off ramps of requirements phasing?				          --  1.1.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  How do the operational capabilities/requirements allow for design trade space?  Can the program accommodate on- and off ramps of requirements phasing?

		1		1		3		2		0		3		2081		1.1.C3.D2		81		1.3.3.C2		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The ICD, draft CDD (or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs), AS, draft system specification, technology maturity, and cost are synchronized between the acquisition community and the requirements community to allow the program to meet its Initial Operational Capability (IOC).				   --  1.1.C3.D2  The ICD, draft CDD (or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs), AS, draft system specification, technology maturity, and cost are synchronized between the acquisition community and the requirements community to allow the program to meet its Initial Operational Capability (IOC).

		1		1		3		2		1		4		10110		1.1.C3.D2.Q1		20108		1.3.3.Q3		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the user’s documentation (e.g., the ICD, draft CDD) and the acquisition community’s documentation (e.g., AS, draft system specification/description, Systems Engineering Plan (SEP), and cost) are synchronized to achieve the IOC with acceptable risk.				          --  1.1.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the user’s documentation (e.g., the ICD, draft CDD) and the acquisition community’s documentation (e.g., AS, draft system specification/description, Systems Engineering Plan (SEP), and cost) are synchronized to achieve the IOC with acceptable risk.

		1		1		3		3		0		3		2105		1.1.C3.D3		105		1.3.1.C10		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Operational capabilities documented in an approved CDD can be implemented within the schedule and budget established to execute the program.				   --  1.1.C3.D3  Operational capabilities documented in an approved CDD can be implemented within the schedule and budget established to execute the program.

		1		1		3		3		1		4		10074		1.1.C3.D3.Q1		20072		1.3.1.Q16		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Provide the basis for schedule and budget estimates for implementing operational capabilities.				          --  1.1.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Provide the basis for schedule and budget estimates for implementing operational capabilities.

		1		1		3		4		0		3		2478		1.1.C3.D4		478		1.3.3.C5		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		The CDD, AS, technical baselines, and cost are synchronized between the acquisition community and the requirements community to allow the program to meet its IOC.				   --  1.1.C3.D4  The CDD, AS, technical baselines, and cost are synchronized between the acquisition community and the requirements community to allow the program to meet its IOC.

		1		1		3		4		1		4		10114		1.1.C3.D4.Q1		20112		1.3.3.Q6		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the user’s documentation (e.g., CDD, CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile) and the acquisition community’s documentation (e.g., AS, technical baselines, SEP, and cost) are synchronized to achieve the IOC with acceptable risk.				          --  1.1.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the user’s documentation (e.g., CDD, CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile) and the acquisition community’s documentation (e.g., AS, technical baselines, SEP, and cost) are synchronized to achieve the IOC with acceptable risk.

		1		1		3		4		2		4		10116		1.1.C3.D4.Q2		20113		1.3.3.Q7		MISSION		Scope / Requirements		MISSION - Scope / Requirements		Discuss what mechanisms were used, such as Use-Cases, to ensure a common understanding and alignment of the various expectations of the system developers, testers, and users.				          --  1.1.C3.D4.Q2 (Question)  Discuss what mechanisms were used, such as Use-Cases, to ensure a common understanding and alignment of the various expectations of the system developers, testers, and users.

		1		2		0		0		0		1		2		1.2.P						MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The program adequately considers integrated mission capability, operating environment, threat environment, system interdependencies, and user acceptance in system acquisition				1.2.P (MISSION - Design Process)  The program adequately considers integrated mission capability, operating environment, threat environment, system interdependencies, and user acceptance in system acquisition

		1		2		1		0		0		2		1004		1.2.C1						MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Adequate analysis is conducted to evaluate system design with respect to integrated mission performance and evolving threats				1.2.C1  Adequate analysis is conducted to evaluate system design with respect to integrated mission performance and evolving threats

		1		2		1		1		0		3		2041		1.2.C1.D1		41		1.3.1.C12		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Any modification, deletion, deferment, or addition of capabilities during the EMD  phase are in the CPD, are traceable to the system design, and are verifiable.				   --  1.2.C1.D1  Any modification, deletion, deferment, or addition of capabilities during the EMD  phase are in the CPD, are traceable to the system design, and are verifiable.

		1		2		1		1		1		4		10087		1.2.C1.D1.Q1		20085		1.3.1.Q19		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe any modification, deletion, deferment, or addition of capabilities during the EMD  phase. Discuss how the CPD updates are traceable to the system design and are verifiable in test and simulation.				          --  1.2.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe any modification, deletion, deferment, or addition of capabilities during the EMD  phase. Discuss how the CPD updates are traceable to the system design and are verifiable in test and simulation.

		1		2		1		1		2		4		10088		1.2.C1.D1.Q2		20086		1.3.1.Q20		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss how the system design supports the operational requirements described in the CPD.  Include an explanation of how the life-cycle cost analyses influenced the system design.				          --  1.2.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the system design supports the operational requirements described in the CPD.  Include an explanation of how the life-cycle cost analyses influenced the system design.

		1		2		1		2		0		3		2079		1.2.C1.D2		79		1.3.1.C7		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The program has conducted a systems engineering trade-off analysis showing how cost and schedule vary as a function of system requirements (including Key Performance Parameters (KPPs) and major design parameters).				   --  1.2.C1.D2  The program has conducted a systems engineering trade-off analysis showing how cost and schedule vary as a function of system requirements (including Key Performance Parameters (KPPs) and major design parameters).

		1		2		1		2		1		4		10070		1.2.C1.D2.Q1		20068		1.3.1.Q12		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Have the results of the systems engineering trade off analysis been provided to the MDA and have they identified major affordability drivers and shown how the program meets affordability constraints?				          --  1.2.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Have the results of the systems engineering trade off analysis been provided to the MDA and have they identified major affordability drivers and shown how the program meets affordability constraints?

		1		2		2		0		0		2		1005		1.2.C2						MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Interdependent systems are synchronized (e.g. requirements, interfaces, baselines, schedules, and system maturity) to support integrated mission capability				1.2.C2  Interdependent systems are synchronized (e.g. requirements, interfaces, baselines, schedules, and system maturity) to support integrated mission capability

		1		2		2		1		0		3		2080		1.2.C2.D1		80		1.3.1.C13		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Impacts of the changes on the capability need have been addressed, including impacts on related programs.				   --  1.2.C2.D1  Impacts of the changes on the capability need have been addressed, including impacts on related programs.

		1		2		2		1		1		4		10089		1.2.C2.D1.Q1		20087		1.3.1.Q21		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		What are the impacts of the changes on the capability, and how have they been addressed, including impacts on related programs?				          --  1.2.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  What are the impacts of the changes on the capability, and how have they been addressed, including impacts on related programs?

		1		2		2		1		2		4		10090		1.2.C2.D1.Q2		20088		1.3.1.Q22		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Show how system thresholds and objectives are documented in the CPD and include all mandatory capabilities KPPs and KSAs.				          --  1.2.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  Show how system thresholds and objectives are documented in the CPD and include all mandatory capabilities KPPs and KSAs.

		1		2		2		2		0		3		2083		1.2.C2.D2		83		1.3.3.C4		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The ICD, draft CDD (or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs), AS, draft system specification, technology maturity, and funding are synchronized between the system and interdependent systems.				   --  1.2.C2.D2  The ICD, draft CDD (or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs), AS, draft system specification, technology maturity, and funding are synchronized between the system and interdependent systems.

		1		2		2		2		1		4		10113		1.2.C2.D2.Q1		20111		1.3.3.Q5		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss the synchronization of the ICD, draft CDD, (or for DBSs the Problem Statement and Business Case) AS, and draft system specification for the system and interdependent systems.  What are the risks and strategy associated with these dependencies?				          --  1.2.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the synchronization of the ICD, draft CDD, (or for DBSs the Problem Statement and Business Case) AS, and draft system specification for the system and interdependent systems.  What are the risks and strategy associated with these dependencies?

		1		2		2		3		0		3		2084		1.2.C2.D3		84		1.3.3.C7		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The CDD, CPD, AS, system specifications/technical baselines, and funding are synchronized between the system and interdependent systems.				   --  1.2.C2.D3  The CDD, CPD, AS, system specifications/technical baselines, and funding are synchronized between the system and interdependent systems.

		1		2		2		3		1		4		10112		1.2.C2.D3.Q1		20110		1.3.3.Q11		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss the status of any dependencies between this system and interdependent systems.				          --  1.2.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of any dependencies between this system and interdependent systems.

		1		2		2		3		2		4		10119		1.2.C2.D3.Q2		20116		1.3.3.Q10		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss the synchronization of CDD, CPD, AS, system specifications/technical baselines, and funding for the system and interdependent systems.				          --  1.2.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the synchronization of CDD, CPD, AS, system specifications/technical baselines, and funding for the system and interdependent systems.

		1		2		2		4		0		3		2085		1.2.C2.D4				1.3.3.C7x		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Interoperability certification requirements, including those for certification of interdependent subsystems (e.g. weapons),  are integrated in system development activity sufficiently to meet program objectives.				   --  1.2.C2.D4  Interoperability certification requirements, including those for certification of interdependent subsystems (e.g. weapons),  are integrated in system development activity sufficiently to meet program objectives.

		1		2		2		5		0		3		2086		1.2.C2.D5		86		3.1.1.C12		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The AS addresses alignment, integration, and synchronization of capabilities across multiple programs in a system of systems (SoS) context.				   --  1.2.C2.D5  The AS addresses alignment, integration, and synchronization of capabilities across multiple programs in a system of systems (SoS) context.

		1		2		2		5		1		4		10213		1.2.C2.D5.Q1		20206		3.1.1.Q29		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		How does the acquisition strategy address alignment and synchronization of capabilities across multiple programs in a SoS context?				          --  1.2.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy address alignment and synchronization of capabilities across multiple programs in a SoS context?

		1		2		2		6		0		3		2087		1.2.C2.D6		87		3.4.6.C4		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The AS (Business Case for DBS) and SEP consider SoS and FoS in the concept development, competitive prototyping, and initial end item development.				   --  1.2.C2.D6  The AS (Business Case for DBS) and SEP consider SoS and FoS in the concept development, competitive prototyping, and initial end item development.

		1		2		2		6		1		4		10376		1.2.C2.D6.Q1		20361		3.4.6.Q5		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe how the AS (Business Case for DBS) and SEP are aligned and address the FoS/SoS interdependencies, including concept development, competitive prototyping, and initial end item development.				          --  1.2.C2.D6.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the AS (Business Case for DBS) and SEP are aligned and address the FoS/SoS interdependencies, including concept development, competitive prototyping, and initial end item development.

		1		2		2		7		0		3		2088		1.2.C2.D7		88		3.4.6.C8		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Plans are in place to develop MOA/MOUs with FoS/SoS dependencies and external interfaces.				   --  1.2.C2.D7  Plans are in place to develop MOA/MOUs with FoS/SoS dependencies and external interfaces.

		1		2		2		7		1		4		10380		1.2.C2.D7.Q1		20365		3.4.6.Q9		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss what plans the program office has to develop MOA/MOUs with FoS/SoS dependencies and external interfaces.				          --  1.2.C2.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss what plans the program office has to develop MOA/MOUs with FoS/SoS dependencies and external interfaces.

		1		2		2		8		0		3		2089		1.2.C2.D8		89		3.4.6.C9		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The program team understands the interfaces and stakeholders for all external SoS systems.  The technical and programmatic interfaces and dependencies have been defined and scoped in Interface Control Documents (ICDs) by interface control WGs (ICWGs).				   --  1.2.C2.D8  The program team understands the interfaces and stakeholders for all external SoS systems.  The technical and programmatic interfaces and dependencies have been defined and scoped in Interface Control Documents (ICDs) by interface control WGs (ICWGs).

		1		2		2		8		1		4		10371		1.2.C2.D8.Q1		20356		3.4.6.Q20		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss how the schedules of programs with dependencies support detail design.				          --  1.2.C2.D8.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the schedules of programs with dependencies support detail design.

		1		2		2		8		2		4		10381		1.2.C2.D8.Q2		20366		3.4.6.Q10		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe the interfaces and stakeholders for the SoS.  Describe the tools and processes for managing technical and programmatic interfaces and dependencies.				          --  1.2.C2.D8.Q2 (Question)  Describe the interfaces and stakeholders for the SoS.  Describe the tools and processes for managing technical and programmatic interfaces and dependencies.

		1		2		2		9		0		3		2090		1.2.C2.D9		90		3.4.6.C10		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The AS and SEP are aligned to facilitate collaborative technical planning and execution across the FoS/SoS.				   --  1.2.C2.D9  The AS and SEP are aligned to facilitate collaborative technical planning and execution across the FoS/SoS.

		1		2		2		9		1		4		10382		1.2.C2.D9.Q1		20367		3.4.6.Q11		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe how the AS and SEP (BC for DBS) facilitate collaborative technical planning and execution across the FoS/SoS.				          --  1.2.C2.D9.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the AS and SEP (BC for DBS) facilitate collaborative technical planning and execution across the FoS/SoS.

		1		2		2		10		0		3		2091		1.2.C2.D10		91		3.4.6.C11		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		FoS/SoS programs (and key stakeholder organizations if applicable) have established  Memorandum of Agreements (MOAs) or similar governance mechanisms to facilitate the sharing of programmatic and technical information and align FoS/SoS program decision making.				   --  1.2.C2.D10  FoS/SoS programs (and key stakeholder organizations if applicable) have established  Memorandum of Agreements (MOAs) or similar governance mechanisms to facilitate the sharing of programmatic and technical information and align FoS/SoS program decision making.

		1		2		2		10		1		4		10383		1.2.C2.D10.Q1		20368		3.4.6.Q12		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe the mechanism(s) in place to facilitate sharing of technical and programmatic information across the FoS/SoS.  Identify all existing MOAs, and describe their level of cooperation (e.g., trade studies, detail design, configuration management, conflict resolution).				          --  1.2.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  Describe the mechanism(s) in place to facilitate sharing of technical and programmatic information across the FoS/SoS.  Identify all existing MOAs, and describe their level of cooperation (e.g., trade studies, detail design, configuration management, conflict resolution).

		1		2		2		11		0		3		2092		1.2.C2.D11		92		3.4.6.C13		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Mechanisms are established to ensure that SoS members have the ability to review SoS relevant Engineering Change Proposals.				   --  1.2.C2.D11  Mechanisms are established to ensure that SoS members have the ability to review SoS relevant Engineering Change Proposals.

		1		2		2		11		1		4		10385		1.2.C2.D11.Q1		20370		3.4.6.Q14		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss the mechanisms in place for SoS members to review SoS-relevant ECPs.				          --  1.2.C2.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the mechanisms in place for SoS members to review SoS-relevant ECPs.

		1		2		2		12		0		3		2093		1.2.C2.D12		93		3.4.6.C15		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The program establishes mechanisms to resolve issues that cross PM, PEO, and Component lines to include "Triggers" that require a FoS/SoS member to inform the others if there is a cost, schedule, or performance deviation.				   --  1.2.C2.D12  The program establishes mechanisms to resolve issues that cross PM, PEO, and Component lines to include "Triggers" that require a FoS/SoS member to inform the others if there is a cost, schedule, or performance deviation.

		1		2		2		12		1		4		10368		1.2.C2.D12.Q1		20353		3.4.6.Q17		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss what “triggers” have been established to require FoS/SoS members to inform others in the case of cost, schedule, or performance deviations.				          --  1.2.C2.D12.Q1 (Question)  Discuss what “triggers” have been established to require FoS/SoS members to inform others in the case of cost, schedule, or performance deviations.

		1		2		2		12		2		4		10387		1.2.C2.D12.Q2		20372		3.4.6.Q16		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Identify the mechanisms to resolve issues that cross PM, PEO, and Component lines.				          --  1.2.C2.D12.Q2 (Question)  Identify the mechanisms to resolve issues that cross PM, PEO, and Component lines.

		1		2		2		13		0		3		2094		1.2.C2.D13		94		3.4.6.C16		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The program has identified planned linkages between hardware and software upgrade programs within the FoS/SoS.				   --  1.2.C2.D13  The program has identified planned linkages between hardware and software upgrade programs within the FoS/SoS.

		1		2		2		13		1		4		10369		1.2.C2.D13.Q1		20354		3.4.6.Q18		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe the planned linkages between hardware and software upgrade programs within the FoS/SoS.				          --  1.2.C2.D13.Q1 (Question)  Describe the planned linkages between hardware and software upgrade programs within the FoS/SoS.

		1		2		2		14		0		3		2095		1.2.C2.D14		95		4.1.3.C3		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Technical reviews have addressed DoDAF traceability to system requirements (to include interface control documents) and the functional, allocated, or product baselines, as appropriate to phase.				   --  1.2.C2.D14  Technical reviews have addressed DoDAF traceability to system requirements (to include interface control documents) and the functional, allocated, or product baselines, as appropriate to phase.

		1		2		2		14		1		4		10451		1.2.C2.D14.Q1		20434		4.1.3.Q8		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		How has the program addressed DoDAF view implementation and evaluation at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  1.2.C2.D14.Q1 (Question)  How has the program addressed DoDAF view implementation and evaluation at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		1		2		2		15		0		3		2096		1.2.C2.D15		96		4.10.1.C2		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Memorandum of Agreements (MOAs) have been have been established with the external entities where critical interdependencies exist.  Processes are in place to ensure tasks and schedules are synchronized across interdependent programs (e.g., linkage of system/subsystem technical reviews).				   --  1.2.C2.D15  Memorandum of Agreements (MOAs) have been have been established with the external entities where critical interdependencies exist.  Processes are in place to ensure tasks and schedules are synchronized across interdependent programs (e.g., linkage of system/subsystem technical reviews).

		1		2		2		15		1		4		10975		1.2.C2.D15.Q1		20898		4.10.1.Q2		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		What are the critical interdependencies for the systems comprising the FoS/SoS by mission area?				          --  1.2.C2.D15.Q1 (Question)  What are the critical interdependencies for the systems comprising the FoS/SoS by mission area?

		1		2		2		15		2		4		10984		1.2.C2.D15.Q2		20907		4.10.1.Q3		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Describe the process for identifying and resolving programmatic, budget, schedule, and technical issues across interdependent programs.  What mechanisms are in place to resolve issues across Services and Agencies?				          --  1.2.C2.D15.Q2 (Question)  Describe the process for identifying and resolving programmatic, budget, schedule, and technical issues across interdependent programs.  What mechanisms are in place to resolve issues across Services and Agencies?

		1		2		2		15		3		4		10987		1.2.C2.D15.Q3		20910		4.10.1.Q4		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		How are the system and subsystem technical reviews linked to those of the interdependent programs?  How does the planning ensure that the development of the interfaces between programs is monitored by both programs?				          --  1.2.C2.D15.Q3 (Question)  How are the system and subsystem technical reviews linked to those of the interdependent programs?  How does the planning ensure that the development of the interfaces between programs is monitored by both programs?

		1		2		2		16		0		3		2098		1.2.C2.D16		98		4.4.2.C3		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Configuration management documents the impact of proposed changes on interfaces and dependent systems.				   --  1.2.C2.D16  Configuration management documents the impact of proposed changes on interfaces and dependent systems.

		1		2		2		16		1		4		10669		1.2.C2.D16.Q1		20627		4.4.2.Q3		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss the periodic configuration audits conducted to ensure the integrity of the product and the process.				          --  1.2.C2.D16.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the periodic configuration audits conducted to ensure the integrity of the product and the process.

		1		2		2		16		2		4		10672		1.2.C2.D16.Q2		20629		4.4.2.Q5		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss how the impact of proposed changes on interfaces and dependent systems are included in the configuration management process.				          --  1.2.C2.D16.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the impact of proposed changes on interfaces and dependent systems are included in the configuration management process.

		1		2		3		0		0		2		1006		1.2.C3						MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Development strategy adequately incorporates mission stakeholder involvement in maturing system design and implementation with respect to mission effectiveness and operational considerations				1.2.C3  Development strategy adequately incorporates mission stakeholder involvement in maturing system design and implementation with respect to mission effectiveness and operational considerations

		1		2		3		1		0		3		2082		1.2.C3.D1		82		1.3.3.C3		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The acquisition community and user community have established a process to collaborate throughout the MSA and TMRR phases to manage requirements, changes, and refinements.				   --  1.2.C3.D1  The acquisition community and user community have established a process to collaborate throughout the MSA and TMRR phases to manage requirements, changes, and refinements.

		1		2		3		1		1		4		10111		1.2.C3.D1.Q1		20109		1.3.3.Q4		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Discuss the collaboration mechanisms (Requirements IPTs, Capabilities IPT, Knowledge Point Reviews, Configuration Steering Boards, Technical Reviews, etc.) used by the acquisition and user communities to manage and refine required capabilities.				          --  1.2.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the collaboration mechanisms (Requirements IPTs, Capabilities IPT, Knowledge Point Reviews, Configuration Steering Boards, Technical Reviews, etc.) used by the acquisition and user communities to manage and refine required capabilities.

		1		2		3		2		0		3		3003		1.2.C3.D2				4.10.1.C5x		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		Program mitigates risks to overall capability, including incorporation of user assessments of mission effectiveness, early enough in the development cycle to ensure readiness for program milestones (e.g. IOT&E, fielding, IOC).				   --  1.2.C3.D2  Program mitigates risks to overall capability, including incorporation of user assessments of mission effectiveness, early enough in the development cycle to ensure readiness for program milestones (e.g. IOT&E, fielding, IOC).

		1		2		3		3		0		3		3004		1.2.C3.D3				4.10.1.C5x		MISSION		Design Process		MISSION - Design Process		The program tracks accumulation and resolution of government-generated deficiency reports, assesses mission impact, and incorporates user resolution priorities.				   --  1.2.C3.D3  The program tracks accumulation and resolution of government-generated deficiency reports, assesses mission impact, and incorporates user resolution priorities.

		1		3		0		0		0		1		3		1.3.P						MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands progress toward realization of integrated mission capability, controls risk, and integrates user feedback and priorities in development decisions				1.3.P (MISSION - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands progress toward realization of integrated mission capability, controls risk, and integrates user feedback and priorities in development decisions

		1		3		1		0		0		2		1007		1.3.C1						MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program employs metrics that adequately track integrated mission performance, including FoS/SoS integration, and are sufficient to manage technical risk				1.3.C1  The program employs metrics that adequately track integrated mission performance, including FoS/SoS integration, and are sufficient to manage technical risk

		1		3		1		1		0		3		2102		1.3.C1.D1		102		3.4.6.C14		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program has created quantifiable metrics identified in the SEP that are indicators of mission performance and has defined methods to collect data to measure FoS/SoS performance.				   --  1.3.C1.D1  The program has created quantifiable metrics identified in the SEP that are indicators of mission performance and has defined methods to collect data to measure FoS/SoS performance.

		1		3		1		1		2		4		10386		1.3.C1.D1.Q2		20371		3.4.6.Q15		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Describe all management and technical metrics applicable to FoS/SoS performance.				          --  1.3.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Describe all management and technical metrics applicable to FoS/SoS performance.

		1		3		1		2		0		3		3006		1.3.C1.D2				5.1.5.C2		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program tracks anticipated variances with associated mission impacts				   --  1.3.C1.D2  The program tracks anticipated variances with associated mission impacts

		1		3		1		2		1		4		10938		1.3.C1.D2.Q1		20861		5.1.5.Q2		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Describe the nature of each of the program's interdependency-related risks and proposed mitigations.				          --  1.3.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe the nature of each of the program's interdependency-related risks and proposed mitigations.

		1		3		2		0		0		2		1008		1.3.C2						MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates mission performance risks				1.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates mission performance risks

		1		3		2		1		0		3		2104		1.3.C2.D1		104		5.1.5.C2		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Risks associated with program interdependencies are assessed as acceptable.				   --  1.3.C2.D1  Risks associated with program interdependencies are assessed as acceptable.

		1		3		3		0		0		2		1009		1.3.C3						MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program has established appropriate mission capability maturity criteria, to include interdependent systems, to determine readiness to continue scheduled product acquisition				1.3.C3  The program has established appropriate mission capability maturity criteria, to include interdependent systems, to determine readiness to continue scheduled product acquisition

		1		3		3		1		0		3		3001		1.3.C3.D1				4.10.1.C5x		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program tracks progress of mission performance maturity and adjusts development plans and/or milestones to meet requirements.				   --  1.3.C3.D1  The program tracks progress of mission performance maturity and adjusts development plans and/or milestones to meet requirements.

		1		3		3		2		0		3		2100		1.3.C3.D2		100		1.3.3.C1		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The acquisition community has been actively engaged with the user community in informing trade-offs among cost, schedule, performance, and risk to establish realistic and achievable system requirements.				   --  1.3.C3.D2  The acquisition community has been actively engaged with the user community in informing trade-offs among cost, schedule, performance, and risk to establish realistic and achievable system requirements.

		1		3		3		2		2		4		10108		1.3.C3.D2.Q2		20106		1.3.3.Q1		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Describe how the acquisition community coordinated with the user to ensure that capabilities were achievable and realistic within cost, schedule, and technology constraints.				          --  1.3.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  Describe how the acquisition community coordinated with the user to ensure that capabilities were achievable and realistic within cost, schedule, and technology constraints.

		1		3		3		2		3		4		10109		1.3.C3.D2.Q3		20107		1.3.3.Q2		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Discuss what trade-offs were conducted and the resultant influence on the required capabilities.				          --  1.3.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss what trade-offs were conducted and the resultant influence on the required capabilities.

		1		3		3		3		0		3		2101		1.3.C3.D3		101		1.3.3.C6		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The user community participates in SETRs to validate proposed trade decisions on required capabilities.  The implications of technical baselines are captured in updates to the CDD and CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, or Problem Statement, where appropriate, in a timely manner.				   --  1.3.C3.D3  The user community participates in SETRs to validate proposed trade decisions on required capabilities.  The implications of technical baselines are captured in updates to the CDD and CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, or Problem Statement, where appropriate, in a timely manner.

		1		3		3		3		1		4		10115		1.3.C3.D3.Q1		20113		1.3.3.Q7		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Discuss what mechanisms were used, such as Use-Cases, to ensure a common understanding and alignment of the various expectations of the system developers, testers, and users.				          --  1.3.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss what mechanisms were used, such as Use-Cases, to ensure a common understanding and alignment of the various expectations of the system developers, testers, and users.

		1		3		3		3		2		4		10117		1.3.C3.D3.Q2		20114		1.3.3.Q8		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Discuss what collaboration mechanisms, (Requirements IPTs, Capabilities IPT, Knowledge Point Reviews, Configuration Steering Boards, Technical Reviews, etc.) are used by the acquisition and user communities to manage and refine required capabilities.				          --  1.3.C3.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss what collaboration mechanisms, (Requirements IPTs, Capabilities IPT, Knowledge Point Reviews, Configuration Steering Boards, Technical Reviews, etc.) are used by the acquisition and user communities to manage and refine required capabilities.

		1		3		3		3		3		4		10118		1.3.C3.D3.Q3		20115		1.3.3.Q9		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Discuss the user community's involvement and input in Systems Engineering Technical Reviews.  Discuss how the user community confirmed that the system design (technical baselines) is synchronized with the required capabilities (CDD/CPD).				          --  1.3.C3.D3.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the user community's involvement and input in Systems Engineering Technical Reviews.  Discuss how the user community confirmed that the system design (technical baselines) is synchronized with the required capabilities (CDD/CPD).

		1		3		3		4		0		3		2103		1.3.C3.D4		103		4.10.1.C5		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		All external interfaces and interoperabilities are developed at a level appropriate to the program phase:   Pre Milestone B: 1.  Interface requirements complete, 2.  Interface characteristics properly allocated from higher level configuration items, 3.  Interface documentation updated to the Functional (SFR) or Allocated (PDR) Baseline.  All external interfaces and interoperabilities are developed at a level appropriate to the program phase:  Pre-MS C: 1.  Integration verification and validation plans complete, 2.  The "build-to" interface specifications are consistent with the Initial Product Baseline.				   --  1.3.C3.D4  All external interfaces and interoperabilities are developed at a level appropriate to the program phase:   Pre Milestone B: 1.  Interface requirements complete, 2.  Interface characteristics properly allocated from higher level configuration items, 3.  Interface documentation updated to the Functional (SFR) or Allocated (PDR) Baseline.  All external interfaces and interoperabilities are developed at a level appropriate to the program phase:  Pre-MS C: 1.  Integration verification and validation plans complete, 2.  The "build-to" interface specifications are consistent with the Initial Product Baseline.

		1		3		3		4		1		4		10990		1.3.C3.D4.Q1		20913		4.10.1.Q7		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		Discuss the present status of external physical and functional interfaces.  List any interfaces that are not yet developed to a level appropriate to the program phase.				          --  1.3.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the present status of external physical and functional interfaces.  List any interfaces that are not yet developed to a level appropriate to the program phase.

		1		3		3		5		0		3		3005		1.3.C3.D5				4.10.1.C5x		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The planned scope of deficiency resolution is sufficient to meet mission requirements.				   --  1.3.C3.D5  The planned scope of deficiency resolution is sufficient to meet mission requirements.

		1		3		3		6		0		3		3007		1.3.C3.D6				5.1.5.C2		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program has created quantifiable mission capability maturity criteria for milestone decision points to include maturity of external interfaces and overall interoperability.				   --  1.3.C3.D6  The program has created quantifiable mission capability maturity criteria for milestone decision points to include maturity of external interfaces and overall interoperability.

		1		3		3		7		0		3		3008		1.3.C3.D7				5.1.5.C2		MISSION		Decision / Control		MISSION - Decision / Control		The program tracks deficiency report accumulation and resolution status, correlated with user prioritization.				   --  1.3.C3.D7  The program tracks deficiency report accumulation and resolution status, correlated with user prioritization.

		1		4		0		0		0		1		4		1.4.P						MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Schedule is realistic and synchronized with interdependent programs to deliver integrated mission capability to meet program objectives				1.4.P (MISSION - Schedule)  Schedule is realistic and synchronized with interdependent programs to deliver integrated mission capability to meet program objectives

		1		4		1		0		0		2		1010		1.4.C1						MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Schedule is synchronized with interdependent programs				1.4.C1  Schedule is synchronized with interdependent programs

		1		4		1		1		0		3		2106		1.4.C1.D1		106		3.4.6.C7		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		The PM has developed a schedule which shows FoS/SoS dependencies and alignment of event driven technical reviews, major milestones, for individual systems within the SoS.				   --  1.4.C1.D1  The PM has developed a schedule which shows FoS/SoS dependencies and alignment of event driven technical reviews, major milestones, for individual systems within the SoS.

		1		4		1		1		1		4		10379		1.4.C1.D1.Q1		20364		3.4.6.Q8		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Describe how the schedule shows FoS/SoS dependencies and their alignment with technical reviews and major milestones.				          --  1.4.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the schedule shows FoS/SoS dependencies and their alignment with technical reviews and major milestones.

		1		4		1		2		0		3		2107		1.4.C1.D2		107		5.1.5.C3		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Draft Integrated Schedules for interdependent programs shows that inter-program touch points do not create schedule issues and schedules can be met.				   --  1.4.C1.D2  Draft Integrated Schedules for interdependent programs shows that inter-program touch points do not create schedule issues and schedules can be met.

		1		4		1		2		1		4		10939		1.4.C1.D2.Q1		20862		5.1.5.Q3		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Show the relationship between interdependent program schedules and key touch points, and identify schedule margins.				          --  1.4.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Show the relationship between interdependent program schedules and key touch points, and identify schedule margins.

		1		4		1		3		0		3		2108		1.4.C1.D3		108		5.1.5.C5		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Planned inter-program requirements, designs, and system element deliveries to date have occurred without creating any schedule issues.				   --  1.4.C1.D3  Planned inter-program requirements, designs, and system element deliveries to date have occurred without creating any schedule issues.

		1		4		1		3		1		4		10941		1.4.C1.D3.Q1		20864		5.1.5.Q5		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Discuss any schedule issues that have arisen, to date, from inter-program requirements, designs, and system element deliveries.  What is the planned way ahead for each such issue?				          --  1.4.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss any schedule issues that have arisen, to date, from inter-program requirements, designs, and system element deliveries.  What is the planned way ahead for each such issue?

		1		4		2		0		0		2		1011		1.4.C2						MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Schedule is realistic, consistent with historical baselines, and sufficiently models acquisition of integrated mission capability				1.4.C2  Schedule is realistic, consistent with historical baselines, and sufficiently models acquisition of integrated mission capability

		1		4		2		1		0		3		3009		1.4.C2.D1				5.1.5.C3		MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		The schedule accommodates deficiency resolution, to include user-identified and prioritized deficiencies				   --  1.4.C2.D1  The schedule accommodates deficiency resolution, to include user-identified and prioritized deficiencies

		1		4		3		0		0		2		1012		1.4.C3						MISSION		Schedule		MISSION - Schedule		Schedule captures all program requirements for capability fielding and IOC 				1.4.C3  Schedule captures all program requirements for capability fielding and IOC 

		1		5		0		0		0		1		5		1.5.P						MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Program staffing, skillsets, environments, and assets are sufficient to develop, and evaluate integrated mission capability				1.5.P (MISSION - Resources)  Program staffing, skillsets, environments, and assets are sufficient to develop, and evaluate integrated mission capability

		1		5		1		0		0		2		1013		1.5.C1						MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Environments (e.g. warfighting labs, modeling, etc.) are available and adequate for mission evaluation, including FoS/SoS requirements				1.5.C1  Environments (e.g. warfighting labs, modeling, etc.) are available and adequate for mission evaluation, including FoS/SoS requirements

		1		5		1		1		0		3		3011		1.5.C1.D1				1.2.1.C8		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Integration environments use common, accredited models and data for system and FoS/SoS development, integration, and verification.				   --  1.5.C1.D1  Integration environments use common, accredited models and data for system and FoS/SoS development, integration, and verification.

		1		5		1		1		1		4		10053		1.5.C1.D1.Q1		20052		1.2.1.Q11		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Discuss the plan to staff and fund analytic, engineering, and programmatic activities supports the proposed milestone and decision point entrance requirements.				          --  1.5.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the plan to staff and fund analytic, engineering, and programmatic activities supports the proposed milestone and decision point entrance requirements.

		1		5		1		1		2		4		10054		1.5.C1.D1.Q2		20053		1.2.1.Q12		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		How does the schedule for the proposed alternatives reflect the full suite of systems engineering technical reviews (SETR)?  Discuss how there is  adequate time for integration and testing.				          --  1.5.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  How does the schedule for the proposed alternatives reflect the full suite of systems engineering technical reviews (SETR)?  Discuss how there is  adequate time for integration and testing.

		1		5		1		2		0		3		2109		1.5.C1.D2		109		4.7.1.C7		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		The program has adequate schedule and resources (e.g., SIL, test equipment, test articles, range time, test staff) to accomplish the planned V&V activities.				   --  1.5.C1.D2  The program has adequate schedule and resources (e.g., SIL, test equipment, test articles, range time, test staff) to accomplish the planned V&V activities.

		1		5		1		2		1		4		10739		1.5.C1.D2.Q1		20692		4.7.1.Q22		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		How has the V&V schedule considered the scope and complexity of the overall system verification?				          --  1.5.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  How has the V&V schedule considered the scope and complexity of the overall system verification?

		1		5		1		2		2		4		10741		1.5.C1.D2.Q2		20693		4.7.1.Q23		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Discuss how the program's schedule incorporates time for test, analyze, and fix from components to the all-up system.  How does the schedule provide time to evaluate test results prior to Milestone decisions and other major program transition points?				          --  1.5.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the program's schedule incorporates time for test, analyze, and fix from components to the all-up system.  How does the schedule provide time to evaluate test results prior to Milestone decisions and other major program transition points?

		1		5		1		2		3		4		10742		1.5.C1.D2.Q3		20694		4.7.1.Q24		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Describe the planned use of test ranges, test facilities, systems integration labs, test articles, simulators, prototypes, mockups, engineering development models, pilot lines, or test beds.  How are these assets to be in place when needed?				          --  1.5.C1.D2.Q3 (Question)  Describe the planned use of test ranges, test facilities, systems integration labs, test articles, simulators, prototypes, mockups, engineering development models, pilot lines, or test beds.  How are these assets to be in place when needed?

		1		5		1		2		4		4		10743		1.5.C1.D2.Q4		20695		4.7.1.Q25		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Discuss the status of the resources necessary to execute the V&V planning.  How have they been utilized to support V&V?				          --  1.5.C1.D2.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the status of the resources necessary to execute the V&V planning.  How have they been utilized to support V&V?

		1		5		1		2		5		4		10760		1.5.C1.D2.Q5		20710		4.7.1.Q10		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Discuss the plan for ensuring buy-in among all stakeholders as to V&V approaches.				          --  1.5.C1.D2.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the plan for ensuring buy-in among all stakeholders as to V&V approaches.

		1		5		1		2		6		4		10766		1.5.C1.D2.Q6		20713		4.7.1.Q13		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		How is the selection of analysis, M&S, test, and demonstration V&V methods optimized to meet constraints, cost, schedule, and risk?				          --  1.5.C1.D2.Q6 (Question)  How is the selection of analysis, M&S, test, and demonstration V&V methods optimized to meet constraints, cost, schedule, and risk?

		1		5		2		0		0		2		1014		1.5.C2						MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Test assets and ranges available and adequate to address integrated mission capability in operational environment				1.5.C2  Test assets and ranges available and adequate to address integrated mission capability in operational environment

		1		5		2		1		0		3		3010		1.5.C2.D1				1.2.1.C8		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Sufficient DT&E assets and production representative OT&E assets are available to evaluate mission performance and support planned schedule.				   --  1.5.C2.D1  Sufficient DT&E assets and production representative OT&E assets are available to evaluate mission performance and support planned schedule.

		1		5		2		2		0		3		3012		1.5.C2.D2				1.2.1.C8		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Threat systems are sufficient to develop and evaluate system and FoS/SoS in the intended mission environment.				   --  1.5.C2.D2  Threat systems are sufficient to develop and evaluate system and FoS/SoS in the intended mission environment.

		1		5		2		3		0		3		3013		1.5.C2.D3				1.2.1.C8		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		FoS/SoS assets are available for integration and evaluation of the development system.				   --  1.5.C2.D3  FoS/SoS assets are available for integration and evaluation of the development system.

		1		5		2		4		0		3		3014		1.5.C2.D4				1.2.1.C8		MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Apppropriate ranges are sufficiently available for mission integration and evaluation on the planned schedule.				   --  1.5.C2.D4  Apppropriate ranges are sufficiently available for mission integration and evaluation on the planned schedule.

		1		5		3		0		0		2		1015		1.5.C3						MISSION		Resources		MISSION - Resources		Training and support system resources are sufficient and available to achieve integrated mission performance     				1.5.C3  Training and support system resources are sufficient and available to achieve integrated mission performance     

		1		6		0		0		0		1		6		1.6.P						MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Evaluation activities are sufficient to evaluate and mature integrated mission capability with respect to user expectations in the intended operational environment				1.6.P (MISSION - Evaluation)  Evaluation activities are sufficient to evaluate and mature integrated mission capability with respect to user expectations in the intended operational environment

		1		6		1		0		0		2		1016		1.6.C1						MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		System Integration and Evaluation is on track to deliver integrated mission capability in the projected operational environment				1.6.C1  System Integration and Evaluation is on track to deliver integrated mission capability in the projected operational environment

		1		6		1		1		0		3		2111		1.6.C1.D1		111		4.1.10.C8		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The V&V plans for force protection attributes have been established and are reasonable.  The models to conduct V&V have been established and the inputs required for those models are aligned with other test and design schedules.				   --  1.6.C1.D1  The V&V plans for force protection attributes have been established and are reasonable.  The models to conduct V&V have been established and the inputs required for those models are aligned with other test and design schedules.

		1		6		1		1		1		4		10995		1.6.C1.D1.Q1		20918		4.1.10.Q10		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Explain how force protection will be verified and validated to include analysis, live-fire, models, and simulations.  How will live fire and other testing be used for V&V of the models/analysis?  When will design or test data be available?				          --  1.6.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Explain how force protection will be verified and validated to include analysis, live-fire, models, and simulations.  How will live fire and other testing be used for V&V of the models/analysis?  When will design or test data be available?

		1		6		1		2		0		3		2112		1.6.C1.D2		112		4.1.3.C5		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The program has plans to develop, test, and evaluate the system to ensure IT interoperability requirements are achieved and that interoperability certification is achieved in accordance with DODI 4630.8.				   --  1.6.C1.D2  The program has plans to develop, test, and evaluate the system to ensure IT interoperability requirements are achieved and that interoperability certification is achieved in accordance with DODI 4630.8.

		1		6		1		2		1		4		10453		1.6.C1.D2.Q1		20436		4.1.3.Q10		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		How has the program planning addressed development, test, and evaluation of the system to ensure IT interoperability requirements are achieved and that interoperability certification is achieved in accordance with DODI 4630.8?				          --  1.6.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  How has the program planning addressed development, test, and evaluation of the system to ensure IT interoperability requirements are achieved and that interoperability certification is achieved in accordance with DODI 4630.8?

		1		6		1		3		0		3		2113		1.6.C1.D3		113		4.1.9.C7		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The V&V plans for survivability attributes have been established and are reasonable.  The survivability models to conduct live-fire and V&V have been established and the inputs required for those models are aligned with other test and design schedules.				   --  1.6.C1.D3  The V&V plans for survivability attributes have been established and are reasonable.  The survivability models to conduct live-fire and V&V have been established and the inputs required for those models are aligned with other test and design schedules.

		1		6		1		3		1		4		10528		1.6.C1.D3.Q1		20505		4.1.9.Q10		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Explain how the survivability performance will be verified and validated to include analysis, live-fire, models and simulations.  How will live fire and other testing be used to for V&V of the models/analysis?  When will design or test data (to include signature data) be available?				          --  1.6.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Explain how the survivability performance will be verified and validated to include analysis, live-fire, models and simulations.  How will live fire and other testing be used to for V&V of the models/analysis?  When will design or test data (to include signature data) be available?

		1		6		1		4		0		3		2114		1.6.C1.D4		114		4.7.1.C2		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The program's V&V approach addresses the operational, support, and training segments of the system.				   --  1.6.C1.D4  The program's V&V approach addresses the operational, support, and training segments of the system.

		1		6		1		4		1		4		10753		1.6.C1.D4.Q1		20704		4.7.1.Q4		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Describe how the V&V approach addresses all aspects of the end-item system inclusive of the operational, support, and training segments of the system?				          --  1.6.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the V&V approach addresses all aspects of the end-item system inclusive of the operational, support, and training segments of the system?

		1		6		1		5		0		3		2115		1.6.C1.D5		115		4.7.1.C3		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The program's V&V approach for requirements, design, integration, and production identifies the specific analysis, demonstration, evaluation, modeling and simulation (M&S), developmental test, operational test and other methods to be used.				   --  1.6.C1.D5  The program's V&V approach for requirements, design, integration, and production identifies the specific analysis, demonstration, evaluation, modeling and simulation (M&S), developmental test, operational test and other methods to be used.

		1		6		1		5		1		4		10754		1.6.C1.D5.Q1		20705		4.7.1.Q5		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Explain how interfaces and integration are verified.				          --  1.6.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Explain how interfaces and integration are verified.

		1		6		1		5		2		4		10755		1.6.C1.D5.Q2		20706		4.7.1.Q6		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Identify the application of analysis, demonstration, evaluation, M&S, developmental test, operational assessments, operational test, and other methods to perform V&V.				          --  1.6.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  Identify the application of analysis, demonstration, evaluation, M&S, developmental test, operational assessments, operational test, and other methods to perform V&V.

		1		6		1		5		3		4		10757		1.6.C1.D5.Q3		20707		4.7.1.Q7		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how integration and test facilities allow for demonstration of hardware and software operation at progressively higher levels of integration.				          --  1.6.C1.D5.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how integration and test facilities allow for demonstration of hardware and software operation at progressively higher levels of integration.

		1		6		1		6		0		3		2116		1.6.C1.D6		116		4.7.1.C5		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The program’s verification approach is adequate to demonstrate compliance across specifications, technical baselines, and the ICD (Problem Statement for DBSs) /CDD/CPD and document non-compliance where appropriate.  The approach demonstrates a methodical, traceable build-up of verification activities/products.				   --  1.6.C1.D6  The program’s verification approach is adequate to demonstrate compliance across specifications, technical baselines, and the ICD (Problem Statement for DBSs) /CDD/CPD and document non-compliance where appropriate.  The approach demonstrates a methodical, traceable build-up of verification activities/products.

		1		6		1		6		1		4		10740		1.6.C1.D6.Q1		20692		4.7.1.Q22		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		How has the V&V schedule considered the scope and complexity of the overall system verification?				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  How has the V&V schedule considered the scope and complexity of the overall system verification?

		1		6		1		6		2		4		10745		1.6.C1.D6.Q2		20697		4.7.1.Q18		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Describe the V&V process or other mechanisms used by the program to verify claims made by vendors that their products comply with requirements.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q2 (Question)  Describe the V&V process or other mechanisms used by the program to verify claims made by vendors that their products comply with requirements.

		1		6		1		6		3		4		10749		1.6.C1.D6.Q3		20700		4.7.1.Q21		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how integrated testing and integrated test teams have been planned and used to leverage verification activities to accomplish cost-effective validation.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how integrated testing and integrated test teams have been planned and used to leverage verification activities to accomplish cost-effective validation.

		1		6		1		6		4		4		10759		1.6.C1.D6.Q4		20709		4.7.1.Q9		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how the program's V&V approach ensures compliance at earlier stages development prior to commitment to the next phase of technical effort or next level of integration.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q4 (Question)  Discuss how the program's V&V approach ensures compliance at earlier stages development prior to commitment to the next phase of technical effort or next level of integration.

		1		6		1		6		5		4		10762		1.6.C1.D6.Q5		20710		4.7.1.Q10		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss the plan for ensuring buy-in among all stakeholders as to V&V approaches.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the plan for ensuring buy-in among all stakeholders as to V&V approaches.

		1		6		1		6		6		4		10764		1.6.C1.D6.Q6		20711		4.7.1.Q11		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss the adequacy of the test environment.  Is it as close to the anticipated operational environment as feasible?  How have the expected environment and operating condition of the system been clearly articulated in the verification plans and procedures?				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q6 (Question)  Discuss the adequacy of the test environment.  Is it as close to the anticipated operational environment as feasible?  How have the expected environment and operating condition of the system been clearly articulated in the verification plans and procedures?

		1		6		1		6		7		4		10765		1.6.C1.D6.Q7		20712		4.7.1.Q12		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Does the program have a requirements verification matrix which identifies verification methods for each requirement, specification, and baseline?				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q7 (Question)  Does the program have a requirements verification matrix which identifies verification methods for each requirement, specification, and baseline?

		1		6		1		6		8		4		10768		1.6.C1.D6.Q8		20713		4.7.1.Q13		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		How is the selection of analysis, M&S, test, and demonstration V&V methods optimized to meet constraints, cost, schedule, and risk?				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q8 (Question)  How is the selection of analysis, M&S, test, and demonstration V&V methods optimized to meet constraints, cost, schedule, and risk?

		1		6		1		6		9		4		10769		1.6.C1.D6.Q9		20714		4.7.1.Q14		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how the buildup of verification approaches establishes requirements traceability.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q9 (Question)  Discuss how the buildup of verification approaches establishes requirements traceability.

		1		6		1		6		10		4		10770		1.6.C1.D6.Q10		20715		4.7.1.Q15		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how verification plans and success criteria are quantifiable, verifiable, and part of the technical baseline artifacts for hardware CIs, software CIs, and internal/external interfaces.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q10 (Question)  Discuss how verification plans and success criteria are quantifiable, verifiable, and part of the technical baseline artifacts for hardware CIs, software CIs, and internal/external interfaces.

		1		6		1		6		11		4		10772		1.6.C1.D6.Q11		20716		4.7.1.Q16		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how V&V criteria are supported by TPMs, Critical Operational Issues, Critical Technical Parameters and other program metrics.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q11 (Question)  Discuss how V&V criteria are supported by TPMs, Critical Operational Issues, Critical Technical Parameters and other program metrics.

		1		6		1		6		12		4		10774		1.6.C1.D6.Q12		20717		4.7.1.Q17		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how the buildup of V&V activities/products will document compliance with the ICD/CDD/CPD.				          --  1.6.C1.D6.Q12 (Question)  Discuss how the buildup of V&V activities/products will document compliance with the ICD/CDD/CPD.

		1		6		1		7		0		3		2117		1.6.C1.D7		117		4.7.1.C6		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The program's validation approach provides for user (both operators and maintainers) early and continuous assessment and feedback regarding the extent to which requirements are being met in the overall system as specified, as designed, as tested, as built, and as fielded.				   --  1.6.C1.D7  The program's validation approach provides for user (both operators and maintainers) early and continuous assessment and feedback regarding the extent to which requirements are being met in the overall system as specified, as designed, as tested, as built, and as fielded.

		1		6		1		7		1		4		10746		1.6.C1.D7.Q1		20698		4.7.1.Q19		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how the program's validation approach provides for user, maintainer, and other stakeholder validation of technical review artifacts as well as direct participation in technical reviews?				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's validation approach provides for user, maintainer, and other stakeholder validation of technical review artifacts as well as direct participation in technical reviews?

		1		6		1		7		2		4		10747		1.6.C1.D7.Q2		20699		4.7.1.Q20		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how the program's validation approach provides for early operational assessments, operational tests, maintainability demonstrations, and other user/maintainer/stakeholder evaluation throughout design and development.				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the program's validation approach provides for early operational assessments, operational tests, maintainability demonstrations, and other user/maintainer/stakeholder evaluation throughout design and development.

		1		6		1		7		3		4		10748		1.6.C1.D7.Q3		20700		4.7.1.Q21		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how integrated testing and integrated test teams have been planned and used to leverage verification activities to accomplish cost-effective validation.				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how integrated testing and integrated test teams have been planned and used to leverage verification activities to accomplish cost-effective validation.

		1		6		1		7		4		4		10761		1.6.C1.D7.Q4		20710		4.7.1.Q10		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss the plan for ensuring buy-in among all stakeholders as to V&V approaches.				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the plan for ensuring buy-in among all stakeholders as to V&V approaches.

		1		6		1		7		5		4		10763		1.6.C1.D7.Q5		20711		4.7.1.Q11		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss the adequacy of the test environment.  Is it as close to the anticipated operational environment as feasible?  How have the expected environment and operating condition of the system been clearly articulated in the verification plans and procedures?				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the adequacy of the test environment.  Is it as close to the anticipated operational environment as feasible?  How have the expected environment and operating condition of the system been clearly articulated in the verification plans and procedures?

		1		6		1		7		6		4		10767		1.6.C1.D7.Q6		20713		4.7.1.Q13		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		How is the selection of analysis, M&S, test, and demonstration V&V methods optimized to meet constraints, cost, schedule, and risk?				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q6 (Question)  How is the selection of analysis, M&S, test, and demonstration V&V methods optimized to meet constraints, cost, schedule, and risk?

		1		6		1		7		7		4		10771		1.6.C1.D7.Q7		20716		4.7.1.Q16		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how V&V criteria are supported by TPMs, Critical Operational Issues, Critical Technical Parameters and other program metrics.				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q7 (Question)  Discuss how V&V criteria are supported by TPMs, Critical Operational Issues, Critical Technical Parameters and other program metrics.

		1		6		1		7		8		4		10773		1.6.C1.D7.Q8		20717		4.7.1.Q17		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Discuss how the buildup of V&V activities/products will document compliance with the ICD/CDD/CPD.				          --  1.6.C1.D7.Q8 (Question)  Discuss how the buildup of V&V activities/products will document compliance with the ICD/CDD/CPD.

		1		6		1		8		0		3		2118		1.6.C1.D8		118		4.7.1.C8		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		The program office, developer, operational test agency, and other relevant stakeholders were involved in test planning.				   --  1.6.C1.D8  The program office, developer, operational test agency, and other relevant stakeholders were involved in test planning.

		1		6		1		8		1		4		10744		1.6.C1.D8.Q1		20696		4.7.1.Q26		MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Describe who was involved in the test planning.				          --  1.6.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  Describe who was involved in the test planning.

		1		6		2		0		0		2		1017		1.6.C2						MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Results are sufficient to evaluate system and support program decisions  				1.6.C2  Results are sufficient to evaluate system and support program decisions  

		1		6		2		1		0		3		3015		1.6.C2.D1						MISSION		Evaluation		MISSION - Evaluation		Planned mission scenarios characterize performance  sufficiently to support the IOT&E and fielding decision processes.				   --  1.6.C2.D1  Planned mission scenarios characterize performance  sufficiently to support the IOT&E and fielding decision processes.

		1		7		0		0		0		1		7		1.7.P						MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Integrated (end-to-end) mission capability is on track to meet user expectations in the projected operational environment				1.7.P (MISSION - Performance / Quality)  Integrated (end-to-end) mission capability is on track to meet user expectations in the projected operational environment

		1		7		1		0		0		2		1018		1.7.C1						MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Integrated mission capability will meet user expectations in the projected operational environment				1.7.C1  Integrated mission capability will meet user expectations in the projected operational environment

		1		7		1		1		0		3		2119		1.7.C1.D1		119		4.1.5.C7		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The operational effectiveness and suitability of the system in its intended operational Electromagnetic Environment (EME) has been demonstrated.				   --  1.7.C1.D1  The operational effectiveness and suitability of the system in its intended operational Electromagnetic Environment (EME) has been demonstrated.

		1		7		1		1		1		4		10484		1.7.C1.D1.Q1		20465		4.1.5.Q12		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Discuss how E3 control requirements are reflected in verification and test, including phasing.				          --  1.7.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how E3 control requirements are reflected in verification and test, including phasing.

		1		7		1		1		2		4		10485		1.7.C1.D1.Q2		20466		4.1.5.Q13		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Discuss how spectrum supportability and management are reflected in verification and test, including phasing.				          --  1.7.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how spectrum supportability and management are reflected in verification and test, including phasing.

		1		7		1		2		0		3		3016		1.7.C1.D2				5.1.1.C3		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Analysis, integration, and test results to date indicate that the intended fielding configuration will meet user mission performance expectations, including KPPs and KSAs,  in the intended operational environment 				   --  1.7.C1.D2  Analysis, integration, and test results to date indicate that the intended fielding configuration will meet user mission performance expectations, including KPPs and KSAs,  in the intended operational environment 

		1		7		1		2		1		4		10877		1.7.C1.D2.Q1		20805		5.1.1.Q3		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Provide the analysis and testing accomplished to date and discuss how the results show the KPPs, KSAs, and derived requirements are achievable in the end-item design described in the functional, allocated, and product baselines.				          --  1.7.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Provide the analysis and testing accomplished to date and discuss how the results show the KPPs, KSAs, and derived requirements are achievable in the end-item design described in the functional, allocated, and product baselines.

		1		7		1		3		0		3		3017		1.7.C1.D3						MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		All ECPs and capability variances have been assessed by the user to not significantly limit mission employment. 				   --  1.7.C1.D3  All ECPs and capability variances have been assessed by the user to not significantly limit mission employment. 

		1		7		1		4		0		3		2123		1.7.C1.D4		123		5.1.1.C7		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.				   --  1.7.C1.D4  The results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.

		1		7		1		4		1		4		10881		1.7.C1.D4.Q1		20809		5.1.1.Q7		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Show how the results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.				          --  1.7.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Show how the results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.

		1		7		1		5		0		3		2126		1.7.C1.D5		126		5.1.1.C13		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system will met its performance requirements				   --  1.7.C1.D5  The results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system will met its performance requirements

		1		7		1		5		1		4		10888		1.7.C1.D5.Q1		20816		5.1.1.Q13		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Provide the results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system has the potential to be operationally effective and suitable?				          --  1.7.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Provide the results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system has the potential to be operationally effective and suitable?

		1		7		1		5		2		4		10891		1.7.C1.D5.Q2		20818		5.1.1.Q15		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		How are V&V results used to support decision-making?				          --  1.7.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  How are V&V results used to support decision-making?

		1		7		1		6		0		3		2127		1.7.C1.D6		127		5.1.1.C14		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) indicates that the system will meet its performance requirements				   --  1.7.C1.D6  The results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) indicates that the system will meet its performance requirements

		1		7		1		6		1		4		10889		1.7.C1.D6.Q1		20817		5.1.1.Q14		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Provide the results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) that indicates the system is operationally effective and suitable.				          --  1.7.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Provide the results of validation activities (compliance results and user assessments) that indicates the system is operationally effective and suitable.

		1		7		1		6		2		4		10890		1.7.C1.D6.Q2		20818		5.1.1.Q15		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		How are V&V results used to support decision-making?				          --  1.7.C1.D6.Q2 (Question)  How are V&V results used to support decision-making?

		1		7		1		7		0		3		2129		1.7.C1.D7		129		5.1.5.C13		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The operational effectiveness and suitability of the system in its intended operational Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3)have been demonstrated.				   --  1.7.C1.D7  The operational effectiveness and suitability of the system in its intended operational Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3)have been demonstrated.

		1		7		1		7		1		4		10950		1.7.C1.D7.Q1		20873		5.1.5.Q14		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Discuss the results of E3 control verification and test.				          --  1.7.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of E3 control verification and test.

		1		7		1		8		0		3		2131		1.7.C1.D8		131		5.2.1.C1		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Survivability and force protection performance have been demonstrated to be of sufficient quality to ensure a realistic assessment of the system’s vulnerability to include Live-Fire Test and Evaluation (LFT&E).				   --  1.7.C1.D8  Survivability and force protection performance have been demonstrated to be of sufficient quality to ensure a realistic assessment of the system’s vulnerability to include Live-Fire Test and Evaluation (LFT&E).

		1		7		1		8		1		4		10960		1.7.C1.D8.Q1		20883		5.2.1.Q1		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Describe how the LFT&E strategy will provide a realistic assessment of the system’s vulnerability and lethality.				          --  1.7.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the LFT&E strategy will provide a realistic assessment of the system’s vulnerability and lethality.

		1		7		1		8		2		4		10961		1.7.C1.D8.Q2		20884		5.2.1.Q2		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		How are insights into the principal damage mechanisms and failure modes occurring as a result of testing, modeling, simulation, and LFT&E incorporated into system design as early as possible and used to develop an overall assessment of system vulnerability?				          --  1.7.C1.D8.Q2 (Question)  How are insights into the principal damage mechanisms and failure modes occurring as a result of testing, modeling, simulation, and LFT&E incorporated into system design as early as possible and used to develop an overall assessment of system vulnerability?

		1		7		1		8		3		4		10962		1.7.C1.D8.Q3		20885		5.2.1.Q3		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		What is the demonstrated survivability and force protection performance? How do these results compare with requirements, models, and simulations?				          --  1.7.C1.D8.Q3 (Question)  What is the demonstrated survivability and force protection performance? How do these results compare with requirements, models, and simulations?

		1		7		2		0		0		2		1019		1.7.C2						MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The system is on track to meet requirements (e.g. KPPs, KSAs, MOPs, MOEs, MOSs, COIs)				1.7.C2  The system is on track to meet requirements (e.g. KPPs, KSAs, MOPs, MOEs, MOSs, COIs)

		1		7		2		1		0		3		2122		1.7.C2.D1		122		5.1.1.C3		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The analysis and testing accomplished to date show that the KPPs, KSAs, and derived requirements are achievable in the end-item design described in the functional, allocated, and product baselines.				   --  1.7.C2.D1  The analysis and testing accomplished to date show that the KPPs, KSAs, and derived requirements are achievable in the end-item design described in the functional, allocated, and product baselines.

		1		7		2		2		0		3		2124		1.7.C2.D2		124		5.1.1.C8		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		COI's identified in the TEMP have been resolved.				   --  1.7.C2.D2  COI's identified in the TEMP have been resolved.

		1		7		2		2		1		4		10882		1.7.C2.D2.Q1		20810		5.1.1.Q8		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Identify which COIs have been resolved and discuss actions for those COIs that have not been resolved.				          --  1.7.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Identify which COIs have been resolved and discuss actions for those COIs that have not been resolved.

		1		7		2		3		0		3		2133		1.7.C2.D3		133		5.2.1.C3		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The results from the full-up system-level LFT&E validated the Survivability and Force Protection KPPs and have been used to verify, validate, and accredit the LFT&E M&S models (or a waiver has been granted for LFT&E).				   --  1.7.C2.D3  The results from the full-up system-level LFT&E validated the Survivability and Force Protection KPPs and have been used to verify, validate, and accredit the LFT&E M&S models (or a waiver has been granted for LFT&E).

		1		7		2		3		1		4		10964		1.7.C2.D3.Q1		20887		5.2.1.Q8		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Describe how results from the full-up system-level LFT&E were used to verify the results of the LFT&E, survivability, and force protection M&S models?				          --  1.7.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Describe how results from the full-up system-level LFT&E were used to verify the results of the LFT&E, survivability, and force protection M&S models?

		1		7		2		3		2		4		10966		1.7.C2.D3.Q2		20889		5.2.1.Q6		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Describe the results of the full-up system-level LFT&E event.				          --  1.7.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Describe the results of the full-up system-level LFT&E event.

		1		7		2		3		3		4		10967		1.7.C2.D3.Q3		20890		5.2.1.Q7		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		If the entire system was not LFT&E tested, what M&S or assessments were conducted to support the V&V of the survivability and Force Protection KPPs?				          --  1.7.C2.D3.Q3 (Question)  If the entire system was not LFT&E tested, what M&S or assessments were conducted to support the V&V of the survivability and Force Protection KPPs?

		1		7		3		0		0		2		1020		1.7.C3						MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The system is on track to meet fielding and IOC requirements (e.g. training, support systems, and delivery quantities)				1.7.C3  The system is on track to meet fielding and IOC requirements (e.g. training, support systems, and delivery quantities)

		1		7		3		1		0		3		2120		1.7.C3.D1		120		4.10.1.C7		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Certifications affecting interfaces and integration are on track to support the appropriate acquisition milestone.  Examples include: DIACAP, GATM (or CNS/ATM), Intra-Army Interoperability (IAIC), Joint Interoperability, Spectrum Supportability, Transportability, IA Compliance Determination, Interoperability, Joint Technical Architecture, and WSERB Operational Authority.				   --  1.7.C3.D1  Certifications affecting interfaces and integration are on track to support the appropriate acquisition milestone.  Examples include: DIACAP, GATM (or CNS/ATM), Intra-Army Interoperability (IAIC), Joint Interoperability, Spectrum Supportability, Transportability, IA Compliance Determination, Interoperability, Joint Technical Architecture, and WSERB Operational Authority.

		1		7		3		1		1		4		10992		1.7.C3.D1.Q1		20915		4.10.1.Q9		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status of interface/integration related certifications.  What is the plan to achieve certification?				          --  1.7.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of interface/integration related certifications.  What is the plan to achieve certification?

		1		7		3		2		0		3		2121		1.7.C3.D2		121		4.10.1.C13		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Issues related to program external interdependencies have been resolved.  Configuration items acquired from outside the program have been received and have passed acceptance testing, or are on schedule for timely delivery.				   --  1.7.C3.D2  Issues related to program external interdependencies have been resolved.  Configuration items acquired from outside the program have been received and have passed acceptance testing, or are on schedule for timely delivery.

		1		7		3		2		1		4		10979		1.7.C3.D2.Q1		20902		4.10.1.Q19		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Describe any unresolved issues related to program external interdependencies.  Describe the mitigation plan for each.  For any carried as a program risk, provide a copy of the risk management plan and a statement of the present status of the plan.				          --  1.7.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe any unresolved issues related to program external interdependencies.  Describe the mitigation plan for each.  For any carried as a program risk, provide a copy of the risk management plan and a statement of the present status of the plan.

		1		7		3		2		2		4		10980		1.7.C3.D2.Q2		20903		4.10.1.Q20		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		For irresolvable external interdependency issues, what off-ramps have been identified and are there alternative solutions known?				          --  1.7.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  For irresolvable external interdependency issues, what off-ramps have been identified and are there alternative solutions known?

		1		7		3		2		3		4		10981		1.7.C3.D2.Q3		20904		4.10.1.Q21		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		List all internal and external interfaces for which the interface "build to" specifications are incomplete.  Summarize the plan for completion of each specification.				          --  1.7.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  List all internal and external interfaces for which the interface "build to" specifications are incomplete.  Summarize the plan for completion of each specification.

		1		7		3		3		0		3		2125		1.7.C3.D3		125		5.1.1.C12		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		The  development test results have verified that the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for successful Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).				   --  1.7.C3.D3  The  development test results have verified that the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for successful Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).

		1		7		3		3		1		4		10887		1.7.C3.D3.Q1		20815		5.1.1.Q12		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Provide development test results that verify the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for successful Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).				          --  1.7.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Provide development test results that verify the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for successful Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).

		1		7		3		4		0		3		2128		1.7.C3.D4		128		5.1.5.C12		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Certification for Joint Interoperability has been obtained through the Joint Interoperability Test Command, Ft.  Huachuca, Arizona.				   --  1.7.C3.D4  Certification for Joint Interoperability has been obtained through the Joint Interoperability Test Command, Ft.  Huachuca, Arizona.

		1		7		3		4		1		4		10949		1.7.C3.D4.Q1		20872		5.1.5.Q13		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		What is the current status of obtaining Joint Interoperability certification?  If certification has not been awarded, discuss the progress to plan.				          --  1.7.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  What is the current status of obtaining Joint Interoperability certification?  If certification has not been awarded, discuss the progress to plan.

		1		7		3		5		0		3		2130		1.7.C3.D5		130		5.1.5.C14		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Where appropriate, the program has obtained need spectrum certification.				   --  1.7.C3.D5  Where appropriate, the program has obtained need spectrum certification.

		1		7		3		5		1		4		10951		1.7.C3.D5.Q1		20874		5.1.5.Q15		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Discuss the results of spectrum supportability and management verification and test.				          --  1.7.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of spectrum supportability and management verification and test.

		1		7		3		6		0		3		2132		1.7.C3.D6		132		5.2.1.C2		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		If modeling and simulation (M&S) is to be used in the LFT&E strategy, the models are appropriate, are verified and validated, and incorporate results from actual LFT&E.				   --  1.7.C3.D6  If modeling and simulation (M&S) is to be used in the LFT&E strategy, the models are appropriate, are verified and validated, and incorporate results from actual LFT&E.

		1		7		3		6		1		4		10963		1.7.C3.D6.Q1		20886		5.2.1.Q4		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Identify what models and simulations will be used for LFT&E.  How will verification, validation, and accreditation of the models be conducted?				          --  1.7.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  Identify what models and simulations will be used for LFT&E.  How will verification, validation, and accreditation of the models be conducted?

		1		7		3		6		2		4		10965		1.7.C3.D6.Q2		20888		5.2.1.Q5		MISSION		Performance / Quality		MISSION - Performance / Quality		Identify what signature data or design data are required for the validation of the LFT&E M&S.  When will the data be available?				          --  1.7.C3.D6.Q2 (Question)  Identify what signature data or design data are required for the validation of the LFT&E M&S.  When will the data be available?

		2		0		0		0		0		0				2.0						ENGINEERING				ENGINEERING						2.0 ENGINEERING

		2		1		0		0		0		1		8		2.1.P						ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		System technical baseline (e.g. design specifications, work packages, interface descriptions, use cases) is sufficient to develop and deliver intended capability				2.1.P (ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements)  System technical baseline (e.g. design specifications, work packages, interface descriptions, use cases) is sufficient to develop and deliver intended capability

		2		1		1		0		0		2		1021		2.1.C1						ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Derived requirements are adequate, consistent, measurable, traceable to user needs, and reflected in the technical baseline				2.1.C1  Derived requirements are adequate, consistent, measurable, traceable to user needs, and reflected in the technical baseline

		2		1		1		1		0		3		2076		2.1.C1.D1		76		4.4.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The system functional baseline artifacts fully define the operational, training, and support functionality, inclusive of the end-to-end mission threads, across the system (hardware and software).				   --  2.1.C1.D1  The system functional baseline artifacts fully define the operational, training, and support functionality, inclusive of the end-to-end mission threads, across the system (hardware and software).

		2		1		1		1		1		4		10649		2.1.C1.D1.Q1		20616		4.4.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the functional baseline is sufficiently detailed to support the development of a system physical architecture, to include external interfaces, and development of an allocated baseline, across the operational, training, and support system elements.				          --  2.1.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the functional baseline is sufficiently detailed to support the development of a system physical architecture, to include external interfaces, and development of an allocated baseline, across the operational, training, and support system elements.

		2		1		1		1		2		4		10652		2.1.C1.D1.Q2		20617		4.4.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Define what is reflected in the physical and functional architectures.				          --  2.1.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Define what is reflected in the physical and functional architectures.

		2		1		1		1		3		4		10655		2.1.C1.D1.Q3		20618		4.4.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What activities are planned to complete the design (functional, preliminary, detail) and establish the artifacts that comprise that baseline (functional, allocated, product)?				          --  2.1.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  What activities are planned to complete the design (functional, preliminary, detail) and establish the artifacts that comprise that baseline (functional, allocated, product)?

		2		1		1		1		4		4		10659		2.1.C1.D1.Q4		20620		4.4.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the configuration items identified across the operational, training, and support systems and their mapping to the WBS.				          --  2.1.C1.D1.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the configuration items identified across the operational, training, and support systems and their mapping to the WBS.

		2		1		1		1		5		4		10662		2.1.C1.D1.Q5		20621		4.4.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the artifacts contained with the specification tree, and how these artifacts relate to the technical baselines.				          --  2.1.C1.D1.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the artifacts contained with the specification tree, and how these artifacts relate to the technical baselines.

		2		1		1		2		0		3		2097		2.1.C1.D2		97		4.2.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Traceability has been established from top level capabilities to subsequent lower level requirements across the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).				   --  2.1.C1.D2  Traceability has been established from top level capabilities to subsequent lower level requirements across the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).

		2		1		1		2		1		4		10561		2.1.C1.D2.Q1		20532		4.2.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the traceability from the user capabilities document, through the system requirements, into the technical baselines.				          --  2.1.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability from the user capabilities document, through the system requirements, into the technical baselines.

		2		1		1		3		0		3		2138		2.1.C1.D3		138		4.10.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		At System Functional Review (SFR), integration aspects are addressed in the Functional Baseline to include (1) a definition of the interface functional characteristics, (2) detailed interface functional performance specifications, and (3) the verification required to demonstrate interface performance.				   --  2.1.C1.D3  At System Functional Review (SFR), integration aspects are addressed in the Functional Baseline to include (1) a definition of the interface functional characteristics, (2) detailed interface functional performance specifications, and (3) the verification required to demonstrate interface performance.

		2		1		1		3		1		4		10972		2.1.C1.D3.Q1		20895		4.10.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the functional baseline accounts for interface functional characteristics, interface performance specifications, and verification plans to demonstrate interface performance.				          --  2.1.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the functional baseline accounts for interface functional characteristics, interface performance specifications, and verification plans to demonstrate interface performance.

		2		1		1		3		2		4		10973		2.1.C1.D3.Q2		20896		4.10.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How is the program documenting internal and external interfaces?  What is the status of interface documentation?  (Examples of interface documentation include, DODAF viewpoints, Interface Control Documents, Interface Requirements/Specifications, Application Programming interfaces)				          --  2.1.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  How is the program documenting internal and external interfaces?  What is the status of interface documentation?  (Examples of interface documentation include, DODAF viewpoints, Interface Control Documents, Interface Requirements/Specifications, Application Programming interfaces)

		2		1		1		4		0		3		2139		2.1.C1.D4		139		4.10.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		At PDR, integration aspects are addressed in the allocated baseline to include (1) interface characteristics allocated from the top-level system or higher-level configuration items, (2) interface specifications complete,  (3) interface control documents conforming to the allocated baseline, (4) an updated integration schedule, and (5) the verification required to demonstrate the traceability and achievement of interface performance.				   --  2.1.C1.D4  At PDR, integration aspects are addressed in the allocated baseline to include (1) interface characteristics allocated from the top-level system or higher-level configuration items, (2) interface specifications complete,  (3) interface control documents conforming to the allocated baseline, (4) an updated integration schedule, and (5) the verification required to demonstrate the traceability and achievement of interface performance.

		2		1		1		4		1		4		10977		2.1.C1.D4.Q1		20900		4.10.1.Q17		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What artifacts in the allocated baseline address integration and interfaces?				          --  2.1.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  What artifacts in the allocated baseline address integration and interfaces?

		2		1		1		5		0		3		2140		2.1.C1.D5		140		4.10.1.C12		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The definition and design of the external interfaces is complete.				   --  2.1.C1.D5  The definition and design of the external interfaces is complete.

		2		1		1		5		1		4		10978		2.1.C1.D5.Q1		20901		4.10.1.Q18		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Provide a summary list of the program external interfaces with a brief description and current status of any interface issues.  For any carried as a program risk, provide a copy of the risk management plan and statement of the present status.				          --  2.1.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Provide a summary list of the program external interfaces with a brief description and current status of any interface issues.  For any carried as a program risk, provide a copy of the risk management plan and statement of the present status.

		2		1		1		6		0		3		2142		2.1.C1.D6		142		4.2.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The requirements decomposition addresses (1) design considerations - as listed in DAG 4.4; (2) functional and non-functional requirements; (3) derived requirements; and (4) certification requirements.				   --  2.1.C1.D6  The requirements decomposition addresses (1) design considerations - as listed in DAG 4.4; (2) functional and non-functional requirements; (3) derived requirements; and (4) certification requirements.

		2		1		1		6		1		4		10544		2.1.C1.D6.Q1		20520		4.2.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation addresses (1) design considerations (listed in DAG 4.4); (2) functional and non-functional requirements; (3) derived requirements; and (4) certification requirements.				          --  2.1.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation addresses (1) design considerations (listed in DAG 4.4); (2) functional and non-functional requirements; (3) derived requirements; and (4) certification requirements.

		2		1		1		7		0		3		2143		2.1.C1.D7		143		4.2.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		All related design constraints (e.g.  SWAP-C, Statutory and Regulatory Requirements - Buy American Act) have been analyzed and adequately addressed by the program in the decomposition process.				   --  2.1.C1.D7  All related design constraints (e.g.  SWAP-C, Statutory and Regulatory Requirements - Buy American Act) have been analyzed and adequately addressed by the program in the decomposition process.

		2		1		1		7		1		4		10535		2.1.C1.D7.Q1		20512		4.2.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation addresses design constraints, such as SWAP-C and statutory/regulatory requirements (e.g.  NEPA, the Buy American Act).				          --  2.1.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation addresses design constraints, such as SWAP-C and statutory/regulatory requirements (e.g.  NEPA, the Buy American Act).

		2		1		1		7		2		4		10537		2.1.C1.D7.Q2		20513		4.2.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What are the constraints to be applied to the effort, including environmental, resource, technology, system security, statutory, regulatory, and the full system context (in the joint context and end-to-end mission threads)?				          --  2.1.C1.D7.Q2 (Question)  What are the constraints to be applied to the effort, including environmental, resource, technology, system security, statutory, regulatory, and the full system context (in the joint context and end-to-end mission threads)?

		2		1		1		8		0		3		2144		2.1.C1.D8		144		4.2.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program has (1) developed a conceptual design, (2) defined required system performance to meet draft Capabilities Development Document (CDD) capabilities (or Business Case for DBSs) , (3) identified external interfaces, and (4) captured this information in a system performance document (preliminary at Alternative System Review (ASR) / final at System Requirements Review (SRR) with traceability to the draft CDD).  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at an ASR/SRR.				   --  2.1.C1.D8  The program has (1) developed a conceptual design, (2) defined required system performance to meet draft Capabilities Development Document (CDD) capabilities (or Business Case for DBSs) , (3) identified external interfaces, and (4) captured this information in a system performance document (preliminary at Alternative System Review (ASR) / final at System Requirements Review (SRR) with traceability to the draft CDD).  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at an ASR/SRR.

		2		1		1		8		1		4		10539		2.1.C1.D8.Q1		20515		4.2.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the status of the system performance specification and how the ASR and SRR were used to review and validate these requirements against the ICD, CDD, or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs, and preferred system concept.				          --  2.1.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of the system performance specification and how the ASR and SRR were used to review and validate these requirements against the ICD, CDD, or Problem Statement and Business Case for DBSs, and preferred system concept.

		2		1		1		9		0		3		2145		2.1.C1.D9		145		4.2.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Prior to MS B, the program has (1) conducted a functional analysis, decomposed to lower-level functions; (2) defined and refined functional interfaces, in the context of an integrated functional architecture; (3) defined functional performance verification methods; and (4) captured this information in the functional baseline artifacts with traceability to the CDD (or Business Case for DBSs) .  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at a System Functional Review.				   --  2.1.C1.D9  Prior to MS B, the program has (1) conducted a functional analysis, decomposed to lower-level functions; (2) defined and refined functional interfaces, in the context of an integrated functional architecture; (3) defined functional performance verification methods; and (4) captured this information in the functional baseline artifacts with traceability to the CDD (or Business Case for DBSs) .  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at a System Functional Review.

		2		1		1		9		1		4		10540		2.1.C1.D9.Q1		20516		4.2.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the current status of the functional baseline artifacts, to include functional decomposition, definition of functional interfaces, development of an integrated functional architecture, and definition of functional performance verification methods.				          --  2.1.C1.D9.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the current status of the functional baseline artifacts, to include functional decomposition, definition of functional interfaces, development of an integrated functional architecture, and definition of functional performance verification methods.

		2		1		1		9		2		4		10551		2.1.C1.D9.Q2		20526		4.2.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the software and hardware requirements decomposition processes are aligned and inform the overall system design.				          --  2.1.C1.D9.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the software and hardware requirements decomposition processes are aligned and inform the overall system design.

		2		1		1		9		3		4		10554		2.1.C1.D9.Q3		20527		4.2.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Identify the documents (e.g., Functional Performance Specs, CI Development Specifications, Product Drawings) which establish the functional, allocated, or product baseline, as appropriate.				          --  2.1.C1.D9.Q3 (Question)  Identify the documents (e.g., Functional Performance Specs, CI Development Specifications, Product Drawings) which establish the functional, allocated, or product baseline, as appropriate.

		2		1		1		9		4		4		10559		2.1.C1.D9.Q4		20530		4.2.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program has ensured that all requirements are verifiable.				          --  2.1.C1.D9.Q4 (Question)  Discuss how the program has ensured that all requirements are verifiable.

		2		1		1		10		0		3		2147		2.1.C1.D10		147		4.2.1.C13		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation process is aligned and integrated across all suppliers and sub-suppliers.				   --  2.1.C1.D10  The requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation process is aligned and integrated across all suppliers and sub-suppliers.

		2		1		1		10		1		4		10549		2.1.C1.D10.Q1		20525		4.2.1.Q19		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Describe how suppliers and sub-suppliers analyze, decompose, and allocate requirements across their assigned systems, sub-systems, and configuration items?				          --  2.1.C1.D10.Q1 (Question)  Describe how suppliers and sub-suppliers analyze, decompose, and allocate requirements across their assigned systems, sub-systems, and configuration items?

		2		1		1		11		0		3		2152		2.1.C1.D11		152		4.3.1.C13		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The SRR and competitive prototyping results are consistent such that they ensured that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results.				   --  2.1.C1.D11  The SRR and competitive prototyping results are consistent such that they ensured that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results.

		2		1		1		11		1		4		10638		2.1.C1.D11.Q1		20605		4.3.1.Q20		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the SRR assessed the competitive prototyping results, particularly regarding requirements tradeoffs due to prototyping success/failure.				          --  2.1.C1.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the SRR assessed the competitive prototyping results, particularly regarding requirements tradeoffs due to prototyping success/failure.

		2		1		1		12		0		3		2153		2.1.C1.D12		153		4.3.1.C30		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		When employing an ERP for a business function, the degree of customization (as assessed at the SRR, SFR, PDR, and CDR) meets the expectations defined in the Business Case with any deviations approved by the functional sponsor.				   --  2.1.C1.D12  When employing an ERP for a business function, the degree of customization (as assessed at the SRR, SFR, PDR, and CDR) meets the expectations defined in the Business Case with any deviations approved by the functional sponsor.

		2		1		1		12		1		4		10646		2.1.C1.D12.Q1		20613		4.3.1.Q41		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		When employing an ERP for a business function, discuss the currently assessed degree of customization of the ERP in comparison to that defined in the Business Case. How have any deviations been captured and shared with the users and functional sponsor for concurrence and approval? (Linked to 4.3.1C30)				          --  2.1.C1.D12.Q1 (Question)  When employing an ERP for a business function, discuss the currently assessed degree of customization of the ERP in comparison to that defined in the Business Case. How have any deviations been captured and shared with the users and functional sponsor for concurrence and approval? (Linked to 4.3.1C30)

		2		1		1		13		0		3		2156		2.1.C1.D13		156		4.5.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program augments the engineering approach through the use of appropriate tools to manage, document, analyze, decompose, and trace from user desired capabilities to system requirements down to product design and execution.				   --  2.1.C1.D13  The program augments the engineering approach through the use of appropriate tools to manage, document, analyze, decompose, and trace from user desired capabilities to system requirements down to product design and execution.

		2		1		1		13		1		4		10676		2.1.C1.D13.Q1		20633		4.5.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how engineering tools assist in managing baseline requirements, changes to requirements, and traceability of requirements (changing operational capabilities, delayed technology, threat updates, etc.).				          --  2.1.C1.D13.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how engineering tools assist in managing baseline requirements, changes to requirements, and traceability of requirements (changing operational capabilities, delayed technology, threat updates, etc.).

		2		1		1		13		2		4		10677		2.1.C1.D13.Q2		20634		4.5.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the requirements management tool support requirements flow-down and bi-directional traceability?  Does the tool support capture of allocation rationale, accountability, test/validation, criticality, issues, and other factors?				          --  2.1.C1.D13.Q2 (Question)  How does the requirements management tool support requirements flow-down and bi-directional traceability?  Does the tool support capture of allocation rationale, accountability, test/validation, criticality, issues, and other factors?

		2		1		1		13		3		4		10678		2.1.C1.D13.Q3		20635		4.5.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how engineering tools ensure that all system requirements changes are reflected in system performance and design models.				          --  2.1.C1.D13.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how engineering tools ensure that all system requirements changes are reflected in system performance and design models.

		2		1		1		13		4		4		10679		2.1.C1.D13.Q4		20636		4.5.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the full life-cycle (operation, training, and support) is considered in the selection and use of systems engineering tools.				          --  2.1.C1.D13.Q4 (Question)  Discuss how the full life-cycle (operation, training, and support) is considered in the selection and use of systems engineering tools.

		2		1		1		14		0		3		2177		2.1.C1.D14		177		4.2.1.C12		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program has addressed the requirements analysis and decomposition process in technical planning (e.g.  SEP).				   --  2.1.C1.D14  The program has addressed the requirements analysis and decomposition process in technical planning (e.g.  SEP).

		2		1		1		14		1		4		10547		2.1.C1.D14.Q1		20523		4.2.1.Q17		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the Prime Contractor(s) manage the process and ensure continuity of requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation across suppliers?				          --  2.1.C1.D14.Q1 (Question)  How does the Prime Contractor(s) manage the process and ensure continuity of requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation across suppliers?

		2		1		1		14		2		4		10548		2.1.C1.D14.Q2		20524		4.2.1.Q18		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program has addressed the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation within the technical planning (i.e.  SEP).				          --  2.1.C1.D14.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the program has addressed the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation within the technical planning (i.e.  SEP).

		2		1		1		15		0		3		2280		2.1.C1.D15		280		5.1.5.C4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Documentation of system internal (under PM control) and external (not-under PM control) interfaces (e.g.  Interface Control Documents) conforms to the Allocated Baseline (PDR) or  Initial Product Baseline (CDR).				   --  2.1.C1.D15  Documentation of system internal (under PM control) and external (not-under PM control) interfaces (e.g.  Interface Control Documents) conforms to the Allocated Baseline (PDR) or  Initial Product Baseline (CDR).

		2		1		1		15		1		4		10940		2.1.C1.D15.Q1		20863		5.1.5.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the program's documentation of internal and external interfaces conforms to the appropriate technical baseline (e.g., external ICDs at SFR, internal ICDs at PDR, external and internal interface designs at CDR).				          --  2.1.C1.D15.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the program's documentation of internal and external interfaces conforms to the appropriate technical baseline (e.g., external ICDs at SFR, internal ICDs at PDR, external and internal interface designs at CDR).

		2		1		3		0		0		2		1022		2.1.C3						ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Technical baseline is stable and achievable within program structure (e.g. acquisition strategy, timeline, SECDEF goals, contract(s), and incentives)				2.1.C3  Technical baseline is stable and achievable within program structure (e.g. acquisition strategy, timeline, SECDEF goals, contract(s), and incentives)

		2		1		3		1		0		3		2141		2.1.C3.D1		141		4.10.1.C14		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		At Critical Design Review (CDR), integration artifacts are addressed in the Initial Product Baseline which include: (1) integration verification and validation plans (2) the "build-to" drawings or "code-to" specifications for all interfaces, and (3) middleware configuration for MAIS systems.				   --  2.1.C3.D1  At Critical Design Review (CDR), integration artifacts are addressed in the Initial Product Baseline which include: (1) integration verification and validation plans (2) the "build-to" drawings or "code-to" specifications for all interfaces, and (3) middleware configuration for MAIS systems.

		2		1		3		1		1		4		10982		2.1.C3.D1.Q1		20905		4.10.1.Q22		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the plans for verification and validation of the program interfaces.				          --  2.1.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the plans for verification and validation of the program interfaces.

		2		1		3		1		2		4		10983		2.1.C3.D1.Q2		20906		4.10.1.Q23		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Have all integration related technical risks have been reduced to acceptable levels?				          --  2.1.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  Have all integration related technical risks have been reduced to acceptable levels?

		2		1		3		1		3		4		10985		2.1.C3.D1.Q3		20908		4.10.1.Q24		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		List all program integration risks that are not fully mitigated.  For each, provide a copy of the current risk management plan showing present status.				          --  2.1.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  List all program integration risks that are not fully mitigated.  For each, provide a copy of the current risk management plan showing present status.

		2		1		3		2		0		3		2146		2.1.C3.D2		146		4.2.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Prior to MS B, the program has (1) defined a physical architecture, including internal and external physical interfaces; (2) allocated performance and functions to the configuration item level; (3) defined configuration item verification methods; and (4) captured this information in the allocated baseline artifacts with traceability to the CDD (or Business Case for DBSs) and functional baseline.  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at a PDR.				   --  2.1.C3.D2  Prior to MS B, the program has (1) defined a physical architecture, including internal and external physical interfaces; (2) allocated performance and functions to the configuration item level; (3) defined configuration item verification methods; and (4) captured this information in the allocated baseline artifacts with traceability to the CDD (or Business Case for DBSs) and functional baseline.  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at a PDR.

		2		1		3		2		1		4		10550		2.1.C3.D2.Q1		20526		4.2.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the software and hardware requirements decomposition processes are aligned and inform the overall system design.				          --  2.1.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the software and hardware requirements decomposition processes are aligned and inform the overall system design.

		2		1		3		2		2		4		10553		2.1.C3.D2.Q2		20527		4.2.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Identify the documents (e.g., Functional Performance Specs, CI Development Specifications, Product Drawings) which establish the functional, allocated, or product baseline, as appropriate.				          --  2.1.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  Identify the documents (e.g., Functional Performance Specs, CI Development Specifications, Product Drawings) which establish the functional, allocated, or product baseline, as appropriate.

		2		1		3		2		3		4		10555		2.1.C3.D2.Q3		20528		4.2.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the current status of the allocated baseline artifacts, to include definition of physical architectures, functional allocation to configuration item level, allocation of performance and functions to the configuration item level, and definition of configuration item verification methods.				          --  2.1.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the current status of the allocated baseline artifacts, to include definition of physical architectures, functional allocation to configuration item level, allocation of performance and functions to the configuration item level, and definition of configuration item verification methods.

		2		1		3		2		4		4		10558		2.1.C3.D2.Q4		20530		4.2.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program has ensured that all requirements are verifiable.				          --  2.1.C3.D2.Q4 (Question)  Discuss how the program has ensured that all requirements are verifiable.

		2		1		3		3		0		3		2149		2.1.C3.D3		149		4.2.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program requirements management planning: (1) identifies stakeholders; (2) includes a schedule, that identifies when requirements, documentation, and technical baselines will be placed under Configuration Management (CM); (3) assigns responsibility and authority; and (4) defines the level of to which CM will be employed across the system, and within the SoS.				   --  2.1.C3.D3  The program requirements management planning: (1) identifies stakeholders; (2) includes a schedule, that identifies when requirements, documentation, and technical baselines will be placed under Configuration Management (CM); (3) assigns responsibility and authority; and (4) defines the level of to which CM will be employed across the system, and within the SoS.

		2		1		3		3		1		4		10563		2.1.C3.D3.Q1		20534		4.2.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How has the program, through planning, identified the relevant stakeholders and how do these stakeholders participate in requirements management?				          --  2.1.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  How has the program, through planning, identified the relevant stakeholders and how do these stakeholders participate in requirements management?

		2		1		3		3		2		4		10564		2.1.C3.D3.Q2		20535		4.2.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how program requirements management planning includes a schedule that identifies when requirements, documentation, and technical baselines will be placed under CM.				          --  2.1.C3.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how program requirements management planning includes a schedule that identifies when requirements, documentation, and technical baselines will be placed under CM.

		2		1		3		3		3		4		10565		2.1.C3.D3.Q3		20536		4.2.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss assigned responsibility and authority for requirements management.				          --  2.1.C3.D3.Q3 (Question)  Discuss assigned responsibility and authority for requirements management.

		2		1		3		3		4		4		10566		2.1.C3.D3.Q4		20537		4.2.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how program requirements management planning defines the level to which CM will be employed across the system, and within the SoS.				          --  2.1.C3.D3.Q4 (Question)  Discuss how program requirements management planning defines the level to which CM will be employed across the system, and within the SoS.

		2		1		3		4		0		3		2150		2.1.C3.D4		150		4.2.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		System requirements are well defined and stable.  The program has established a strong change control process across all stakeholders, including the user community.				   --  2.1.C3.D4  System requirements are well defined and stable.  The program has established a strong change control process across all stakeholders, including the user community.

		2		1		3		4		1		4		10568		2.1.C3.D4.Q1		20539		4.2.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the requirements change control process, to include configuration steering boards, stakeholder involvement in performance tradeoffs, and other control mechanisms.				          --  2.1.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the requirements change control process, to include configuration steering boards, stakeholder involvement in performance tradeoffs, and other control mechanisms.

		2		1		3		4		2		4		10569		2.1.C3.D4.Q2		20540		4.2.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Comment on the overall stability of requirements, to include magnitude (number of Class 1 and Class 2 changes) and character (tradeoffs to maintain cost and schedule vs.  performance requirements growth) of changes over time.				          --  2.1.C3.D4.Q2 (Question)  Comment on the overall stability of requirements, to include magnitude (number of Class 1 and Class 2 changes) and character (tradeoffs to maintain cost and schedule vs.  performance requirements growth) of changes over time.

		2		1		3		5		0		3		2151		2.1.C3.D5		151		4.2.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Requirements management is aligned to, and links with, the establishment and configuration control of the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).				   --  2.1.C3.D5  Requirements management is aligned to, and links with, the establishment and configuration control of the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).

		2		1		3		5		1		4		10571		2.1.C3.D5.Q1		20541		4.2.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program's requirements management approach links to the establishment and configuration control of the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).				          --  2.1.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's requirements management approach links to the establishment and configuration control of the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).

		2		1		3		6		0		3		2154		2.1.C3.D6		154		4.4.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The technical baseline has been established at the appropriate systems engineering technical review (e.g.  functional baseline at SFR, allocated baseline at PDR, and initial product baseline at CDR).				   --  2.1.C3.D6  The technical baseline has been established at the appropriate systems engineering technical review (e.g.  functional baseline at SFR, allocated baseline at PDR, and initial product baseline at CDR).

		2		1		3		6		1		4		10648		2.1.C3.D6.Q1		20615		4.4.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program has used the SETR process to establish the system's technical baselines, as a product of the appropriate review (e.g.  functional baseline at SFR, allocated baseline at PDR, and initial product baseline at CDR).				          --  2.1.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program has used the SETR process to establish the system's technical baselines, as a product of the appropriate review (e.g.  functional baseline at SFR, allocated baseline at PDR, and initial product baseline at CDR).

		2		1		3		7		0		3		2155		2.1.C3.D7		155		4.4.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The system allocated baseline artifacts fully define design and performance requirements, allocated from the functional baseline, in product specifications for each system configuration item (CI).				   --  2.1.C3.D7  The system allocated baseline artifacts fully define design and performance requirements, allocated from the functional baseline, in product specifications for each system configuration item (CI).

		2		1		3		7		1		4		10651		2.1.C3.D7.Q1		20617		4.4.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Define what is reflected in the physical and functional architectures.				          --  2.1.C3.D7.Q1 (Question)  Define what is reflected in the physical and functional architectures.

		2		1		3		7		2		4		10654		2.1.C3.D7.Q2		20618		4.4.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What activities are planned to complete the design (functional, preliminary, detail) and establish the artifacts that comprise that baseline (functional, allocated, product)?				          --  2.1.C3.D7.Q2 (Question)  What activities are planned to complete the design (functional, preliminary, detail) and establish the artifacts that comprise that baseline (functional, allocated, product)?

		2		1		3		7		3		4		10656		2.1.C3.D7.Q3		20619		4.4.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the allocated baseline is derived from the functional baseline, and supports detail design of each system CIs, to include internal interfaces, across the operational, training, and support system elements.				          --  2.1.C3.D7.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how the allocated baseline is derived from the functional baseline, and supports detail design of each system CIs, to include internal interfaces, across the operational, training, and support system elements.

		2		1		3		7		4		4		10658		2.1.C3.D7.Q4		20620		4.4.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the configuration items identified across the operational, training, and support systems and their mapping to the WBS.				          --  2.1.C3.D7.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the configuration items identified across the operational, training, and support systems and their mapping to the WBS.

		2		1		3		7		5		4		10661		2.1.C3.D7.Q5		20621		4.4.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the artifacts contained with the specification tree, and how these artifacts relate to the technical baselines.				          --  2.1.C3.D7.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the artifacts contained with the specification tree, and how these artifacts relate to the technical baselines.

		2		1		3		7		6		4		10663		2.1.C3.D7.Q6		20622		4.4.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the allocation of design considerations (e.g.  RAM, SWAP-C) within the allocated baseline.  Are all allocations complete and consistent down to the CI level across the entire system and is there sufficient margin for growth where appropriate?				          --  2.1.C3.D7.Q6 (Question)  Discuss the allocation of design considerations (e.g.  RAM, SWAP-C) within the allocated baseline.  Are all allocations complete and consistent down to the CI level across the entire system and is there sufficient margin for growth where appropriate?

		2		1		3		8		0		3		2194		2.1.C3.D8		194		1.3.3.C8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The DASD(SE) has reviewed and approved the Systems Engineering sections of the Business Case.				   --  2.1.C3.D8  The DASD(SE) has reviewed and approved the Systems Engineering sections of the Business Case.

		2		1		3		9		0		3		2479		2.1.C3.D9		479		2.1.1.C17		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		All technical reviews in the EMD phase have been successfully completed and have demonstrated that the program's product baseline is sufficiently rigorous to support a valid cost estimate, and that the program is executable in terms of funding.				   --  2.1.C3.D9  All technical reviews in the EMD phase have been successfully completed and have demonstrated that the program's product baseline is sufficiently rigorous to support a valid cost estimate, and that the program is executable in terms of funding.

		2		1		3		9		1		4		10128		2.1.C3.D9.Q1		20125		2.1.1.Q36		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the impact of the completed  program technical reviews on resource planning.  How did the results of these reviews form a satisfactory basis to support valid cost estimate and fit within the existing budget and program executability?				          --  2.1.C3.D9.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the impact of the completed  program technical reviews on resource planning.  How did the results of these reviews form a satisfactory basis to support valid cost estimate and fit within the existing budget and program executability?

		2		1		3		10		0		3		2480		2.1.C3.D10		480		2.1.1.C18		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program manager has prepared Should-Cost estimates that are consistent with the Initial Product Baseline and sufficiently credible to inform the negotiations for low rate initial production (LRIP) prices.				   --  2.1.C3.D10  The program manager has prepared Should-Cost estimates that are consistent with the Initial Product Baseline and sufficiently credible to inform the negotiations for low rate initial production (LRIP) prices.

		2		1		3		10		1		4		10129		2.1.C3.D10.Q1		20126		2.1.1.Q37		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How has the PM prepared a credible Should-Cost estimates to control program overhead and unproductive expenses, and to generally reduce contracted development costs?  Does the analysis, including possible engineering trades, identify specific, measurable initiatives to produce savings against the Will-Cost (ICE) estimate?				          --  2.1.C3.D10.Q1 (Question)  How has the PM prepared a credible Should-Cost estimates to control program overhead and unproductive expenses, and to generally reduce contracted development costs?  Does the analysis, including possible engineering trades, identify specific, measurable initiatives to produce savings against the Will-Cost (ICE) estimate?

		2		1		3		10		2		4		10130		2.1.C3.D10.Q2		20127		2.1.1.Q38		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Show how recent program cost/schedule/performance trends been assessed for Should-Cost efficiencies?				          --  2.1.C3.D10.Q2 (Question)  Show how recent program cost/schedule/performance trends been assessed for Should-Cost efficiencies?

		2		1		3		10		3		4		10131		2.1.C3.D10.Q3		20128		2.1.1.Q39		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss  the Should-Cost barriers to success analysis?  Discuss the likelihood that these barriers can be overcome.				          --  2.1.C3.D10.Q3 (Question)  Discuss  the Should-Cost barriers to success analysis?  Discuss the likelihood that these barriers can be overcome.

		2		1		3		11		0		3		2481		2.1.C3.D11		481		3.1.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program’s AS, as appropriate to the chosen acquisition model (see DoDI 5000.02, para 5.c), complies with statutory and regulatory requirements governing acceptable acquisition practice.				   --  2.1.C3.D11  The program’s AS, as appropriate to the chosen acquisition model (see DoDI 5000.02, para 5.c), complies with statutory and regulatory requirements governing acceptable acquisition practice.

		2		1		3		11		1		4		10215		2.1.C3.D11.Q1		20208		3.1.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the acquisition approach’s compliance with AS statutory and regulatory requirements, and how these requirements are addressed to support the acquisition objectives of the program.				          --  2.1.C3.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the acquisition approach’s compliance with AS statutory and regulatory requirements, and how these requirements are addressed to support the acquisition objectives of the program.

		2		1		3		11		2		4		10216		2.1.C3.D11.Q2		20209		3.1.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How is international cooperation described in the acquisition strategy?  Discuss information security and technology transfer restrictions within the acquisition strategy (e.g.  ITAR).				          --  2.1.C3.D11.Q2 (Question)  How is international cooperation described in the acquisition strategy?  Discuss information security and technology transfer restrictions within the acquisition strategy (e.g.  ITAR).

		2		1		3		11		3		4		10217		2.1.C3.D11.Q3		20210		3.1.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the AS address critical program information (CPI), the requirement to list known or probable CPI, and the approach to countermeasures?				          --  2.1.C3.D11.Q3 (Question)  How does the AS address critical program information (CPI), the requirement to list known or probable CPI, and the approach to countermeasures?

		2		1		3		12		0		3		2482		2.1.C3.D12		482		3.1.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program’s AS, as appropriate to the chosen acquisition model (see DoDI 5000.02, para 5.c), is realistic, stable, properly resourced, and executable with  acceptable risk to cost, schedule, and performance objectives.				   --  2.1.C3.D12  The program’s AS, as appropriate to the chosen acquisition model (see DoDI 5000.02, para 5.c), is realistic, stable, properly resourced, and executable with  acceptable risk to cost, schedule, and performance objectives.

		2		1		3		12		1		4		10199		2.1.C3.D12.Q1		20193		3.1.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the AS ensures the level of risk is acceptable to achieving the cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the AS ensures the level of risk is acceptable to achieving the cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.

		2		1		3		12		2		4		10200		2.1.C3.D12.Q2		20194		3.1.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy address the contract type, major deliverables, and the use of options.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q2 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy address the contract type, major deliverables, and the use of options.

		2		1		3		12		3		4		10218		2.1.C3.D12.Q3		20211		3.1.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the technical basis for the program’s AS and how the acquisition objectives are stable, properly resourced, and executable.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the technical basis for the program’s AS and how the acquisition objectives are stable, properly resourced, and executable.

		2		1		3		12		4		4		10219		2.1.C3.D12.Q4		20212		3.1.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the acquisition strategy's realism in terms of technical concurrency (e.g., concurrent developmental verification and production), premature commitment to development or production, and other approaches that attempt to achieve aggressive cost or schedule goals but incur excessive risk.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the acquisition strategy's realism in terms of technical concurrency (e.g., concurrent developmental verification and production), premature commitment to development or production, and other approaches that attempt to achieve aggressive cost or schedule goals but incur excessive risk.

		2		1		3		12		5		4		10220		2.1.C3.D12.Q5		20213		3.1.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the impacts of Service and DoD wide priorities on the acquisition strategy.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the impacts of Service and DoD wide priorities on the acquisition strategy.

		2		1		3		12		6		4		10221		2.1.C3.D12.Q6		20214		3.1.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy identify and describe the approach the program will use to achieve full capability?  Does the acquisition strategy use a single step or incremental approach?  What is the rationale for choosing this approach?  What are the challenges in implementing the approach? If using an incremental acquisition approach, state the relationship between the milestones and activities in one increment to those in the other increment(s).  Discuss criteria for transitioning from the initial increment to later increments.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q6 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy identify and describe the approach the program will use to achieve full capability?  Does the acquisition strategy use a single step or incremental approach?  What is the rationale for choosing this approach?  What are the challenges in implementing the approach? If using an incremental acquisition approach, state the relationship between the milestones and activities in one increment to those in the other increment(s).  Discuss criteria for transitioning from the initial increment to later increments.

		2		1		3		12		7		4		10222		2.1.C3.D12.Q7		20215		3.1.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		For joint programs, how does the AS identify the joint nature and characteristics of the program, the DoD Components involved, the key Component-specific technical and operational differences in the end item deliverables, and the principal roles and responsibilities of each DoD Component in the management, execution, and funding of the program.				          --  2.1.C3.D12.Q7 (Question)  For joint programs, how does the AS identify the joint nature and characteristics of the program, the DoD Components involved, the key Component-specific technical and operational differences in the end item deliverables, and the principal roles and responsibilities of each DoD Component in the management, execution, and funding of the program.

		2		1		3		13		0		3		2483		2.1.C3.D13		483		3.1.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program has assessed the use of multi-year procurement, the associated statutory and regulatory guidelines, and the congressional approval process in the development of the Acquisition Strategy.				   --  2.1.C3.D13  The program has assessed the use of multi-year procurement, the associated statutory and regulatory guidelines, and the congressional approval process in the development of the Acquisition Strategy.

		2		1		3		13		1		4		10206		2.1.C3.D13.Q1		20200		3.1.1.Q23		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy address multi-year procurement, the statutory and regulatory requirements, and the congressional approval process?				          --  2.1.C3.D13.Q1 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy address multi-year procurement, the statutory and regulatory requirements, and the congressional approval process?

		2		1		3		13		2		4		10207		2.1.C3.D13.Q2		20201		3.1.1.Q24		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What is the rationale associated with multi-year procurement?  How would a multi-year procurement motivate the contractor to make capital investments or result in economic quantity buys?				          --  2.1.C3.D13.Q2 (Question)  What is the rationale associated with multi-year procurement?  How would a multi-year procurement motivate the contractor to make capital investments or result in economic quantity buys?

		2		1		3		14		0		3		2484		2.1.C3.D14		484		3.1.1.C15		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		If procuring data processing and network services,  the acquisition strategy has explicitly addressed migration to a successor contractor at the end of contract life.				   --  2.1.C3.D14  If procuring data processing and network services,  the acquisition strategy has explicitly addressed migration to a successor contractor at the end of contract life.

		2		1		3		14		1		4		10198		2.1.C3.D14.Q1		20192		3.1.1.Q32		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy deal with contracting for an indefinite period of system maintenance requiring institutional memory (system business process procedures, configuration and technical requirements, system design, software code) while allowing recompetition?				          --  2.1.C3.D14.Q1 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy deal with contracting for an indefinite period of system maintenance requiring institutional memory (system business process procedures, configuration and technical requirements, system design, software code) while allowing recompetition?

		2		1		3		15		0		3		2485		2.1.C3.D15		485		3.2.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program developed and maintained a product-oriented PWBS in compliance with MIL-STD 881 and matured this PWBS through the current phase in preparation for the next phase.  Note: Work (management, engineering, test, etc.) is expressed in terms of the products produced.				   --  2.1.C3.D15  The program developed and maintained a product-oriented PWBS in compliance with MIL-STD 881 and matured this PWBS through the current phase in preparation for the next phase.  Note: Work (management, engineering, test, etc.) is expressed in terms of the products produced.

		2		1		3		15		1		4		10238		2.1.C3.D15.Q1		20231		3.2.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How has the PWBS changed through the current phase?  Discuss the alignment of the PWBS with other programmatic and technical artifacts (e.g., SEP, Technical Baselines, AS, Specification Tree, RFP/Contract).				          --  2.1.C3.D15.Q1 (Question)  How has the PWBS changed through the current phase?  Discuss the alignment of the PWBS with other programmatic and technical artifacts (e.g., SEP, Technical Baselines, AS, Specification Tree, RFP/Contract).

		2		1		3		15		2		4		10239		2.1.C3.D15.Q2		20232		3.2.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the program's compliance with MIL-STD 881.  Are any common elements excluded (e.g., systems engineering, program management, government furnished equipment (GFE), integration, assembly testing, and training)?  If so, provide justification for exclusion.				          --  2.1.C3.D15.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's compliance with MIL-STD 881.  Are any common elements excluded (e.g., systems engineering, program management, government furnished equipment (GFE), integration, assembly testing, and training)?  If so, provide justification for exclusion.

		2		1		3		15		3		4		10244		2.1.C3.D15.Q3		20237		3.2.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the product-oriented nature of the PWBS.  Explain how the PWBS clearly represents all of the product-based deliverables for the program that will support achievement of program objectives.  For MAIS,  discuss the reports, interfaces, conversions, extensions, and workflows required for the system to meet the business function.				          --  2.1.C3.D15.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the product-oriented nature of the PWBS.  Explain how the PWBS clearly represents all of the product-based deliverables for the program that will support achievement of program objectives.  For MAIS,  discuss the reports, interfaces, conversions, extensions, and workflows required for the system to meet the business function.

		2		1		3		16		0		3		2486		2.1.C3.D16		486		3.2.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program developed and maintains a PWBS dictionary to define PWBS levels and products to be delivered.				   --  2.1.C3.D16  The program developed and maintains a PWBS dictionary to define PWBS levels and products to be delivered.

		2		1		3		16		1		4		10240		2.1.C3.D16.Q1		20233		3.2.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Show how the PWBS dictionary is traced to all elements of the PWBS.				          --  2.1.C3.D16.Q1 (Question)  Show how the PWBS dictionary is traced to all elements of the PWBS.

		2		1		3		17		0		3		2487		2.1.C3.D17		487		3.2.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The PWBS and Contractor Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS) were developed to its lowest level to support the appropriate management of the program.				   --  2.1.C3.D17  The PWBS and Contractor Work Breakdown Structure (CWBS) were developed to its lowest level to support the appropriate management of the program.

		2		1		3		17		1		4		10241		2.1.C3.D17.Q1		20234		3.2.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How was the PWBS used as a tool to help the program develop life-cycle cost estimates, refine the solution structure, and identify performance criteria?				          --  2.1.C3.D17.Q1 (Question)  How was the PWBS used as a tool to help the program develop life-cycle cost estimates, refine the solution structure, and identify performance criteria?

		2		1		3		17		2		4		10242		2.1.C3.D17.Q2		20235		3.2.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What is the rationale used to determine the required level of the PWBS and CWBS decomposition?  How are the PWBS and CWBS aligned to meet program objectives?  Note: MIL-STD 881 requires PWBS decomposition to at least Level 3.				          --  2.1.C3.D17.Q2 (Question)  What is the rationale used to determine the required level of the PWBS and CWBS decomposition?  How are the PWBS and CWBS aligned to meet program objectives?  Note: MIL-STD 881 requires PWBS decomposition to at least Level 3.

		2		1		3		17		3		4		10243		2.1.C3.D17.Q3		20236		3.2.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the integrated PWBS and CWBS provides adequate visibility into key hardware and software development processes, without extending the WBS to excessively low levels.				          --  2.1.C3.D17.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how the integrated PWBS and CWBS provides adequate visibility into key hardware and software development processes, without extending the WBS to excessively low levels.

		2		1		3		18		0		3		2488		2.1.C3.D18		488		3.2.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program initiated development of a preliminary Contract WBS (CWBS) based on the PWBS, and the CWBS is planned for inclusion in the RFP.				   --  2.1.C3.D18  The program initiated development of a preliminary Contract WBS (CWBS) based on the PWBS, and the CWBS is planned for inclusion in the RFP.

		2		1		3		18		1		4		10246		2.1.C3.D18.Q1		20239		3.2.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How was the PWBS used in the development of the solicitation?  How did the program define the level of decomposition that must be completed for the CWBS?				          --  2.1.C3.D18.Q1 (Question)  How was the PWBS used in the development of the solicitation?  How did the program define the level of decomposition that must be completed for the CWBS?

		2		1		3		19		0		3		2489		2.1.C3.D19		489		3.2.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The PWBS aligns with the reporting requirements in the approved Cost and Software Data Reporting (CSDR) plan.				   --  2.1.C3.D19  The PWBS aligns with the reporting requirements in the approved Cost and Software Data Reporting (CSDR) plan.

		2		1		3		19		1		4		10247		2.1.C3.D19.Q1		20240		3.2.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the alignment of the PWBS with the reporting requirements in the approved CSDR plan.				          --  2.1.C3.D19.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the alignment of the PWBS with the reporting requirements in the approved CSDR plan.

		2		1		3		20		0		3		2490		2.1.C3.D20		490		3.2.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The RFP requires the contractor to propose a detailed IMP and IMS, based on the Government IMP, to be evaluated as part of the proposal.				   --  2.1.C3.D20  The RFP requires the contractor to propose a detailed IMP and IMS, based on the Government IMP, to be evaluated as part of the proposal.

		2		1		3		20		1		4		10248		2.1.C3.D20.Q1		20241		3.2.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the IMP/IMS are to be evaluated as part of the proposal.  Was the Government IMP provided to offerors?				          --  2.1.C3.D20.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the IMP/IMS are to be evaluated as part of the proposal.  Was the Government IMP provided to offerors?

		2		1		3		21		0		3		2491		2.1.C3.D21		491		3.5.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The Request for Proposal (RFP) captures technical guidance from the acquisition strategy and articulates the requirements definition; programmatic constraints, to include government-furnished equipment (GFE) planning; and a succinct explanation of the overall strategy and priorities in the form of guidance to the contractor.				   --  2.1.C3.D21  The Request for Proposal (RFP) captures technical guidance from the acquisition strategy and articulates the requirements definition; programmatic constraints, to include government-furnished equipment (GFE) planning; and a succinct explanation of the overall strategy and priorities in the form of guidance to the contractor.

		2		1		3		21		1		4		10396		2.1.C3.D21.Q1		20379		3.5.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the anticipated use of GFE.  What are the cost, schedule, and technical performance implications?				          --  2.1.C3.D21.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the anticipated use of GFE.  What are the cost, schedule, and technical performance implications?

		2		1		3		21		2		4		10399		2.1.C3.D21.Q2		20382		3.5.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the Request for Proposal (RFP) clearly capture technical guidance from the acquisition strategy, and articulate the requirements definition, any programmatic constraints, and a succinct explanation of the overall strategy and priorities?				          --  2.1.C3.D21.Q2 (Question)  How does the Request for Proposal (RFP) clearly capture technical guidance from the acquisition strategy, and articulate the requirements definition, any programmatic constraints, and a succinct explanation of the overall strategy and priorities?

		2		1		3		21		3		4		10400		2.1.C3.D21.Q3		20383		3.5.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the program rationale for inclusion or non-inclusion in the RFP of the following documents: government schedule, government SEP, Information Support Plan (ISP), TRA, TES/TEMP, SPS, GFE items, FoS/SoS interface data, model contract, preliminary WBS.				          --  2.1.C3.D21.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the program rationale for inclusion or non-inclusion in the RFP of the following documents: government schedule, government SEP, Information Support Plan (ISP), TRA, TES/TEMP, SPS, GFE items, FoS/SoS interface data, model contract, preliminary WBS.

		2		1		3		22		0		3		2492		2.1.C3.D22		492		3.5.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The RFP instructs the offerors to provide a contractor Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP)  that reflects the contractor’s engineering and management approach that aligns with the statement of work and the included government SEP.  Note: The SEP included in the RFP may be in draft form.				   --  2.1.C3.D22  The RFP instructs the offerors to provide a contractor Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP)  that reflects the contractor’s engineering and management approach that aligns with the statement of work and the included government SEP.  Note: The SEP included in the RFP may be in draft form.

		2		1		3		22		1		4		10397		2.1.C3.D22.Q1		20380		3.5.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss Section L's instructions to provide a contractor SEMP.  How does the contractor SEMP relate back to the government SEP?  How does the contractor SEMP relate back to the SOO/SOW?				          --  2.1.C3.D22.Q1 (Question)  Discuss Section L's instructions to provide a contractor SEMP.  How does the contractor SEMP relate back to the government SEP?  How does the contractor SEMP relate back to the SOO/SOW?

		2		1		3		22		2		4		10398		2.1.C3.D22.Q2		20381		3.5.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the RFP articulate tasks and deliverables which address specialty engineering areas (Blueprinting of Business Processes, Design and Development of Custom Software (RICE Objects), MOSA, Manufacturing, Corrosion, Reliability, PPP, COTS re-configuration Program Unique Custom Software Development, etc.) as outlined in the SEP?				          --  2.1.C3.D22.Q2 (Question)  How does the RFP articulate tasks and deliverables which address specialty engineering areas (Blueprinting of Business Processes, Design and Development of Custom Software (RICE Objects), MOSA, Manufacturing, Corrosion, Reliability, PPP, COTS re-configuration Program Unique Custom Software Development, etc.) as outlined in the SEP?

		2		1		3		22		3		4		10401		2.1.C3.D22.Q3		20384		3.5.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the RFP address risks on cost, schedule, and delivery, and investigate/resolve rationale for potential or actual delays determined?				          --  2.1.C3.D22.Q3 (Question)  How does the RFP address risks on cost, schedule, and delivery, and investigate/resolve rationale for potential or actual delays determined?

		2		1		3		23		0		3		2493		2.1.C3.D23		493		3.5.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The negotiated contract incorporates the contractor SEMP.				   --  2.1.C3.D23  The negotiated contract incorporates the contractor SEMP.

		2		1		3		23		1		4		10402		2.1.C3.D23.Q1		20385		3.5.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How do the negotiated contract and the Statement of Work align with the government SEP requirements?  How does the negotiated contract incorporate the contractor SEMP?				          --  2.1.C3.D23.Q1 (Question)  How do the negotiated contract and the Statement of Work align with the government SEP requirements?  How does the negotiated contract incorporate the contractor SEMP?

		2		1		3		24		0		3		2494		2.1.C3.D24		494		2.1.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The technical understanding of the program (e.g.  assessed at the Alternative System Review (ASR)) is sufficient and rigorous enough to support a valid cost estimate (Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD), or CARD-like document).				   --  2.1.C3.D24  The technical understanding of the program (e.g.  assessed at the Alternative System Review (ASR)) is sufficient and rigorous enough to support a valid cost estimate (Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD), or CARD-like document).

		2		1		3		24		1		4		10122		2.1.C3.D24.Q1		20119		2.1.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What planning assumptions did the PM, in coordination with other stakeholders, make to ensure adequate analysis of the program budget?				          --  2.1.C3.D24.Q1 (Question)  What planning assumptions did the PM, in coordination with other stakeholders, make to ensure adequate analysis of the program budget?

		2		1		3		24		2		4		10123		2.1.C3.D24.Q2		20120		2.1.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the PM define program and system parameters in the CARD?				          --  2.1.C3.D24.Q2 (Question)  How does the PM define program and system parameters in the CARD?

		2		1		3		25		0		3		2495		2.1.C3.D25		495		2.1.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		All multi-disciplined programmatic and technical reviews in the TMRR phase have been successfully completed and have demonstrated that the program’s technical baseline is sufficiently rigorous to support a valid cost estimate.				   --  2.1.C3.D25  All multi-disciplined programmatic and technical reviews in the TMRR phase have been successfully completed and have demonstrated that the program’s technical baseline is sufficiently rigorous to support a valid cost estimate.

		2		1		3		25		1		4		10140		2.1.C3.D25.Q1		20137		2.1.1.Q21		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Do the results of the System Requirements Review (SRR), System Functional Review (SFR) and Preliminary Design Review (PDR) indicate that the program is executable within the existing budget and the latest Estimate At Completion (EAC)?				          --  2.1.C3.D25.Q1 (Question)  Do the results of the System Requirements Review (SRR), System Functional Review (SFR) and Preliminary Design Review (PDR) indicate that the program is executable within the existing budget and the latest Estimate At Completion (EAC)?

		2		1		3		25		2		4		10141		2.1.C3.D25.Q2		20138		2.1.1.Q22		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Is the CARD consistent with the approved system performance specification?				          --  2.1.C3.D25.Q2 (Question)  Is the CARD consistent with the approved system performance specification?

		2		1		3		26		0		3		2497		2.1.C3.D26		497		3.1.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The acquisition strategy and SEP are mutually consistent in terms of technical approach, acquisition phase technical activities (e.g., competitive prototyping, technical baseline development, verification/validation, production, sustainment), technical decision points (e.g., systems engineering technical reviews supporting program decision points), and approach to knowledge-based technical maturity.				   --  2.1.C3.D26  The acquisition strategy and SEP are mutually consistent in terms of technical approach, acquisition phase technical activities (e.g., competitive prototyping, technical baseline development, verification/validation, production, sustainment), technical decision points (e.g., systems engineering technical reviews supporting program decision points), and approach to knowledge-based technical maturity.

		2		1		3		26		1		4		10201		2.1.C3.D26.Q1		20195		3.1.1.Q18		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		If applicable, summarize the Low-Rate Initial Production (LRIP) plan in terms of placement relative to design maturity knowledge points and utility in supporting production objectives.  For DBS programs summarize the Limited Fielding Decision plan in terms of organizations to be fielded, system configuration requirements, and custom development of RICE Objects.				          --  2.1.C3.D26.Q1 (Question)  If applicable, summarize the Low-Rate Initial Production (LRIP) plan in terms of placement relative to design maturity knowledge points and utility in supporting production objectives.  For DBS programs summarize the Limited Fielding Decision plan in terms of organizations to be fielded, system configuration requirements, and custom development of RICE Objects.

		2		1		3		26		2		4		10202		2.1.C3.D26.Q2		20196		3.1.1.Q19		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy address life-cycle sustainment, sustaining engineering, and software maintenance?				          --  2.1.C3.D26.Q2 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy address life-cycle sustainment, sustaining engineering, and software maintenance?

		2		1		3		26		3		4		10229		2.1.C3.D26.Q3		20222		3.1.1.Q17		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the alignment of the AS with the technical planning, including the SEP.  How do the program’s technical and engineering activities (as detailed in the SEP) align with, and support, the acquisition decisions and activities in the AS?				          --  2.1.C3.D26.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the alignment of the AS with the technical planning, including the SEP.  How do the program’s technical and engineering activities (as detailed in the SEP) align with, and support, the acquisition decisions and activities in the AS?

		2		1		3		27		0		3		2499		2.1.C3.D27		499		3.5.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The RFP and negotiated contract reflect the acquisition strategy approach to maintain competition throughout the life-cycle.				   --  2.1.C3.D27  The RFP and negotiated contract reflect the acquisition strategy approach to maintain competition throughout the life-cycle.

		2		1		3		27		1		4		10403		2.1.C3.D27.Q1		20386		3.5.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the RFP and negotiated contract provide for continued analysis of critical product and technology areas in terms of competition?				          --  2.1.C3.D27.Q1 (Question)  How does the RFP and negotiated contract provide for continued analysis of critical product and technology areas in terms of competition?

		2		1		3		28		0		3		2502		2.1.C3.D28		502		3.5.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The RFP and contract requires execution of Associated Contractor Agreements (ACAs) with external programs and contracts to support synchronization and/or management of external program interdependencies.				   --  2.1.C3.D28  The RFP and contract requires execution of Associated Contractor Agreements (ACAs) with external programs and contracts to support synchronization and/or management of external program interdependencies.

		2		1		3		28		1		4		10411		2.1.C3.D28.Q1		20394		3.5.1.Q22		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Does the Solicitation of Offers include a requirement for the prime contractor to execute Associated Contractor Agreements, and does the requirement follow into contract award?				          --  2.1.C3.D28.Q1 (Question)  Does the Solicitation of Offers include a requirement for the prime contractor to execute Associated Contractor Agreements, and does the requirement follow into contract award?

		2		1		3		29		0		3		2503		2.1.C3.D29		503		4.5.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Where M&S is used, the RFP and contract addresses the requirements, standards, and government rights to the M&S tools and data.				   --  2.1.C3.D29  Where M&S is used, the RFP and contract addresses the requirements, standards, and government rights to the M&S tools and data.

		2		1		3		29		1		4		10691		2.1.C3.D29.Q1		20648		4.5.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the RFP and contract addresses the requirements, standards, and government rights to the M&S tools and data.  Discuss how the Government will be trained on M&S tools.				          --  2.1.C3.D29.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the RFP and contract addresses the requirements, standards, and government rights to the M&S tools and data.  Discuss how the Government will be trained on M&S tools.

		2		1		3		30		0		3		2507		2.1.C3.D30		507		2.1.1.C15		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Production cost estimates reflect program performance and can sustain initial production commitments.				   --  2.1.C3.D30  Production cost estimates reflect program performance and can sustain initial production commitments.

		2		1		3		30		1		4		10152		2.1.C3.D30.Q1		20149		2.1.1.Q33		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What is the PM's  understanding of the budget and cost history of the program?  Summarize pertinent factors, including turbulence, upcoming budget events, and levels of sufficiency (i.e., enough funding)?				          --  2.1.C3.D30.Q1 (Question)  What is the PM's  understanding of the budget and cost history of the program?  Summarize pertinent factors, including turbulence, upcoming budget events, and levels of sufficiency (i.e., enough funding)?

		2		1		3		31		0		3		2509		2.1.C3.D31		509		3.1.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The AS, as appropriate to the chosen acquisition model (see DoDI 5000.02, para 5.c), details the ground rules and assumptions under which the program was started and upon which future decisions will be gauged.  It becomes more definitive over the execution of the program in accordance with AS guidelines.				   --  2.1.C3.D31  The AS, as appropriate to the chosen acquisition model (see DoDI 5000.02, para 5.c), details the ground rules and assumptions under which the program was started and upon which future decisions will be gauged.  It becomes more definitive over the execution of the program in accordance with AS guidelines.

		2		1		3		31		1		4		10223		2.1.C3.D31.Q1		20216		3.1.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What are the ground rules and assumptions used to develop the acquisition strategy and how do these ground rules and assumptions align with key program knowledge and decision points?				          --  2.1.C3.D31.Q1 (Question)  What are the ground rules and assumptions used to develop the acquisition strategy and how do these ground rules and assumptions align with key program knowledge and decision points?

		2		1		3		31		2		4		10224		2.1.C3.D31.Q2		20217		3.1.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy describe requirements for demonstrated performance prior to financial commitments and the events established in the contract to support appropriate exit criteria for the phase or intermediate development activity?				          --  2.1.C3.D31.Q2 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy describe requirements for demonstrated performance prior to financial commitments and the events established in the contract to support appropriate exit criteria for the phase or intermediate development activity?

		2		1		3		32		0		3		2510		2.1.C3.D32		510		3.1.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The acquisition strategy makes effective use of competition and other cost control techniques to achieve best value; comply with statute; and to control costs during development, production, and sustainment.				   --  2.1.C3.D32  The acquisition strategy makes effective use of competition and other cost control techniques to achieve best value; comply with statute; and to control costs during development, production, and sustainment.

		2		1		3		32		1		4		10203		2.1.C3.D32.Q1		20197		3.1.1.Q20		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the acquisition strategy addresses affordability.  Include methodologies used, cost objectives, affordability targets, affordability over the program life-cycle, and resources.  How is competition used to achieve affordability objectives.				          --  2.1.C3.D32.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the acquisition strategy addresses affordability.  Include methodologies used, cost objectives, affordability targets, affordability over the program life-cycle, and resources.  How is competition used to achieve affordability objectives.

		2		1		3		32		2		4		10204		2.1.C3.D32.Q2		20198		3.1.1.Q21		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How is the use of warranties addressed in the acquisition strategy?  What is the requirement for the PM to examine the value of warranties on major systems and pursue them when appropriate?				          --  2.1.C3.D32.Q2 (Question)  How is the use of warranties addressed in the acquisition strategy?  What is the requirement for the PM to examine the value of warranties on major systems and pursue them when appropriate?

		2		1		3		32		3		4		10205		2.1.C3.D32.Q3		20199		3.1.1.Q22		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy address the development and procurement of a Technical Data Package  to support production competition, reprocurement, and sustainment objectives?				          --  2.1.C3.D32.Q3 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy address the development and procurement of a Technical Data Package  to support production competition, reprocurement, and sustainment objectives?

		2		1		3		33		0		3		2525		2.1.C3.D33		525		3.5.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The contract type selection (fixed price or cost reimbursable) is appropriate for the work to be performed and technical risk.				   --  2.1.C3.D33  The contract type selection (fixed price or cost reimbursable) is appropriate for the work to be performed and technical risk.

		2		1		3		33		1		4		10406		2.1.C3.D33.Q1		20389		3.5.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How is the contract type appropriate for the work to be performed and technical risk?				          --  2.1.C3.D33.Q1 (Question)  How is the contract type appropriate for the work to be performed and technical risk?

		2		1		3		34		0		3		2526		2.1.C3.D34		526		3.5.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The contract deliverables, as appropriate to phase, include (1) the artifacts which make up the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product) and (2) measures for reporting technical progress to plan.				   --  2.1.C3.D34  The contract deliverables, as appropriate to phase, include (1) the artifacts which make up the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product) and (2) measures for reporting technical progress to plan.

		2		1		3		34		1		4		10389		2.1.C3.D34.Q1		20374		3.5.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the RFP and negotiated contract address measurement, tracking, reporting, and incentives/award fees related to technical performance to plan and systems engineering activities.				          --  2.1.C3.D34.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the RFP and negotiated contract address measurement, tracking, reporting, and incentives/award fees related to technical performance to plan and systems engineering activities.

		2		1		3		34		2		4		10393		2.1.C3.D34.Q2		20376		3.5.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the CDRLs include the artifacts which make up the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).				          --  2.1.C3.D34.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the CDRLs include the artifacts which make up the technical baselines (functional, allocated, and product).

		2		1		3		35		0		3		2527		2.1.C3.D35		527		3.5.1.C12		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Section M of the RFP includes evaluation factors for proposed systems engineering approach.				   --  2.1.C3.D35  Section M of the RFP includes evaluation factors for proposed systems engineering approach.

		2		1		3		35		1		4		10412		2.1.C3.D35.Q1		20395		3.5.1.Q23		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What systems engineering factors are included in Section M?  How are they weighted?				          --  2.1.C3.D35.Q1 (Question)  What systems engineering factors are included in Section M?  How are they weighted?

		2		1		3		36		0		3		2528		2.1.C3.D36		528		3.5.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The Contractor is encouraged through the RFP and negotiated-contract to develop, prepare, and submit Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECP's).  Note: Reference FAR 48.201 and 52.248-1.				   --  2.1.C3.D36  The Contractor is encouraged through the RFP and negotiated-contract to develop, prepare, and submit Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECP's).  Note: Reference FAR 48.201 and 52.248-1.

		2		1		3		36		1		4		10413		2.1.C3.D36.Q1		20396		3.5.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Identify the methods by which the contractor is encouraged to develop, prepare, and submit VECPs.				          --  2.1.C3.D36.Q1 (Question)  Identify the methods by which the contractor is encouraged to develop, prepare, and submit VECPs.

		2		1		3		36		2		4		10414		2.1.C3.D36.Q2		20397		3.5.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		What is the process for the contractor's top management to meet with key customer personnel to agree on VECP goals and processing on major contracts and programs?				          --  2.1.C3.D36.Q2 (Question)  What is the process for the contractor's top management to meet with key customer personnel to agree on VECP goals and processing on major contracts and programs?

		2		1		3		36		3		4		10415		2.1.C3.D36.Q3		20398		3.5.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How does the contractor's company set company or division goals for VECPs?				          --  2.1.C3.D36.Q3 (Question)  How does the contractor's company set company or division goals for VECPs?

		2		1		3		37		0		3		2533		2.1.C3.D37		533		3.1.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The acquisition strategy provides for a review of the Development RFP and other technical planning, such as the SEP, prior to release of the RFP.				   --  2.1.C3.D37  The acquisition strategy provides for a review of the Development RFP and other technical planning, such as the SEP, prior to release of the RFP.

		2		1		3		37		1		4		10228		2.1.C3.D37.Q1		20221		3.1.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the AS addresses the program’s contracting activities in the TMRR phase, including the conduct of a Development RFP Decision Point review of the EMD RFP and associated technical planning, including the SEP.				          --  2.1.C3.D37.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the AS addresses the program’s contracting activities in the TMRR phase, including the conduct of a Development RFP Decision Point review of the EMD RFP and associated technical planning, including the SEP.

		2		1		3		38		0		3		2543		2.1.C3.D38		543		2.1.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program has conducted "should-cost" analysis for the final product unit and sustainment costs.  Should-cost analysis is utilized in requirements trades.				   --  2.1.C3.D38  The program has conducted "should-cost" analysis for the final product unit and sustainment costs.  Should-cost analysis is utilized in requirements trades.

		2		1		3		38		1		4		10124		2.1.C3.D38.Q1		20121		2.1.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Summarize the program's Should-Cost Analysis.  What are the specific measurable initiatives proposed/accepted to produce savings against the Will-Cost (ICE) estimate?  Discuss any barriers to achieving cost savings.  Discuss the process used to develop a bottom-up Should- Cost estimate.				          --  2.1.C3.D38.Q1 (Question)  Summarize the program's Should-Cost Analysis.  What are the specific measurable initiatives proposed/accepted to produce savings against the Will-Cost (ICE) estimate?  Discuss any barriers to achieving cost savings.  Discuss the process used to develop a bottom-up Should- Cost estimate.

		2		1		3		38		2		4		10125		2.1.C3.D38.Q2		20122		2.1.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss requirements trades resulting from the "should-cost" analysis.  How does the analysis address eliminating non-value added overhead and unnecessary reporting requirements?				          --  2.1.C3.D38.Q2 (Question)  Discuss requirements trades resulting from the "should-cost" analysis.  How does the analysis address eliminating non-value added overhead and unnecessary reporting requirements?

		2		1		3		39		0		3		2547		2.1.C3.D39		547		2.1.1.C13		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The program's updated Should-Cost analysis is consistent with the present technical baseline (functional, allocated).  Engineering trades and comparisons with earlier, comparable, programs have been updated.				   --  2.1.C3.D39  The program's updated Should-Cost analysis is consistent with the present technical baseline (functional, allocated).  Engineering trades and comparisons with earlier, comparable, programs have been updated.

		2		1		3		39		1		4		10144		2.1.C3.D39.Q1		20141		2.1.1.Q25		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		How has the PM prepared a credible Should-Cost estimates to control program overhead and unproductive expenses, and to generally reduce contracted development costs?  Does the analysis, including possible engineering trades, identify specific, measurable initiatives to produce savings against the Will-Cost (ICE) estimate?				          --  2.1.C3.D39.Q1 (Question)  How has the PM prepared a credible Should-Cost estimates to control program overhead and unproductive expenses, and to generally reduce contracted development costs?  Does the analysis, including possible engineering trades, identify specific, measurable initiatives to produce savings against the Will-Cost (ICE) estimate?

		2		1		3		39		2		4		10145		2.1.C3.D39.Q2		20142		2.1.1.Q26		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Show how recent program cost/schedule/performance trends have been assessed for Should-Cost efficiencies.				          --  2.1.C3.D39.Q2 (Question)  Show how recent program cost/schedule/performance trends have been assessed for Should-Cost efficiencies.

		2		1		3		39		3		4		10146		2.1.C3.D39.Q3		20143		2.1.1.Q27		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the Should-Costs barriers to success analysis.  Discuss the likelihood that these barriers can be overcome.				          --  2.1.C3.D39.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the Should-Costs barriers to success analysis.  Discuss the likelihood that these barriers can be overcome.

		2		1		3		40		0		3		2572		2.1.C3.D40		572		3.5.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		The Contract Data Requirement List (CDRLs) includes all work products resulting from the RFP Statement of Objectives and negotiated-contract Statement of Work tasks.				   --  2.1.C3.D40  The Contract Data Requirement List (CDRLs) includes all work products resulting from the RFP Statement of Objectives and negotiated-contract Statement of Work tasks.

		2		1		3		40		1		4		10394		2.1.C3.D40.Q1		20377		3.5.1.Q17		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the CDRLs address systems engineering-related products to include metrics, systems engineering trade studies, interface control documents, engineering analyses, system architecture, integration plans, and other SE specialty artifacts.				          --  2.1.C3.D40.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the CDRLs address systems engineering-related products to include metrics, systems engineering trade studies, interface control documents, engineering analyses, system architecture, integration plans, and other SE specialty artifacts.

		2		1		3		40		2		4		10395		2.1.C3.D40.Q2		20378		3.5.1.Q18		ENGINEERING		Scope / Requirements		ENGINEERING - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the work product traceability between the CDRLs, SOW, SOO, SEP, and SEMP.				          --  2.1.C3.D40.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the work product traceability between the CDRLs, SOW, SOO, SEP, and SEMP.

		2		2		0		0		0		1		9		2.2.P						ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Program design, implementation, and integration of system architecture, interfaces, and components is adequate to meet program objectives  				2.2.P (ENGINEERING - Design Process)  Program design, implementation, and integration of system architecture, interfaces, and components is adequate to meet program objectives  

		2		2		1		0		0		2		1025		2.2.C1						ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Program adequately controls system configuration, to include obsolescence and technology refreshment				2.2.C1  Program adequately controls system configuration, to include obsolescence and technology refreshment

		2		2		1		1		0		3		2174		2.2.C1.D1		174		4.10.1.C10		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		By SFR, the interface management process is clearly defined.  This includes the functions and responsibilities of the Interface Control Working Group.				   --  2.2.C1.D1  By SFR, the interface management process is clearly defined.  This includes the functions and responsibilities of the Interface Control Working Group.

		2		2		1		1		1		4		10976		2.2.C1.D1.Q1		20899		4.10.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the interface management process, to include the Interface Control Working Group, and where it is documented.				          --  2.2.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe the interface management process, to include the Interface Control Working Group, and where it is documented.

		2		2		1		2		0		3		2178		2.2.C1.D2		178		4.2.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program employs requirements management tools to effectively and efficiently collect, define, and decompose requirements, manage changes, and produce requirements specifications.				   --  2.2.C1.D2  The program employs requirements management tools to effectively and efficiently collect, define, and decompose requirements, manage changes, and produce requirements specifications.

		2		2		1		2		1		4		10567		2.2.C1.D2.Q1		20538		4.2.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the management tools employed by the program.  Describe how these tools are used to effectively and efficiently management changes and produce requirements specifications.  How do they support the identification of relationships between requirements?  When changes are made, how are the impacted requirements identified and accounted for in the updated configuration?				          --  2.2.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe the management tools employed by the program.  Describe how these tools are used to effectively and efficiently management changes and produce requirements specifications.  How do they support the identification of relationships between requirements?  When changes are made, how are the impacted requirements identified and accounted for in the updated configuration?

		2		2		1		2		2		4		10572		2.2.C1.D2.Q2		20542		4.2.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What tools (e.g., DOORS, CORE, Rational) and techniques (e.g.  Parent-Child Analysis, peer reviews) are being used to capture the relationship between capabilities, derived requirements, and lower-level operational functions?				          --  2.2.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  What tools (e.g., DOORS, CORE, Rational) and techniques (e.g.  Parent-Child Analysis, peer reviews) are being used to capture the relationship between capabilities, derived requirements, and lower-level operational functions?

		2		2		1		3		0		3		2185		2.2.C1.D3		185		4.4.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Configuration Management (CM) and Control Authority is documented (e.g., SEP, AS (or Business Case for DBS), CM plan) and defined for the management of the technical baselines (requirements, functional, allocated, and product).				   --  2.2.C1.D3  Configuration Management (CM) and Control Authority is documented (e.g., SEP, AS (or Business Case for DBS), CM plan) and defined for the management of the technical baselines (requirements, functional, allocated, and product).

		2		2		1		3		1		4		10666		2.2.C1.D3.Q1		20625		4.4.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe how the systems engineering applied process addresses configuration control and authority.  Explain the roles and responsibilities of the configuration managers and how proposed changes are controlled and implemented.				          --  2.2.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the systems engineering applied process addresses configuration control and authority.  Explain the roles and responsibilities of the configuration managers and how proposed changes are controlled and implemented.

		2		2		1		3		2		4		10668		2.2.C1.D3.Q2		20626		4.4.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Provide the details of the configuration management plan, including the technical baselines, how they were derived, and how they are to be updated.  Does it provide coverage throughout the system life-cycle?  How does the planning cover the engineering change order process during production?				          --  2.2.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Provide the details of the configuration management plan, including the technical baselines, how they were derived, and how they are to be updated.  Does it provide coverage throughout the system life-cycle?  How does the planning cover the engineering change order process during production?

		2		2		1		4		0		3		2186		2.2.C1.D4		186		4.4.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Configuration management addresses obsolescence and technology refreshment.				   --  2.2.C1.D4  Configuration management addresses obsolescence and technology refreshment.

		2		2		1		4		1		4		10673		2.2.C1.D4.Q1		20630		4.4.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the supplier base is included in the configuration management process.				          --  2.2.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the supplier base is included in the configuration management process.

		2		2		1		4		2		4		10674		2.2.C1.D4.Q2		20631		4.4.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Explain how the configuration management process addresses obsolescence and technology refreshment.				          --  2.2.C1.D4.Q2 (Question)  Explain how the configuration management process addresses obsolescence and technology refreshment.

		2		2		1		5		0		3		2187		2.2.C1.D5		187		4.5.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Systems engineering tools (e.g. DOORS for requirements engineering/management) and program management tools (e.g.  Microsoft Project for schedule and resource management) are integrated and share data.				   --  2.2.C1.D5  Systems engineering tools (e.g. DOORS for requirements engineering/management) and program management tools (e.g.  Microsoft Project for schedule and resource management) are integrated and share data.

		2		2		1		5		1		4		10680		2.2.C1.D5.Q1		20637		4.5.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the use of systems engineering and program management tools.  How do these tools normalize and share data?  What processes are in place to ensure data consistency and integrity between/among tools?				          --  2.2.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the use of systems engineering and program management tools.  How do these tools normalize and share data?  What processes are in place to ensure data consistency and integrity between/among tools?

		2		2		1		6		0		3		2188		2.2.C1.D6		188		4.5.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Systems engineering analyses and designs (e.g.  functional analysis, functional architecture, physical architecture, and allocation) are supported by appropriate diagramming tools and design tools (e.g.  UML, SysML, IDEF, CAD/CAE/CAM, Microsoft Visio).				   --  2.2.C1.D6  Systems engineering analyses and designs (e.g.  functional analysis, functional architecture, physical architecture, and allocation) are supported by appropriate diagramming tools and design tools (e.g.  UML, SysML, IDEF, CAD/CAE/CAM, Microsoft Visio).

		2		2		1		6		1		4		10681		2.2.C1.D6.Q1		20638		4.5.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how systems engineering analyses (e.g.  functional analysis) are supported by appropriate diagramming tools and design tools (e.g.  UML, SysML, IDEF, CAD/CAE/CAM, Microsoft Visio).				          --  2.2.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how systems engineering analyses (e.g.  functional analysis) are supported by appropriate diagramming tools and design tools (e.g.  UML, SysML, IDEF, CAD/CAE/CAM, Microsoft Visio).

		2		2		1		6		2		4		10682		2.2.C1.D6.Q2		20639		4.5.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how systems engineering designs (e.g.  functional architecture, physical architecture, and allocation) are supported by appropriate diagramming tools and design tools (e.g.  UML, SysML, IDEF, CAD/CAE/CAM, Microsoft Visio).				          --  2.2.C1.D6.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how systems engineering designs (e.g.  functional architecture, physical architecture, and allocation) are supported by appropriate diagramming tools and design tools (e.g.  UML, SysML, IDEF, CAD/CAE/CAM, Microsoft Visio).

		2		2		1		7		0		3		2189		2.2.C1.D7		189		4.5.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Engineering tools are managed and coordinated to ensure compatibility and configuration control across the government, contractor, and subcontractor program teams.				   --  2.2.C1.D7  Engineering tools are managed and coordinated to ensure compatibility and configuration control across the government, contractor, and subcontractor program teams.

		2		2		1		7		1		4		10684		2.2.C1.D7.Q1		20641		4.5.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the tool interfaces used between government, contractor, and subcontractor program teams.				          --  2.2.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the tool interfaces used between government, contractor, and subcontractor program teams.

		2		2		1		7		2		4		10685		2.2.C1.D7.Q2		20642		4.5.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		If the government, contractor, and/or subcontractor program teams use different systems engineering or program management tools for the same purpose, discuss the tool interfaces used for sharing data.				          --  2.2.C1.D7.Q2 (Question)  If the government, contractor, and/or subcontractor program teams use different systems engineering or program management tools for the same purpose, discuss the tool interfaces used for sharing data.

		2		2		1		7		3		4		10686		2.2.C1.D7.Q3		20643		4.5.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How are engineering tools managed?  What is the authority for configuration control of these tools?  Are engineering tools specified in contracts and subcontracts?				          --  2.2.C1.D7.Q3 (Question)  How are engineering tools managed?  What is the authority for configuration control of these tools?  Are engineering tools specified in contracts and subcontracts?

		2		2		1		8		0		3		2190		2.2.C1.D8		190		4.5.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Where modeling and simulation (M&S) is used, the program has a documented approach to validate, verify, and accredit for any models and simulations for their intended use.				   --  2.2.C1.D8  Where modeling and simulation (M&S) is used, the program has a documented approach to validate, verify, and accredit for any models and simulations for their intended use.

		2		2		1		8		1		4		10687		2.2.C1.D8.Q1		20644		4.5.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the planned and past use of M&S in support of key program and technical decision making such as trade studies.  What is the rationale for this use?				          --  2.2.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  Describe the planned and past use of M&S in support of key program and technical decision making such as trade studies.  What is the rationale for this use?

		2		2		1		8		2		4		10688		2.2.C1.D8.Q2		20645		4.5.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program has documented its approach to validate, verify, and accredit any models and simulations for their intended use (e.g., stated operating environment, including planning scenarios, threat analyses, baselines and reference missions).				          --  2.2.C1.D8.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the program has documented its approach to validate, verify, and accredit any models and simulations for their intended use (e.g., stated operating environment, including planning scenarios, threat analyses, baselines and reference missions).

		2		2		1		8		3		4		10689		2.2.C1.D8.Q3		20646		4.5.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program uses M&S to perform trade studies by comparing performance, cost, and life-cycle issues.				          --  2.2.C1.D8.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how the program uses M&S to perform trade studies by comparing performance, cost, and life-cycle issues.

		2		2		1		9		0		3		2191		2.2.C1.D9		191		4.5.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Where M&S is used, the program has documented the standards to be applied (e.g., commercial and Department of Defense (DoD) standards, modeling notations, data exchange standards and simulation networking standards).				   --  2.2.C1.D9  Where M&S is used, the program has documented the standards to be applied (e.g., commercial and Department of Defense (DoD) standards, modeling notations, data exchange standards and simulation networking standards).

		2		2		1		9		1		4		10690		2.2.C1.D9.Q1		20647		4.5.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the program has identified the standards to be applied (e.g., commercial and Department of Defense (DoD) standards, modeling notations, data exchange standards and simulation networking standards)?				          --  2.2.C1.D9.Q1 (Question)  How has the program has identified the standards to be applied (e.g., commercial and Department of Defense (DoD) standards, modeling notations, data exchange standards and simulation networking standards)?

		2		2		1		10		0		3		2192		2.2.C1.D10		192		4.5.2.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has considered M&S as a cost-effective method in the design and test of the system, and uses empirical data to refine the M&S tools.				   --  2.2.C1.D10  The program has considered M&S as a cost-effective method in the design and test of the system, and uses empirical data to refine the M&S tools.

		2		2		1		10		1		4		10693		2.2.C1.D10.Q1		20650		4.5.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program has considered M&S as a cost-effective method in the design and test of the system.  Possible areas include: predict maintenance and repair activity and to provide training, supportability and life-cycle implications, system's performance in its intended operating environment, reliability, availability, maintainability, transportability, provisioning, total ownership costs and human-machine interface issues, trade-studies, schedule risk assessment.				          --  2.2.C1.D10.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program has considered M&S as a cost-effective method in the design and test of the system.  Possible areas include: predict maintenance and repair activity and to provide training, supportability and life-cycle implications, system's performance in its intended operating environment, reliability, availability, maintainability, transportability, provisioning, total ownership costs and human-machine interface issues, trade-studies, schedule risk assessment.

		2		2		1		10		2		4		10694		2.2.C1.D10.Q2		20651		4.5.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How are the program's M&S tools being refined by empirical data collected during testing and SIL activities?				          --  2.2.C1.D10.Q2 (Question)  How are the program's M&S tools being refined by empirical data collected during testing and SIL activities?

		2		2		1		10		3		4		10695		2.2.C1.D10.Q3		20652		4.5.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How are the program's M&S outputs used during testing and SIL activities?				          --  2.2.C1.D10.Q3 (Question)  How are the program's M&S outputs used during testing and SIL activities?

		2		2		1		11		0		3		2233		2.2.C1.D11		233		4.4.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The contractor documents configuration management processes and procedures formally within a Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP), which consists of a formal methodology that sets the configuration baseline, tracks and controls changes and additions/deletions to the baseline, and maintains integrity of the process via formal audits or some other oversight mechanism.				   --  2.2.C1.D11  The contractor documents configuration management processes and procedures formally within a Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP), which consists of a formal methodology that sets the configuration baseline, tracks and controls changes and additions/deletions to the baseline, and maintains integrity of the process via formal audits or some other oversight mechanism.

		2		2		1		11		1		4		10667		2.2.C1.D11.Q1		20626		4.4.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Provide the details of the configuration management plan, including the technical baselines, how they were derived, and how they are to be updated.  Does it provide coverage throughout the system life-cycle?  How does the planning cover the engineering change order process during production?				          --  2.2.C1.D11.Q1 (Question)  Provide the details of the configuration management plan, including the technical baselines, how they were derived, and how they are to be updated.  Does it provide coverage throughout the system life-cycle?  How does the planning cover the engineering change order process during production?

		2		2		1		11		2		4		10670		2.2.C1.D11.Q2		20627		4.4.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the periodic configuration audits conducted to ensure the integrity of the product and the process.				          --  2.2.C1.D11.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the periodic configuration audits conducted to ensure the integrity of the product and the process.

		2		2		1		11		3		4		10671		2.2.C1.D11.Q3		20628		4.4.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the timelines for the government assuming full configuration management authority and responsibilities involved in Class 1 and Class 2 Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs).				          --  2.2.C1.D11.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the timelines for the government assuming full configuration management authority and responsibilities involved in Class 1 and Class 2 Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs).

		2		2		1		12		0		3		2258		2.2.C1.D12		258		3.4.6.C17		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has identified all required Government Furnished Equipment/Property/Government Furnished Information (GFE/GFP/GFI) (e.g., test ranges, integration laboratories, and special equipment).				   --  2.2.C1.D12  The program has identified all required Government Furnished Equipment/Property/Government Furnished Information (GFE/GFP/GFI) (e.g., test ranges, integration laboratories, and special equipment).

		2		2		1		12		1		4		10370		2.2.C1.D12.Q1		20355		3.4.6.Q19		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What Government-furnished equipment/property/ information (GFE/GFP/GFI) has the program identified for the program?   Where is that listed in the Request for Proposal?   Does the list include not only those for the system but also those for, test ranges, integration laboratories, and special equipment?				          --  2.2.C1.D12.Q1 (Question)  What Government-furnished equipment/property/ information (GFE/GFP/GFI) has the program identified for the program?   Where is that listed in the Request for Proposal?   Does the list include not only those for the system but also those for, test ranges, integration laboratories, and special equipment?

		2		2		1		13		0		3		2505		2.2.C1.D13		505		1.3.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The Program Manager, in consultation with the PEO has, at least on an annual basis, identified and proposed to the Configuration Steering Board (CSB) a set of descoping options that reduce program cost and/or moderate requirements.				   --  2.2.C1.D13  The Program Manager, in consultation with the PEO has, at least on an annual basis, identified and proposed to the Configuration Steering Board (CSB) a set of descoping options that reduce program cost and/or moderate requirements.

		2		2		1		13		1		4		10071		2.2.C1.D13.Q1		20069		1.3.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the PM’s proposed descoping options and how they will reduce program cost and/or moderate requirements. Of the descoping options for MAIS, how can they be achieved through manual workarounds? How have any manual workarounds been accepted by the user community?				          --  2.2.C1.D13.Q1 (Question)  Describe the PM’s proposed descoping options and how they will reduce program cost and/or moderate requirements. Of the descoping options for MAIS, how can they be achieved through manual workarounds? How have any manual workarounds been accepted by the user community?

		2		2		1		14		0		3		2511		2.2.C1.D14		511		3.1.1.C13		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The risks associated with use of Government-furnished equipment (GFE)/ Government-furnished information (GFI) have been addressed in the AS/strategy to account for uncertainties in schedule alignment, planned capabilities, and interdependencies during development and production.				   --  2.2.C1.D14  The risks associated with use of Government-furnished equipment (GFE)/ Government-furnished information (GFI) have been addressed in the AS/strategy to account for uncertainties in schedule alignment, planned capabilities, and interdependencies during development and production.

		2		2		1		14		1		4		10214		2.2.C1.D14.Q1		20207		3.1.1.Q30		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What government-furnished equipment (GFE)/ government-furnished items (GFI) are included in the acquisition strategy?  How have the risks associated with GFE/GFI been addressed in the strategy to account for uncertainties in schedule alignment, planned capabilities, and interdependencies during development and production?				          --  2.2.C1.D14.Q1 (Question)  What government-furnished equipment (GFE)/ government-furnished items (GFI) are included in the acquisition strategy?  How have the risks associated with GFE/GFI been addressed in the strategy to account for uncertainties in schedule alignment, planned capabilities, and interdependencies during development and production?

		2		2		1		15		0		3		2520		2.2.C1.D15		520		3.4.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Suitable and effective information and data-sharing mechanisms (to include an Integrated Data Environment (IDE)) have been established to support program goals.  For programs that are integral to a system of systems or family of systems, communication is accomplished across their relevant organizations.				   --  2.2.C1.D15  Suitable and effective information and data-sharing mechanisms (to include an Integrated Data Environment (IDE)) have been established to support program goals.  For programs that are integral to a system of systems or family of systems, communication is accomplished across their relevant organizations.

		2		2		1		15		1		4		10325		2.2.C1.D15.Q1		20312		3.4.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the overall communication flow (i.e., “battle rhythm”) between the program office and the contractor (e.g., tools/methods such as IDE).  Explain how timely and accurate program-related information is communicated.  Identify and describe the periodic means used to communicate internally.				          --  2.2.C1.D15.Q1 (Question)  Describe the overall communication flow (i.e., “battle rhythm”) between the program office and the contractor (e.g., tools/methods such as IDE).  Explain how timely and accurate program-related information is communicated.  Identify and describe the periodic means used to communicate internally.

		2		2		1		16		0		3		2521		2.2.C1.D16		521		3.4.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The Contractor PM ensures effective communication across the support functional areas and has access to resources as needed to execute the program.				   --  2.2.C1.D16  The Contractor PM ensures effective communication across the support functional areas and has access to resources as needed to execute the program.

		2		2		1		16		1		4		10327		2.2.C1.D16.Q1		20314		3.4.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the Contractor PM ensured that effective communication across the support functional areas has been established and that access to resources as needed to execute the program are available?				          --  2.2.C1.D16.Q1 (Question)  How has the Contractor PM ensured that effective communication across the support functional areas has been established and that access to resources as needed to execute the program are available?

		2		2		1		17		0		3		2523		2.2.C1.D17		523		3.4.5.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has established/plans to establish a data management system within an Integrated Digital Environment (IDE) that allows key activities (government and industry) involved with the program to create, store, access, manipulate, and exchange programmatic data.				   --  2.2.C1.D17  The program has established/plans to establish a data management system within an Integrated Digital Environment (IDE) that allows key activities (government and industry) involved with the program to create, store, access, manipulate, and exchange programmatic data.

		2		2		1		17		1		4		10361		2.2.C1.D17.Q1		20347		3.4.5.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the contract provisions for access to the IDE.				          --  2.2.C1.D17.Q1 (Question)  Describe the contract provisions for access to the IDE.

		2		2		1		17		2		4		10363		2.2.C1.D17.Q2		20348		3.4.5.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the access limitations to the IDE from Government organizations (e.g., Does the DASD(SE) have access to the IDE? Are there seat limitations? Are there classified and unclassified systems? Are there firewall issues?).				          --  2.2.C1.D17.Q2 (Question)  Describe the access limitations to the IDE from Government organizations (e.g., Does the DASD(SE) have access to the IDE? Are there seat limitations? Are there classified and unclassified systems? Are there firewall issues?).

		2		2		1		17		3		4		10364		2.2.C1.D17.Q3		20349		3.4.5.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the program's data management system, to include the Integrated Digital Environment (IDE).				          --  2.2.C1.D17.Q3 (Question)  Describe the program's data management system, to include the Integrated Digital Environment (IDE).

		2		2		1		18		0		3		2524		2.2.C1.D18		524		3.4.5.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The IDE management defines the policies, guidance, processes and tools used to produce data and to make data discoverable, accessible, usable and trusted.				   --  2.2.C1.D18  The IDE management defines the policies, guidance, processes and tools used to produce data and to make data discoverable, accessible, usable and trusted.

		2		2		1		18		1		4		10362		2.2.C1.D18.Q1		20348		3.4.5.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the access limitations to the IDE from Government organizations (e.g., Does the DASD(SE) have access to the IDE? Are there seat limitations? Are there classified and unclassified systems? Are there firewall issues?).				          --  2.2.C1.D18.Q1 (Question)  Describe the access limitations to the IDE from Government organizations (e.g., Does the DASD(SE) have access to the IDE? Are there seat limitations? Are there classified and unclassified systems? Are there firewall issues?).

		2		2		1		18		2		4		10365		2.2.C1.D18.Q2		20350		3.4.5.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss responsibilities for managing, maintaining (including updating) and storing program information and content, including arrangements for modeling and simulation (M&S) models, data, and results.				          --  2.2.C1.D18.Q2 (Question)  Discuss responsibilities for managing, maintaining (including updating) and storing program information and content, including arrangements for modeling and simulation (M&S) models, data, and results.

		2		2		1		18		3		4		10366		2.2.C1.D18.Q3		20351		3.4.5.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What is the process and procedure for entering program information into the data management system?  Who approves the information that will be posted by the government and contractor?				          --  2.2.C1.D18.Q3 (Question)  What is the process and procedure for entering program information into the data management system?  Who approves the information that will be posted by the government and contractor?

		2		2		1		19		0		3		2529		2.2.C1.D19		529		3.5.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Government employees are encouraged to develop, prepare, and submit value engineering proposals (VEPs).				   --  2.2.C1.D19  Government employees are encouraged to develop, prepare, and submit value engineering proposals (VEPs).

		2		2		1		19		1		4		10416		2.2.C1.D19.Q1		20399		3.5.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Identify the methods by which government employees are encouraged to develop, prepare, and submit Value Engineering Proposals (VEPs).				          --  2.2.C1.D19.Q1 (Question)  Identify the methods by which government employees are encouraged to develop, prepare, and submit Value Engineering Proposals (VEPs).

		2		2		1		20		0		3		2530		2.2.C1.D20		530		3.5.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		There is planning in place to effectively guide the development of VEPs and VECPs that eliminate or modify any element of the program that significantly contributes to the overall cost without adding commensurate value to overall system performance or program execution.				   --  2.2.C1.D20  There is planning in place to effectively guide the development of VEPs and VECPs that eliminate or modify any element of the program that significantly contributes to the overall cost without adding commensurate value to overall system performance or program execution.

		2		2		1		20		1		4		10417		2.2.C1.D20.Q1		20400		3.5.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the planning to eliminate or modify any element of the program that significantly contributes to the overall cost without adding commensurate value to the overall system performance or program execution.  The following aspects are potential candidates: Performance Specifications, Software Configuration Procedures and Processes, Business Process Re-engineering Procedures and Processes,  Contract Requirements, Manufacturing Procedures and Processes, Tooling, Test Procedures/Equipment, Installation, Hardware, Maintenance, Repair Level/Cycle, Equipment Requirements, Operations, Staffing.				          --  2.2.C1.D20.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the planning to eliminate or modify any element of the program that significantly contributes to the overall cost without adding commensurate value to the overall system performance or program execution.  The following aspects are potential candidates: Performance Specifications, Software Configuration Procedures and Processes, Business Process Re-engineering Procedures and Processes,  Contract Requirements, Manufacturing Procedures and Processes, Tooling, Test Procedures/Equipment, Installation, Hardware, Maintenance, Repair Level/Cycle, Equipment Requirements, Operations, Staffing.

		2		2		2		0		0		2		1026		2.2.C2						ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Engineering considerations are adequately analyzed and addressed in system design (e.g. E3, ESOH, CBRN, force protection, survivability, spectrum management, certification, HIS, affordability, COTS/GFE)				2.2.C2  Engineering considerations are adequately analyzed and addressed in system design (e.g. E3, ESOH, CBRN, force protection, survivability, spectrum management, certification, HIS, affordability, COTS/GFE)

		2		2		2		1		0		3		2069		2.2.C2.D1		69		4.1.9.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The survivability attributes are mission focused and take into consideration the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear in an attempt to defeat or degrade, or exploit, the system.				   --  2.2.C2.D1  The survivability attributes are mission focused and take into consideration the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile and the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear in an attempt to defeat or degrade, or exploit, the system.

		2		2		2		1		1		4		10533		2.2.C2.D1.Q1		20510		4.1.9.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Explain the draft survivability attributes rationale.  How are they mission-focused and traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile?  How will they ensure the survivability of the system?				          --  2.2.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Explain the draft survivability attributes rationale.  How are they mission-focused and traceable to the CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile?  How will they ensure the survivability of the system?

		2		2		2		2		0		3		2160		2.2.C2.D2		160		4.1.10.C7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		If applicable, CBRN attributes are included in the system design to include SWAP-C and HSI.				   --  2.2.C2.D2  If applicable, CBRN attributes are included in the system design to include SWAP-C and HSI.

		2		2		2		2		1		4		10993		2.2.C2.D2.Q1		20916		4.1.10.Q8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How are CBRN requirements allocated in the system design?  Identify SWAP-C allocations for CBRN equipment.				          --  2.2.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  How are CBRN requirements allocated in the system design?  Identify SWAP-C allocations for CBRN equipment.

		2		2		2		2		2		4		10994		2.2.C2.D2.Q2		20917		4.1.10.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How are CBRN requirements assessed by HSI?  (e.g.  switch and system inputs while wearing CBRN gloves, cooling for crew while wearing CBRN suits)?				          --  2.2.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  How are CBRN requirements assessed by HSI?  (e.g.  switch and system inputs while wearing CBRN gloves, cooling for crew while wearing CBRN suits)?

		2		2		2		3		0		3		2161		2.2.C2.D3		161		4.1.4.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has conducted hazard analyses encompassing the total system to identify environment, safety, and occupational health (ESOH) considerations and constraints, using MIL-STD-882D and NEPA/E.O.12114.				   --  2.2.C2.D3  The program has conducted hazard analyses encompassing the total system to identify environment, safety, and occupational health (ESOH) considerations and constraints, using MIL-STD-882D and NEPA/E.O.12114.

		2		2		2		3		1		4		10459		2.2.C2.D3.Q1		20441		4.1.4.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the process to conduct hazard analyses.  What are the criteria to identify ESOH considerations and constraints?				          --  2.2.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process to conduct hazard analyses.  What are the criteria to identify ESOH considerations and constraints?

		2		2		2		3		2		4		10461		2.2.C2.D3.Q2		20442		4.1.4.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Explain how MIL-STD-882D and NEPA/E.O.12114 were addressed in the hazard analyses.				          --  2.2.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Explain how MIL-STD-882D and NEPA/E.O.12114 were addressed in the hazard analyses.

		2		2		2		3		3		4		10462		2.2.C2.D3.Q3		20443		4.1.4.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the hazard analyses encompass the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.				          --  2.2.C2.D3.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how the hazard analyses encompass the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.

		2		2		2		4		0		3		2162		2.2.C2.D4		162		4.1.4.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has developed a phase appropriate hazard list per MIL-STD-882D and addressed the development of a strategy for integrating environment, safety, and occupational health (ESOH) risk management into the Systems Engineering Plan (SEP).				   --  2.2.C2.D4  The program has developed a phase appropriate hazard list per MIL-STD-882D and addressed the development of a strategy for integrating environment, safety, and occupational health (ESOH) risk management into the Systems Engineering Plan (SEP).

		2		2		2		4		1		4		10463		2.2.C2.D4.Q1		20444		4.1.4.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the processes used to assess ESOH hazards in the design alternatives (in the proposed operating environment) and the associated mitigation approaches.  How was the threat assessment factored into the analysis?  Discuss the program's top safety-related risks.				          --  2.2.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the processes used to assess ESOH hazards in the design alternatives (in the proposed operating environment) and the associated mitigation approaches.  How was the threat assessment factored into the analysis?  Discuss the program's top safety-related risks.

		2		2		2		4		2		4		10464		2.2.C2.D4.Q2		20445		4.1.4.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program's top ESOH risks and how these risks are communicated to stakeholders and tracked.				          --  2.2.C2.D4.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's top ESOH risks and how these risks are communicated to stakeholders and tracked.

		2		2		2		5		0		3		2163		2.2.C2.D5		163		4.1.4.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		ESOH hazards, to include software and software modifications, have been assessed and addressed in design trade studies and/or mitigation strategies, as appropriate.				   --  2.2.C2.D5  ESOH hazards, to include software and software modifications, have been assessed and addressed in design trade studies and/or mitigation strategies, as appropriate.

		2		2		2		5		1		4		10458		2.2.C2.D5.Q1		20441		4.1.4.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the process to conduct hazard analyses.  What are the criteria to identify ESOH considerations and constraints?				          --  2.2.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process to conduct hazard analyses.  What are the criteria to identify ESOH considerations and constraints?

		2		2		2		5		2		4		10460		2.2.C2.D5.Q2		20442		4.1.4.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Explain how MIL-STD-882D and NEPA/E.O.12114 were addressed in the hazard analyses.				          --  2.2.C2.D5.Q2 (Question)  Explain how MIL-STD-882D and NEPA/E.O.12114 were addressed in the hazard analyses.

		2		2		2		5		3		4		10465		2.2.C2.D5.Q3		20446		4.1.4.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the relationship between software management and ESOH management.  What is the process for ensuring that ESOH oversight of hardware and software configuration changes?				          --  2.2.C2.D5.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the relationship between software management and ESOH management.  What is the process for ensuring that ESOH oversight of hardware and software configuration changes?

		2		2		2		6		0		3		2164		2.2.C2.D6		164		4.1.4.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has addressed ESOH implementation in program and technical planning (e.g.  PESHE, SEP).				   --  2.2.C2.D6  The program has addressed ESOH implementation in program and technical planning (e.g.  PESHE, SEP).

		2		2		2		6		1		4		10469		2.2.C2.D6.Q1		20450		4.1.4.Q10		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation addresses ESOH and its implementation.				          --  2.2.C2.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation addresses ESOH and its implementation.

		2		2		2		7		0		3		2165		2.2.C2.D7		165		4.1.4.C6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The system safety program, technical planning, and evaluation (e.g.  PESHE, operational and health safety analysis) has been updated to reflect test results.				   --  2.2.C2.D7  The system safety program, technical planning, and evaluation (e.g.  PESHE, operational and health safety analysis) has been updated to reflect test results.

		2		2		2		7		1		4		10470		2.2.C2.D7.Q1		20451		4.1.4.Q11		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how ESOH analysis has been updated to reflect test results.				          --  2.2.C2.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how ESOH analysis has been updated to reflect test results.

		2		2		2		8		0		3		2166		2.2.C2.D8		166		4.1.5.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has conducted spectrum supportability analysis to determine spectrum sufficiency, supportability, and availability to support the operations of a spectrum-dependent equipment or system, in accordance with spectrum certification process (DD Form 1494).				   --  2.2.C2.D8  The program has conducted spectrum supportability analysis to determine spectrum sufficiency, supportability, and availability to support the operations of a spectrum-dependent equipment or system, in accordance with spectrum certification process (DD Form 1494).

		2		2		2		8		1		4		10479		2.2.C2.D8.Q1		20460		4.1.5.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the process to conduct spectrum supportability analysis.  What are the considerations for spectrum supportability and management?				          --  2.2.C2.D8.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process to conduct spectrum supportability analysis.  What are the considerations for spectrum supportability and management?

		2		2		2		8		2		4		10480		2.2.C2.D8.Q2		20461		4.1.5.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the spectrum supportability analyses encompass the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.				          --  2.2.C2.D8.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the spectrum supportability analyses encompass the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.

		2		2		2		8		3		4		10481		2.2.C2.D8.Q3		20462		4.1.5.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the submission status of DD Form 1494, as appropriate to phase.  Note: Stage 1 - Pre-MDD.  Stage 2 - Pre-MS A.  Stage 3 - Pre-MS B.  Stage 4 - Pre-MS C.				          --  2.2.C2.D8.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the submission status of DD Form 1494, as appropriate to phase.  Note: Stage 1 - Pre-MDD.  Stage 2 - Pre-MS A.  Stage 3 - Pre-MS B.  Stage 4 - Pre-MS C.

		2		2		2		9		0		3		2167		2.2.C2.D9		167		4.1.5.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has conducted phase appropriate analysis to ensure electrical and electronic equipment and systems comply with Electronic Environmental Effects (E3) control requirements.				   --  2.2.C2.D9  The program has conducted phase appropriate analysis to ensure electrical and electronic equipment and systems comply with Electronic Environmental Effects (E3) control requirements.

		2		2		2		9		1		4		10473		2.2.C2.D9.Q1		20454		4.1.5.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the E3 analyses encompass the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.				          --  2.2.C2.D9.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the E3 analyses encompass the total system, inclusive of the operational, training, and support systems.

		2		2		2		9		2		4		10482		2.2.C2.D9.Q2		20463		4.1.5.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the process to conduct phase appropriate analysis to ensure electrical and electronic equipment and systems comply with E3 control requirements.  What are the considerations for E3 control requirements?				          --  2.2.C2.D9.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the process to conduct phase appropriate analysis to ensure electrical and electronic equipment and systems comply with E3 control requirements.  What are the considerations for E3 control requirements?

		2		2		2		10		0		3		2168		2.2.C2.D10		168		4.1.5.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has addressed spectrum management in program and technical planning (e.g.  CDD, ICD, ISP, SEP, Business Case).				   --  2.2.C2.D10  The program has addressed spectrum management in program and technical planning (e.g.  CDD, ICD, ISP, SEP, Business Case).

		2		2		2		10		1		4		10478		2.2.C2.D10.Q1		20459		4.1.5.Q10		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation addresses spectrum supportability and management.				          --  2.2.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation addresses spectrum supportability and management.

		2		2		2		11		0		3		2169		2.2.C2.D11		169		4.1.5.C6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has addressed E3 control requirements in program and technical planning (e.g.  CDD, ICD, ISP, SEP, Business Case).				   --  2.2.C2.D11  The program has addressed E3 control requirements in program and technical planning (e.g.  CDD, ICD, ISP, SEP, Business Case).

		2		2		2		11		1		4		10483		2.2.C2.D11.Q1		20464		4.1.5.Q11		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation address E3 control requirements and its implementation.				          --  2.2.C2.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation address E3 control requirements and its implementation.

		2		2		2		12		0		3		2170		2.2.C2.D12		170		4.1.8.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Human Systems Integration (HSI) considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Survivability, Habitability) are addressed in the design process.				   --  2.2.C2.D12  Human Systems Integration (HSI) considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Survivability, Habitability) are addressed in the design process.

		2		2		2		12		1		4		10517		2.2.C2.D12.Q1		20496		4.1.8.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the program's planning and implementing of HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).				          --  2.2.C2.D12.Q1 (Question)  Describe the program's planning and implementing of HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).

		2		2		2		13		0		3		2171		2.2.C2.D13		171		4.1.8.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		HSI has been assessed and addressed in design trade studies and/or mitigation strategies, as appropriate.				   --  2.2.C2.D13  HSI has been assessed and addressed in design trade studies and/or mitigation strategies, as appropriate.

		2		2		2		13		1		4		10518		2.2.C2.D13.Q1		20497		4.1.8.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What analyses, trade studies, or assessments have been performed to address HSI considerations?				          --  2.2.C2.D13.Q1 (Question)  What analyses, trade studies, or assessments have been performed to address HSI considerations?

		2		2		2		14		0		3		2172		2.2.C2.D14		172		4.1.8.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has addressed HSI considerations in program and technical planning (e.g.  SEP).				   --  2.2.C2.D14  The program has addressed HSI considerations in program and technical planning (e.g.  SEP).

		2		2		2		14		1		4		10523		2.2.C2.D14.Q1		20500		4.1.8.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program's capability documentation (e.g., CDD) and technical planning (e.g., SEP), desired capabilities, system requirements, and design documentation address each of the HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).				          --  2.2.C2.D14.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's capability documentation (e.g., CDD) and technical planning (e.g., SEP), desired capabilities, system requirements, and design documentation address each of the HSI considerations (Manpower, Personnel, Training, Safety and Occupational Health, Human Factors, Personnel Survivability - defined in DAG 6.3.6.3, Habitability).

		2		2		2		15		0		3		2173		2.2.C2.D15		173		4.1.9.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Early design trades to improve survivability have been conducted.				   --  2.2.C2.D15  Early design trades to improve survivability have been conducted.

		2		2		2		15		1		4		10525		2.2.C2.D15.Q1		20502		4.1.9.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Identify the design trades and other considerations to improve survivability.				          --  2.2.C2.D15.Q1 (Question)  Identify the design trades and other considerations to improve survivability.

		2		2		2		16		0		3		2197		2.2.C2.D16		197		3.3.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has complied with DoDI 5000.02, Clinger-Cohen, and 2366a/b certification (as applicable).				   --  2.2.C2.D16  The program has complied with DoDI 5000.02, Clinger-Cohen, and 2366a/b certification (as applicable).

		2		2		2		16		1		4		10292		2.2.C2.D16.Q1		20281		3.3.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program's progress and status in complying with statutory requirements, including WSARA, Clinger-Cohen, and 2366a/b certification (as appropriate).				          --  2.2.C2.D16.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's progress and status in complying with statutory requirements, including WSARA, Clinger-Cohen, and 2366a/b certification (as appropriate).

		2		2		2		17		0		3		2198		2.2.C2.D17		198		3.3.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has complied with Systems Engineering policy (i.e., usage of event-driven technical  reviews, peer review, and other requirements as detailed in DoDI 5000.02, Enclosure 3).				   --  2.2.C2.D17  The program has complied with Systems Engineering policy (i.e., usage of event-driven technical  reviews, peer review, and other requirements as detailed in DoDI 5000.02, Enclosure 3).

		2		2		2		17		1		4		10293		2.2.C2.D17.Q1		20282		3.3.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program's compliance  relative to Systems Engineering policy (i.e., usage of event-driven technical  reviews, peer review, and other requirements as detailed in DoDI 5000.02, Enclosure 3).				          --  2.2.C2.D17.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's compliance  relative to Systems Engineering policy (i.e., usage of event-driven technical  reviews, peer review, and other requirements as detailed in DoDI 5000.02, Enclosure 3).

		2		2		2		18		0		3		2199		2.2.C2.D18		199		3.3.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program's technical planning for knowledge-based decisions and Milestones comply with all statutory and regulatory requirements.				   --  2.2.C2.D18  The program's technical planning for knowledge-based decisions and Milestones comply with all statutory and regulatory requirements.

		2		2		2		18		1		4		10296		2.2.C2.D18.Q1		20285		3.3.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe how the program's technical planning for knowledge-based decisions and Milestones complies with all statutory and regulatory requirements.				          --  2.2.C2.D18.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the program's technical planning for knowledge-based decisions and Milestones complies with all statutory and regulatory requirements.

		2		2		2		19		0		3		2496		2.2.C2.D19		496		3.1.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AS reflects a feasible approach to comply with DoDI 5000.02 and 10 U.S.C. 2366 certification requirements.  The AS includes competitive prototyping, risk reduction, and initial end-item development, achieving a full, system-wide allocated baseline (development specifications at a configuration item level) and a full system Preliminary Design Review (PDR) to inform the Milestone B decision.				   --  2.2.C2.D19  The AS reflects a feasible approach to comply with DoDI 5000.02 and 10 U.S.C. 2366 certification requirements.  The AS includes competitive prototyping, risk reduction, and initial end-item development, achieving a full, system-wide allocated baseline (development specifications at a configuration item level) and a full system Preliminary Design Review (PDR) to inform the Milestone B decision.

		2		2		2		19		1		4		10225		2.2.C2.D19.Q1		20218		3.1.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program’s AS approach to conduct competitive prototyping.  How does the strategy provide for prototyping to inform the transition to end-item development in the Technology Maturation Risk Reduction (TMRR) phase?				          --  2.2.C2.D19.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program’s AS approach to conduct competitive prototyping.  How does the strategy provide for prototyping to inform the transition to end-item development in the Technology Maturation Risk Reduction (TMRR) phase?

		2		2		2		19		2		4		10226		2.2.C2.D19.Q2		20219		3.1.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program’s approach and strategy for award of at least one contract with an end-item developer in the TMRR phase to conduct initial end-item development through preliminary design (completed allocated baseline artifacts) at a configuration item level to support a PDR in the TMRR phase.				          --  2.2.C2.D19.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program’s approach and strategy for award of at least one contract with an end-item developer in the TMRR phase to conduct initial end-item development through preliminary design (completed allocated baseline artifacts) at a configuration item level to support a PDR in the TMRR phase.

		2		2		2		19		3		4		10227		2.2.C2.D19.Q3		20220		3.1.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the basis for the program’s AS, contracting strategy, and TMRR phase budget and schedule, considering the following items: (1) the scope of initial end-item development; (2) the non-recurring engineering required to analyze, develop, document, and review the functional baseline artifacts; and (3) the allocated baseline artifacts of the complete to-be fielded system (operational, training, and support).				          --  2.2.C2.D19.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the basis for the program’s AS, contracting strategy, and TMRR phase budget and schedule, considering the following items: (1) the scope of initial end-item development; (2) the non-recurring engineering required to analyze, develop, document, and review the functional baseline artifacts; and (3) the allocated baseline artifacts of the complete to-be fielded system (operational, training, and support).

		2		2		2		20		0		3		2508		2.2.C2.D20		508		2.1.1.C20		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has received its annual certification from the Defense Business System Management Committee (DBSMC) to allow expenditure of funds.				   --  2.2.C2.D20  The program has received its annual certification from the Defense Business System Management Committee (DBSMC) to allow expenditure of funds.

		2		2		2		20		1		4		10133		2.2.C2.D20.Q1		20130		2.1.1.Q41		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Has the DBSMC certified the program prior to any funds being expended?				          --  2.2.C2.D20.Q1 (Question)  Has the DBSMC certified the program prior to any funds being expended?

		2		2		2		21		0		3		2134		2.2.C2.D21		134		4.1.4.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		ESOH implementation has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline and any updates.				   --  2.2.C2.D21  ESOH implementation has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline and any updates.

		2		2		2		21		1		4		10466		2.2.C2.D21.Q1		20447		4.1.4.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the traceability of ESOH to systems engineering artifacts?				          --  2.2.C2.D21.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of ESOH to systems engineering artifacts?

		2		2		2		21		2		4		10467		2.2.C2.D21.Q2		20448		4.1.4.Q8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the program addressed ESOH hazards and mitigations at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  2.2.C2.D21.Q2 (Question)  How has the program addressed ESOH hazards and mitigations at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		2		2		2		21		3		4		10468		2.2.C2.D21.Q3		20449		4.1.4.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the program addressed ESOH hazard analysis within Engineering Change Proposals?				          --  2.2.C2.D21.Q3 (Question)  How has the program addressed ESOH hazard analysis within Engineering Change Proposals?

		2		2		2		22		0		3		2135		2.2.C2.D22		135		4.1.5.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Spectrum supportability and management has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.				   --  2.2.C2.D22  Spectrum supportability and management has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.

		2		2		2		22		1		4		10474		2.2.C2.D22.Q1		20455		4.1.5.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the traceability of spectrum supportability and management to systems engineering artifacts.				          --  2.2.C2.D22.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of spectrum supportability and management to systems engineering artifacts.

		2		2		2		22		2		4		10475		2.2.C2.D22.Q2		20456		4.1.5.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the program addressed spectrum supportability and management at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  2.2.C2.D22.Q2 (Question)  How has the program addressed spectrum supportability and management at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		2		2		2		23		0		3		2136		2.2.C2.D23		136		4.1.5.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		E3 control requirements have been addressed in the technical reviews and are reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.				   --  2.2.C2.D23  E3 control requirements have been addressed in the technical reviews and are reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.

		2		2		2		23		1		4		10476		2.2.C2.D23.Q1		20457		4.1.5.Q8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the traceability of E3 control requirements to systems engineering artifacts?				          --  2.2.C2.D23.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of E3 control requirements to systems engineering artifacts?

		2		2		2		23		2		4		10477		2.2.C2.D23.Q2		20458		4.1.5.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the program addressed E3 control requirements at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  2.2.C2.D23.Q2 (Question)  How has the program addressed E3 control requirements at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		2		2		2		24		0		3		2137		2.2.C2.D24		137		4.1.8.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		HSI considerations have been addressed in the technical reviews and are reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.				   --  2.2.C2.D24  HSI considerations have been addressed in the technical reviews and are reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.

		2		2		2		24		1		4		10519		2.2.C2.D24.Q1		20498		4.1.8.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the traceability of HSI considerations to systems engineering artifacts?				          --  2.2.C2.D24.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of HSI considerations to systems engineering artifacts?

		2		2		2		24		2		4		10520		2.2.C2.D24.Q2		20499		4.1.8.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How has the program addressed HSI considerations at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  2.2.C2.D24.Q2 (Question)  How has the program addressed HSI considerations at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		2		2		2		25		0		3		2148		2.2.C2.D25		148		4.2.1.C15		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		For business systems that are non-core (mixed) financial systems, requirements published by the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program (JFMIP) have been used as guidance.  [OMB Circular A-127 January 2009 Sec 6.N]				   --  2.2.C2.D25  For business systems that are non-core (mixed) financial systems, requirements published by the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program (JFMIP) have been used as guidance.  [OMB Circular A-127 January 2009 Sec 6.N]

		2		2		2		25		1		4		10543		2.2.C2.D25.Q1		20519		4.2.1.Q22		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		For non-core financial systems, identify the processes and procedures implemented to meet the requirements of the Joint Financial Management Improvement Plan (JFMIP); identify those JFMIP requirements that were rejected.				          --  2.2.C2.D25.Q1 (Question)  For non-core financial systems, identify the processes and procedures implemented to meet the requirements of the Joint Financial Management Improvement Plan (JFMIP); identify those JFMIP requirements that were rejected.

		2		2		3		0		0		2		1023		2.2.C3						ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Architecture and interfaces are sufficient to meet user requirements over the intended system lifecycle				2.2.C3  Architecture and interfaces are sufficient to meet user requirements over the intended system lifecycle

		2		2		3		1		0		3		2028		2.2.C3.D1		28		1.2.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA study plan addresses the full set of systems needed to achieve desired capabilities and includes relevant issues, constraints, and factors in the full mission context.				   --  2.2.C3.D1  The AoA study plan addresses the full set of systems needed to achieve desired capabilities and includes relevant issues, constraints, and factors in the full mission context.

		2		2		3		1		1		4		10051		2.2.C3.D1.Q1		20051		1.2.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the realism and currency of the threats and scenarios in the study plan.				          --  2.2.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the realism and currency of the threats and scenarios in the study plan.

		2		2		3		1		2		4		10059		2.2.C3.D1.Q2		20058		1.2.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What are the relevant issues and constraints, as addressed in the study plan?  How does the plan consider the full set of systems needed to address the capability?  How is the full mission context factored into the AoA?				          --  2.2.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  What are the relevant issues and constraints, as addressed in the study plan?  How does the plan consider the full set of systems needed to address the capability?  How is the full mission context factored into the AoA?

		2		2		3		2		0		3		2029		2.2.C3.D2		29		1.2.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA study plan addresses SE focus areas of technology maturity; reliability and maintainability; space, weight, power, cooling (SWAP-C); software development; and manufacturing feasibility.				   --  2.2.C3.D2  The AoA study plan addresses SE focus areas of technology maturity; reliability and maintainability; space, weight, power, cooling (SWAP-C); software development; and manufacturing feasibility.

		2		2		3		2		1		4		10061		2.2.C3.D2.Q1		20059		1.2.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How are the SE focus areas addressed in the AoA study plan?				          --  2.2.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  How are the SE focus areas addressed in the AoA study plan?

		2		2		3		3		0		3		2030		2.2.C3.D3		30		1.2.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Consideration has been given to near-term opportunities to provide a more rapid interim response to the capability need.				   --  2.2.C3.D3  Consideration has been given to near-term opportunities to provide a more rapid interim response to the capability need.

		2		2		3		3		1		4		10062		2.2.C3.D3.Q1		20060		1.2.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the range of alternatives that provide near-term opportunities considered within the AoA.  Describe the modifications to current systems, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS), nondevelopmental item (NDI), and/or foreign systems, considered.				          --  2.2.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the range of alternatives that provide near-term opportunities considered within the AoA.  Describe the modifications to current systems, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS), nondevelopmental item (NDI), and/or foreign systems, considered.

		2		2		3		4		0		3		2031		2.2.C3.D4		31		1.2.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The candidate materiel solution approaches have the potential to effectively address the capability gap(s), desired operational attributes, and associated dependencies.				   --  2.2.C3.D4  The candidate materiel solution approaches have the potential to effectively address the capability gap(s), desired operational attributes, and associated dependencies.

		2		2		3		4		1		4		10063		2.2.C3.D4.Q1		20061		1.2.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the candidate materiel solutions that have the potential to effectively address the capability gap(s), desired operational attributes, and associated dependencies.				          --  2.2.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the candidate materiel solutions that have the potential to effectively address the capability gap(s), desired operational attributes, and associated dependencies.

		2		2		3		5		0		3		2032		2.2.C3.D5		32		1.2.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		There exists a range of technically feasible, cost-constrained, solutions, generated from across the entire solution space, as analyzed through early prototypes, models, or data.				   --  2.2.C3.D5  There exists a range of technically feasible, cost-constrained, solutions, generated from across the entire solution space, as analyzed through early prototypes, models, or data.

		2		2		3		5		1		4		10064		2.2.C3.D5.Q1		20062		1.2.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how sensitivity analysis was performed on key assumptions (manufacturing, reliability, availability, SWAP-C, required operators, capacity, etc.).				          --  2.2.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how sensitivity analysis was performed on key assumptions (manufacturing, reliability, availability, SWAP-C, required operators, capacity, etc.).

		2		2		3		5		2		4		10065		2.2.C3.D5.Q2		20063		1.2.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the feasibility of the proposed solutions in terms of cost constraints and solution space. What analysis methods were used to determine feasibility (demonstration, prototypes, models, or data)?				          --  2.2.C3.D5.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the feasibility of the proposed solutions in terms of cost constraints and solution space. What analysis methods were used to determine feasibility (demonstration, prototypes, models, or data)?

		2		2		3		6		0		3		2033		2.2.C3.D6		33		1.2.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA has been reviewed for relevance, updated with the latest information and assumptions, and has no significant limitations or concerns.				   --  2.2.C3.D6  The AoA has been reviewed for relevance, updated with the latest information and assumptions, and has no significant limitations or concerns.

		2		2		3		6		1		4		10055		2.2.C3.D6.Q1		20054		1.2.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How have all relevant issues and constraints addressed in the original study plan been updated, revised, and verified?				          --  2.2.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  How have all relevant issues and constraints addressed in the original study plan been updated, revised, and verified?

		2		2		3		6		2		4		10056		2.2.C3.D6.Q2		20055		1.2.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What significant limitations or concerns were identified in the AoA?				          --  2.2.C3.D6.Q2 (Question)  What significant limitations or concerns were identified in the AoA?

		2		2		3		6		3		4		10057		2.2.C3.D6.Q3		20056		1.2.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What changes to the OPLAN, CONPLAN, ISC, or other JROC-approved or for DBS programs Service-approved guidance were used to update the AoA?				          --  2.2.C3.D6.Q3 (Question)  What changes to the OPLAN, CONPLAN, ISC, or other JROC-approved or for DBS programs Service-approved guidance were used to update the AoA?

		2		2		3		7		0		3		2036		2.2.C3.D7		36		1.3.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Capabilities  contain appropriate measures of effectiveness (MOEs) general enough so as not to prejudice a particular materiel solution.				   --  2.2.C3.D7  Capabilities  contain appropriate measures of effectiveness (MOEs) general enough so as not to prejudice a particular materiel solution.

		2		2		3		7		1		4		10078		2.2.C3.D7.Q1		20076		1.3.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe how the desired capabilities  are general enough so as not to prejudice decisions in favor of a particular solution, but specific enough to evaluate alternative approaches.				          --  2.2.C3.D7.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the desired capabilities  are general enough so as not to prejudice decisions in favor of a particular solution, but specific enough to evaluate alternative approaches.

		2		2		3		8		0		3		2054		2.2.C3.D8		54		3.4.6.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA plan has considerations for FoS and SoS interdependences as input to the AoA analysis.				   --  2.2.C3.D8  The AoA plan has considerations for FoS and SoS interdependences as input to the AoA analysis.

		2		2		3		8		1		4		10375		2.2.C3.D8.Q1		20360		3.4.6.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe any identified or anticipated critical FoS/SoS dependencies, and how these dependencies are reflected in the AoA plan.				          --  2.2.C3.D8.Q1 (Question)  Describe any identified or anticipated critical FoS/SoS dependencies, and how these dependencies are reflected in the AoA plan.

		2		2		3		9		0		3		2058		2.2.C3.D9		58		4.1.10.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA plan/AoA takes into consideration force protection for the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear as described in a validated threat document.				   --  2.2.C3.D9  The AoA plan/AoA takes into consideration force protection for the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear as described in a validated threat document.

		2		2		3		9		1		4		10996		2.2.C3.D9.Q1		20919		4.1.10.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What force protection needs or requirements have been identified in the AoA?				          --  2.2.C3.D9.Q1 (Question)  What force protection needs or requirements have been identified in the AoA?

		2		2		3		10		0		3		2067		2.2.C3.D10		67		4.1.9.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA plan/AoA takes into consideration the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear in an attempt to defeat or degrade the system as described in a validated threat document.				   --  2.2.C3.D10  The AoA plan/AoA takes into consideration the threat systems and capabilities an adversary might reasonably bring to bear in an attempt to defeat or degrade the system as described in a validated threat document.

		2		2		3		10		1		4		10534		2.2.C3.D10.Q1		20511		4.1.9.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What survivability needs or requirements have been identified in the AoA?				          --  2.2.C3.D10.Q1 (Question)  What survivability needs or requirements have been identified in the AoA?

		2		2		3		11		0		3		2072		2.2.C3.D11		72		4.10.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) provides for explicit consideration of all of the effects of internal and external interdependencies on the capabilities, cost, schedule, and performance estimated for each alternative.				   --  2.2.C3.D11  The Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) provides for explicit consideration of all of the effects of internal and external interdependencies on the capabilities, cost, schedule, and performance estimated for each alternative.

		2		2		3		11		1		4		10988		2.2.C3.D11.Q1		20911		4.10.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe how the AoA will consider (has considered) the effects of internal and external interdependencies as part of evaluating alternatives.				          --  2.2.C3.D11.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the AoA will consider (has considered) the effects of internal and external interdependencies as part of evaluating alternatives.

		2		2		3		12		0		3		2099		2.2.C3.D12		99		1.2.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The AoA study plan has been developed in coordination with the MDA and approved by the DCAPE.				   --  2.2.C3.D12  The AoA study plan has been developed in coordination with the MDA and approved by the DCAPE.

		2		2		3		12		1		4		10048		2.2.C3.D12.Q1		20049		1.2.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss  the consistency between the AoA study guidance and AoA study plan.				          --  2.2.C3.D12.Q1 (Question)  Discuss  the consistency between the AoA study guidance and AoA study plan.

		2		2		3		12		2		4		10050		2.2.C3.D12.Q2		20050		1.2.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		When was the AoA study plan approved by DCAPE?				          --  2.2.C3.D12.Q2 (Question)  When was the AoA study plan approved by DCAPE?

		2		2		3		12		3		4		10052		2.2.C3.D12.Q3		20051		1.2.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the realism and currency of the threats and scenarios in the study plan.				          --  2.2.C3.D12.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the realism and currency of the threats and scenarios in the study plan.

		2		2		3		12		4		4		10060		2.2.C3.D12.Q4		20058		1.2.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		What are the relevant issues and constraints, as addressed in the study plan?  How does the plan consider the full set of systems needed to address the capability?  How is the full mission context factored into the AoA?				          --  2.2.C3.D12.Q4 (Question)  What are the relevant issues and constraints, as addressed in the study plan?  How does the plan consider the full set of systems needed to address the capability?  How is the full mission context factored into the AoA?

		2		2		3		13		0		3		2157		2.2.C3.D13		157		3.3.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has AoA study guidance, which provides for systems engineering participation and the incorporation of systems engineering trades in the assessment of alternatives.				   --  2.2.C3.D13  The program has AoA study guidance, which provides for systems engineering participation and the incorporation of systems engineering trades in the assessment of alternatives.

		2		2		3		13		1		4		10307		2.2.C3.D13.Q1		20296		3.3.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the relationship between the ICD and AoA study guidance.  Are the measures in the AoA study guidance  traceable to the gaps and operational attributes which are specified in the ICD?				          --  2.2.C3.D13.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the relationship between the ICD and AoA study guidance.  Are the measures in the AoA study guidance  traceable to the gaps and operational attributes which are specified in the ICD?

		2		2		3		13		2		4		10310		2.2.C3.D13.Q2		20297		3.3.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the systems engineering activities (including SE trades) to be conducted during the AoA study and next phase.				          --  2.2.C3.D13.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the systems engineering activities (including SE trades) to be conducted during the AoA study and next phase.

		2		2		3		14		0		3		2158		2.2.C3.D14		158		3.4.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has implemented systems engineering processes and effective technical decision-making across its IPTs.				   --  2.2.C3.D14  The program has implemented systems engineering processes and effective technical decision-making across its IPTs.

		2		2		3		14		1		4		10329		2.2.C3.D14.Q1		20316		3.4.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe how systems engineering processes and decisions are implemented by IPTs.				          --  2.2.C3.D14.Q1 (Question)  Describe how systems engineering processes and decisions are implemented by IPTs.

		2		2		3		15		0		3		2159		2.2.C3.D15		159		4.1.10.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Early design trades to improve force protection have been conducted.				   --  2.2.C3.D15  Early design trades to improve force protection have been conducted.

		2		2		3		15		1		4		11000		2.2.C3.D15.Q1		20923		4.1.10.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Identify the design trades and other considerations to improve force protection.				          --  2.2.C3.D15.Q1 (Question)  Identify the design trades and other considerations to improve force protection.

		2		2		3		16		0		3		2175		2.2.C3.D16		175		4.2.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Decomposition of requirements is supported by appropriate trade studies and analyses.				   --  2.2.C3.D16  Decomposition of requirements is supported by appropriate trade studies and analyses.

		2		2		3		16		1		4		10562		2.2.C3.D16.Q1		20533		4.2.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the key trade studies and other analyses that were used to support requirements decomposition and design (e.g., Selection and Justification of a COTS Package, Technologies for Affordability in Manufacturing, Materials Selection, Design for Reliability).				          --  2.2.C3.D16.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the key trade studies and other analyses that were used to support requirements decomposition and design (e.g., Selection and Justification of a COTS Package, Technologies for Affordability in Manufacturing, Materials Selection, Design for Reliability).

		2		2		3		17		0		3		2176		2.2.C3.D17		176		4.2.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program conducted an affordability analysis, which focused on (1) acquisition and operations and support budgets; (2) requirements and design for affordability alternatives; and (3) variances in major design parameters.				   --  2.2.C3.D17  The program conducted an affordability analysis, which focused on (1) acquisition and operations and support budgets; (2) requirements and design for affordability alternatives; and (3) variances in major design parameters.

		2		2		3		17		1		4		10545		2.2.C3.D17.Q1		20521		4.2.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the status of the systems engineering tradeoff analysis required by the Better Buying Power initiative.  Note: This analysis is required by MS B and shows how cost varies as the major design parameters and time to complete are varied.				          --  2.2.C3.D17.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of the systems engineering tradeoff analysis required by the Better Buying Power initiative.  Note: This analysis is required by MS B and shows how cost varies as the major design parameters and time to complete are varied.

		2		2		3		17		2		4		10546		2.2.C3.D17.Q2		20522		4.2.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation addresses affordability, to include: (1) average unit acquisition cost, (2) average annual operating cost, and (3) average annual support cost.  Note: See the Better Buying Power initiative.				          --  2.2.C3.D17.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the requirements analysis, decomposition, and allocation addresses affordability, to include: (1) average unit acquisition cost, (2) average annual operating cost, and (3) average annual support cost.  Note: See the Better Buying Power initiative.

		2		2		3		18		0		3		2179		2.2.C3.D18		179		4.2.4.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program continually utilizes trade studies to balance achievable cost, schedule, and performance within the context of user needs.				   --  2.2.C3.D18  The program continually utilizes trade studies to balance achievable cost, schedule, and performance within the context of user needs.

		2		2		3		18		1		4		10595		2.2.C3.D18.Q1		20563		4.2.4.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the process for identifying candidates for trade studies in support of technical decisions across the life-cycle.  Cite examples.				          --  2.2.C3.D18.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process for identifying candidates for trade studies in support of technical decisions across the life-cycle.  Cite examples.

		2		2		3		18		2		4		10596		2.2.C3.D18.Q2		20564		4.2.4.Q5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how trade studies are used in support of program risk mitigation across the life-cycle.				          --  2.2.C3.D18.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how trade studies are used in support of program risk mitigation across the life-cycle.

		2		2		3		18		3		4		10597		2.2.C3.D18.Q3		20565		4.2.4.Q6		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe how the program ensures that trade studies become more refined and specialized as the design matures.				          --  2.2.C3.D18.Q3 (Question)  Describe how the program ensures that trade studies become more refined and specialized as the design matures.

		2		2		3		19		0		3		2180		2.2.C3.D19		180		4.2.4.C3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has used requirements trade studies to trade lower priority requirements in lieu of higher priority requirements to stay within cost and schedule.				   --  2.2.C3.D19  The program has used requirements trade studies to trade lower priority requirements in lieu of higher priority requirements to stay within cost and schedule.

		2		2		3		19		1		4		10598		2.2.C3.D19.Q1		20566		4.2.4.Q7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss how the program prioritizes performance requirements and leverages this prioritization as a basis for achieving cost and schedule objectives.  Cite examples of trade studies performed and planned.				          --  2.2.C3.D19.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program prioritizes performance requirements and leverages this prioritization as a basis for achieving cost and schedule objectives.  Cite examples of trade studies performed and planned.

		2		2		3		20		0		3		2181		2.2.C3.D20		181		4.2.4.C4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		All appropriate and necessary stakeholders and functional representatives (e.g.  design consideration representatives) worked collaboratively in the development and execution of trade studies.				   --  2.2.C3.D20  All appropriate and necessary stakeholders and functional representatives (e.g.  design consideration representatives) worked collaboratively in the development and execution of trade studies.

		2		2		3		20		1		4		10599		2.2.C3.D20.Q1		20567		4.2.4.Q8		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How does the program ensure that the functional disciplines (e.g.  design consideration representatives) are actively involved in the trade study process?				          --  2.2.C3.D20.Q1 (Question)  How does the program ensure that the functional disciplines (e.g.  design consideration representatives) are actively involved in the trade study process?

		2		2		3		20		2		4		10600		2.2.C3.D20.Q2		20568		4.2.4.Q9		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How does the program ensure that the external stakeholders (e.g.  users) are actively and collaboratively involved in the trade study process?				          --  2.2.C3.D20.Q2 (Question)  How does the program ensure that the external stakeholders (e.g.  users) are actively and collaboratively involved in the trade study process?

		2		2		3		21		0		3		2182		2.2.C3.D21		182		4.2.4.C5		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has used trade-off analysis to validate the cost-effectiveness of major design parameter thresholds (e.g.  knee in the performance/cost curve).				   --  2.2.C3.D21  The program has used trade-off analysis to validate the cost-effectiveness of major design parameter thresholds (e.g.  knee in the performance/cost curve).

		2		2		3		21		1		4		10601		2.2.C3.D21.Q1		20569		4.2.4.Q10		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the trade-off analyses used to validate the cost-effectiveness of major design parameters.				          --  2.2.C3.D21.Q1 (Question)  Describe the trade-off analyses used to validate the cost-effectiveness of major design parameters.

		2		2		3		21		2		4		10602		2.2.C3.D21.Q2		20570		4.2.4.Q11		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Which major design parameters drive cost and schedule?  Describe how trade studies have been used to balance these design parameters with cost and schedule.				          --  2.2.C3.D21.Q2 (Question)  Which major design parameters drive cost and schedule?  Describe how trade studies have been used to balance these design parameters with cost and schedule.

		2		2		3		22		0		3		2213		2.2.C3.D22		213		4.2.4.C1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program has completed analysis of cost, schedule, and performance objectives to establish a viable trade space (i.e., the program has set cost, schedule, and performance thresholds sufficiently conservative to allow trade-offs within these three constraints).				   --  2.2.C3.D22  The program has completed analysis of cost, schedule, and performance objectives to establish a viable trade space (i.e., the program has set cost, schedule, and performance thresholds sufficiently conservative to allow trade-offs within these three constraints).

		2		2		3		22		1		4		10592		2.2.C3.D22.Q1		20560		4.2.4.Q1		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program's technical basis (e.g., historical data on legacy systems, magnitude of projected cost savings over legacy system) for the cost estimate, and its margin in support of trade space.				          --  2.2.C3.D22.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's technical basis (e.g., historical data on legacy systems, magnitude of projected cost savings over legacy system) for the cost estimate, and its margin in support of trade space.

		2		2		3		22		2		4		10593		2.2.C3.D22.Q2		20561		4.2.4.Q2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program's technical basis (e.g., historical data on legacy systems, magnitude of projected schedule efficiencies over legacy system) for the schedule estimate, and its margin in support of trade space.				          --  2.2.C3.D22.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's technical basis (e.g., historical data on legacy systems, magnitude of projected schedule efficiencies over legacy system) for the schedule estimate, and its margin in support of trade space.

		2		2		3		22		3		4		10594		2.2.C3.D22.Q3		20562		4.2.4.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the program's technical basis (e.g., historical data on legacy systems, magnitude of projected performance increase over legacy system) for the major performance thresholds, and their margins in support of trade space.				          --  2.2.C3.D22.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the program's technical basis (e.g., historical data on legacy systems, magnitude of projected performance increase over legacy system) for the major performance thresholds, and their margins in support of trade space.

		2		2		4		0		0		2		1024		2.2.C4						ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Implementation of system components and integration of subsystems are sufficient to support the technical baseline				2.2.C4  Implementation of system components and integration of subsystems are sufficient to support the technical baseline

		2		2		4		1		0		3		2183		2.2.C4.D1		183		4.3.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		An event driven Alternative System Review (ASR) was conducted, chaired by technical authority, supported by subject matter experts independent of the program, and involved the user community/sponsor.				   --  2.2.C4.D1  An event driven Alternative System Review (ASR) was conducted, chaired by technical authority, supported by subject matter experts independent of the program, and involved the user community/sponsor.

		2		2		4		1		1		4		10606		2.2.C4.D1.Q1		20574		4.3.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Discuss the entrance criteria for the event-driven ASR and how they were met prior to conduct of the ASR.  If any entrance criteria were not met prior to the conduct of the ASR, discuss the rationale and decision authority for proceeding.				          --  2.2.C4.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the entrance criteria for the event-driven ASR and how they were met prior to conduct of the ASR.  If any entrance criteria were not met prior to the conduct of the ASR, discuss the rationale and decision authority for proceeding.

		2		2		4		1		2		4		10613		2.2.C4.D1.Q2		20581		4.3.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Who chaired the ASR and were they a representative of technical authority (as opposed to programmatic authority, e.g., the Program Manager)?  Who were the participants and did they include all stakeholders as well as subject matter experts independent of the program?				          --  2.2.C4.D1.Q2 (Question)  Who chaired the ASR and were they a representative of technical authority (as opposed to programmatic authority, e.g., the Program Manager)?  Who were the participants and did they include all stakeholders as well as subject matter experts independent of the program?

		2		2		4		2		0		3		2184		2.2.C4.D2		184		4.3.1.C16		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Event driven technical reviews are planned for the EMD phase and documented in the SEP.  If necessary, a Functional Configuration Audit is also planned to support program tracking objectives.				   --  2.2.C4.D2  Event driven technical reviews are planned for the EMD phase and documented in the SEP.  If necessary, a Functional Configuration Audit is also planned to support program tracking objectives.

		2		2		4		2		1		4		10607		2.2.C4.D2.Q1		20575		4.3.1.Q23		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		How does the EMD phase SEP address the planned technical reviews to support completion of end-item development, including planned CDRs (subsystem- and system-level), SVR/FCA, and PRR?				          --  2.2.C4.D2.Q1 (Question)  How does the EMD phase SEP address the planned technical reviews to support completion of end-item development, including planned CDRs (subsystem- and system-level), SVR/FCA, and PRR?

		2		2		4		3		0		3		2498		2.2.C4.D3		498		3.2.3.C7		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		The program office has planned periodic meetings within the program office and with the contractor to execute the program (e.g., day-to-day and technical interchange meetings, frequency of IPT meetings and meetings between the program managers, meetings with complementary programs within the SoS, if applicable).				   --  2.2.C4.D3  The program office has planned periodic meetings within the program office and with the contractor to execute the program (e.g., day-to-day and technical interchange meetings, frequency of IPT meetings and meetings between the program managers, meetings with complementary programs within the SoS, if applicable).

		2		2		4		3		1		4		10284		2.2.C4.D3.Q1		20273		3.2.3.Q15		ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Describe the planned schedule frequency of meetings within the program office and with the contractor to execute the program (e.g., day-to-day and technical interchange meetings, frequency of IPT meetings and meetings between the program managers, meetings with complementary programs within the SoS, if applicable).				          --  2.2.C4.D3.Q1 (Question)  Describe the planned schedule frequency of meetings within the program office and with the contractor to execute the program (e.g., day-to-day and technical interchange meetings, frequency of IPT meetings and meetings between the program managers, meetings with complementary programs within the SoS, if applicable).

		2		2		5		0		0		2		1027		2.2.C5						ENGINEERING		Design Process		ENGINEERING - Design Process		Engineering analysis, prototyping, and experimentation are adequate to validate cost-risk-performance relationships, design optimization (e.g. SWAP-C), and affordability				2.2.C5  Engineering analysis, prototyping, and experimentation are adequate to validate cost-risk-performance relationships, design optimization (e.g. SWAP-C), and affordability

		2		3		0		0		0		1		10		2.3.P						ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands progress toward development of the technical baseline, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events 				2.3.P (ENGINEERING - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands progress toward development of the technical baseline, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events 

		2		3		1		0		0		2		1028		2.3.C1						ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program employs metrics that adequately track technical progress and program performance and are sufficient to manage risk				2.3.C1  The program employs metrics that adequately track technical progress and program performance and are sufficient to manage risk

		2		3		1		1		0		3		2195		2.3.C1.D1		195		3.2.2.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Schedule performance metrics (e.g.  schedule variance) are being reported, monitored, and tracked.				   --  2.3.C1.D1  Schedule performance metrics (e.g.  schedule variance) are being reported, monitored, and tracked.

		2		3		1		1		1		4		10254		2.3.C1.D1.Q1		20244		3.2.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What are the current schedule performance metrics?  How are these metrics tracked and used?				          --  2.3.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  What are the current schedule performance metrics?  How are these metrics tracked and used?

		2		3		1		2		0		3		2209		2.3.C1.D2		209		3.4.3.C1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program establishes technical performance measurements to plan and track technical progress for design, development, testing, and integration.  The TPMs are traceable to desired capabilities (e.g.  KPPs/KSAs, CTPs, etc.).				   --  2.3.C1.D2  The program establishes technical performance measurements to plan and track technical progress for design, development, testing, and integration.  The TPMs are traceable to desired capabilities (e.g.  KPPs/KSAs, CTPs, etc.).

		2		3		1		2		1		4		10347		2.3.C1.D2.Q1		20333		3.4.3.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Provide a table of TPMs and other metrics.  Identify the TPMs and other metrics which are in the contract and documented in the SEP and SEMP.				          --  2.3.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Provide a table of TPMs and other metrics.  Identify the TPMs and other metrics which are in the contract and documented in the SEP and SEMP.

		2		3		1		2		2		4		10348		2.3.C1.D2.Q2		20334		3.4.3.Q2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the TPMs trace to the program's desired capabilities, (e.g.  end-to-end mission thread(s)).				          --  2.3.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the TPMs trace to the program's desired capabilities, (e.g.  end-to-end mission thread(s)).

		2		3		1		2		3		4		10349		2.3.C1.D2.Q3		20335		3.4.3.Q3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how current TPM estimates relate to the progress toward meeting desired capabilities (KPPs/KSAs, CTPs)?				          --  2.3.C1.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how current TPM estimates relate to the progress toward meeting desired capabilities (KPPs/KSAs, CTPs)?

		2		3		1		3		0		3		2211		2.3.C1.D3		211		3.4.3.C4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		TPMs and other metrics are documented in the program SEP, contractor's SEMP, and specified in the contract.				   --  2.3.C1.D3  TPMs and other metrics are documented in the program SEP, contractor's SEMP, and specified in the contract.

		2		3		1		3		1		4		10346		2.3.C1.D3.Q1		20333		3.4.3.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Provide a table of TPMs and other metrics.  Identify the TPMs and other metrics which are in the contract and documented in the SEP and SEMP.				          --  2.3.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Provide a table of TPMs and other metrics.  Identify the TPMs and other metrics which are in the contract and documented in the SEP and SEMP.

		2		3		1		3		2		4		10352		2.3.C1.D3.Q2		20338		3.4.3.Q7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Compare the  TPMs and other metrics are documented in the program SEP, contractor's SEMP, and specified in the contract, and if there are any differences discuss how and why do they differ?				          --  2.3.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Compare the  TPMs and other metrics are documented in the program SEP, contractor's SEMP, and specified in the contract, and if there are any differences discuss how and why do they differ?

		2		3		1		4		0		3		2234		2.3.C1.D4		234		4.4.2.C5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Metrics are specified and tracked to measure design stability.				   --  2.3.C1.D4  Metrics are specified and tracked to measure design stability.

		2		3		1		4		1		4		10675		2.3.C1.D4.Q1		20632		4.4.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the rate of ECP generation and closure.				          --  2.3.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the rate of ECP generation and closure.

		2		3		1		5		0		3		2237		2.3.C1.D5		237		5.1.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		System technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance, are tracked and compared with each technical parameter, and thresholds that are identified for this stage of development.				   --  2.3.C1.D5  System technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance, are tracked and compared with each technical parameter, and thresholds that are identified for this stage of development.

		2		3		1		5		1		4		10893		2.3.C1.D5.Q1		20820		5.1.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Show the latest estimates of the system technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance. Discuss how they compare with each technical parameter and threshold that are identified for this stage of development.				          --  2.3.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Show the latest estimates of the system technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance. Discuss how they compare with each technical parameter and threshold that are identified for this stage of development.

		2		3		1		6		0		3		2238		2.3.C1.D6		238		5.1.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		System Technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance, are tracked and compared with each technical parameter, and thresholds that are identified for LRIP/FRP or, for DBS programs, limited fielding decision/full deployment decision.				   --  2.3.C1.D6  System Technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance, are tracked and compared with each technical parameter, and thresholds that are identified for LRIP/FRP or, for DBS programs, limited fielding decision/full deployment decision.

		2		3		1		6		1		4		10883		2.3.C1.D6.Q1		20811		5.1.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Show the latest estimates of the system technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance. Discuss how they compare with each technical parameter and threshold in support of LRIP or, for DBS programs, limited fielding decision.				          --  2.3.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Show the latest estimates of the system technical performance measures (TPMs) described in the SEP and used by the developer and program office to track the key indicators of system performance. Discuss how they compare with each technical parameter and threshold in support of LRIP or, for DBS programs, limited fielding decision.

		2		3		2		0		0		2		1029		2.3.C2						ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates system development risks, issues, and opportunities				2.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates system development risks, issues, and opportunities

		2		3		2		1		0		3		2196		2.3.C2.D1		196		3.2.4.C2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Risks associated with constraints and dependencies are identified, monitored, and mitigation plans are in place.				   --  2.3.C2.D1  Risks associated with constraints and dependencies are identified, monitored, and mitigation plans are in place.

		2		3		2		1		1		4		10287		2.3.C2.D1.Q1		20276		3.2.4.Q3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How are the risks associated with constraints and dependencies characterized and quantified?  What is the basis for selecting these risks?  What are the mitigation plans?  How are they monitored?  Discuss how these risks are included in the overall risk management system.				          --  2.3.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  How are the risks associated with constraints and dependencies characterized and quantified?  What is the basis for selecting these risks?  What are the mitigation plans?  How are they monitored?  Discuss how these risks are included in the overall risk management system.

		2		3		2		2		0		3		2202		2.3.C2.D2		202		3.4.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has developed a formal  risk management plan which quantifies and defines risk consequence and likelihood levels to manage risk.  The plan includes such considerations as: identification events, analysis, rating, trigger events, mitigation actions, contingency planning, tracking/monitoring/reporting and escalation thresholds and protocols.				   --  2.3.C2.D2  The program has developed a formal  risk management plan which quantifies and defines risk consequence and likelihood levels to manage risk.  The plan includes such considerations as: identification events, analysis, rating, trigger events, mitigation actions, contingency planning, tracking/monitoring/reporting and escalation thresholds and protocols.

		2		3		2		2		1		4		10331		2.3.C2.D2.Q1		20318		3.4.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the roles and responsibilities for risk identification and re-evaluation.  Who are the authorities (e.g., PM, risk review board, chair)?  Who participates?				          --  2.3.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the roles and responsibilities for risk identification and re-evaluation.  Who are the authorities (e.g., PM, risk review board, chair)?  Who participates?

		2		3		2		2		2		4		10337		2.3.C2.D2.Q2		20324		3.4.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What are the program's plans to manage risk?  Where is this plan documented?  Describe the process by which risks are identified, assessed, rated, mitigated, and tracked; thresholds for determining likelihood and consequence levels; risk mitigation processes; and tracking risks to closure.				          --  2.3.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  What are the program's plans to manage risk?  Where is this plan documented?  Describe the process by which risks are identified, assessed, rated, mitigated, and tracked; thresholds for determining likelihood and consequence levels; risk mitigation processes; and tracking risks to closure.

		2		3		2		2		3		4		10338		2.3.C2.D2.Q3		20325		3.4.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		When and how are risks identified, reassessed, elevated, or retired?  What are the threshold criteria for managing risks at sub-IPT, IPT, and program level?  Discuss the top/down and bottoms/up approach to risk identification.				          --  2.3.C2.D2.Q3 (Question)  When and how are risks identified, reassessed, elevated, or retired?  What are the threshold criteria for managing risks at sub-IPT, IPT, and program level?  Discuss the top/down and bottoms/up approach to risk identification.

		2		3		2		2		4		4		10343		2.3.C2.D2.Q4		20330		3.4.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How are risks periodically reported to all stakeholders, leadership, and impacted parties?				          --  2.3.C2.D2.Q4 (Question)  How are risks periodically reported to all stakeholders, leadership, and impacted parties?

		2		3		2		2		5		4		10344		2.3.C2.D2.Q5		20331		3.4.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Identify and describe the formal tool(s) and mechanism(s) that are in place to manage the risks on this program.				          --  2.3.C2.D2.Q5 (Question)  Identify and describe the formal tool(s) and mechanism(s) that are in place to manage the risks on this program.

		2		3		2		2		6		4		10345		2.3.C2.D2.Q6		20332		3.4.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the program is executing its risk management activities in accordance with the planning.				          --  2.3.C2.D2.Q6 (Question)  Discuss how the program is executing its risk management activities in accordance with the planning.

		2		3		2		3		0		3		2203		2.3.C2.D3		203		3.4.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Mitigation planning has been presented and is viable and realistic.				   --  2.3.C2.D3  Mitigation planning has been presented and is viable and realistic.

		2		3		2		3		1		4		10332		2.3.C2.D3.Q1		20319		3.4.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe how the risk mitigation planning is regularly evaluated for effectiveness.				          --  2.3.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the risk mitigation planning is regularly evaluated for effectiveness.

		2		3		2		4		0		3		2204		2.3.C2.D4		204		3.4.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The risk management plan requires quantifiable assessment of risk impacts in terms of cost, schedule, and performance.				   --  2.3.C2.D4  The risk management plan requires quantifiable assessment of risk impacts in terms of cost, schedule, and performance.

		2		3		2		4		1		4		10333		2.3.C2.D4.Q1		20320		3.4.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe the program's process to quantify risk consequences in terms of cost, schedule, and performance.				          --  2.3.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Describe the program's process to quantify risk consequences in terms of cost, schedule, and performance.

		2		3		2		5		0		3		2205		2.3.C2.D5		205		3.4.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has developed an issue management plan to address realized risks, or unanticipated events, that have a negative impact on the program.  The issue management plan addresses planning for issue resolution and identifies key stakeholders.				   --  2.3.C2.D5  The program has developed an issue management plan to address realized risks, or unanticipated events, that have a negative impact on the program.  The issue management plan addresses planning for issue resolution and identifies key stakeholders.

		2		3		2		5		1		4		10334		2.3.C2.D5.Q1		20321		3.4.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What are the program's plans to manage issues as distinct from risks?  Where is this plan documented?  Describe the process by which issues are identified, assessed, rated, resolved, and tracked.				          --  2.3.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  What are the program's plans to manage issues as distinct from risks?  Where is this plan documented?  Describe the process by which issues are identified, assessed, rated, resolved, and tracked.

		2		3		2		6		0		3		2206		2.3.C2.D6		206		3.4.2.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program's overall risk and issue management is informed by contractor(s) and subcontractor(s) assessments of risk, issues, mitigations activities, and status.  The program and contractor(s) risk activities are aligned.				   --  2.3.C2.D6  The program's overall risk and issue management is informed by contractor(s) and subcontractor(s) assessments of risk, issues, mitigations activities, and status.  The program and contractor(s) risk activities are aligned.

		2		3		2		6		1		4		10339		2.3.C2.D6.Q1		20326		3.4.2.Q12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Provide a copy of the current program and contractor risk registry.  Discuss how the program’s overall risk and issue management is informed by the contractor(s)’ and subcontractor(s)’ assessments of risk, issues, mitigations activities, and status.  Discuss the alignment of the program’s process with the contractor’s process.				          --  2.3.C2.D6.Q1 (Question)  Provide a copy of the current program and contractor risk registry.  Discuss how the program’s overall risk and issue management is informed by the contractor(s)’ and subcontractor(s)’ assessments of risk, issues, mitigations activities, and status.  Discuss the alignment of the program’s process with the contractor’s process.

		2		3		2		7		0		3		2207		2.3.C2.D7		207		3.4.2.C9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has considered historical/analogous programs in identifying risks, as appropriate to phase.				   --  2.3.C2.D7  The program has considered historical/analogous programs in identifying risks, as appropriate to phase.

		2		3		2		7		1		4		10341		2.3.C2.D7.Q1		20328		3.4.2.Q14		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How has the program considered historical/analogous programs in identifying risks, as appropriate to phase?				          --  2.3.C2.D7.Q1 (Question)  How has the program considered historical/analogous programs in identifying risks, as appropriate to phase?

		2		3		2		8		0		3		2208		2.3.C2.D8		208		3.4.2.C10		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		A Joint risk management database between the contractor and government program office is planned.				   --  2.3.C2.D8  A Joint risk management database between the contractor and government program office is planned.

		2		3		2		8		1		4		10342		2.3.C2.D8.Q1		20329		3.4.2.Q15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What plans and SOW statements are documented to implement a joint risk management database during the next phase?				          --  2.3.C2.D8.Q1 (Question)  What plans and SOW statements are documented to implement a joint risk management database during the next phase?

		2		3		2		9		0		3		2210		2.3.C2.D9		210		3.4.3.C2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		TPMs are used as a management tool and acted upon.  These metrics are readily available, appropriately visible, regularly collected, and well documented (included in the SEP).				   --  2.3.C2.D9  TPMs are used as a management tool and acted upon.  These metrics are readily available, appropriately visible, regularly collected, and well documented (included in the SEP).

		2		3		2		9		1		4		10350		2.3.C2.D9.Q1		20336		3.4.3.Q4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the TPM assessment, review, update, collection, and reporting.  Include the basis of assessment (e.g.  M&S, best guess, engineering estimate, actual measurement).				          --  2.3.C2.D9.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the TPM assessment, review, update, collection, and reporting.  Include the basis of assessment (e.g.  M&S, best guess, engineering estimate, actual measurement).

		2		3		2		9		2		4		10351		2.3.C2.D9.Q2		20337		3.4.3.Q5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the “battle rhythm” for assessing TPMs.				          --  2.3.C2.D9.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the “battle rhythm” for assessing TPMs.

		2		3		2		10		0		3		2212		2.3.C2.D10		212		4.10.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Sources of integration risk have been identified.  Risk management plans have been written for each and are being tracked.				   --  2.3.C2.D10  Sources of integration risk have been identified.  Risk management plans have been written for each and are being tracked.

		2		3		2		10		1		4		10991		2.3.C2.D10.Q1		20914		4.10.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe the risk management plan for each integration-related risk.				          --  2.3.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  Describe the risk management plan for each integration-related risk.

		2		3		2		11		0		3		2239		2.3.C2.D11		239		5.1.5.C6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Integration risks have been, or are being mitigated.				   --  2.3.C2.D11  Integration risks have been, or are being mitigated.

		2		3		2		11		1		4		10942		2.3.C2.D11.Q1		20865		5.1.5.Q6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss any integration-related risks that have not been mitigated, to date, in conformance with the risk planning.  What is the planned way ahead for each such risk?				          --  2.3.C2.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss any integration-related risks that have not been mitigated, to date, in conformance with the risk planning.  What is the planned way ahead for each such risk?

		2		3		2		12		0		3		2240		2.3.C2.D12		240		5.1.5.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		All integration-related issues are being resolved.				   --  2.3.C2.D12  All integration-related issues are being resolved.

		2		3		2		12		1		4		10943		2.3.C2.D12.Q1		20866		5.1.5.Q7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss all integration-related issues that have not yet been resolved.  What is the planned way ahead for resolving each one identified?				          --  2.3.C2.D12.Q1 (Question)  Discuss all integration-related issues that have not yet been resolved.  What is the planned way ahead for resolving each one identified?

		2		3		2		13		0		3		2506		2.3.C2.D13		506		2.1.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The PM has defined a process to prevent unexpected or unplanned cost growth by adequately identifying and managing the scope and risks in the acquisition program.				   --  2.3.C2.D13  The PM has defined a process to prevent unexpected or unplanned cost growth by adequately identifying and managing the scope and risks in the acquisition program.

		2		3		2		13		1		4		10138		2.3.C2.D13.Q1		20135		2.1.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the PM's process to prevent unexpected or unplanned cost growth by adequately identifying and managing risks in the acquisition program?				          --  2.3.C2.D13.Q1 (Question)  What is the PM's process to prevent unexpected or unplanned cost growth by adequately identifying and managing risks in the acquisition program?

		2		3		2		13		2		4		10139		2.3.C2.D13.Q2		20136		2.1.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the cost risk in general terms, and how does it apply to or affect the overall program risk?  What are some of the causes for cost risk?  Note: These include poor estimates for planning purposes, poor performance, or a combination of both.				          --  2.3.C2.D13.Q2 (Question)  What is the cost risk in general terms, and how does it apply to or affect the overall program risk?  What are some of the causes for cost risk?  Note: These include poor estimates for planning purposes, poor performance, or a combination of both.

		2		3		2		14		0		3		2519		2.3.C2.D14		519		3.4.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program office has an effective working relationship with the development contractor as well as other stakeholders.				   --  2.3.C2.D14  The program office has an effective working relationship with the development contractor as well as other stakeholders.

		2		3		2		14		1		4		10323		2.3.C2.D14.Q1		20310		3.4.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe the program's working relationships with the development contractor and interdependent program offices (e.g.  System of Systems/Family of Systems) and program stakeholders (e.g.  JIEDDO, certifying offices, test organizations).  Include tool integration and compatibility (IDE).				          --  2.3.C2.D14.Q1 (Question)  Describe the program's working relationships with the development contractor and interdependent program offices (e.g.  System of Systems/Family of Systems) and program stakeholders (e.g.  JIEDDO, certifying offices, test organizations).  Include tool integration and compatibility (IDE).

		2		3		2		14		2		4		10324		2.3.C2.D14.Q2		20311		3.4.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe the overall communication flow between the program office and the stakeholders.  Explain how timely and accurate program related information is communicated.				          --  2.3.C2.D14.Q2 (Question)  Describe the overall communication flow between the program office and the stakeholders.  Explain how timely and accurate program related information is communicated.

		2		3		2		15		0		3		2522		2.3.C2.D15		522		3.4.2.C6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has addressed risk management, issue management, and SRA within the RFP, SOO/SOW, Contract Data Requirements List  (CDRLs), and contract(s).  This includes flow-down of activities consistent with the government's comprehensive plan for conducting risk and issue management to be performed by contractors and subcontractors.				   --  2.3.C2.D15  The program has addressed risk management, issue management, and SRA within the RFP, SOO/SOW, Contract Data Requirements List  (CDRLs), and contract(s).  This includes flow-down of activities consistent with the government's comprehensive plan for conducting risk and issue management to be performed by contractors and subcontractors.

		2		3		2		15		1		4		10336		2.3.C2.D15.Q1		20323		3.4.2.Q11		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe how risk management, issue management, and SRA are addressed within the RFP, SOO/SOW, CDRLs, and contract(s).  How is the flow-down of activities consistent with the government's comprehensive plan for conducting risk and issue management to be performed by contractors and subcontractors?  Discuss the alignment of the program and Contractor risk and issue management approaches.				          --  2.3.C2.D15.Q1 (Question)  Describe how risk management, issue management, and SRA are addressed within the RFP, SOO/SOW, CDRLs, and contract(s).  How is the flow-down of activities consistent with the government's comprehensive plan for conducting risk and issue management to be performed by contractors and subcontractors?  Discuss the alignment of the program and Contractor risk and issue management approaches.

		2		3		2		16		0		3		2531		2.3.C2.D16		531		4.1.4.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Hazards and residual mishap risks are communicated to, and accepted by, the appropriate acceptance authority.				   --  2.3.C2.D16  Hazards and residual mishap risks are communicated to, and accepted by, the appropriate acceptance authority.

		2		3		2		16		1		4		10471		2.3.C2.D16.Q1		20452		4.1.4.Q12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the process for ESOH operational risk and hazard analysis and adjudication.  Show how ESOH operational risks and hazards have been analyzed and adjudicated with acceptance authority, including the acceptance of residual risk.				          --  2.3.C2.D16.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process for ESOH operational risk and hazard analysis and adjudication.  Show how ESOH operational risks and hazards have been analyzed and adjudicated with acceptance authority, including the acceptance of residual risk.

		2		3		2		16		2		4		10472		2.3.C2.D16.Q2		20453		4.1.4.Q13		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		From the safety perspective, what potential ESOH operation and maintenance issues have been identified?				          --  2.3.C2.D16.Q2 (Question)  From the safety perspective, what potential ESOH operation and maintenance issues have been identified?

		2		3		3		0		0		2		1030		2.3.C3						ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has established objective, time-phased criteria and events to assess technical baseline maturity and to determine readiness to proceed with scheduled product development (e.g. PDR, CDR, and SRR)				2.3.C3  The program has established objective, time-phased criteria and events to assess technical baseline maturity and to determine readiness to proceed with scheduled product development (e.g. PDR, CDR, and SRR)

		2		3		3		1		0		3		2200		2.3.C3.D1		200		3.3.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The proposed next-phase exit criteria address the accomplishments of technical objectives.				   --  2.3.C3.D1  The proposed next-phase exit criteria address the accomplishments of technical objectives.

		2		3		3		1		1		4		10312		2.3.C3.D1.Q1		20299		3.3.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the proposed next phase exit criteria (may be found  in the draft ADM).  How do the exit criteria address the accomplishment of technical objectives?  Note: Elements may include schedule risk assessment, staffing plan which shows the program is adequately staffed to support future phase activities, technology risk, prototyping approach, and  specification development.				          --  2.3.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the proposed next phase exit criteria (may be found  in the draft ADM).  How do the exit criteria address the accomplishment of technical objectives?  Note: Elements may include schedule risk assessment, staffing plan which shows the program is adequately staffed to support future phase activities, technology risk, prototyping approach, and  specification development.

		2		3		3		2		0		3		2201		2.3.C3.D2		201		3.3.2.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has established proposed next phase exit criteria to address the accomplishments of technical objectives.				   --  2.3.C3.D2  The program has established proposed next phase exit criteria to address the accomplishments of technical objectives.

		2		3		3		2		1		4		10315		2.3.C3.D2.Q1		20302		3.3.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the proposed next phase exit criteria.  How do these criteria address the achievement of the technical objectives?				          --  2.3.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the proposed next phase exit criteria.  How do these criteria address the achievement of the technical objectives?

		2		3		3		3		0		3		2214		2.3.C3.D3		214		4.3.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		An ITR was conducted with a resulting assessment of (1) the engineering alignment of the ICD (or Problem Statement for DBSs), preliminary CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, and AoA guidance, (2) technical soundness and sufficiency of the AoA guidance to support the AoA, and (3) ability of the AoA guidance to support selection of a preferred system concept, CARD development, and TMRR planning.				   --  2.3.C3.D3  An ITR was conducted with a resulting assessment of (1) the engineering alignment of the ICD (or Problem Statement for DBSs), preliminary CONOPS/Operational Mode Summary/Mission Profile, and AoA guidance, (2) technical soundness and sufficiency of the AoA guidance to support the AoA, and (3) ability of the AoA guidance to support selection of a preferred system concept, CARD development, and TMRR planning.

		2		3		3		3		1		4		10605		2.3.C3.D3.Q1		20573		4.3.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the results of the ITR indicated that the AoA technical guidance (and subsequent AoA) will support selection of the preferred system concept, development of a CARD, and Milestone A technical planning for the TMRR phase.				          --  2.3.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the results of the ITR indicated that the AoA technical guidance (and subsequent AoA) will support selection of the preferred system concept, development of a CARD, and Milestone A technical planning for the TMRR phase.

		2		3		3		3		2		4		10627		2.3.C3.D3.Q2		20594		4.3.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the ITR examined the technical aspects of the AoA guidance to ensure that a sufficiently broad range of systems alternatives will be analyzed in the AoA.  To what extent was the AoA guidance assessed to be technically sound and of sufficient detail to support AoA analysis?				          --  2.3.C3.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the ITR examined the technical aspects of the AoA guidance to ensure that a sufficiently broad range of systems alternatives will be analyzed in the AoA.  To what extent was the AoA guidance assessed to be technically sound and of sufficient detail to support AoA analysis?

		2		3		3		4		0		3		2215		2.3.C3.D4		215		4.3.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The ASR evaluated the technical results of the AoA and other Materiel Solutions Analysis phase activities for engineering feasibility, and provided a comprehensive technical risk assessment to support the MS A decision.				   --  2.3.C3.D4  The ASR evaluated the technical results of the AoA and other Materiel Solutions Analysis phase activities for engineering feasibility, and provided a comprehensive technical risk assessment to support the MS A decision.

		2		3		3		4		1		4		10614		2.3.C3.D4.Q1		20582		4.3.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the ASR assessment of the AoA and other Materiel Solution Analysis phase activities (such as operations analyses, technology maturity assessments, system concept development, system specification development, cost analyses).				          --  2.3.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the ASR assessment of the AoA and other Materiel Solution Analysis phase activities (such as operations analyses, technology maturity assessments, system concept development, system specification development, cost analyses).

		2		3		3		4		2		4		10616		2.3.C3.D4.Q2		20583		4.3.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Identify the risks determined at the ASR and acceptability to transition to the TMRR phase.  Discuss how the ASR assessed the technical risks associated with competitive prototyping and initial end-item development.				          --  2.3.C3.D4.Q2 (Question)  Identify the risks determined at the ASR and acceptability to transition to the TMRR phase.  Discuss how the ASR assessed the technical risks associated with competitive prototyping and initial end-item development.

		2		3		3		5		0		3		2216		2.3.C3.D5		216		4.3.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Event-driven technical reviews to support TMRR phase competitive prototyping are planned and documented in the SEP with appropriate entrance/exit criteria.				   --  2.3.C3.D5  Event-driven technical reviews to support TMRR phase competitive prototyping are planned and documented in the SEP with appropriate entrance/exit criteria.

		2		3		3		5		1		4		10619		2.3.C3.D5.Q1		20586		4.3.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the planned event-driven technical reviews to support TMRR phase competitive prototyping activities.  Given the prototyping complexity, scope, and development risk, how are technical reviews used to assess technical maturity?  For example, are there separate software reviews for software to be prototyped?				          --  2.3.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the planned event-driven technical reviews to support TMRR phase competitive prototyping activities.  Given the prototyping complexity, scope, and development risk, how are technical reviews used to assess technical maturity?  For example, are there separate software reviews for software to be prototyped?

		2		3		3		5		2		4		10628		2.3.C3.D5.Q2		20595		4.3.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How does the TMRR phase SEP address: entrance criteria for the prototyping technical reviews, technical review chair, stakeholder participants, and independent subject matter experts?				          --  2.3.C3.D5.Q2 (Question)  How does the TMRR phase SEP address: entrance criteria for the prototyping technical reviews, technical review chair, stakeholder participants, and independent subject matter experts?

		2		3		3		6		0		3		2217		2.3.C3.D6		217		4.3.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Event-driven SRR, SFR, and PDR to support TMRR phase system/sub-system initial end-item development are planned and documented in the SEP with appropriate entrance/exit criteria.				   --  2.3.C3.D6  Event-driven SRR, SFR, and PDR to support TMRR phase system/sub-system initial end-item development are planned and documented in the SEP with appropriate entrance/exit criteria.

		2		3		3		6		1		4		10629		2.3.C3.D6.Q1		20596		4.3.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the plan for event-driven SRR, SFR, and PDR to support TMRR phase initial end-item development and how these reviews are documented in the SEP with appropriate entrance/exit criteria.				          --  2.3.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the plan for event-driven SRR, SFR, and PDR to support TMRR phase initial end-item development and how these reviews are documented in the SEP with appropriate entrance/exit criteria.

		2		3		3		7		0		3		2218		2.3.C3.D7		218		4.3.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		There is a plan for an event-driven SRR that (1) assesses competitive prototyping results, (2) ensures that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and/or unsuccessful prototyping results, (3) involves the user community/sponsor, and (4) determines acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development.				   --  2.3.C3.D7  There is a plan for an event-driven SRR that (1) assesses competitive prototyping results, (2) ensures that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and/or unsuccessful prototyping results, (3) involves the user community/sponsor, and (4) determines acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development.

		2		3		3		7		1		4		10630		2.3.C3.D7.Q1		20597		4.3.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the SRR: (1) assesses competitive prototyping results, (2) ensures that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results, (3) involves the user community/sponsor and (4) determines acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development?				          --  2.3.C3.D7.Q1 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the SRR: (1) assesses competitive prototyping results, (2) ensures that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results, (3) involves the user community/sponsor and (4) determines acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development?

		2		3		3		8		0		3		2219		2.3.C3.D8		219		4.3.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		There is a plan for an event-driven SFR that: (1) assesses the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assesses the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for preliminary design.				   --  2.3.C3.D8  There is a plan for an event-driven SFR that: (1) assesses the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assesses the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for preliminary design.

		2		3		3		8		1		4		10631		2.3.C3.D8.Q1		20598		4.3.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the SFR: (1) assesses the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assesses the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for preliminary design?				          --  2.3.C3.D8.Q1 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the SFR: (1) assesses the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assesses the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for preliminary design?

		2		3		3		9		0		3		2220		2.3.C3.D9		220		4.3.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		There is a plan for an event-driven PDR that (1) assesses the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items and allocation of requirements to configuration items; (2) assesses the artifacts that make up the allocated baseline; and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for detail design.				   --  2.3.C3.D9  There is a plan for an event-driven PDR that (1) assesses the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items and allocation of requirements to configuration items; (2) assesses the artifacts that make up the allocated baseline; and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for detail design.

		2		3		3		9		1		4		10604		2.3.C3.D9.Q1		20572		4.3.1.Q66		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		For DBS programs how does the PDR planning ensure that the PDR identifies custom software development (RICE Objects) and modules to be configured and are identified.				          --  2.3.C3.D9.Q1 (Question)  For DBS programs how does the PDR planning ensure that the PDR identifies custom software development (RICE Objects) and modules to be configured and are identified.

		2		3		3		9		2		4		10632		2.3.C3.D9.Q2		20599		4.3.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the PDR (1) assesses the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items, and allocation of requirements to configuration items; (2) assesses the artifacts that contribute to the allocated baseline; and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for detail design?				          --  2.3.C3.D9.Q2 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the PDR (1) assesses the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items, and allocation of requirements to configuration items; (2) assesses the artifacts that contribute to the allocated baseline; and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for detail design?

		2		3		3		10		0		3		2221		2.3.C3.D10		221		4.3.1.C10		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Appropriate SETRs were conducted in support of the competitive prototyping (as distinct from end-item development) in the TMRR phase.				   --  2.3.C3.D10  Appropriate SETRs were conducted in support of the competitive prototyping (as distinct from end-item development) in the TMRR phase.

		2		3		3		10		1		4		10633		2.3.C3.D10.Q1		20600		4.3.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss howSETRs were used to effectively manage the competitive prototyping effort and guide the assessment of technical maturity of the prototype designs.				          --  2.3.C3.D10.Q1 (Question)  Discuss howSETRs were used to effectively manage the competitive prototyping effort and guide the assessment of technical maturity of the prototype designs.

		2		3		3		10		2		4		10634		2.3.C3.D10.Q2		20601		4.3.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the entrance criteria and associated artifacts applied to the technical reviews during competitive prototyping and how these criteria were met prior to conduct of the respective reviews.				          --  2.3.C3.D10.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the entrance criteria and associated artifacts applied to the technical reviews during competitive prototyping and how these criteria were met prior to conduct of the respective reviews.

		2		3		3		11		0		3		2222		2.3.C3.D11		222		4.3.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		An event driven, system-level SRR, SFR, and PDR were conducted, chaired by technical authority, included participation by subject matter experts independent of the program, and involved the user community/sponsor.  Note: DAG Chapter 4 - Event Driven vs.  Schedule Driven.  Successful completion of key products vice arbitrary calendar dates.				   --  2.3.C3.D11  An event driven, system-level SRR, SFR, and PDR were conducted, chaired by technical authority, included participation by subject matter experts independent of the program, and involved the user community/sponsor.  Note: DAG Chapter 4 - Event Driven vs.  Schedule Driven.  Successful completion of key products vice arbitrary calendar dates.

		2		3		3		11		1		4		10635		2.3.C3.D11.Q1		20602		4.3.1.Q17		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the entrance criteria and associated artifacts applied to the technical reviews during end-item development (SRR, SFR, and PDR) and how these criteria were met prior to conduct of the respective reviews.				          --  2.3.C3.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the entrance criteria and associated artifacts applied to the technical reviews during end-item development (SRR, SFR, and PDR) and how these criteria were met prior to conduct of the respective reviews.

		2		3		3		11		2		4		10636		2.3.C3.D11.Q2		20603		4.3.1.Q18		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Who chaired the SRR, SFR, and PDR, and were they a representative of technical authority (as opposed to programmatic authority, e.g., the Program Manager)?  Who were the participants and did they include all stakeholders as well as subject matter experts independent of the program?				          --  2.3.C3.D11.Q2 (Question)  Who chaired the SRR, SFR, and PDR, and were they a representative of technical authority (as opposed to programmatic authority, e.g., the Program Manager)?  Who were the participants and did they include all stakeholders as well as subject matter experts independent of the program?

		2		3		3		12		0		3		2223		2.3.C3.D12		223		4.3.1.C12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The SRR (1) assessed competitive prototyping results; (2) ensured that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results; (3) involved the user community/sponsor; and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development.				   --  2.3.C3.D12  The SRR (1) assessed competitive prototyping results; (2) ensured that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results; (3) involved the user community/sponsor; and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development.

		2		3		3		12		1		4		10637		2.3.C3.D12.Q1		20604		4.3.1.Q19		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the SRR: 1) assessed competitive prototyping results, 2) ensured that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results, (3) involved the user community/sponsor and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development.				          --  2.3.C3.D12.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the SRR: 1) assessed competitive prototyping results, 2) ensured that requirements trades have been made to account for immature technologies and or unsuccessful prototyping results, (3) involved the user community/sponsor and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for start of initial end-item development.

		2		3		3		13		0		3		2224		2.3.C3.D13		224		4.3.1.C14		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The SFR: (1) assessed the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assessed the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for preliminary design.				   --  2.3.C3.D13  The SFR: (1) assessed the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assessed the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for preliminary design.

		2		3		3		13		1		4		10639		2.3.C3.D13.Q1		20606		4.3.1.Q21		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the SFR: (1) assessed the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assessed the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for preliminary design.				          --  2.3.C3.D13.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the SFR: (1) assessed the results of functional analysis and functional decomposition, (2) assessed the artifacts comprising the functional baseline, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for preliminary design.

		2		3		3		14		0		3		2225		2.3.C3.D14		225		4.3.1.C15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The PDR (1) assessed the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items, and allocation of requirements to configuration items; (2) assessed the artifacts that compose the allocated baseline; and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for detail design.				   --  2.3.C3.D14  The PDR (1) assessed the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items, and allocation of requirements to configuration items; (2) assessed the artifacts that compose the allocated baseline; and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for detail design.

		2		3		3		14		1		4		10640		2.3.C3.D14.Q1		20607		4.3.1.Q22		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the PDR: 1) assessed the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items (CIs), and allocation of requirements to CIs, (2) assessed the artifacts that comprise the allocated baseline, and 3) determined acceptable technical risk for detail design.				          --  2.3.C3.D14.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the PDR: 1) assessed the results of physical architecture development and definition, identification of all configuration items (CIs), and allocation of requirements to CIs, (2) assessed the artifacts that comprise the allocated baseline, and 3) determined acceptable technical risk for detail design.

		2		3		3		15		0		3		2226		2.3.C3.D15		226		4.3.1.C17		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		There is a plan for an event-based CDR that: 1) assesses the results of detail design 2) assesses the artifacts comprising the initial product baseline, and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for start of integration and developmental test.				   --  2.3.C3.D15  There is a plan for an event-based CDR that: 1) assesses the results of detail design 2) assesses the artifacts comprising the initial product baseline, and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for start of integration and developmental test.

		2		3		3		15		1		4		10608		2.3.C3.D15.Q1		20576		4.3.1.Q24		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the CDR: (1) assesses the results of detail design (2) assesses the artifacts comprising the initial product baseline, and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for start of integration and developmental test?				          --  2.3.C3.D15.Q1 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the CDR: (1) assesses the results of detail design (2) assesses the artifacts comprising the initial product baseline, and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for start of integration and developmental test?

		2		3		3		16		0		3		2227		2.3.C3.D16		227		4.3.1.C18		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		There is a plan for an event-based SVR that: (1) assesses the results of integration and developmental test, (2) assesses demonstrated functionality against the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for LRIP.				   --  2.3.C3.D16  There is a plan for an event-based SVR that: (1) assesses the results of integration and developmental test, (2) assesses demonstrated functionality against the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for LRIP.

		2		3		3		16		1		4		10609		2.3.C3.D16.Q1		20577		4.3.1.Q25		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the SVR: (1) assesses the results of integration and developmental test, (2) assesses demonstrated functionality against the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for low-rate production?				          --  2.3.C3.D16.Q1 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the SVR: (1) assesses the results of integration and developmental test, (2) assesses demonstrated functionality against the functional baseline, and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for low-rate production?

		2		3		3		17		0		3		2228		2.3.C3.D17		228		4.3.1.C19		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has considered using a Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrate and document that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into LRIP.				   --  2.3.C3.D17  The program has considered using a Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrate and document that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into LRIP.

		2		3		3		17		1		4		10610		2.3.C3.D17.Q1		20578		4.3.1.Q26		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		What is the plan for using an Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrate and document that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into Low-Rate Initial Production?				          --  2.3.C3.D17.Q1 (Question)  What is the plan for using an Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrate and document that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into Low-Rate Initial Production?

		2		3		3		18		0		3		2229		2.3.C3.D18		229		4.3.1.C21		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program's planning for technical reviews identifies entry criteria for each review including the appropriate technical baseline artifacts.				   --  2.3.C3.D18  The program's planning for technical reviews identifies entry criteria for each review including the appropriate technical baseline artifacts.

		2		3		3		18		1		4		10612		2.3.C3.D18.Q1		20580		4.3.1.Q28		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the program's planning for technical reviews, and how it identifies entry criteria for each review including the appropriate technical baseline artifacts.				          --  2.3.C3.D18.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's planning for technical reviews, and how it identifies entry criteria for each review including the appropriate technical baseline artifacts.

		2		3		3		19		0		3		2230		2.3.C3.D19		230		4.3.1.C22		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has identified (in technical review planning and reporting) the respective roles of the Program Manager, Lead/Chief Systems Engineer, and technical review chair and who has the responsibility and authority for determining: (1) when entry criteria are met, (2) what technical review actions items are assigned and closed, (3) when exit criteria are met, and (4) the required participants/stakeholders at each review.				   --  2.3.C3.D19  The program has identified (in technical review planning and reporting) the respective roles of the Program Manager, Lead/Chief Systems Engineer, and technical review chair and who has the responsibility and authority for determining: (1) when entry criteria are met, (2) what technical review actions items are assigned and closed, (3) when exit criteria are met, and (4) the required participants/stakeholders at each review.

		2		3		3		19		1		4		10620		2.3.C3.D19.Q1		20587		4.3.1.Q29		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the program's technical review planning and reporting has addressed the respective roles of the government and contractor Program Manager, Lead/Chief Systems Engineer, and technical review chair.  Who has the responsibility and authority for determining: (1) when entry criteria are met, (2) what technical review actions items are assigned and closed, (3) when exit criteria are met, and (4) the required participants/stakeholders at each review?				          --  2.3.C3.D19.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's technical review planning and reporting has addressed the respective roles of the government and contractor Program Manager, Lead/Chief Systems Engineer, and technical review chair.  Who has the responsibility and authority for determining: (1) when entry criteria are met, (2) what technical review actions items are assigned and closed, (3) when exit criteria are met, and (4) the required participants/stakeholders at each review?

		2		3		3		20		0		3		2231		2.3.C3.D20		231		4.3.1.C23		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program's RFP for end-item development calls for conduct of event driven technical reviews in the Statement of Work (SOW).  The associated technical baseline artifacts (e.g.  initial product baseline at CDR) are called out in the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL).				   --  2.3.C3.D20  The program's RFP for end-item development calls for conduct of event driven technical reviews in the Statement of Work (SOW).  The associated technical baseline artifacts (e.g.  initial product baseline at CDR) are called out in the Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL).

		2		3		3		20		1		4		10621		2.3.C3.D20.Q1		20588		4.3.1.Q30		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How has the program's RFP for end-item development required conduct of event driven technical reviews in the Statement of Work (SOW)?  How are the associated technical baseline(s) (e.g., initial product baseline at CDR) artifacts called out in the CDRL?				          --  2.3.C3.D20.Q1 (Question)  How has the program's RFP for end-item development required conduct of event driven technical reviews in the Statement of Work (SOW)?  How are the associated technical baseline(s) (e.g., initial product baseline at CDR) artifacts called out in the CDRL?

		2		3		3		21		0		3		2232		2.3.C3.D21		232		4.3.1.C24		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		An event driven, system-level CDR (and subsystem-level CDRs as appropriate for subsystem complexity), SVR, and PRR were conducted, chaired by technical authority, and included participation by subject matter experts independent of the program.				   --  2.3.C3.D21  An event driven, system-level CDR (and subsystem-level CDRs as appropriate for subsystem complexity), SVR, and PRR were conducted, chaired by technical authority, and included participation by subject matter experts independent of the program.

		2		3		3		21		1		4		10622		2.3.C3.D21.Q1		20589		4.3.1.Q31		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the entry criteria for the CDR(s), SVR, and PRR, and how they were met prior to conduct of the respective reviews.				          --  2.3.C3.D21.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the entry criteria for the CDR(s), SVR, and PRR, and how they were met prior to conduct of the respective reviews.

		2		3		3		21		2		4		10623		2.3.C3.D21.Q2		20590		4.3.1.Q32		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Who chaired the CDR(s), SVR, and PRR, and were they a representative of technical authority (as opposed to programmatic authority, e.g., the Program Manager)?  Who were the participants and did they include all stakeholders as well as subject matter experts independent of the program?				          --  2.3.C3.D21.Q2 (Question)  Who chaired the CDR(s), SVR, and PRR, and were they a representative of technical authority (as opposed to programmatic authority, e.g., the Program Manager)?  Who were the participants and did they include all stakeholders as well as subject matter experts independent of the program?

		2		3		3		22		0		3		2235		2.3.C3.D22		235		4.4.2.C6		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The Government has planned to begin transition of Class I configuration control of the initial product baseline at CDR, or has adequately justified, with supportable reasoning, deferring the transition to a later event.				   --  2.3.C3.D22  The Government has planned to begin transition of Class I configuration control of the initial product baseline at CDR, or has adequately justified, with supportable reasoning, deferring the transition to a later event.

		2		3		3		22		1		4		10665		2.3.C3.D22.Q1		20624		4.4.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		When is the Government assuming control of Class I changes to the initial product baseline?  If not at CDR, explain why not and if the reasoning has been appropriately documented.				          --  2.3.C3.D22.Q1 (Question)  When is the Government assuming control of Class I changes to the initial product baseline?  If not at CDR, explain why not and if the reasoning has been appropriately documented.

		2		3		3		23		0		3		2236		2.3.C3.D23		236		4.7.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		V&V criteria are identified for (1) event-driven technical reviews, (2) Milestone decisions points, and (3) acquisition phase exit criteria.				   --  2.3.C3.D23  V&V criteria are identified for (1) event-driven technical reviews, (2) Milestone decisions points, and (3) acquisition phase exit criteria.

		2		3		3		23		1		4		10756		2.3.C3.D23.Q1		20707		4.7.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how integration and test facilities allow for demonstration of hardware and software operation at progressively higher levels of integration.				          --  2.3.C3.D23.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how integration and test facilities allow for demonstration of hardware and software operation at progressively higher levels of integration.

		2		3		3		23		2		4		10758		2.3.C3.D23.Q2		20708		4.7.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the V&V criteria, including interim measures, that support event-driven technical reviews, acquisition phase exit criteria, Milestone decisions, and other technical effort transition points.				          --  2.3.C3.D23.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the V&V criteria, including interim measures, that support event-driven technical reviews, acquisition phase exit criteria, Milestone decisions, and other technical effort transition points.

		2		3		3		24		0		3		2241		2.3.C3.D24		241		5.1.5.C8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Design of the system's internal and external interfaces is completed by CDR.				   --  2.3.C3.D24  Design of the system's internal and external interfaces is completed by CDR.

		2		3		3		24		1		4		10944		2.3.C3.D24.Q1		20867		5.1.5.Q8		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the status of internal and external interface design (build-to and code-to specs).  Which interface designs are incomplete and what is the planned way-a-head?  What leads you to believe that the risk of completing these designs is acceptable?				          --  2.3.C3.D24.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of internal and external interface design (build-to and code-to specs).  Which interface designs are incomplete and what is the planned way-a-head?  What leads you to believe that the risk of completing these designs is acceptable?

		2		3		3		25		0		3		2500		2.3.C3.D25		500		3.5.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The contract incentives support the objectives of the acquisition strategy.				   --  2.3.C3.D25  The contract incentives support the objectives of the acquisition strategy.

		2		3		3		25		1		4		10388		2.3.C3.D25.Q1		20373		3.5.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Which contract performance requirements are to be subject to award or incentive fees?  How is this addressed in the RFP and contract?				          --  2.3.C3.D25.Q1 (Question)  Which contract performance requirements are to be subject to award or incentive fees?  How is this addressed in the RFP and contract?

		2		3		3		25		2		4		10390		2.3.C3.D25.Q2		20374		3.5.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the RFP and negotiated contract address measurement, tracking, reporting, and incentives/award fees related to technical performance to plan and systems engineering activities.				          --  2.3.C3.D25.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the RFP and negotiated contract address measurement, tracking, reporting, and incentives/award fees related to technical performance to plan and systems engineering activities.

		2		3		3		25		3		4		10392		2.3.C3.D25.Q3		20375		3.5.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How does the contract provide incentives to subcontractors/suppliers for technical performance?				          --  2.3.C3.D25.Q3 (Question)  How does the contract provide incentives to subcontractors/suppliers for technical performance?

		2		3		3		25		4		4		10407		2.3.C3.D25.Q4		20390		3.5.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how contract incentives support the objectives of the acquisition strategy.				          --  2.3.C3.D25.Q4 (Question)  Discuss how contract incentives support the objectives of the acquisition strategy.

		2		3		3		26		0		3		2501		2.3.C3.D26		501		3.5.1.C10		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The Prime Contractor(s) have a detailed plan for subcontract/supplier management that aligns with overall technical guidance, SEMP, competition, data rights, contract type, CDRLs, SOO/SOW, and acquisition strategy or Business Case for DBS.				   --  2.3.C3.D26  The Prime Contractor(s) have a detailed plan for subcontract/supplier management that aligns with overall technical guidance, SEMP, competition, data rights, contract type, CDRLs, SOO/SOW, and acquisition strategy or Business Case for DBS.

		2		3		3		26		1		4		10391		2.3.C3.D26.Q1		20375		3.5.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How does the contract provide incentives to subcontractors/suppliers for technical performance?				          --  2.3.C3.D26.Q1 (Question)  How does the contract provide incentives to subcontractors/suppliers for technical performance?

		2		3		3		26		2		4		10408		2.3.C3.D26.Q2		20391		3.5.1.Q19		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How does the RFP and negotiated contract provide for subcontract and supplier planning (e.g., audits, supplier ratings, metrics, value stream, make/buy decisions)?				          --  2.3.C3.D26.Q2 (Question)  How does the RFP and negotiated contract provide for subcontract and supplier planning (e.g., audits, supplier ratings, metrics, value stream, make/buy decisions)?

		2		3		3		26		3		4		10409		2.3.C3.D26.Q3		20392		3.5.1.Q20		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How are all technical requirements identified in the contracts and delegated to the development subcontractors?				          --  2.3.C3.D26.Q3 (Question)  How are all technical requirements identified in the contracts and delegated to the development subcontractors?

		2		3		3		26		4		4		10410		2.3.C3.D26.Q4		20393		3.5.1.Q21		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How does the RFP and contract provide insight/direction into decisions by the prime contractor related to considering the best technical and cost-effective solutions from vendors?				          --  2.3.C3.D26.Q4 (Question)  How does the RFP and contract provide insight/direction into decisions by the prime contractor related to considering the best technical and cost-effective solutions from vendors?

		2		3		3		27		0		3		2504		2.3.C3.D27		504		1.2.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The AoA study guidance has been reviewed by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering (DASD(SE)) and is approved by the Director, Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (DCAPE), and a positive Materiel Development Decision (MDD) has been made by the Milestone Decision Authority  (MDA) prior to the Materiel Solution Analysis (MSA) phase.				   --  2.3.C3.D27  The AoA study guidance has been reviewed by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering (DASD(SE)) and is approved by the Director, Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (DCAPE), and a positive Materiel Development Decision (MDD) has been made by the Milestone Decision Authority  (MDA) prior to the Materiel Solution Analysis (MSA) phase.

		2		3		3		27		1		4		10047		2.3.C3.D27.Q1		20048		1.2.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Were DASD(SE) comments incorporated in the guidance approved by DCAPE?  When was this guidance approved by DCAPE?				          --  2.3.C3.D27.Q1 (Question)  Were DASD(SE) comments incorporated in the guidance approved by DCAPE?  When was this guidance approved by DCAPE?

		2		3		3		27		2		4		10049		2.3.C3.D27.Q2		20049		1.2.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss  the consistency between the AoA study guidance and AoA study plan.				          --  2.3.C3.D27.Q2 (Question)  Discuss  the consistency between the AoA study guidance and AoA study plan.

		2		3		3		28		0		3		2515		2.3.C3.D28		515		3.3.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The statutory, regulatory, and ADM reporting requirements for initiating the upcoming phase are complete and are consistent with the end results of the previous phase.				   --  2.3.C3.D28  The statutory, regulatory, and ADM reporting requirements for initiating the upcoming phase are complete and are consistent with the end results of the previous phase.

		2		3		3		28		1		4		10295		2.3.C3.D28.Q1		20284		3.3.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Describe the status of the statutory, regulatory, and ADM reporting requirements for initiating the upcoming phase. How are they complete and consistent with the end results of the previous phase?				          --  2.3.C3.D28.Q1 (Question)  Describe the status of the statutory, regulatory, and ADM reporting requirements for initiating the upcoming phase. How are they complete and consistent with the end results of the previous phase?

		2		3		3		29		0		3		2516		2.3.C3.D29		516		3.3.1.C10		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The return on investment has been computed, has been updated to reflect any growth in cost or relevant decrease in expected performance, and included in the Business Case.  [40 USC Subtitle III Chapter 113 Subchapter II Sec. 11312(3, 6) (Clinger-Cohen Act)]				   --  2.3.C3.D29  The return on investment has been computed, has been updated to reflect any growth in cost or relevant decrease in expected performance, and included in the Business Case.  [40 USC Subtitle III Chapter 113 Subchapter II Sec. 11312(3, 6) (Clinger-Cohen Act)]

		2		3		3		29		1		4		10300		2.3.C3.D29.Q1		20289		3.3.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		How has the return on investment calculation changed to reflect any growth in cost or relevant decrease in expected performance?				          --  2.3.C3.D29.Q1 (Question)  How has the return on investment calculation changed to reflect any growth in cost or relevant decrease in expected performance?

		2		3		3		30		0		3		2517		2.3.C3.D30		517		3.3.1.C12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The CAE has (a) signed the business case, (b) provided a CAE Compliance Memorandum certifying that the preferred materiel solution is compliant with applicable statutes and regulations, and (c) described any issues associated with the upcoming MDA decision.  [DoDI 5000.02 Enclosure 12 Sec. 5.b(4)]				   --  2.3.C3.D30  The CAE has (a) signed the business case, (b) provided a CAE Compliance Memorandum certifying that the preferred materiel solution is compliant with applicable statutes and regulations, and (c) described any issues associated with the upcoming MDA decision.  [DoDI 5000.02 Enclosure 12 Sec. 5.b(4)]

		2		3		3		30		1		4		10302		2.3.C3.D30.Q1		20291		3.3.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		For a DBS, discuss how the CAE approvals support the upcoming MDA decision.				          --  2.3.C3.D30.Q1 (Question)  For a DBS, discuss how the CAE approvals support the upcoming MDA decision.

		2		3		3		31		0		3		2518		2.3.C3.D31		518		3.3.1.C15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has complied with MAIS Annual and Quarterly reporting requirements.				   --  2.3.C3.D31  The program has complied with MAIS Annual and Quarterly reporting requirements.

		2		3		3		31		1		4		10305		2.3.C3.D31.Q1		20294		3.3.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the status of the MAIS Annual and Quarterly Reporting.				          --  2.3.C3.D31.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of the MAIS Annual and Quarterly Reporting.

		2		3		3		32		0		3		2569		2.3.C3.D32		569		3.3.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has complied with all statutory, regulatory, and Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM) requirements in executing the previous phase.				   --  2.3.C3.D32  The program has complied with all statutory, regulatory, and Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM) requirements in executing the previous phase.

		2		3		3		32		1		4		10291		2.3.C3.D32.Q1		20280		3.3.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss how the program has complied with all statutory, regulatory, and Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM) requirements in executing the previous phase.				          --  2.3.C3.D32.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program has complied with all statutory, regulatory, and Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM) requirements in executing the previous phase.

		2		3		3		33		0		3		2570		2.3.C3.D33		570		3.3.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		The program has complied with Service-specific regulatory requirements for the program, including potential conflicts with existing DoD regulation.				   --  2.3.C3.D33  The program has complied with Service-specific regulatory requirements for the program, including potential conflicts with existing DoD regulation.

		2		3		3		33		1		4		10294		2.3.C3.D33.Q1		20283		3.3.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Decision / Control		ENGINEERING - Decision / Control		Discuss the impacts of Service-specific regulatory requirements for the program, including potential conflicts with existing DoD regulation.  Discuss the resolution of these conflicts, as applicable.				          --  2.3.C3.D33.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the impacts of Service-specific regulatory requirements for the program, including potential conflicts with existing DoD regulation.  Discuss the resolution of these conflicts, as applicable.

		2		4		0		0		0		1		11		2.4.P						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The schedule sufficiently models the integrated development program, is achievable, and supports program objectives				2.4.P (ENGINEERING - Schedule)  The schedule sufficiently models the integrated development program, is achievable, and supports program objectives

		2		4		1		0		0		2		1031		2.4.C1						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Program schedule(s) is integrated, realistic, considers relevant historical schedules, is supported by a sound basis of estimate, and sufficiently models system development				2.4.C1  Program schedule(s) is integrated, realistic, considers relevant historical schedules, is supported by a sound basis of estimate, and sufficiently models system development

		2		4		1		1		0		3		2242		2.4.C1.D1		242		3.2.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The  Government roadmap schedule captures the plan for executing the proposed acquisition strategy, to include critical activities, SE events, interfaces, and dates.				   --  2.4.C1.D1  The  Government roadmap schedule captures the plan for executing the proposed acquisition strategy, to include critical activities, SE events, interfaces, and dates.

		2		4		1		1		1		4		10267		2.4.C1.D1.Q1		20256		3.2.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss how the roadmap schedule captures the plan for executing the proposed acquisition strategy.				          --  2.4.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the roadmap schedule captures the plan for executing the proposed acquisition strategy.

		2		4		1		1		2		4		10268		2.4.C1.D1.Q2		20257		3.2.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss how the roadmap schedule captures the plan for executing the proposed acquisition strategy.				          --  2.4.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the roadmap schedule captures the plan for executing the proposed acquisition strategy.

		2		4		1		2		0		3		2243		2.4.C1.D2		243		3.2.2.C8		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		If the government is the lead system integrator, the government has developed its own IMS and schedule performance metrics.				   --  2.4.C1.D2  If the government is the lead system integrator, the government has developed its own IMS and schedule performance metrics.

		2		4		1		2		1		4		10253		2.4.C1.D2.Q1		20244		3.2.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What are the current schedule performance metrics?  How are these metrics tracked and used?				          --  2.4.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  What are the current schedule performance metrics?  How are these metrics tracked and used?

		2		4		1		2		2		4		10255		2.4.C1.D2.Q2		20245		3.2.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What organization is the lead system integrator (LSI)?  If the government is the LSI, discuss the government's own IMS, including its synchronization with contractors' IMSs.				          --  2.4.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  What organization is the lead system integrator (LSI)?  If the government is the LSI, discuss the government's own IMS, including its synchronization with contractors' IMSs.

		2		4		1		3		0		3		2244		2.4.C1.D3		244		3.2.2.C9		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The IMS (Contractor and Government) is resource loaded, the critical path is identified, is based on work products within the WBS, task durations are realistic, and tasks reflect internal/external interdependencies.  Schedule assumptions related to IMS development are documented within the SEP, along with the basis of estimates.				   --  2.4.C1.D3  The IMS (Contractor and Government) is resource loaded, the critical path is identified, is based on work products within the WBS, task durations are realistic, and tasks reflect internal/external interdependencies.  Schedule assumptions related to IMS development are documented within the SEP, along with the basis of estimates.

		2		4		1		3		1		4		10251		2.4.C1.D3.Q1		20243		3.2.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the results of the SRA activities and how the results have been used to manage the program.				          --  2.4.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of the SRA activities and how the results have been used to manage the program.

		2		4		1		3		2		4		10256		2.4.C1.D3.Q2		20246		3.2.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Provide a copy of the IMS (Contractor and Government) and discuss the results of the most recent IMS health check.  Is the IMS up-to-date?				          --  2.4.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Provide a copy of the IMS (Contractor and Government) and discuss the results of the most recent IMS health check.  Is the IMS up-to-date?

		2		4		1		3		3		4		10257		2.4.C1.D3.Q3		20247		3.2.2.Q10		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the basis for estimating the task durations, critical path, and planned actions to reduce risk.				          --  2.4.C1.D3.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the basis for estimating the task durations, critical path, and planned actions to reduce risk.

		2		4		1		3		4		4		10258		2.4.C1.D3.Q4		20248		3.2.2.Q11		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What are the schedule assumptions related to IMS development?  Where are these documented?				          --  2.4.C1.D3.Q4 (Question)  What are the schedule assumptions related to IMS development?  Where are these documented?

		2		4		1		3		5		4		10259		2.4.C1.D3.Q5		20249		3.2.2.Q12		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Does the schedule have schedule buffer/schedule reserve?  If so, how was the reserve built into the program schedule?  How is the schedule reserve managed and protected?  What are the triggers for using the reserve?				          --  2.4.C1.D3.Q5 (Question)  Does the schedule have schedule buffer/schedule reserve?  If so, how was the reserve built into the program schedule?  How is the schedule reserve managed and protected?  What are the triggers for using the reserve?

		2		4		1		3		6		4		10262		2.4.C1.D3.Q6		20251		3.2.2.Q14		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		How does the program office ensure that the IMP and IMS remain synchronized with updated program planning (e.g.  the Program WBS, the program's Contract Work Break-down Structure (CWBS), the SOW, Systems Engineering Process, Risk Management Process, EVMS.)?				          --  2.4.C1.D3.Q6 (Question)  How does the program office ensure that the IMP and IMS remain synchronized with updated program planning (e.g.  the Program WBS, the program's Contract Work Break-down Structure (CWBS), the SOW, Systems Engineering Process, Risk Management Process, EVMS.)?

		2		4		1		4		0		3		2246		2.4.C1.D4		246		3.2.3.C1		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The schedule is realistic in terms of capability need date and associated critical activities (e.g., tech reviews, design reviews, logistics reviews).				   --  2.4.C1.D4  The schedule is realistic in terms of capability need date and associated critical activities (e.g., tech reviews, design reviews, logistics reviews).

		2		4		1		4		1		4		10276		2.4.C1.D4.Q1		20265		3.2.3.Q1		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the realism of the capability need date in the context of actual performance on historical/analogous programs.				          --  2.4.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the realism of the capability need date in the context of actual performance on historical/analogous programs.

		2		4		1		4		2		4		10277		2.4.C1.D4.Q2		20266		3.2.3.Q2		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What analyses and previously executed programs were used in the development of the program schedule?				          --  2.4.C1.D4.Q2 (Question)  What analyses and previously executed programs were used in the development of the program schedule?

		2		4		1		4		3		4		10278		2.4.C1.D4.Q3		20267		3.2.3.Q3		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the involvement of industry in the development of a viable program schedule.				          --  2.4.C1.D4.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the involvement of industry in the development of a viable program schedule.

		2		4		1		4		4		4		10279		2.4.C1.D4.Q4		20268		3.2.3.Q4		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		How has contractor performance during competitive prototyping been used as a metric for future schedule development?				          --  2.4.C1.D4.Q4 (Question)  How has contractor performance during competitive prototyping been used as a metric for future schedule development?

		2		4		1		5		0		3		2247		2.4.C1.D5		247		3.2.3.C2		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The program has properly phased activities and key events (e.g., competitive prototyping, TRA, CDRs, interdependent program events, etc.).				   --  2.4.C1.D5  The program has properly phased activities and key events (e.g., competitive prototyping, TRA, CDRs, interdependent program events, etc.).

		2		4		1		5		1		4		10280		2.4.C1.D5.Q1		20269		3.2.3.Q5		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What is the performance to date executing the schedule, to include schedule margins/reserves and planning assumptions.  Are the original planning assumptions still valid?  How have changes been incorporated into planning?  How has performance compared to estimates?				          --  2.4.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  What is the performance to date executing the schedule, to include schedule margins/reserves and planning assumptions.  Are the original planning assumptions still valid?  How have changes been incorporated into planning?  How has performance compared to estimates?

		2		4		1		5		2		4		10281		2.4.C1.D5.Q2		20270		3.2.3.Q6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What external events have shaped the schedule?  What interdependencies (e.g., SoS, FoS) could impact achievement of the planned schedule?				          --  2.4.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  What external events have shaped the schedule?  What interdependencies (e.g., SoS, FoS) could impact achievement of the planned schedule?

		2		4		1		6		0		3		2248		2.4.C1.D6		248		3.2.3.C3		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Program schedules are event driven and reflect adequate and realistic time for systems engineering (SE), design, development, integration, test, corrective actions and contingencies.				   --  2.4.C1.D6  Program schedules are event driven and reflect adequate and realistic time for systems engineering (SE), design, development, integration, test, corrective actions and contingencies.

		2		4		1		6		1		4		10270		2.4.C1.D6.Q1		20259		3.2.3.Q7		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		What previous phase activities (e.g., technical reviews, test results) were used to inform the viability of the next phase schedule?				          --  2.4.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  What previous phase activities (e.g., technical reviews, test results) were used to inform the viability of the next phase schedule?

		2		4		1		6		2		4		10271		2.4.C1.D6.Q2		20260		3.2.3.Q8		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Show how the schedule has been built.  What are the assumptions (e.g.  reviewing proposal within X days, maturity of technologies, contractor capability, allowance for reliability growth, test hours per month, time to incorporate corrective actions), ground-rules, and methodology?  Was the schedule built from the bottom-up, top-down, or force-fit?				          --  2.4.C1.D6.Q2 (Question)  Show how the schedule has been built.  What are the assumptions (e.g.  reviewing proposal within X days, maturity of technologies, contractor capability, allowance for reliability growth, test hours per month, time to incorporate corrective actions), ground-rules, and methodology?  Was the schedule built from the bottom-up, top-down, or force-fit?

		2		4		1		6		3		4		10272		2.4.C1.D6.Q3		20261		3.2.3.Q9		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the basis for sequencing and duration of critical activities (e.g., tech reviews, design reviews, logistics reviews) and the rationale for the use/non-use of historical/analogous programs.				          --  2.4.C1.D6.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the basis for sequencing and duration of critical activities (e.g., tech reviews, design reviews, logistics reviews) and the rationale for the use/non-use of historical/analogous programs.

		2		4		1		6		4		4		10273		2.4.C1.D6.Q4		20262		3.2.3.Q10		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Has the program, working with the contractor, developed a viable production plan that meets and supports the fielding schedule?				          --  2.4.C1.D6.Q4 (Question)  Has the program, working with the contractor, developed a viable production plan that meets and supports the fielding schedule?

		2		4		1		7		0		3		2249		2.4.C1.D7		249		3.2.3.C5		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		At Milestone B, the schedule and requirements are consistent and the program has provided the Milestone Decision Authority (MDA) a justification for the proposed program schedule.				   --  2.4.C1.D7  At Milestone B, the schedule and requirements are consistent and the program has provided the Milestone Decision Authority (MDA) a justification for the proposed program schedule.

		2		4		1		7		1		4		10282		2.4.C1.D7.Q1		20271		3.2.3.Q13		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Are schedule impacts consistent with appropriate requirements and affordability trades? Was the proposed schedule assessed as realistic to meet proposed requirements prior to release of the RFP (Note - see BBP Memo)?				          --  2.4.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Are schedule impacts consistent with appropriate requirements and affordability trades? Was the proposed schedule assessed as realistic to meet proposed requirements prior to release of the RFP (Note - see BBP Memo)?

		2		4		1		8		0		3		2250		2.4.C1.D8		250		3.2.3.C9		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		IOC can be achieved within 5 years of the MS A.				   --  2.4.C1.D8  IOC can be achieved within 5 years of the MS A.

		2		4		1		8		1		4		10286		2.4.C1.D8.Q1		20275		3.2.3.Q17		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		For a DBS, what analysis indicates that the IOC can be achieved within 5 years of MS A?				          --  2.4.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  For a DBS, what analysis indicates that the IOC can be achieved within 5 years of MS A?

		2		4		1		9		0		3		2251		2.4.C1.D9		251		3.2.4.C1		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Schedule constraints and dependencies (both internal and external) have been identified within the IMP/IMS (Government and/or contractor, as appropriate to phase).				   --  2.4.C1.D9  Schedule constraints and dependencies (both internal and external) have been identified within the IMP/IMS (Government and/or contractor, as appropriate to phase).

		2		4		1		9		1		4		10289		2.4.C1.D9.Q1		20278		3.2.4.Q1		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss how the constraints and dependencies have been identified in the IMS.  What procedure was used in order to identify schedule constraints and dependencies?				          --  2.4.C1.D9.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the constraints and dependencies have been identified in the IMS.  What procedure was used in order to identify schedule constraints and dependencies?

		2		4		1		9		2		4		10290		2.4.C1.D9.Q2		20279		3.2.4.Q2		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		How many tasks within the schedule have constraints set?  Is this number in line with DCMA's experience of successful programs having 5% or fewer incomplete tasks with constraints (excluding LOE, milestone, summary and completed tasks)?				          --  2.4.C1.D9.Q2 (Question)  How many tasks within the schedule have constraints set?  Is this number in line with DCMA's experience of successful programs having 5% or fewer incomplete tasks with constraints (excluding LOE, milestone, summary and completed tasks)?

		2		4		1		10		0		3		2252		2.4.C1.D10		252		3.2.4.C3		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The schedule constraints and dependencies account for program needs and limitations related to raw materials availability, hardware, facilities, equipment, software (e.g.  COTS), and availability/qualifications of resources (manpower).				   --  2.4.C1.D10  The schedule constraints and dependencies account for program needs and limitations related to raw materials availability, hardware, facilities, equipment, software (e.g.  COTS), and availability/qualifications of resources (manpower).

		2		4		1		10		1		4		10288		2.4.C1.D10.Q1		20277		3.2.4.Q4		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss how the schedule constraints and dependencies have been accounted for in the integration planning and external interdependencies.				          --  2.4.C1.D10.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the schedule constraints and dependencies have been accounted for in the integration planning and external interdependencies.

		2		4		1		11		0		3		2255		2.4.C1.D11		255		4.10.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The TMRR phase schedule includes integration activities and mitigation of high-risk interfaces, and it is realistic, based on similar programs previously executed.				   --  2.4.C1.D11  The TMRR phase schedule includes integration activities and mitigation of high-risk interfaces, and it is realistic, based on similar programs previously executed.

		2		4		1		11		1		4		10989		2.4.C1.D11.Q1		20912		4.10.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the basis for the schedule associated with integration efforts.  Which prior similar programs were used in determining the schedule for integration?  Discuss the mitigation plan for the high-risk interfaces.				          --  2.4.C1.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the basis for the schedule associated with integration efforts.  Which prior similar programs were used in determining the schedule for integration?  Discuss the mitigation plan for the high-risk interfaces.

		2		4		1		12		0		3		3018		2.4.C1.D12				5.1.5.C3		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Constraints and dependencies are adequately integrated in schedule, and associated dependencies remain linked to moved content.				   --  2.4.C1.D12  Constraints and dependencies are adequately integrated in schedule, and associated dependencies remain linked to moved content.

		2		4		1		13		0		3		2512		2.4.C1.D13		512		3.2.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The Government has established an IMP that identifies key program activities, contract events, and decision points that reflect event-driven planning (e.g.  systems engineering technical reviews, RFP release, contract award).				   --  2.4.C1.D13  The Government has established an IMP that identifies key program activities, contract events, and decision points that reflect event-driven planning (e.g.  systems engineering technical reviews, RFP release, contract award).

		2		4		1		13		1		4		10269		2.4.C1.D13.Q1		20258		3.2.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the development of the event driven IMP.  Include how the program manager used event-driven planning and the level of participation of key stakeholders.				          --  2.4.C1.D13.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the development of the event driven IMP.  Include how the program manager used event-driven planning and the level of participation of key stakeholders.

		2		4		1		14		0		3		2514		2.4.C1.D14		514		3.2.2.C13		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The IMP/IMS is under formal configuration management control and the thresholds and approval authorities (rules) for rebaselining are documented.				   --  2.4.C1.D14  The IMP/IMS is under formal configuration management control and the thresholds and approval authorities (rules) for rebaselining are documented.

		2		4		1		14		1		4		10265		2.4.C1.D14.Q1		20254		3.2.2.Q17		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the process and responsibilities for maintaining, updating, and changing the IMP/IMS.  What are the thresholds and approval authorities needed to allow re-baselining?  Where are these rules documented?				          --  2.4.C1.D14.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process and responsibilities for maintaining, updating, and changing the IMP/IMS.  What are the thresholds and approval authorities needed to allow re-baselining?  Where are these rules documented?

		2		4		1		14		2		4		10266		2.4.C1.D14.Q2		20255		3.2.2.Q18		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss how changes to the Contractor's IMS are coordinated with the Government.				          --  2.4.C1.D14.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how changes to the Contractor's IMS are coordinated with the Government.

		2		4		1		15		0		3		2534		2.4.C1.D15		534		3.2.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The PWBS is linked to the Integrated Material Plan (IMP) and Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), and there is traceability between the PWBS, CBWS and Earned Value Management System (EVMS) (where applicable).				   --  2.4.C1.D15  The PWBS is linked to the Integrated Material Plan (IMP) and Integrated Master Schedule (IMS), and there is traceability between the PWBS, CBWS and Earned Value Management System (EVMS) (where applicable).

		2		4		1		15		1		4		10245		2.4.C1.D15.Q1		20238		3.2.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the linkage between the program management documents (e.g.  IMP/IMS, CPR, CCDR) and the PWBS.  Discuss the relationship between the CWBS and the EVMS.				          --  2.4.C1.D15.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the linkage between the program management documents (e.g.  IMP/IMS, CPR, CCDR) and the PWBS.  Discuss the relationship between the CWBS and the EVMS.

		2		4		1		16		0		3		2535		2.4.C1.D16		535		3.2.2.C5		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The Statement of Work (SOW)/Statement of Objectives (SOO) requires the contractor to develop/maintain a detailed IMS that addresses external/internal dependencies, task activity/milestone descriptions, and best/worst/most likely estimates.				   --  2.4.C1.D16  The Statement of Work (SOW)/Statement of Objectives (SOO) requires the contractor to develop/maintain a detailed IMS that addresses external/internal dependencies, task activity/milestone descriptions, and best/worst/most likely estimates.

		2		4		1		16		1		4		10249		2.4.C1.D16.Q1		20242		3.2.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the SOW/SOO task to develop/maintain a detailed IMS.  How does the detailed IMS address (1) external/internal dependencies, (2) task activity/milestone descriptions, and (3) best/worst/most likely estimates?				          --  2.4.C1.D16.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the SOW/SOO task to develop/maintain a detailed IMS.  How does the detailed IMS address (1) external/internal dependencies, (2) task activity/milestone descriptions, and (3) best/worst/most likely estimates?

		2		4		1		17		0		3		3121		2.4.C1.D17						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The program schedule includes all necessary contracting, programmatic, and administrative actions with adequate lead times and correct sequencing. 				   --  2.4.C1.D17  The program schedule includes all necessary contracting, programmatic, and administrative actions with adequate lead times and correct sequencing. 

		2		4		1		18		0		3		2538		2.4.C1.D18		538		3.2.3.C6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Post-Milestone B, no deviations from the schedule, as baselined in the APB, have occurred without MDA approval.				   --  2.4.C1.D18  Post-Milestone B, no deviations from the schedule, as baselined in the APB, have occurred without MDA approval.

		2		4		1		18		1		4		10283		2.4.C1.D18.Q1		20272		3.2.3.Q14		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss any Post-Milestone B schedule deviations.  What were the causes?  Were they approved by the MDA?				          --  2.4.C1.D18.Q1 (Question)  Discuss any Post-Milestone B schedule deviations.  What were the causes?  Were they approved by the MDA?

		2		4		1		19		0		3		2539		2.4.C1.D19		539		3.3.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The MDA has determined that IOC can be achieved within 5 years of the MDD.  [DoDI 5000.02 Enclosure 12 Sec. 5.b(6)]				   --  2.4.C1.D19  The MDA has determined that IOC can be achieved within 5 years of the MDD.  [DoDI 5000.02 Enclosure 12 Sec. 5.b(6)]

		2		4		1		19		1		4		10301		2.4.C1.D19.Q1		20290		3.3.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		For a DBS, how has the MDA determined that IOC can be achieved in 5 years?				          --  2.4.C1.D19.Q1 (Question)  For a DBS, how has the MDA determined that IOC can be achieved in 5 years?

		2		4		2		0		0		2		1032		2.4.C2						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Scheduling practices and schedule health are adequate to track progress and manage risk				2.4.C2  Scheduling practices and schedule health are adequate to track progress and manage risk

		2		4		2		1		0		3		2536		2.4.C2.D1		536		3.2.2.C11		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The program has processes and/or tools in place to regularly assess the health (e.g.  DCMA 14-point health check) of its schedule.				   --  2.4.C2.D1  The program has processes and/or tools in place to regularly assess the health (e.g.  DCMA 14-point health check) of its schedule.

		2		4		2		1		1		4		10263		2.4.C2.D1.Q1		20252		3.2.2.Q15		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the program's process and/or tools for assessing the health of its schedule.  What established "health check" approaches were used?  At what frequency is the health assessed?				          --  2.4.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's process and/or tools for assessing the health of its schedule.  What established "health check" approaches were used?  At what frequency is the health assessed?

		2		4		2		2		0		3		2537		2.4.C2.D2		537		3.2.2.C12		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		DCMA assists in assessing contractor schedule  health and deficiencies acted upon				   --  2.4.C2.D2  DCMA assists in assessing contractor schedule  health and deficiencies acted upon

		2		4		2		2		1		4		10264		2.4.C2.D2.Q1		20253		3.2.2.Q16		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		How is DCMA used to assist the program office in assessing contractor schedule health, deficiencies, and follow-up actions?				          --  2.4.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  How is DCMA used to assist the program office in assessing contractor schedule health, deficiencies, and follow-up actions?

		2		4		3		0		0		2		1033		2.4.C3						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The schedule incorporates risk-related decision points, as well as the impacts of program risks and risk mitigations				2.4.C3  The schedule incorporates risk-related decision points, as well as the impacts of program risks and risk mitigations

		2		4		3		1		0		3		2245		2.4.C3.D1		245		3.2.2.C10		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The IMS (Contractor and Government) captures the inputs required to conduct SRA, uses the resulting analysis as a tool for mitigating risk and managing work, is routinely updated, and is reported to leadership.				   --  2.4.C3.D1  The IMS (Contractor and Government) captures the inputs required to conduct SRA, uses the resulting analysis as a tool for mitigating risk and managing work, is routinely updated, and is reported to leadership.

		2		4		3		1		1		4		10250		2.4.C3.D1.Q1		20243		3.2.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the results of the SRA activities and how the results have been used to manage the program.				          --  2.4.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of the SRA activities and how the results have been used to manage the program.

		2		4		3		1		2		4		10260		2.4.C3.D1.Q2		20250		3.2.2.Q13		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the how the IMS and SRA are used as management tools.  How often is the schedule updated and reviewed?  How are updates and changes to the IMS communicated to all stakeholders?				          --  2.4.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the how the IMS and SRA are used as management tools.  How often is the schedule updated and reviewed?  How are updates and changes to the IMS communicated to all stakeholders?

		2		4		3		1		3		4		10261		2.4.C3.D1.Q3		20251		3.2.2.Q14		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		How does the program office ensure that the IMP and IMS remain synchronized with updated program planning (e.g.  the Program WBS, the program's Contract Work Break-down Structure (CWBS), the SOW, Systems Engineering Process, Risk Management Process, EVMS.)?				          --  2.4.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  How does the program office ensure that the IMP and IMS remain synchronized with updated program planning (e.g.  the Program WBS, the program's Contract Work Break-down Structure (CWBS), the SOW, Systems Engineering Process, Risk Management Process, EVMS.)?

		2		4		3		2		0		3		2253		2.4.C3.D2		253		3.4.2.C5		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The program's risk management planning includes a statistically-based schedule risk analysis (SRA).  This planning addresses: the tool used for SRA, required inputs, cadence for conducting, defining confidence levels, and reporting SRA results.				   --  2.4.C3.D2  The program's risk management planning includes a statistically-based schedule risk analysis (SRA).  This planning addresses: the tool used for SRA, required inputs, cadence for conducting, defining confidence levels, and reporting SRA results.

		2		4		3		2		1		4		10335		2.4.C3.D2.Q1		20322		3.4.2.Q10		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Describe the program's approach to conducting SRA and discuss the results (recent/historical).				          --  2.4.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe the program's approach to conducting SRA and discuss the results (recent/historical).

		2		4		3		3		0		3		2254		2.4.C3.D3		254		3.4.2.C8		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Risks mitigation efforts (in addition to the baseline program plan) are incorporated in the IMS.  Risks are linked to specific tasks within the IMS.				   --  2.4.C3.D3  Risks mitigation efforts (in addition to the baseline program plan) are incorporated in the IMS.  Risks are linked to specific tasks within the IMS.

		2		4		3		3		1		4		10340		2.4.C3.D3.Q1		20327		3.4.2.Q13		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		How are risks mitigation efforts (in addition to the baseline program plan) included in the IMS?				          --  2.4.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  How are risks mitigation efforts (in addition to the baseline program plan) included in the IMS?

		2		4		3		4		0		3		2513		2.4.C3.D4		513		3.2.2.C6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The SOW/SOO requires the contractor to plan and conduct schedule risk analyses (SRA), integrating results into ongoing risk management activities.  Note: The DoD IMP/IMS Guide identifies three types of SRA - (1) Narrative Analysis, (2) Technical Analysis, (3) Statistical Schedule Risk Analysis (SRA).				   --  2.4.C3.D4  The SOW/SOO requires the contractor to plan and conduct schedule risk analyses (SRA), integrating results into ongoing risk management activities.  Note: The DoD IMP/IMS Guide identifies three types of SRA - (1) Narrative Analysis, (2) Technical Analysis, (3) Statistical Schedule Risk Analysis (SRA).

		2		4		3		4		1		4		10252		2.4.C3.D4.Q1		20243		3.2.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Discuss the results of the SRA activities and how the results have been used to manage the program.				          --  2.4.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of the SRA activities and how the results have been used to manage the program.

		2		4		4		0		0		2		1034		2.4.C4						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		The program critical path, near critical path activities, float, and schedule drivers are well understood				2.4.C4  The program critical path, near critical path activities, float, and schedule drivers are well understood

		2		4		5		0		0		2		1035		2.4.C5						ENGINEERING		Schedule		ENGINEERING - Schedule		Program schedule is sufficient to deliver required capability, to include technical debt and defect resolution				2.4.C5  Program schedule is sufficient to deliver required capability, to include technical debt and defect resolution

		2		5		0		0		0		1		12		2.5.P						ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Engineering staffing, skillsets, environments, assets, and funding are sufficient to develop and evaluate the technical baseline				2.5.P (ENGINEERING - Resources)  Engineering staffing, skillsets, environments, assets, and funding are sufficient to develop and evaluate the technical baseline

		2		5		1		0		0		2		1037		2.5.C1						ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Engineering staffing, including skillsets and organization, and funding support program objectives				2.5.C1  Engineering staffing, including skillsets and organization, and funding support program objectives

		2		5		1		1		0		3		2256		2.5.C1.D1		256		1.2.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The plan to staff and fund analytic, engineering, and programmatic activities supports the proposed milestone and decision point entry requirements.				   --  2.5.C1.D1  The plan to staff and fund analytic, engineering, and programmatic activities supports the proposed milestone and decision point entry requirements.

		2		5		1		2		0		3		2257		2.5.C1.D2		257		3.4.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Roles and responsibilities of the program's lead systems engineer and software lead have been defined and implemented.				   --  2.5.C1.D2  Roles and responsibilities of the program's lead systems engineer and software lead have been defined and implemented.

		2		5		1		2		1		4		10330		2.5.C1.D2.Q1		20317		3.4.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Identify and discuss the roles and responsibilities of the program's lead systems  engineer and software lead.				          --  2.5.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Identify and discuss the roles and responsibilities of the program's lead systems  engineer and software lead.

		2		5		1		3		0		3		3019		2.5.C1.D3				4.10.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Integration, test, and analysis staff are sufficiently available and  qualified to support development, integration, and verification on the planned schedule.				   --  2.5.C1.D3  Integration, test, and analysis staff are sufficiently available and  qualified to support development, integration, and verification on the planned schedule.

		2		5		1		3		1		4		10968		2.5.C1.D3.Q1		20891		4.10.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the program's plan for integration of the system and subsystem elements, including hardware and software integration.				          --  2.5.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's plan for integration of the system and subsystem elements, including hardware and software integration.

		2		5		1		3		2		4		10969		2.5.C1.D3.Q2		20892		4.10.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the facilities, staffing, test stands and equipment, software, middleware, and other resources that will be needed in the course of the program's integration execution.				          --  2.5.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the facilities, staffing, test stands and equipment, software, middleware, and other resources that will be needed in the course of the program's integration execution.

		2		5		1		3		3		4		10970		2.5.C1.D3.Q3		20893		4.10.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the executability and risks of the integration schedule and how it was addressed during technical reviews.  Show a high level schedule for the integration phases.				          --  2.5.C1.D3.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the executability and risks of the integration schedule and how it was addressed during technical reviews.  Show a high level schedule for the integration phases.

		2		5		1		3		4		4		10971		2.5.C1.D3.Q4		20894		4.10.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss entrance and exit criteria established for each integration phase.				          --  2.5.C1.D3.Q4 (Question)  Discuss entrance and exit criteria established for each integration phase.

		2		5		1		4		0		3		2260		2.5.C1.D4		260		4.5.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Where M&S is used, the program has addressed the constraints in its planning, such as schedule, security classification, and restrictions; staff limitations; funding limitations; and available computing platforms and networks.				   --  2.5.C1.D4  Where M&S is used, the program has addressed the constraints in its planning, such as schedule, security classification, and restrictions; staff limitations; funding limitations; and available computing platforms and networks.

		2		5		1		4		1		4		10692		2.5.C1.D4.Q1		20649		4.5.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss how the program has addressed the constraints in its planning, such as schedule, security classification and restrictions; staff limitations; funding limitations; and available computing platforms and networks.				          --  2.5.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program has addressed the constraints in its planning, such as schedule, security classification and restrictions; staff limitations; funding limitations; and available computing platforms and networks.

		2		5		1		5		0		3		2532		2.5.C1.D5		532		2.1.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Systematic estimating methods, which may include past completed program cost and schedule "actuals" (history), independent cost estimates, etc., have been used to determine the required funding (amount and profile).				   --  2.5.C1.D5  Systematic estimating methods, which may include past completed program cost and schedule "actuals" (history), independent cost estimates, etc., have been used to determine the required funding (amount and profile).

		2		5		1		5		1		4		10161		2.5.C1.D5.Q1		20157		2.1.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Compare the phasing of the funding of the present program to that of similar past programs.  List the past programs used for the comparison.				          --  2.5.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Compare the phasing of the funding of the present program to that of similar past programs.  List the past programs used for the comparison.

		2		5		1		6		0		3		2540		2.5.C1.D6		540		2.1.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program budget is viable in terms of appropriation type and phasing.				   --  2.5.C1.D6  The program budget is viable in terms of appropriation type and phasing.

		2		5		1		6		1		4		10135		2.5.C1.D6.Q1		20132		2.1.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the budgeted Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E), Procurement, and operations and support costs across the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP)?				          --  2.5.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  What are the budgeted Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E), Procurement, and operations and support costs across the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP)?

		2		5		1		7		0		3		2541		2.5.C1.D7		541		2.1.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Funds are allocated and sufficient to complete the Technology Maturation Risk Reduction (TMRR) phase.  Allocated program funding and expenditure rates align with the planned TMRR schedule.				   --  2.5.C1.D7  Funds are allocated and sufficient to complete the Technology Maturation Risk Reduction (TMRR) phase.  Allocated program funding and expenditure rates align with the planned TMRR schedule.

		2		5		1		7		1		4		10136		2.5.C1.D7.Q1		20133		2.1.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the program’s TMRR phase budget and planned spend rates? How do they compare with a historical funding profile? Does the budget align, by year, and in the correct amount and category, with the program schedule? Explain any shortfalls and plans to resolve them.				          --  2.5.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  What are the program’s TMRR phase budget and planned spend rates? How do they compare with a historical funding profile? Does the budget align, by year, and in the correct amount and category, with the program schedule? Explain any shortfalls and plans to resolve them.

		2		5		1		7		2		4		10137		2.5.C1.D7.Q2		20134		2.1.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What were the inputs from the potential contractor(s) used in the development of the budget for the TMRR phase?				          --  2.5.C1.D7.Q2 (Question)  What were the inputs from the potential contractor(s) used in the development of the budget for the TMRR phase?

		2		5		1		8		0		3		2542		2.5.C1.D8		542		2.1.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program has adequate funding to support competitive prototyping, critical-technology risk reduction, and initial end item development up to and including a full system allocated baseline at PDR.				   --  2.5.C1.D8  The program has adequate funding to support competitive prototyping, critical-technology risk reduction, and initial end item development up to and including a full system allocated baseline at PDR.

		2		5		1		8		1		4		10120		2.5.C1.D8.Q1		20117		2.1.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What percentage of the RDT&E engineering budget is allocated through PDR?  Discuss the basis for variance from other historical/analogous programs (e.g.  aviation programs ~35-45%).				          --  2.5.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  What percentage of the RDT&E engineering budget is allocated through PDR?  Discuss the basis for variance from other historical/analogous programs (e.g.  aviation programs ~35-45%).

		2		5		1		8		2		4		10121		2.5.C1.D8.Q2		20118		2.1.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss how the cost estimate (CARD, or CARD-like document) is based on the technical requirements in the draft system requirements document, the system alternatives, and required technology maturation.  Discuss how the cost estimate accommodates risks assessed at the ASR.				          --  2.5.C1.D8.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the cost estimate (CARD, or CARD-like document) is based on the technical requirements in the draft system requirements document, the system alternatives, and required technology maturation.  Discuss how the cost estimate accommodates risks assessed at the ASR.

		2		5		1		9		0		3		2544		2.5.C1.D9		544		2.1.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Budgeted funds are sufficient to complete the Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) phase.				   --  2.5.C1.D9  Budgeted funds are sufficient to complete the Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) phase.

		2		5		1		9		1		4		10126		2.5.C1.D9.Q1		20123		2.1.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Show how  the program's budget and spend rates are sufficient to complete EMD . How do they compare with historical funding profile of comparable systems?				          --  2.5.C1.D9.Q1 (Question)  Show how  the program's budget and spend rates are sufficient to complete EMD . How do they compare with historical funding profile of comparable systems?

		2		5		1		10		0		3		2545		2.5.C1.D10		545		2.1.1.C9		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Allocated program funding and expenditure rates track with the planned EMD schedule and contracted work effort, and all technology integration, demonstrations, analysis, simulation, experimentation, and testing needs along with support activities are accounted for.				   --  2.5.C1.D10  Allocated program funding and expenditure rates track with the planned EMD schedule and contracted work effort, and all technology integration, demonstrations, analysis, simulation, experimentation, and testing needs along with support activities are accounted for.

		2		5		1		10		1		4		10154		2.5.C1.D10.Q1		20150		2.1.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Does the budget align, by year, and in the correct amount and appropriation, with the program schedule?				          --  2.5.C1.D10.Q1 (Question)  Does the budget align, by year, and in the correct amount and appropriation, with the program schedule?

		2		5		1		10		2		4		10155		2.5.C1.D10.Q2		20151		2.1.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What were the inputs from the TMRR contractor(s) and/or potential EMD contractor(s) used in the development of the budget for the EMD phase?				          --  2.5.C1.D10.Q2 (Question)  What were the inputs from the TMRR contractor(s) and/or potential EMD contractor(s) used in the development of the budget for the EMD phase?

		2		5		1		11		0		3		2546		2.5.C1.D11		546		2.1.1.C10		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The funding (amount, type and profile) to perform all the planned activities (including PM reviews) were determined by systematic estimating methods, which may include past completed program cost and schedule "actuals" (history) contractor inputs, and independent cost estimates.				   --  2.5.C1.D11  The funding (amount, type and profile) to perform all the planned activities (including PM reviews) were determined by systematic estimating methods, which may include past completed program cost and schedule "actuals" (history) contractor inputs, and independent cost estimates.

		2		5		1		11		1		4		10134		2.5.C1.D11.Q1		20131		2.1.1.Q20		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What analyses and previously executed programs were used in the development of the program budget?				          --  2.5.C1.D11.Q1 (Question)  What analyses and previously executed programs were used in the development of the program budget?

		2		5		1		11		2		4		10156		2.5.C1.D11.Q2		20152		2.1.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the appropriation types across the FYDP?  Explain the impact for any shortfalls and plans to resolve them.				          --  2.5.C1.D11.Q2 (Question)  What are the appropriation types across the FYDP?  Explain the impact for any shortfalls and plans to resolve them.

		2		5		1		11		3		4		10157		2.5.C1.D11.Q3		20153		2.1.1.Q17		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What is the PM's understanding of the budget and cost history of the program?  Summarize this information to include turbulence, upcoming budget events, and levels of sufficiency (i.e., enough funding)?				          --  2.5.C1.D11.Q3 (Question)  What is the PM's understanding of the budget and cost history of the program?  Summarize this information to include turbulence, upcoming budget events, and levels of sufficiency (i.e., enough funding)?

		2		5		1		11		4		4		10158		2.5.C1.D11.Q4		20154		2.1.1.Q18		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Describe the systematic estimating methods used and provide the underlying assumptions.				          --  2.5.C1.D11.Q4 (Question)  Describe the systematic estimating methods used and provide the underlying assumptions.

		2		5		1		11		5		4		10159		2.5.C1.D11.Q5		20155		2.1.1.Q19		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What planning assumptions did the PM, in coordination with other stakeholders, make to ensure adequate analysis of the program budget?				          --  2.5.C1.D11.Q5 (Question)  What planning assumptions did the PM, in coordination with other stakeholders, make to ensure adequate analysis of the program budget?

		2		5		1		12		0		3		2548		2.5.C1.D12		548		2.1.1.C14		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program's overall budget continues to be viable (i.e., workable and has real meaning and pertinence) and executable.  Allocated program funds are sufficient to complete the Production and Deployment (PD) phase, including production and initial supportability requirements, and for sustainability requirements.				   --  2.5.C1.D12  The program's overall budget continues to be viable (i.e., workable and has real meaning and pertinence) and executable.  Allocated program funds are sufficient to complete the Production and Deployment (PD) phase, including production and initial supportability requirements, and for sustainability requirements.

		2		5		1		12		1		4		10147		2.5.C1.D12.Q1		20144		2.1.1.Q28		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the program's PD phase and sustainability budget and spend rates, and how does it compare to historical funding profiles?				          --  2.5.C1.D12.Q1 (Question)  What are the program's PD phase and sustainability budget and spend rates, and how does it compare to historical funding profiles?

		2		5		1		12		2		4		10148		2.5.C1.D12.Q2		20145		2.1.1.Q29		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How does the budget align, by year, and in the correct amount and appropriation, with the program schedule?				          --  2.5.C1.D12.Q2 (Question)  How does the budget align, by year, and in the correct amount and appropriation, with the program schedule?

		2		5		1		12		3		4		10149		2.5.C1.D12.Q3		20146		2.1.1.Q30		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the appropriation types across the FYDP?  Explain the impact of not fully funding the program and plans to resolve any shortfalls.				          --  2.5.C1.D12.Q3 (Question)  What are the appropriation types across the FYDP?  Explain the impact of not fully funding the program and plans to resolve any shortfalls.

		2		5		1		12		4		4		10150		2.5.C1.D12.Q4		20147		2.1.1.Q31		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How does funding address the full life-cycle of software, to include post-deployment software support?				          --  2.5.C1.D12.Q4 (Question)  How does funding address the full life-cycle of software, to include post-deployment software support?

		2		5		1		12		5		4		10151		2.5.C1.D12.Q5		20148		2.1.1.Q32		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How were the inputs from the EMD contractor(s) and/or potential PD contractor(s) used in the development of the budget for the PD phase?				          --  2.5.C1.D12.Q5 (Question)  How were the inputs from the EMD contractor(s) and/or potential PD contractor(s) used in the development of the budget for the PD phase?

		2		5		1		12		6		4		10153		2.5.C1.D12.Q6		20149		2.1.1.Q33		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What is the PM's  understanding of the budget and cost history of the program?  Summarize pertinent factors, including turbulence, upcoming budget events, and levels of sufficiency (i.e., enough funding)?				          --  2.5.C1.D12.Q6 (Question)  What is the PM's  understanding of the budget and cost history of the program?  Summarize pertinent factors, including turbulence, upcoming budget events, and levels of sufficiency (i.e., enough funding)?

		2		5		1		13		0		3		2549		2.5.C1.D13		549		2.1.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program not been subjected to an unacceptable level of undistributed taxes; unique taxes; directed service, OSD, or congressional budget reductions; or is not a source of funding for other program shortfalls.				   --  2.5.C1.D13  The program not been subjected to an unacceptable level of undistributed taxes; unique taxes; directed service, OSD, or congressional budget reductions; or is not a source of funding for other program shortfalls.

		2		5		1		13		1		4		10162		2.5.C1.D13.Q1		20158		2.1.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		To what extent is the program being subjected to an unacceptable level of undistributed taxes; unique taxes; directed service, OSD, or congressional budget reductions; or is it a source of funding for other program shortfalls?				          --  2.5.C1.D13.Q1 (Question)  To what extent is the program being subjected to an unacceptable level of undistributed taxes; unique taxes; directed service, OSD, or congressional budget reductions; or is it a source of funding for other program shortfalls?

		2		5		1		14		0		3		2550		2.5.C1.D14		550		2.1.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The funding has been stable and meets program needs.				   --  2.5.C1.D14  The funding has been stable and meets program needs.

		2		5		1		14		1		4		10163		2.5.C1.D14.Q1		20159		2.1.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		To what extent has the funding for this program been stable and steady so as to meet program needs?				          --  2.5.C1.D14.Q1 (Question)  To what extent has the funding for this program been stable and steady so as to meet program needs?

		2		5		1		15		0		3		2551		2.5.C1.D15		551		2.1.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The programs funding and budget plan provides for seamless transition of program activities and contractual obligations from the current  acquisition phase to the next phase.				   --  2.5.C1.D15  The programs funding and budget plan provides for seamless transition of program activities and contractual obligations from the current  acquisition phase to the next phase.

		2		5		1		15		1		4		10164		2.5.C1.D15.Q1		20160		2.1.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Describe how the program’s funding and budget plan provides for seamless transition of program activities and contractual obligations from the current acquisition phase to the next phase.				          --  2.5.C1.D15.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the program’s funding and budget plan provides for seamless transition of program activities and contractual obligations from the current acquisition phase to the next phase.

		2		5		1		16		0		3		2552		2.5.C1.D16		552		2.1.2.C4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The contractor's projected costs align with the results of the latest independent estimate and form a realistic basis for adjusting the program budget.				   --  2.5.C1.D16  The contractor's projected costs align with the results of the latest independent estimate and form a realistic basis for adjusting the program budget.

		2		5		1		16		1		4		10165		2.5.C1.D16.Q1		20161		2.1.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Compare the contractor's projected final costs with the results of the  independent estimate  to assess realism and to form the basis for adjusting the program budget.				          --  2.5.C1.D16.Q1 (Question)  Compare the contractor's projected final costs with the results of the  independent estimate  to assess realism and to form the basis for adjusting the program budget.

		2		5		1		17		0		3		2553		2.5.C1.D17		553		2.2.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		There is an established process and staffing model for providing the right number and mix of qualified program office personnel to successfully execute the program.				   --  2.5.C1.D17  There is an established process and staffing model for providing the right number and mix of qualified program office personnel to successfully execute the program.

		2		5		1		17		1		4		10178		2.5.C1.D17.Q1		20173		2.2.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the program office staffing plan.  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for the development of the staff, including skills, experience, and education level?				          --  2.5.C1.D17.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program office staffing plan.  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for the development of the staff, including skills, experience, and education level?

		2		5		1		18		0		3		2554		2.5.C1.D18		554		2.2.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		There is adequate (numbers and qualifications) program office programmatic and technical staff to execute the program including interface with contractor(s) and assessment of program and  technical progress).				   --  2.5.C1.D18  There is adequate (numbers and qualifications) program office programmatic and technical staff to execute the program including interface with contractor(s) and assessment of program and  technical progress).

		2		5		1		18		1		4		10171		2.5.C1.D18.Q1		20166		2.2.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the metrics and standards used to describe and track the program office and contractor  workforces?				          --  2.5.C1.D18.Q1 (Question)  What are the metrics and standards used to describe and track the program office and contractor  workforces?

		2		5		1		18		2		4		10172		2.5.C1.D18.Q2		20167		2.2.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Identify  program office personnel in acquisition-critical positions and compare each individual's DAWIA certification level to the position requirement.  What is the plan to address any certification deficiencies?				          --  2.5.C1.D18.Q2 (Question)  Identify  program office personnel in acquisition-critical positions and compare each individual's DAWIA certification level to the position requirement.  What is the plan to address any certification deficiencies?

		2		5		1		18		3		4		10173		2.5.C1.D18.Q3		20168		2.2.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How does the program  office  staffing compare with the  plan and how do any shortfalls affect the program office's ability to successfully execute the program?				          --  2.5.C1.D18.Q3 (Question)  How does the program  office  staffing compare with the  plan and how do any shortfalls affect the program office's ability to successfully execute the program?

		2		5		1		18		4		4		10174		2.5.C1.D18.Q4		20169		2.2.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is the experience (i.e., qualifications) of program office technical personnel relevant to the current activity, particularly across system boundaries and in the larger system context?				          --  2.5.C1.D18.Q4 (Question)  How is the experience (i.e., qualifications) of program office technical personnel relevant to the current activity, particularly across system boundaries and in the larger system context?

		2		5		1		18		5		4		10175		2.5.C1.D18.Q5		20170		2.2.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is the program office provided skill mix appropriate for the acquisition phase and aligned with the approved staffing plan?				          --  2.5.C1.D18.Q5 (Question)  How is the program office provided skill mix appropriate for the acquisition phase and aligned with the approved staffing plan?

		2		5		1		18		6		4		10176		2.5.C1.D18.Q6		20171		2.2.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Identify who are in the Key Leadership Positions (KLP).  What are their qualifications?				          --  2.5.C1.D18.Q6 (Question)  Identify who are in the Key Leadership Positions (KLP).  What are their qualifications?

		2		5		1		19		0		3		2555		2.5.C1.D19		555		2.2.1.C3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		There is flexibility in the program office staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls.				   --  2.5.C1.D19  There is flexibility in the program office staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls.

		2		5		1		19		1		4		10166		2.5.C1.D19.Q1		20162		2.2.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the flexibility in the program office staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls				          --  2.5.C1.D19.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the flexibility in the program office staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls

		2		5		1		19		2		4		10167		2.5.C1.D19.Q2		20163		2.2.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Summarize the program’s technical staffing plan to include: (1) the process and tools the program will use to determine required technical staffing; (2) the risks and increased demands on existing resources if staffing requirements are not met; and (3) associated mitigation plans.				          --  2.5.C1.D19.Q2 (Question)  Summarize the program’s technical staffing plan to include: (1) the process and tools the program will use to determine required technical staffing; (2) the risks and increased demands on existing resources if staffing requirements are not met; and (3) associated mitigation plans.

		2		5		1		20		0		3		2556		2.5.C1.D20		556		2.2.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The contractor has an established process and staffing  model that provides the right number and mix of  qualified personnel to successfully execute the contract. As a function of the staffing plan, the contractor workforce will be determined via a time-phased workload assessment.				   --  2.5.C1.D20  The contractor has an established process and staffing  model that provides the right number and mix of  qualified personnel to successfully execute the contract. As a function of the staffing plan, the contractor workforce will be determined via a time-phased workload assessment.

		2		5		1		20		1		4		10168		2.5.C1.D20.Q1		20164		2.2.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the contractor staffing plan.  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for the development of the staff, including skills, experience, and education level?				          --  2.5.C1.D20.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the contractor staffing plan.  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for the development of the staff, including skills, experience, and education level?

		2		5		1		20		2		4		10170		2.5.C1.D20.Q2		20166		2.2.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the metrics and standards used to describe and track the program office and contractor  workforces?				          --  2.5.C1.D20.Q2 (Question)  What are the metrics and standards used to describe and track the program office and contractor  workforces?

		2		5		1		21		0		3		2557		2.5.C1.D21		557		2.2.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The contractor management and technical personnel (e.g.  the program manager, chief systems engineer, software architect, and functional area managers) have the credentials and certifications required and necessary to execute the contract.				   --  2.5.C1.D21  The contractor management and technical personnel (e.g.  the program manager, chief systems engineer, software architect, and functional area managers) have the credentials and certifications required and necessary to execute the contract.

		2		5		1		21		1		4		10169		2.5.C1.D21.Q1		20165		2.2.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How does the contractor  staffing compare with the  plan and how do any shortfalls affect the program office's ability to successfully execute the program?				          --  2.5.C1.D21.Q1 (Question)  How does the contractor  staffing compare with the  plan and how do any shortfalls affect the program office's ability to successfully execute the program?

		2		5		1		21		2		4		10177		2.5.C1.D21.Q2		20172		2.2.1.Q12		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Identify Key Leadership Positions on the program and the qualifications of the individuals filling those positions.				          --  2.5.C1.D21.Q2 (Question)  Identify Key Leadership Positions on the program and the qualifications of the individuals filling those positions.

		2		5		1		21		3		4		10179		2.5.C1.D21.Q3		20174		2.2.1.Q13		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is the experience (i.e., qualifications) of contractor technical personnel relevant to the current activity, particularly across system boundaries and in the larger system context?				          --  2.5.C1.D21.Q3 (Question)  How is the experience (i.e., qualifications) of contractor technical personnel relevant to the current activity, particularly across system boundaries and in the larger system context?

		2		5		1		21		4		4		10180		2.5.C1.D21.Q4		20175		2.2.1.Q14		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is the contractor's provided skill mix appropriate for the acquisition phase and aligned with the approved staffing plan?				          --  2.5.C1.D21.Q4 (Question)  How is the contractor's provided skill mix appropriate for the acquisition phase and aligned with the approved staffing plan?

		2		5		1		21		5		4		10181		2.5.C1.D21.Q5		20176		2.2.1.Q15		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Identify  contractor personnel in critical positions and compare each individual's qualifications and experience to the position requirement.  What is the plan to address any qualification and/or experience deficiencies?				          --  2.5.C1.D21.Q5 (Question)  Identify  contractor personnel in critical positions and compare each individual's qualifications and experience to the position requirement.  What is the plan to address any qualification and/or experience deficiencies?

		2		5		1		22		0		3		2558		2.5.C1.D22		558		2.2.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		There is flexibility in the contractor staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls.				   --  2.5.C1.D22  There is flexibility in the contractor staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls.

		2		5		1		22		1		4		10182		2.5.C1.D22.Q1		20177		2.2.1.Q16		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the flexibility in the contractor staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls.				          --  2.5.C1.D22.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the flexibility in the contractor staffing plan to address unforeseen program staffing shortfalls.

		2		5		1		23		0		3		2559		2.5.C1.D23		559		2.2.2.C1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The IPT structure is consistent with the WBS.  The work packages assigned to each IPT are consistent with the qualifications called out in the staffing plan for that IPT.				   --  2.5.C1.D23  The IPT structure is consistent with the WBS.  The work packages assigned to each IPT are consistent with the qualifications called out in the staffing plan for that IPT.

		2		5		1		23		1		4		10191		2.5.C1.D23.Q1		20185		2.2.2.Q1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Show for each IPT the correspondence between WBS assigned tasks and the staffing qualifications called out for that IPT.				          --  2.5.C1.D23.Q1 (Question)  Show for each IPT the correspondence between WBS assigned tasks and the staffing qualifications called out for that IPT.

		2		5		1		24		0		3		2560		2.5.C1.D24		560		2.2.2.C2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Workforce management and training programs receive the appropriate resources to ensure a stable and qualified workforce to complete the phase.  Policies and standards are in place to ensure the thorough and continual training of the workforce and to evaluate worker performance.				   --  2.5.C1.D24  Workforce management and training programs receive the appropriate resources to ensure a stable and qualified workforce to complete the phase.  Policies and standards are in place to ensure the thorough and continual training of the workforce and to evaluate worker performance.

		2		5		1		24		1		4		10189		2.5.C1.D24.Q1		20183		2.2.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is the continuity in the software development staff being addressed to support the software requirements of the PD/EMD effort?  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for workforce development, including skills, domain and software language experience, and number of people?				          --  2.5.C1.D24.Q1 (Question)  How is the continuity in the software development staff being addressed to support the software requirements of the PD/EMD effort?  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for workforce development, including skills, domain and software language experience, and number of people?

		2		5		1		24		2		4		10190		2.5.C1.D24.Q2		20184		2.2.2.Q10		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What new software skills need to be developed for COTS software applications being managed and implemented for the first time?				          --  2.5.C1.D24.Q2 (Question)  What new software skills need to be developed for COTS software applications being managed and implemented for the first time?

		2		5		1		24		3		4		10192		2.5.C1.D24.Q3		20186		2.2.2.Q2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Provide a copy of a chart (e.g., Sand Chart) showing the number of required full-time equivalent (FTE) positions (e.g., organic, matrix support, and contractor) over time, including key program events (e.g., milestones and technical reviews).				          --  2.5.C1.D24.Q3 (Question)  Provide a copy of a chart (e.g., Sand Chart) showing the number of required full-time equivalent (FTE) positions (e.g., organic, matrix support, and contractor) over time, including key program events (e.g., milestones and technical reviews).

		2		5		1		24		4		4		10193		2.5.C1.D24.Q4		20187		2.2.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How long does it take to train new technical personnel in the tools and methods needed to execute the activity position duties?  What are the training methods used and the job positions and duration of training required for each?				          --  2.5.C1.D24.Q4 (Question)  How long does it take to train new technical personnel in the tools and methods needed to execute the activity position duties?  What are the training methods used and the job positions and duration of training required for each?

		2		5		1		25		0		3		2561		2.5.C1.D25		561		2.2.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The contractor policy and program practice on workforce assignments reflects a commitment to a stable workforce that will ensure key personnel will exist within the program to address technical and other issues as they arise.  Metrics used for manpower planning and continuity are verified by contractor experience with similar efforts.				   --  2.5.C1.D25  The contractor policy and program practice on workforce assignments reflects a commitment to a stable workforce that will ensure key personnel will exist within the program to address technical and other issues as they arise.  Metrics used for manpower planning and continuity are verified by contractor experience with similar efforts.

		2		5		1		25		1		4		10186		2.5.C1.D25.Q1		20181		2.2.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is staff continuity being addressed to support the requirements of the effort (e.g.  software, quality, manufacturing, reliability, ESOH)?				          --  2.5.C1.D25.Q1 (Question)  How is staff continuity being addressed to support the requirements of the effort (e.g.  software, quality, manufacturing, reliability, ESOH)?

		2		5		1		25		2		4		10187		2.5.C1.D25.Q2		20182		2.2.2.Q8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the PM's procedures and policies that establish the priority of workforce assignments across various activities, including this effort?				          --  2.5.C1.D25.Q2 (Question)  What are the PM's procedures and policies that establish the priority of workforce assignments across various activities, including this effort?

		2		5		1		25		3		4		10188		2.5.C1.D25.Q3		20183		2.2.2.Q9		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How is the continuity in the software development staff being addressed to support the software requirements of the PD/EMD effort?  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for workforce development, including skills, domain and software language experience, and number of people?				          --  2.5.C1.D25.Q3 (Question)  How is the continuity in the software development staff being addressed to support the software requirements of the PD/EMD effort?  What is the process to determine personnel resources and phasing required for workforce development, including skills, domain and software language experience, and number of people?

		2		5		1		25		4		4		10194		2.5.C1.D25.Q4		20188		2.2.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How are the Government and Contractor attrition (retirements, transfers, promotions, terminations, etc.) rates addressed within the staffing plan?  How do actual attrition rates compare to acceptable attrition rates?				          --  2.5.C1.D25.Q4 (Question)  How are the Government and Contractor attrition (retirements, transfers, promotions, terminations, etc.) rates addressed within the staffing plan?  How do actual attrition rates compare to acceptable attrition rates?

		2		5		1		25		5		4		10195		2.5.C1.D25.Q5		20189		2.2.2.Q5		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What is the turnover of technical personnel in the phase?  Note: An acceptable figure is less than 10 percent.				          --  2.5.C1.D25.Q5 (Question)  What is the turnover of technical personnel in the phase?  Note: An acceptable figure is less than 10 percent.

		2		5		1		25		6		4		10196		2.5.C1.D25.Q6		20190		2.2.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What are the estimated turnover rates of the various groups?  How have the turnover rates affected the program schedule?  What are the in-place procedures for analyzing data such as turnover rates, complaints, grievances and absenteeism, and the implementation of methods to improve workforce efficiency?				          --  2.5.C1.D25.Q6 (Question)  What are the estimated turnover rates of the various groups?  How have the turnover rates affected the program schedule?  What are the in-place procedures for analyzing data such as turnover rates, complaints, grievances and absenteeism, and the implementation of methods to improve workforce efficiency?

		2		5		1		26		0		3		2562		2.5.C1.D26		562		3.3.2.C3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The plan to staff and fund analytic, engineering, and programmatic activities supports the milestone entry requirements as identified in DoD Instruction 5000.02.				   --  2.5.C1.D26  The plan to staff and fund analytic, engineering, and programmatic activities supports the milestone entry requirements as identified in DoD Instruction 5000.02.

		2		5		1		26		1		4		10309		2.5.C1.D26.Q1		20297		3.3.2.Q3		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss the systems engineering activities (including SE trades) to be conducted during the AoA study and next phase.				          --  2.5.C1.D26.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the systems engineering activities (including SE trades) to be conducted during the AoA study and next phase.

		2		5		1		26		2		4		10311		2.5.C1.D26.Q2		20298		3.3.2.Q4		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss how the acquisition command plans to staff and fund the  programmatic,  analytical, and engineering efforts to accomplish the milestone entry requirements.				          --  2.5.C1.D26.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the acquisition command plans to staff and fund the  programmatic,  analytical, and engineering efforts to accomplish the milestone entry requirements.

		2		5		1		27		0		3		2563		2.5.C1.D27		563		3.4.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program office is organized and staffed to complete all acquisition functions in the current and upcoming phase. For DBS programs the required COTS package skills have been identified and program office is staffed with the required expertise specific to the program.				   --  2.5.C1.D27  The program office is organized and staffed to complete all acquisition functions in the current and upcoming phase. For DBS programs the required COTS package skills have been identified and program office is staffed with the required expertise specific to the program.

		2		5		1		27		1		4		10321		2.5.C1.D27.Q1		20308		3.4.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Provide organizational charts and describe how the program office is organized, supported and staffed to execute both current and next phase activities.				          --  2.5.C1.D27.Q1 (Question)  Provide organizational charts and describe how the program office is organized, supported and staffed to execute both current and next phase activities.

		2		5		1		28		0		3		2564		2.5.C1.D28		564		3.4.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Program IPTs (jointly formed with contractor IPTs as applicable) are in place to support the current phase and planned for the upcoming phase.  IPTs include contractor/subcontractor representation and appropriate program stakeholders.  The roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and consistent with achieving program objectives.				   --  2.5.C1.D28  Program IPTs (jointly formed with contractor IPTs as applicable) are in place to support the current phase and planned for the upcoming phase.  IPTs include contractor/subcontractor representation and appropriate program stakeholders.  The roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and consistent with achieving program objectives.

		2		5		1		28		1		4		10322		2.5.C1.D28.Q1		20309		3.4.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Identify and describe the current and planned IPTs and working groups.  Address levels of support and resources from internal and external organizations.  Provide key IPT charters.				          --  2.5.C1.D28.Q1 (Question)  Identify and describe the current and planned IPTs and working groups.  Address levels of support and resources from internal and external organizations.  Provide key IPT charters.

		2		5		1		29		0		3		2565		2.5.C1.D29		565		3.4.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The Contractor's management organization provides the needed support to execute the program and contract(s).				   --  2.5.C1.D29  The Contractor's management organization provides the needed support to execute the program and contract(s).

		2		5		1		29		1		4		10326		2.5.C1.D29.Q1		20313		3.4.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Describe how the contractor program office leverages Company resources (personnel, facilities, test equipment, etc.) to support the execution of the program.				          --  2.5.C1.D29.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the contractor program office leverages Company resources (personnel, facilities, test equipment, etc.) to support the execution of the program.

		2		5		1		30		0		3		2566		2.5.C1.D30		566		3.4.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The contractor program office is following a "living" staffing plan to accommodate the transition of the next acquisition phase activities.  Key personnel from the current phase are planned to remain with the program as it transitions to the next phase.				   --  2.5.C1.D30  The contractor program office is following a "living" staffing plan to accommodate the transition of the next acquisition phase activities.  Key personnel from the current phase are planned to remain with the program as it transitions to the next phase.

		2		5		1		30		1		4		10328		2.5.C1.D30.Q1		20315		3.4.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Describe how the contractor team will be structured or restructured to handle the transition from the current phase to the next phase.  Identify the key personnel and functions that have the experience to manage the risks associated with a smooth transition to the next phase.				          --  2.5.C1.D30.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the contractor team will be structured or restructured to handle the transition from the current phase to the next phase.  Identify the key personnel and functions that have the experience to manage the risks associated with a smooth transition to the next phase.

		2		5		1		31		0		3		2567		2.5.C1.D31		567		2.1.1.C12		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program is executable in terms of funding and schedule.				   --  2.5.C1.D31  The program is executable in terms of funding and schedule.

		2		5		1		31		1		4		10142		2.5.C1.D31.Q1		20139		2.1.1.Q23		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How does the program determine that the planned and allocated funding and schedule are adequate to accomplish the EMD phase?  Does the level and type of funding match the planned scope of work? (Is the program fully funded through the FYDP)?  What is covered by the funding and accommodated within the schedule?				          --  2.5.C1.D31.Q1 (Question)  How does the program determine that the planned and allocated funding and schedule are adequate to accomplish the EMD phase?  Does the level and type of funding match the planned scope of work? (Is the program fully funded through the FYDP)?  What is covered by the funding and accommodated within the schedule?

		2		5		1		31		2		4		10143		2.5.C1.D31.Q2		20140		2.1.1.Q24		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		What is the confidence level of the cost estimate and how does it relate to overall program risk?				          --  2.5.C1.D31.Q2 (Question)  What is the confidence level of the cost estimate and how does it relate to overall program risk?

		2		5		1		32		0		3		2568		2.5.C1.D32		568		2.1.1.C16		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Allocated program funding and expenditure rates track with open work packages.  All test requirements, support activities, and pre-production transition efforts are accounted for.				   --  2.5.C1.D32  Allocated program funding and expenditure rates track with open work packages.  All test requirements, support activities, and pre-production transition efforts are accounted for.

		2		5		1		32		1		4		10127		2.5.C1.D32.Q1		20124		2.1.1.Q35		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Does planned funding include reserve funding to cover operational test contingencies, engineering changes, T&E infrastructure, and asset needs (ranges, targets, software support, data collection/reduction/analysis, test participants, and support)?				          --  2.5.C1.D32.Q1 (Question)  Does planned funding include reserve funding to cover operational test contingencies, engineering changes, T&E infrastructure, and asset needs (ranges, targets, software support, data collection/reduction/analysis, test participants, and support)?

		2		5		1		32		2		4		10160		2.5.C1.D32.Q2		20156		2.1.1.Q34		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		How does the PM determine that the planned and allocated funding and schedule are adequate to accomplish the program effort?  Does the type of funding match the planned scope of work?				          --  2.5.C1.D32.Q2 (Question)  How does the PM determine that the planned and allocated funding and schedule are adequate to accomplish the program effort?  Does the type of funding match the planned scope of work?

		2		5		2		0		0		2		1038		2.5.C2						ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Integration environments and tools are available and adequate for system acquisition				2.5.C2  Integration environments and tools are available and adequate for system acquisition

		2		5		2		1		0		3		2259		2.5.C2.D1		259		4.10.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		The program has incorporated planning for system integration within the SEP and Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP) to include resources, facilities, integration schedule, and stakeholders.				   --  2.5.C2.D1  The program has incorporated planning for system integration within the SEP and Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP) to include resources, facilities, integration schedule, and stakeholders.

		2		5		2		2		0		3		3020		2.5.C2.D2				4.10.1.C8		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Simulation and/or integration environments are used to integrate user feedback during the development process.  Resources are available and technically sufficient to support the feedback process.				   --  2.5.C2.D2  Simulation and/or integration environments are used to integrate user feedback during the development process.  Resources are available and technically sufficient to support the feedback process.

		2		5		3		0		0		2		1039		2.5.C3						ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Test assets and ranges available and adequate to verify and validate performance to specification				2.5.C3  Test assets and ranges available and adequate to verify and validate performance to specification

		2		5		4		0		0		2		1040		2.5.C4						ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Program resources accommodate technical debt (e.g. deferred, partially implemented, and deficient functionality)				2.5.C4  Program resources accommodate technical debt (e.g. deferred, partially implemented, and deficient functionality)

		2		5		5		0		0		2		1041		2.5.C5						ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Data/IP rights and licensing are adequate for system design and acquisition				2.5.C5  Data/IP rights and licensing are adequate for system design and acquisition

		2		5		5		1		0		3		2571		2.5.C5.D1		571		3.5.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Data/IP rights are (1) clearly articulated in the RFP and contract and (2) support the government's approach to acquisition, competition, and sustainment.  For DBS programs, the RFP clearly addresses COTS licenses, data rights, and custom developed software (RICE Objects).				   --  2.5.C5.D1  Data/IP rights are (1) clearly articulated in the RFP and contract and (2) support the government's approach to acquisition, competition, and sustainment.  For DBS programs, the RFP clearly addresses COTS licenses, data rights, and custom developed software (RICE Objects).

		2		5		5		1		1		4		10404		2.5.C5.D1.Q1		20387		3.5.1.Q9		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss how data and intellectual property rights are addressed in the RFP and contract.  How are the contractual provisions to obtain government rights to technical data flowed down to subcontractors?				          --  2.5.C5.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how data and intellectual property rights are addressed in the RFP and contract.  How are the contractual provisions to obtain government rights to technical data flowed down to subcontractors?

		2		5		5		1		2		4		10405		2.5.C5.D1.Q2		20388		3.5.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Resources		ENGINEERING - Resources		Discuss how the contracted data and intellectual property rights support the Government's approach to acquisition, competition, and sustainment.				          --  2.5.C5.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the contracted data and intellectual property rights support the Government's approach to acquisition, competition, and sustainment.

		2		6		0		0		0		1		13		2.6.P						ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Evaluation activities are sufficient to evaluate and mature the technical baseline				2.6.P (ENGINEERING - Evaluation)  Evaluation activities are sufficient to evaluate and mature the technical baseline

		2		6		1		0		0		2		1042		2.6.C1						ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Evaluation activities and capacities are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition				2.6.C1  Evaluation activities and capacities are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition

		2		6		1		1		0		3		2261		2.6.C1.D1		261		3.3.3.C1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		The program has adequately prepared for required technical certifications.				   --  2.6.C1.D1  The program has adequately prepared for required technical certifications.

		2		6		1		1		3		4		10317		2.6.C1.D1.Q3		20304		3.3.3.Q1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		What are the program's required technical certifications (e.g., NSA cryptology certification, Functional Area Analysis, commercial airworthiness certifications, FCC spectrum certification, GATM)?  Discuss the program's preparation process for meeting all technical certification requirements.  Elements include: staffing expertise, technical data availability, and coordination with external organizations.				          --  2.6.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  What are the program's required technical certifications (e.g., NSA cryptology certification, Functional Area Analysis, commercial airworthiness certifications, FCC spectrum certification, GATM)?  Discuss the program's preparation process for meeting all technical certification requirements.  Elements include: staffing expertise, technical data availability, and coordination with external organizations.

		2		6		1		2		0		3		2262		2.6.C1.D2		262		3.3.3.C2		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		The technical approach addresses the data needed to support the certification timelines.				   --  2.6.C1.D2  The technical approach addresses the data needed to support the certification timelines.

		2		6		1		2		1		4		10318		2.6.C1.D2.Q1		20305		3.3.3.Q2		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Discuss how the technical approach addresses obtaining the data needed to support the certification timelines.				          --  2.6.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the technical approach addresses obtaining the data needed to support the certification timelines.

		2		6		1		2		2		4		10319		2.6.C1.D2.Q2		20306		3.3.3.Q3		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Discuss how the program has anticipated certification requirements, the associated timelines for initiation and completion, and has incorporated certification timelines into the technical planning, including the SEP.				          --  2.6.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the program has anticipated certification requirements, the associated timelines for initiation and completion, and has incorporated certification timelines into the technical planning, including the SEP.

		2		6		1		2		3		4		10320		2.6.C1.D2.Q3		20307		3.3.3.Q4		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Discuss the basis for establishing the timelines.  Discuss how these timelines compare to historical actuals.				          --  2.6.C1.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the basis for establishing the timelines.  Discuss how these timelines compare to historical actuals.

		2		6		1		3		0		3		2263		2.6.C1.D3		263		4.5.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		The program effectively uses tools to ensure verification methods are in place and linked to each requirement (e.g.  requirements verification traceability matrix).				   --  2.6.C1.D3  The program effectively uses tools to ensure verification methods are in place and linked to each requirement (e.g.  requirements verification traceability matrix).

		2		6		1		3		1		4		10683		2.6.C1.D3.Q1		20640		4.5.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Discuss how tools are used to trace requirements to test/verification events, and perform the reverse function of tracing test/verification events back to the related requirements.  Provide a sample of the requirements verification traceability matrix, or similar document.				          --  2.6.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how tools are used to trace requirements to test/verification events, and perform the reverse function of tracing test/verification events back to the related requirements.  Provide a sample of the requirements verification traceability matrix, or similar document.

		2		6		1		4		0		3		3021		2.6.C1.D4				4.7.1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Engineering and test team integration is sufficient to meet program objectives, to include understanding of capability intent and mechanization, capability maturity, verification planning and capability, system performance, system limitations, and status of deficiencies.				   --  2.6.C1.D4  Engineering and test team integration is sufficient to meet program objectives, to include understanding of capability intent and mechanization, capability maturity, verification planning and capability, system performance, system limitations, and status of deficiencies.

		2		6		1		5		0		3		2265		2.6.C1.D5		265		5.1.1.C5		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		A test matrix exists that identifies verification (inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test) methods for each test requirement.				   --  2.6.C1.D5  A test matrix exists that identifies verification (inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test) methods for each test requirement.

		2		6		1		5		1		4		10879		2.6.C1.D5.Q1		20807		5.1.1.Q5		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Provide the test matrix that identifies verification (inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test) methods for each test requirement.				          --  2.6.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Provide the test matrix that identifies verification (inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test) methods for each test requirement.

		2		6		1		6		0		3		2266		2.6.C1.D6		266		5.1.1.C11		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		A test matrix exists that identifies verification (inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test) methods for each test requirement.				   --  2.6.C1.D6  A test matrix exists that identifies verification (inspection, analysis, demonstration, and test) methods for each test requirement.

		2		6		1		6		1		4		10886		2.6.C1.D6.Q1		20814		5.1.1.Q11		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Provide the test matrix that was used to verify each test requirement. Provide an assessment of where requirements could not be verified and steps taken to ensure success in operational tests.				          --  2.6.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Provide the test matrix that was used to verify each test requirement. Provide an assessment of where requirements could not be verified and steps taken to ensure success in operational tests.

		2		6		1		7		0		3		3025		2.6.C1.D7				5.1.5.C3		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		IVV planning is adequately represented in the program schedule and integrates IVV reqs, matches development content with IVV capacity, and specifically ensures inclusion of maturity dependencies for IVV events.				   --  2.6.C1.D7  IVV planning is adequately represented in the program schedule and integrates IVV reqs, matches development content with IVV capacity, and specifically ensures inclusion of maturity dependencies for IVV events.

		2		6		2		0		0		2		1043		2.6.C2						ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Evaluation methodology is sufficient to demonstrate compliance				2.6.C2  Evaluation methodology is sufficient to demonstrate compliance

		2		6		2		1		0		3		2264		2.6.C2.D1		264		4.7.1.C1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Technical planning in the SEP and AS addresses V&V of all technical products (e.g., prototypes, specifications, technical baseline artifacts, hardware and software test articles, production processes, metrics, and system end-items).				   --  2.6.C2.D1  Technical planning in the SEP and AS addresses V&V of all technical products (e.g., prototypes, specifications, technical baseline artifacts, hardware and software test articles, production processes, metrics, and system end-items).

		2		6		2		1		1		4		10750		2.6.C2.D1.Q1		20701		4.7.1.Q1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Discuss the V&V approach contained in the SEP and AS.  How are all of the technical products addressed in the V&V approach across all program phases?				          --  2.6.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the V&V approach contained in the SEP and AS.  How are all of the technical products addressed in the V&V approach across all program phases?

		2		6		2		1		2		4		10751		2.6.C2.D1.Q2		20702		4.7.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		What is the status of the V&V effort as related to plan?				          --  2.6.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  What is the status of the V&V effort as related to plan?

		2		6		2		1		3		4		10752		2.6.C2.D1.Q3		20703		4.7.1.Q3		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		What are the V&V risks to the program?				          --  2.6.C2.D1.Q3 (Question)  What are the V&V risks to the program?

		2		6		4		0		0		2		1044		2.6.C4						ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions				2.6.C4  Evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions

		2		6		4		1		0		3		3022		2.6.C4.D1				4.7.1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Data analysis capacity is sufficient to provide timely V&V results to the development team.				   --  2.6.C4.D1  Data analysis capacity is sufficient to provide timely V&V results to the development team.

		2		6		4		2		0		3		3023		2.6.C4.D2				4.7.1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Data movement and access between stakeholders is sufficient to support the program schedule.				   --  2.6.C4.D2  Data movement and access between stakeholders is sufficient to support the program schedule.

		2		6		4		3		0		3		3024		2.6.C4.D3				4.7.1		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		User feedback is integrated in the V&V process early enough to enable the program to adequately address concerns in the development cycle.				   --  2.6.C4.D3  User feedback is integrated in the V&V process early enough to enable the program to adequately address concerns in the development cycle.

		2		6		4		4		0		3		2267		2.6.C4.D4		267		5.1.5.C9		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		The program’s integration activities (integration phases, subsystem testing, interface verification and validation) are proceeding in accordance with the program’s integration planning (post CDR).				   --  2.6.C4.D4  The program’s integration activities (integration phases, subsystem testing, interface verification and validation) are proceeding in accordance with the program’s integration planning (post CDR).

		2		6		4		4		1		4		10945		2.6.C4.D4.Q1		20868		5.1.5.Q9		ENGINEERING		Evaluation		ENGINEERING - Evaluation		Discuss the progress of the program's integration activities, including any deviations from the program's established integration planning.  Describe any issues that have arisen in the course of integration execution, testing, verification, or validation.  What is the path forward for each issue that is yet unresolved?				          --  2.6.C4.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the progress of the program's integration activities, including any deviations from the program's established integration planning.  Describe any issues that have arisen in the course of integration execution, testing, verification, or validation.  What is the path forward for each issue that is yet unresolved?

		2		7		0		0		0		1		14		2.7.P						ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		System is on track to support program objectives				2.7.P (ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality)  System is on track to support program objectives

		2		7		1		0		0		2		1045		2.7.C1						ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		System is maturing sufficiently to meet established criteria and continue acquisition on schedule				2.7.C1  System is maturing sufficiently to meet established criteria and continue acquisition on schedule

		2		7		1		1		0		3		2269		2.7.C1.D1		269		3.3.1.C7		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		For business systems that are core financial systems, if an outsourced service provider is running a COTS product, that product has been certified by the Financial Systems Management Office and procured and operated in a certified configuration. [OMB Circular A-127 January 2009 Secs 6.A & 7A]				   --  2.7.C1.D1  For business systems that are core financial systems, if an outsourced service provider is running a COTS product, that product has been certified by the Financial Systems Management Office and procured and operated in a certified configuration. [OMB Circular A-127 January 2009 Secs 6.A & 7A]

		2		7		1		1		1		4		10297		2.7.C1.D1.Q1		20286		3.3.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		For core financial systems, how will an outsourced service, running a properly configured FSIO-certified COTS product, be acquired and used?				          --  2.7.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  For core financial systems, how will an outsourced service, running a properly configured FSIO-certified COTS product, be acquired and used?

		2		7		2		0		0		2		1046		2.7.C2						ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		System performance, to include disposition of technical debt (e.g. deferred, partially implemented, and deficient functionality), is on track to satisfy technical baseline				2.7.C2  System performance, to include disposition of technical debt (e.g. deferred, partially implemented, and deficient functionality), is on track to satisfy technical baseline

		2		7		2		1		0		3		2270		2.7.C2.D1		270		3.3.2.C5		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The program has satisfied the phase exit criteria from the previous Milestone's ADM.				   --  2.7.C2.D1  The program has satisfied the phase exit criteria from the previous Milestone's ADM.

		2		7		2		1		2		4		10313		2.7.C2.D1.Q2		20300		3.3.2.Q6		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Discuss the exit criteria established in the previous Milestone's ADM.  How were these exit criteria satisfied?				          --  2.7.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the exit criteria established in the previous Milestone's ADM.  How were these exit criteria satisfied?

		2		7		2		2		0		3		2271		2.7.C2.D2		271		3.3.2.C6		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The program has satisfied the next phase entry criteria.				   --  2.7.C2.D2  The program has satisfied the next phase entry criteria.

		2		7		2		2		1		4		10314		2.7.C2.D2.Q1		20301		3.3.2.Q7		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Discuss the entrance criteria for the next phase.  How were these entry criteria satisfied?				          --  2.7.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the entrance criteria for the next phase.  How were these entry criteria satisfied?

		2		7		2		3		0		3		2273		2.7.C2.D3		273		4.3.1.C25		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The CDR: (1) assessed the results of detail design and initial product baseline artifacts (2) ensured that the build-to packages (drawings for hardware and software code-to specifications for software) were complete (~90%) and released from engineering to manufacturing, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for start of fabrication and integration.				   --  2.7.C2.D3  The CDR: (1) assessed the results of detail design and initial product baseline artifacts (2) ensured that the build-to packages (drawings for hardware and software code-to specifications for software) were complete (~90%) and released from engineering to manufacturing, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for start of fabrication and integration.

		2		7		2		3		1		4		10624		2.7.C2.D3.Q1		20591		4.3.1.Q33		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Discuss how the CDR: 1) assessed the results of detail design 2) ensured that the initial product baseline, including build-to packages (drawings for hardware and software code-to specifications for software) is complete (~90%) and released from engineering to manufacturing, and 3) determined acceptable technical risk for start of fabrication and integration. For DBS programs discuss the results of detailed design to ensure that the CDR identifies custom software development (RICE Objects) drawings for software code-to specifications and determines the acceptable risk for implementation and integration.				          --  2.7.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the CDR: 1) assessed the results of detail design 2) ensured that the initial product baseline, including build-to packages (drawings for hardware and software code-to specifications for software) is complete (~90%) and released from engineering to manufacturing, and 3) determined acceptable technical risk for start of fabrication and integration. For DBS programs discuss the results of detailed design to ensure that the CDR identifies custom software development (RICE Objects) drawings for software code-to specifications and determines the acceptable risk for implementation and integration.

		2		7		2		4		0		3		2274		2.7.C2.D4		274		4.3.1.C26		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The SVR: (1) assessed the results of detail design, integration, and verification, (2) assessed the functional baseline against demonstrated functional performance, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for low-rate production.				   --  2.7.C2.D4  The SVR: (1) assessed the results of detail design, integration, and verification, (2) assessed the functional baseline against demonstrated functional performance, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for low-rate production.

		2		7		2		4		1		4		10625		2.7.C2.D4.Q1		20592		4.3.1.Q34		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Discuss how the SVR: (1) assessed the results of detail design, integration, and developmental test, (2) assessed the functional baseline against demonstrated functional performance, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for low-rate production.				          --  2.7.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the SVR: (1) assessed the results of detail design, integration, and developmental test, (2) assessed the functional baseline against demonstrated functional performance, and (3) determined acceptable technical risk for low-rate production.

		2		7		2		5		0		3		2277		2.7.C2.D5		277		5.1.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The  development test results have verified that the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for detail design.				   --  2.7.C2.D5  The  development test results have verified that the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for detail design.

		2		7		2		5		1		4		10878		2.7.C2.D5.Q1		20806		5.1.1.Q4		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Provide the  development test results verifying that the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for detail design.				          --  2.7.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  Provide the  development test results verifying that the design solution meets the system technical requirements and the system is prepared for detail design.

		2		7		2		6		0		3		3027		2.7.C2.D6				5.1.1		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		All ECPs and approved capability variances are captured in the product baseline.				   --  2.7.C2.D6  All ECPs and approved capability variances are captured in the product baseline.

		2		7		2		7		0		3		3028		2.7.C2.D7				5.1.1		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Rate of defect discovery indicates improving system maturity and that the program will likely achieve development milestones.				   --  2.7.C2.D7  Rate of defect discovery indicates improving system maturity and that the program will likely achieve development milestones.

		2		7		2		8		0		3		3029		2.7.C2.D8				5.1.1		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Open deficiencies reducing at a rate consistent with achieving program objectives.				   --  2.7.C2.D8  Open deficiencies reducing at a rate consistent with achieving program objectives.

		2		7		2		9		0		3		2268		2.7.C2.D9				5.1.1.		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		tracking to schedule risk mitigation plans identified in 3.2.4.C2				   --  2.7.C2.D9  tracking to schedule risk mitigation plans identified in 3.2.4.C2

		2		7		2		10		0		3		2272		2.7.C2.D10		272		4.3.1.C4		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The ASR determined that the proposed materiel solution(s), preliminary system specification, CARD, technical planning (including the SEP), and critical technologies are ready to proceed into the TMRR phase (competitive prototyping and initial end-item development) with acceptable risk.				   --  2.7.C2.D10  The ASR determined that the proposed materiel solution(s), preliminary system specification, CARD, technical planning (including the SEP), and critical technologies are ready to proceed into the TMRR phase (competitive prototyping and initial end-item development) with acceptable risk.

		2		7		2		10		1		4		10615		2.7.C2.D10.Q1		20583		4.3.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Identify the risks determined at the ASR and acceptability to transition to the TMRR phase.  Discuss how the ASR assessed the technical risks associated with competitive prototyping and initial end-item development.				          --  2.7.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  Identify the risks determined at the ASR and acceptability to transition to the TMRR phase.  Discuss how the ASR assessed the technical risks associated with competitive prototyping and initial end-item development.

		2		7		2		10		2		4		10617		2.7.C2.D10.Q2		20584		4.3.1.Q7		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		To what extent did the ASR determine that the proposed materiel solution(s), preliminary system specification, CARD, and technical planning (including the SEP), were complete, sufficiently detailed, and mutually consistent?				          --  2.7.C2.D10.Q2 (Question)  To what extent did the ASR determine that the proposed materiel solution(s), preliminary system specification, CARD, and technical planning (including the SEP), were complete, sufficiently detailed, and mutually consistent?

		2		7		2		10		3		4		10618		2.7.C2.D10.Q3		20585		4.3.1.Q8		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		To what extent did the ASR determine that critical technologies were available and sufficiently mature to support the TMRR phase activities of competitive prototyping and initial end-item development?				          --  2.7.C2.D10.Q3 (Question)  To what extent did the ASR determine that critical technologies were available and sufficiently mature to support the TMRR phase activities of competitive prototyping and initial end-item development?

		2		7		2		11		0		3		2275		2.7.C2.D11		275		4.3.1.C27		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		If necessary to support program technical tracking objectives, an FCA was conducted in conjunction with the SVR to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrates and documents that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into Low-Rate Initial Production.				   --  2.7.C2.D11  If necessary to support program technical tracking objectives, an FCA was conducted in conjunction with the SVR to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrates and documents that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into Low-Rate Initial Production.

		2		7		2		11		1		4		10626		2.7.C2.D11.Q1		20593		4.3.1.Q35		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Discuss how the program used an FCA to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrates and documents that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into Low-Rate Initial Production.				          --  2.7.C2.D11.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program used an FCA to: (1) conduct a formal examination of the as-tested characteristics of a configuration item (hardware and software), (2) verify that actual performance complies with design and interface requirements in the functional baseline, and (3) demonstrates and documents that the EMD product is sufficiently mature for entrance into Low-Rate Initial Production.

		2		7		2		12		0		3		2276		2.7.C2.D12		276		5.1.1.C2		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The results of prototyping and technology maturation/development, verification, and validation support the requirements in the CDD, functional baseline, and allocated baseline.				   --  2.7.C2.D12  The results of prototyping and technology maturation/development, verification, and validation support the requirements in the CDD, functional baseline, and allocated baseline.

		2		7		2		12		1		4		10894		2.7.C2.D12.Q1		20821		5.1.1.Q2		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Show how the results of prototyping and technology /development, verification, and validation support the requirements in the CDD, functional baseline, and allocated baseline.				          --  2.7.C2.D12.Q1 (Question)  Show how the results of prototyping and technology /development, verification, and validation support the requirements in the CDD, functional baseline, and allocated baseline.

		2		7		2		13		0		3		2278		2.7.C2.D13		278		5.1.1.C6		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		The results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.				   --  2.7.C2.D13  The results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.

		2		7		2		13		1		4		10880		2.7.C2.D13.Q1		20808		5.1.1.Q6		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Show how the results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.				          --  2.7.C2.D13.Q1 (Question)  Show how the results of verification activities (compliance results, traceability results, and engineering assessments) indicate that the system can be developed within the EMD cost, schedule, and performance objectives of the program.

		2		7		2		14		0		3		2279		2.7.C2.D14		279		5.1.1.C10		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		There is confirmation (through testing, analysis, demonstration) that the product baseline confirms system performance requirements.				   --  2.7.C2.D14  There is confirmation (through testing, analysis, demonstration) that the product baseline confirms system performance requirements.

		2		7		2		14		1		4		10885		2.7.C2.D14.Q1		20813		5.1.1.Q10		ENGINEERING		Performance / Quality		ENGINEERING - Performance / Quality		Describe the confirmation results (through testing, analysis, demonstration) that the product baseline meets system performance requirements.				          --  2.7.C2.D14.Q1 (Question)  Describe the confirmation results (through testing, analysis, demonstration) that the product baseline meets system performance requirements.

		3		0		0		0		0		0				3.0						SOFTWARE				SOFTWARE						3.0 SOFTWARE

		3		1		0		0		0		1		15		3.1.P						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Derived software requirements, to include interfaces, are realistic and adequate to develop and deliver intended capability				3.1.P (SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements)  Derived software requirements, to include interfaces, are realistic and adequate to develop and deliver intended capability

		3		1		1		0		0		2		1047		3.1.C1						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software requirements are complete, internally consistent, and traceable to program requirements				3.1.C1  Software requirements are complete, internally consistent, and traceable to program requirements

		3		1		1		1		0		3		2281		3.1.C1.D1		281		4.6.1.C3		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		The program has identified software performance requirements, flowed down from Key System Attributes (KSAs) and Key Performance Parameters (KPPs), and documented these in the appropriate technical baseline (functional, allocated, and product).				   --  3.1.C1.D1  The program has identified software performance requirements, flowed down from Key System Attributes (KSAs) and Key Performance Parameters (KPPs), and documented these in the appropriate technical baseline (functional, allocated, and product).

		3		1		1		1		1		4		10713		3.1.C1.D1.Q1		20668		4.6.1.Q8		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Describe the traceability between KPPs, KSAs, CTPs, and software performance requirements.  Describe mapping of software requirements to COI/MOE/MOS.				          --  3.1.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe the traceability between KPPs, KSAs, CTPs, and software performance requirements.  Describe mapping of software requirements to COI/MOE/MOS.

		3		1		1		1		2		4		10717		3.1.C1.D1.Q2		20670		4.6.1.Q9		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		How are software requirements, processes, and metrics collection transferred to the prime and subcontractors?  How are these responsibilities outlined in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, Specification, SOW, and CDRL?				          --  3.1.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  How are software requirements, processes, and metrics collection transferred to the prime and subcontractors?  How are these responsibilities outlined in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, Specification, SOW, and CDRL?

		3		1		1		2		0		3		3030		3.1.C1.D2						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software requirements are internally consistent and complete				   --  3.1.C1.D2  Software requirements are internally consistent and complete

		3		1		1		3		0		3		3034		3.1.C1.D3						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Key stakeholder representatives are actively participating in software requirements reviews				   --  3.1.C1.D3  Key stakeholder representatives are actively participating in software requirements reviews

		3		1		1		4		0		3		3036		3.1.C1.D4						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software requirements traceability exists to design, code, test procedures/results				   --  3.1.C1.D4  Software requirements traceability exists to design, code, test procedures/results

		3		1		1		5		0		3		2289		3.1.C1.D5		289		4.5.4.C2		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		A requirements tracking tool is used for bi-directional traceability of requirements to software design, source code, test cases and test documentation.  If this tool is software specific, it links to the overall system requirements tracking tool.  If an agile/iterative approach is used requirements scoping/management approach accomodates anticipated requirements evolution (e.g. both coarse grain and fine grain requirements are managed).				   --  3.1.C1.D5  A requirements tracking tool is used for bi-directional traceability of requirements to software design, source code, test cases and test documentation.  If this tool is software specific, it links to the overall system requirements tracking tool.  If an agile/iterative approach is used requirements scoping/management approach accomodates anticipated requirements evolution (e.g. both coarse grain and fine grain requirements are managed).

		3		1		1		5		1		4		10697		3.1.C1.D5.Q1		20654		4.5.4.Q4		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Describe the linkage (whether manual or automated) between the software requirements management tool and related engineering and manufacturing tools (e.g., CAD, PDM/MRP, etc.).				          --  3.1.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Describe the linkage (whether manual or automated) between the software requirements management tool and related engineering and manufacturing tools (e.g., CAD, PDM/MRP, etc.).

		3		1		1		5		2		4		10703		3.1.C1.D5.Q2		20660		4.5.4.Q2		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		How does the requirements management tool support requirements flow-down and bi-directional traceability to and from software design, source code, and test cases?				          --  3.1.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  How does the requirements management tool support requirements flow-down and bi-directional traceability to and from software design, source code, and test cases?

		3		1		1		5		3		4		10704		3.1.C1.D5.Q3		20661		4.5.4.Q3		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Does the tool support capture of allocation rationale, accountability, test/validation, criticality, issues, and other factors?				          --  3.1.C1.D5.Q3 (Question)  Does the tool support capture of allocation rationale, accountability, test/validation, criticality, issues, and other factors?

		3		1		2		0		0		2		1048		3.1.C2						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Usage scenarios, constraints, and assumptions adequate to guide acquisition and integration				3.1.C2  Usage scenarios, constraints, and assumptions adequate to guide acquisition and integration

		3		1		2		1		0		3		3031		3.1.C2.D1						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software requirements constraints and assumptions are documented				   --  3.1.C2.D1  Software requirements constraints and assumptions are documented

		3		1		2		2		0		3		3033		3.1.C2.D2						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Key software usage scenarios are technically adequate to develop the system				   --  3.1.C2.D2  Key software usage scenarios are technically adequate to develop the system

		3		1		2		3		0		3		2287		3.1.C2.D3		287		4.1.3.C4		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		The software architecture frameworks used to document and evaluate program enterprise, solutions, and/or technical architecture are identified in the DoDAF views.				   --  3.1.C2.D3  The software architecture frameworks used to document and evaluate program enterprise, solutions, and/or technical architecture are identified in the DoDAF views.

		3		1		2		3		1		4		10452		3.1.C2.D3.Q1		20435		4.1.3.Q9		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		List the DoDAF architecture views used to document the software architecture framework.				          --  3.1.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  List the DoDAF architecture views used to document the software architecture framework.

		3		1		3		0		0		2		1049		3.1.C3						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software interfaces and architecture are adequate to meet program requirements				3.1.C3  Software interfaces and architecture are adequate to meet program requirements

		3		1		3		1		0		3		3032		3.1.C3.D1						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software Requirements management is in place				   --  3.1.C3.D1  Software Requirements management is in place

		3		1		3		2		0		3		3035		3.1.C3.D2						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Boundaries of the software system to be built and interfacing systems are sufficiently clear to proceed with software development				   --  3.1.C3.D2  Boundaries of the software system to be built and interfacing systems are sufficiently clear to proceed with software development

		3		1		3		3		0		3		3043		3.1.C3.D3						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Architecture/Context diagram exists depicting clearly what is inside the system, and identifies  interfacing systems				   --  3.1.C3.D3  Architecture/Context diagram exists depicting clearly what is inside the system, and identifies  interfacing systems

		3		1		3		4		0		3		3044		3.1.C3.D4						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		The software architecture  is complete and fit for purpose				   --  3.1.C3.D4  The software architecture  is complete and fit for purpose

		3		1		4		0		0		2		1050		3.1.C4						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software scope is realistic and achievable, to include consideration of relevant historic benchmarks, within program structure and timeline				3.1.C4  Software scope is realistic and achievable, to include consideration of relevant historic benchmarks, within program structure and timeline

		3		1		4		1		0		3		2282		3.1.C4.D1		282		4.6.1.C7		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		The Acquisition Strategy (AS) includes a summary of the Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE)-approved Cost and Software Data Reporting (CSDR) plan.				   --  3.1.C4.D1  The Acquisition Strategy (AS) includes a summary of the Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (CAPE)-approved Cost and Software Data Reporting (CSDR) plan.

		3		1		4		1		1		4		10723		3.1.C4.D1.Q1		20676		4.6.1.Q15		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the AS summarizes the CAPE-approved Cost and Software Data Reporting plan.				          --  3.1.C4.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the AS summarizes the CAPE-approved Cost and Software Data Reporting plan.

		3		1		4		2		0		3		2283		3.1.C4.D2		283		4.6.1.C8		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		The government Software Resource Data Report (SRDR; DD-2630-1) was submitted as part of the Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD).				   --  3.1.C4.D2  The government Software Resource Data Report (SRDR; DD-2630-1) was submitted as part of the Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD).

		3		1		4		2		1		4		10724		3.1.C4.D2.Q1		20677		4.6.1.Q16		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Provide the Government SRDR (submitted with the CARD) and the contractor/subcontractors' Initial and Final SRDRs (SRDR-2, SRDR-3).  Discuss the basis for the SRDR data, and explain any discrepancies between the data listed in the SRDRs.				          --  3.1.C4.D2.Q1 (Question)  Provide the Government SRDR (submitted with the CARD) and the contractor/subcontractors' Initial and Final SRDRs (SRDR-2, SRDR-3).  Discuss the basis for the SRDR data, and explain any discrepancies between the data listed in the SRDRs.

		3		1		4		3		0		3		2284		3.1.C4.D3		284		4.6.1.C9		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		The end item development CDRL (in TMRR and EMD phases) includes contractor requirements to submit contractors’ initial and final SRDRs (DD 2630-2, DD-2630-3), in accordance with DoD 5000.04-M-1.				   --  3.1.C4.D3  The end item development CDRL (in TMRR and EMD phases) includes contractor requirements to submit contractors’ initial and final SRDRs (DD 2630-2, DD-2630-3), in accordance with DoD 5000.04-M-1.

		3		1		4		3		1		4		10725		3.1.C4.D3.Q1		20678		4.6.1.Q17		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Provide CDRL describing software data in the CSDR and discuss the basis for this data request.				          --  3.1.C4.D3.Q1 (Question)  Provide CDRL describing software data in the CSDR and discuss the basis for this data request.

		3		1		4		4		0		3		2285		3.1.C4.D4		285		4.6.1.C12		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software planning and estimating has encompassed the total system software effort.  This includes the operational software, support system software, training system software, integration lab software, interoperability testing, security engineering, software maintenance, and other software required to develop, integrate, test, produce, and sustain the system. 				   --  3.1.C4.D4  Software planning and estimating has encompassed the total system software effort.  This includes the operational software, support system software, training system software, integration lab software, interoperability testing, security engineering, software maintenance, and other software required to develop, integrate, test, produce, and sustain the system. 

		3		1		4		4		1		4		10731		3.1.C4.D4.Q1		20684		4.6.1.Q23		SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the total system software effort is addressed in the software planning and estimating. Discuss the post-production software support and software sustainment planning, including who performs support/sustainment, the tools, technical data, and resources.				          --  3.1.C4.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the total system software effort is addressed in the software planning and estimating. Discuss the post-production software support and software sustainment planning, including who performs support/sustainment, the tools, technical data, and resources.

		3		1		4		5		0		3		3037		3.1.C4.D5						SOFTWARE		Scope / Requirements		SOFTWARE - Scope / Requirements		Software requirements baselines exist and have been allocated to planned incremental releases consistent with the overall schedule and skills/ resource plan;				   --  3.1.C4.D5  Software requirements baselines exist and have been allocated to planned incremental releases consistent with the overall schedule and skills/ resource plan;

		3		2		0		0		0		1		16		3.2.P						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Software development approach is integrated with overall system development and adequately supports program objectives				3.2.P (SOFTWARE - Design Process)  Software development approach is integrated with overall system development and adequately supports program objectives

		3		2		1		0		0		2		1051		3.2.C1						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Software development methodology supports program objectives (e.g. AGILE)				3.2.C1  Software development methodology supports program objectives (e.g. AGILE)

		3		2		1		1		0		3		3041		3.2.C1.D1						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The projects chosen methodology and rationale are adequately documented [i.e., DevOps, Agile, Waterfall, etc. and why)				   --  3.2.C1.D1  The projects chosen methodology and rationale are adequately documented [i.e., DevOps, Agile, Waterfall, etc. and why)

		3		2		2		0		0		2		1052		3.2.C2						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Software development strategy (e.g. buy/build/reuse, COTS/GOTS, supportability) supports program objectives				3.2.C2  Software development strategy (e.g. buy/build/reuse, COTS/GOTS, supportability) supports program objectives

		3		2		2		1		0		3		2286		3.2.C2.D1		286		3.1.1.C18		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		When proposing an ERP for a business function, the development team has performed a “fit analysis” to determine the degree to which the ERP meets business requirements and to determine the degree of customization (defined in the preliminary design with associated cost and schedule); the acquisition strategy addresses the maintenance concept.				   --  3.2.C2.D1  When proposing an ERP for a business function, the development team has performed a “fit analysis” to determine the degree to which the ERP meets business requirements and to determine the degree of customization (defined in the preliminary design with associated cost and schedule); the acquisition strategy addresses the maintenance concept.

		3		2		2		1		1		4		10232		3.2.C2.D1.Q1		20225		3.1.1.Q35		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		When proposing an ERP for a business function, discuss how the development team performed a "fit analysis" to determine the degree to which the ERP meets business requirements and to estimate the degree of customization required (with associated cost and schedule). What acquisition approach will be used for maintenance?				          --  3.2.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  When proposing an ERP for a business function, discuss how the development team performed a "fit analysis" to determine the degree to which the ERP meets business requirements and to estimate the degree of customization required (with associated cost and schedule). What acquisition approach will be used for maintenance?

		3		2		2		2		0		3		3038		3.2.C2.D2						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Buy, build, reuse decisions have been made and verified				   --  3.2.C2.D2  Buy, build, reuse decisions have been made and verified

		3		2		2		3		0		3		3042		3.2.C2.D3						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Key stakeholder representatives are actively participating in software design reviews				   --  3.2.C2.D3  Key stakeholder representatives are actively participating in software design reviews

		3		2		2		4		0		3		2290		3.2.C2.D4		290		4.5.4.C4		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The tools associated with software supportability are documented in sustainment planning (e.g., Life-Cycle Support Plan, software support plan).  If an agile/iterative approach is used, technical content in tools is made available to stakeholders directly in tools minimizing duplication of information and unnecessary documentation. 				   --  3.2.C2.D4  The tools associated with software supportability are documented in sustainment planning (e.g., Life-Cycle Support Plan, software support plan).  If an agile/iterative approach is used, technical content in tools is made available to stakeholders directly in tools minimizing duplication of information and unnecessary documentation. 

		3		2		2		4		1		4		10699		3.2.C2.D4.Q1		20656		4.5.4.Q6		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Describe the tools used to support the software sustainment strategy.  How is the use of these tools documented in sustainment planning?				          --  3.2.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Describe the tools used to support the software sustainment strategy.  How is the use of these tools documented in sustainment planning?

		3		2		2		5		0		3		2294		3.2.C2.D5		294		4.6.1.C13		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The RFP and contract(s) include tasks to implement software development, as appropriate, and tasks are allocated to subcontractors including the mechanisms to reprort progress and future work estimates to complete consistent with the overall programs agreed to methodology.				   --  3.2.C2.D5  The RFP and contract(s) include tasks to implement software development, as appropriate, and tasks are allocated to subcontractors including the mechanisms to reprort progress and future work estimates to complete consistent with the overall programs agreed to methodology.

		3		2		2		5		1		4		10732		3.2.C2.D5.Q1		20685		4.6.1.Q24		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Identify the CDRLs in the RFP and contract(s) used to implement software development (e.g., SDP, Software Master Build Plan, Software Requirements and Interface Requirements Specifications, Software Architecture Description, Software Test Plans, Software Test Procedures, Software Test Reports, and Software Metrics Reports).				          --  3.2.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  Identify the CDRLs in the RFP and contract(s) used to implement software development (e.g., SDP, Software Master Build Plan, Software Requirements and Interface Requirements Specifications, Software Architecture Description, Software Test Plans, Software Test Procedures, Software Test Reports, and Software Metrics Reports).

		3		2		2		5		2		4		10733		3.2.C2.D5.Q2		20686		4.6.1.Q25		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Discuss how the RFP and resulting contracts address software development planning for contractors and sub-contractors.				          --  3.2.C2.D5.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the RFP and resulting contracts address software development planning for contractors and sub-contractors.

		3		2		2		6		0		3		2295		3.2.C2.D6		295		4.6.1.C14		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Appropriate COTS/GOTS products have been identified for: database management, middleware, webserver, report generation, transaction processing, mail services, order processing, geospatial processing, security services, and other underlying software services.				   --  3.2.C2.D6  Appropriate COTS/GOTS products have been identified for: database management, middleware, webserver, report generation, transaction processing, mail services, order processing, geospatial processing, security services, and other underlying software services.

		3		2		2		6		1		4		10715		3.2.C2.D6.Q1		20670		4.6.1.Q9		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		How are software requirements, processes, and metrics collection transferred to the prime and subcontractors?  How are these responsibilities outlined in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, Specification, SOW, and CDRL?				          --  3.2.C2.D6.Q1 (Question)  How are software requirements, processes, and metrics collection transferred to the prime and subcontractors?  How are these responsibilities outlined in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, Specification, SOW, and CDRL?

		3		2		2		6		2		4		10734		3.2.C2.D6.Q2		20687		4.6.1.Q26		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		How has the software development team identified appropriate COTS products for: database management, middleware, webserver, report generation, transaction processing, mail services, order processing, geospatial processing, security services, and other underlying COTS software services?				          --  3.2.C2.D6.Q2 (Question)  How has the software development team identified appropriate COTS products for: database management, middleware, webserver, report generation, transaction processing, mail services, order processing, geospatial processing, security services, and other underlying COTS software services?

		3		2		2		7		0		3		2296		3.2.C2.D7		296		4.6.1.C15		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The software development team has documented and implemented repeatable development processes to include such practices as: peer code review, database change management, use case development, scenario testing, unit testing, integration testing, defect review and prioritization, recompilation scheduling, minimizing code complexity, and use of coding practices that minimize vulnerabilities.				   --  3.2.C2.D7  The software development team has documented and implemented repeatable development processes to include such practices as: peer code review, database change management, use case development, scenario testing, unit testing, integration testing, defect review and prioritization, recompilation scheduling, minimizing code complexity, and use of coding practices that minimize vulnerabilities.

		3		2		2		7		1		4		10735		3.2.C2.D7.Q1		20688		4.6.1.Q27		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		What documented and repeatable development processes does the software development team follow for such practices as: peer code review, database change management, unit testing, integration testing, defect review and prioritization, recompilation scheduling, minimizing code complexity, and use of coding practices that minimize vulnerabilities?				          --  3.2.C2.D7.Q1 (Question)  What documented and repeatable development processes does the software development team follow for such practices as: peer code review, database change management, unit testing, integration testing, defect review and prioritization, recompilation scheduling, minimizing code complexity, and use of coding practices that minimize vulnerabilities?

		3		2		2		8		0		3		2297		3.2.C2.D8		297		4.6.1.C16		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The software development plan clearly indicates how post-deployment software maintenance will be performed and how corporate knowledge of the code will be retained to include strategies for re-competing outsourced software support or migrating to an in-house maintenance team.				   --  3.2.C2.D8  The software development plan clearly indicates how post-deployment software maintenance will be performed and how corporate knowledge of the code will be retained to include strategies for re-competing outsourced software support or migrating to an in-house maintenance team.

		3		2		2		8		1		4		10736		3.2.C2.D8.Q1		20689		4.6.1.Q28		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Discuss how the software development plan addresses post-deployment software maintenance and how corporate knowledge of the code will be retained to include strategies for re-competing outsourced software support or migrating to an in-house maintenance team.				          --  3.2.C2.D8.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the software development plan addresses post-deployment software maintenance and how corporate knowledge of the code will be retained to include strategies for re-competing outsourced software support or migrating to an in-house maintenance team.

		3		2		2		9		0		3		2298		3.2.C2.D9		298		4.6.1.C17		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The supplier's software development plan specifies which programming language(s) and related tools will be used, justified by ease of use, experience of the development and maintenance teams, convenience of the solution management environment and likely longevity of the language and management environment in the marketplace. If an agile/iterative approach is used, decisions on tool choice appropriately consider the need to share data with key stakeholders in the tool native format minimizing the need to duplicate information and additional documentation.				   --  3.2.C2.D9  The supplier's software development plan specifies which programming language(s) and related tools will be used, justified by ease of use, experience of the development and maintenance teams, convenience of the solution management environment and likely longevity of the language and management environment in the marketplace. If an agile/iterative approach is used, decisions on tool choice appropriately consider the need to share data with key stakeholders in the tool native format minimizing the need to duplicate information and additional documentation.

		3		2		2		9		1		4		10737		3.2.C2.D9.Q1		20690		4.6.1.Q29		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		How does the software development plan specify which programming language(s) will be used, justified by: ease of use, experience of the development and maintenance teams, convenience of the development environment, and likely longevity of the language and development environment in the marketplace?				          --  3.2.C2.D9.Q1 (Question)  How does the software development plan specify which programming language(s) will be used, justified by: ease of use, experience of the development and maintenance teams, convenience of the development environment, and likely longevity of the language and development environment in the marketplace?

		3		2		2		10		0		3		2303		3.2.C2.D10		303		4.6.1.C11		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), government-off-the-shelf (GOTS), non-developmental-item (NDI), and other software reuse used for business or mission functionality have been realistically analyzed for complexity, suitability, and cost/schedule benefit to meet required functionality within funding and time constraints.				   --  3.2.C2.D10  Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), government-off-the-shelf (GOTS), non-developmental-item (NDI), and other software reuse used for business or mission functionality have been realistically analyzed for complexity, suitability, and cost/schedule benefit to meet required functionality within funding and time constraints.

		3		2		2		10		1		4		10728		3.2.C2.D10.Q1		20681		4.6.1.Q20		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		What safeguards have been applied to preclude over optimistic estimates/cost savings from software reuse?				          --  3.2.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  What safeguards have been applied to preclude over optimistic estimates/cost savings from software reuse?

		3		2		2		10		2		4		10729		3.2.C2.D10.Q2		20682		4.6.1.Q21		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Discuss the amount of COTS, GOTS, NDI, and other software reuse from other systems or development efforts. Discuss the scope of engineering required to reuse/modify the COTS, GOTS, and NDI software. Describe how the cost/schedule benefits of software reuse are realistic.  Address the complexity and suitability of the reuse software to meet required functionality.				          --  3.2.C2.D10.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the amount of COTS, GOTS, NDI, and other software reuse from other systems or development efforts. Discuss the scope of engineering required to reuse/modify the COTS, GOTS, and NDI software. Describe how the cost/schedule benefits of software reuse are realistic.  Address the complexity and suitability of the reuse software to meet required functionality.

		3		2		2		10		3		4		10730		3.2.C2.D10.Q3		20683		4.6.1.Q22		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		What are the plans for early (e.g., prior to PDR) demonstrations of software reuse candidates, including legacy code, COTS, GOTS, and NDI components?				          --  3.2.C2.D10.Q3 (Question)  What are the plans for early (e.g., prior to PDR) demonstrations of software reuse candidates, including legacy code, COTS, GOTS, and NDI components?

		3		2		3		0		0		2		1053		3.2.C3						SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Incremental software builds support program objectives				3.2.C3  Incremental software builds support program objectives

		3		2		3		1		0		3		2291		3.2.C3.D1		291		4.6.1.C1		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		The program has addressed software development/design planning and processes, within its programmatic, technical, and planning documentation (e.g., SDP). This planning addresses software tools, facilities, and activities throughout the life-cycle to include software updates and maintenance in later phases. The software planning is integrated with other program plans, schedules, artifacts, and processes, including system requirements specifications, test plans, and procedures, anticipating product maturity evolution. 				   --  3.2.C3.D1  The program has addressed software development/design planning and processes, within its programmatic, technical, and planning documentation (e.g., SDP). This planning addresses software tools, facilities, and activities throughout the life-cycle to include software updates and maintenance in later phases. The software planning is integrated with other program plans, schedules, artifacts, and processes, including system requirements specifications, test plans, and procedures, anticipating product maturity evolution. 

		3		2		3		1		1		4		10706		3.2.C3.D1.Q1		20662		4.6.1.Q2		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Discuss how the programmatic, technical, and planning documents address software development and management.  Describe the software risk management process, including how software risks are managed by the software IPT and are escalated to the corresponding system and program levels.  Identify current software risks and mitigation status.  Identify whether these sufficiently capture the risk in this program, given levels of complexity, staffing, interoperability, assurance requirements, and more.				          --  3.2.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the programmatic, technical, and planning documents address software development and management.  Describe the software risk management process, including how software risks are managed by the software IPT and are escalated to the corresponding system and program levels.  Identify current software risks and mitigation status.  Identify whether these sufficiently capture the risk in this program, given levels of complexity, staffing, interoperability, assurance requirements, and more.

		3		2		3		1		2		4		10707		3.2.C3.D1.Q2		20663		4.6.1.Q3		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Describe the tools and facilities used to support software development.				          --  3.2.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  Describe the tools and facilities used to support software development.

		3		2		3		1		3		4		10708		3.2.C3.D1.Q3		20664		4.6.1.Q4		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Describe how software development planning and processes are addressed in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, SOW, and CDRL?				          --  3.2.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  Describe how software development planning and processes are addressed in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, SOW, and CDRL?

		3		2		3		1		4		4		10710		3.2.C3.D1.Q4		20665		4.6.1.Q5		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Describe how software development, integration, and test are addressed at system level technical reviews and software-specific technical reviews.  Provide artifacts that document the results of software reviews, such as minutes and updates to plans and technical baselines.				          --  3.2.C3.D1.Q4 (Question)  Describe how software development, integration, and test are addressed at system level technical reviews and software-specific technical reviews.  Provide artifacts that document the results of software reviews, such as minutes and updates to plans and technical baselines.

		3		2		3		1		5		4		10711		3.2.C3.D1.Q5		20666		4.6.1.Q6		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Describe the planned life-cycle software update and maintenance activities.				          --  3.2.C3.D1.Q5 (Question)  Describe the planned life-cycle software update and maintenance activities.

		3		2		3		1		6		4		10714		3.2.C3.D1.Q6		20669		4.6.1.Q1		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Discuss the program's software development planning.  How has the program addressed estimating, tracking, and managing software requirements, software architecture/preliminary design, software detailed design, coding, unit testing, and software integration?  How are procedures for estimating, tracking, and managing software defects addressed?				          --  3.2.C3.D1.Q6 (Question)  Discuss the program's software development planning.  How has the program addressed estimating, tracking, and managing software requirements, software architecture/preliminary design, software detailed design, coding, unit testing, and software integration?  How are procedures for estimating, tracking, and managing software defects addressed?

		3		2		3		2		0		3		2292		3.2.C3.D2		292		4.6.1.C6		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Software configuration control and change management are documented consistent with software development planning and overall system configuration management.and being used by all program teams throughout the development phases.				   --  3.2.C3.D2  Software configuration control and change management are documented consistent with software development planning and overall system configuration management.and being used by all program teams throughout the development phases.

		3		2		3		2		1		4		10722		3.2.C3.D2.Q1		20675		4.6.1.Q14		SOFTWARE		Design Process		SOFTWARE - Design Process		Describe the software configuration control and change management process.				          --  3.2.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe the software configuration control and change management process.

		3		3		0		0		0		1		17		3.3.P						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands software development progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events				3.3.P (SOFTWARE - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands software development progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events

		3		3		1		0		0		2		1054		3.3.C1						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		The program employs software metrics that adequately track capability and acquisition performance and are sufficient to manage risk				3.3.C1  The program employs software metrics that adequately track capability and acquisition performance and are sufficient to manage risk

		3		3		1		1		0		3		3047		3.3.C1.D1						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Adequate software metrics are in place and being used by the team to effectively control their work				   --  3.3.C1.D1  Adequate software metrics are in place and being used by the team to effectively control their work

		3		3		1		2		0		3		3048		3.3.C1.D2						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Software task estimates including development, test, integration and acceptance are refined at regular intervals and reflect actual team performance				   --  3.3.C1.D2  Software task estimates including development, test, integration and acceptance are refined at regular intervals and reflect actual team performance

		3		3		1		3		0		3		2301		3.3.C1.D3		301		4.6.1.C4		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Metrics for software development, software artifact maturity, and software quality are addressed within the SEP and SEMP.  Additional software development metrics are elaborated in the SDP consistent with the proposed software methodology. Peer review effectiveness is being measured and appropriate actions taken to improve. If an agile/iterative approach is planned: a.) requirements/product backlog stability is measured and managed appropriately anticipating iterative requirements evolution. b.) agile team velocity is measured and used to help teams assess estimation accuracy as the program progresses. c.) Capability/features are being incrementally accepted with user involvement. d.) Burn-down charts accurately reflect additional work the team discovers during each iteration.   				   --  3.3.C1.D3  Metrics for software development, software artifact maturity, and software quality are addressed within the SEP and SEMP.  Additional software development metrics are elaborated in the SDP consistent with the proposed software methodology. Peer review effectiveness is being measured and appropriate actions taken to improve. If an agile/iterative approach is planned: a.) requirements/product backlog stability is measured and managed appropriately anticipating iterative requirements evolution. b.) agile team velocity is measured and used to help teams assess estimation accuracy as the program progresses. c.) Capability/features are being incrementally accepted with user involvement. d.) Burn-down charts accurately reflect additional work the team discovers during each iteration.   

		3		3		1		3		1		4		10716		3.3.C1.D3.Q1		20670		4.6.1.Q9		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		How are software requirements, processes, and metrics collection transferred to the prime and subcontractors?  How are these responsibilities outlined in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, Specification, SOW, and CDRL?				          --  3.3.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  How are software requirements, processes, and metrics collection transferred to the prime and subcontractors?  How are these responsibilities outlined in the SEP, SEMP, RFP, Specification, SOW, and CDRL?

		3		3		1		3		2		4		10718		3.3.C1.D3.Q2		20671		4.6.1.Q10		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Describe how software development, software artifact maturity, and software quality are addressed within the Government SEP, Contractor SEMP, and other software planning documents (e.g., SDP).				          --  3.3.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Describe how software development, software artifact maturity, and software quality are addressed within the Government SEP, Contractor SEMP, and other software planning documents (e.g., SDP).

		3		3		1		3		3		4		10719		3.3.C1.D3.Q3		20672		4.6.1.Q11		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Describe the software development and software artifact maturity metrics. What is the rationale for selection? How are software size, staffing levels (or effort), and progress/schedule to completion addressed?				          --  3.3.C1.D3.Q3 (Question)  Describe the software development and software artifact maturity metrics. What is the rationale for selection? How are software size, staffing levels (or effort), and progress/schedule to completion addressed?

		3		3		1		3		4		4		10720		3.3.C1.D3.Q4		20673		4.6.1.Q12		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Describe the software defect process. How are defect burndown, aging, and recidivism managed? How are software defects addressed? Provide planned software defects burn down curve.  How will software defects be classified, tracked, and managed? Describe the process for assigning defect corrections to specific releases and for establishing retest/regression criteria.				          --  3.3.C1.D3.Q4 (Question)  Describe the software defect process. How are defect burndown, aging, and recidivism managed? How are software defects addressed? Provide planned software defects burn down curve.  How will software defects be classified, tracked, and managed? Describe the process for assigning defect corrections to specific releases and for establishing retest/regression criteria.

		3		3		2		0		0		2		1055		3.3.C2						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates software risks				3.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates software risks

		3		3		2		1		0		3		3045		3.3.C2.D1						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Key technical risks are identified, mitigated and under control				   --  3.3.C2.D1  Key technical risks are identified, mitigated and under control

		3		3		2		2		0		3		3049		3.3.C2.D2						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Tasks associated with critical interfacing systems have been identified and are being given appropriate priority				   --  3.3.C2.D2  Tasks associated with critical interfacing systems have been identified and are being given appropriate priority

		3		3		2		3		0		3		3050		3.3.C2.D3						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		An adequate Software risks identification and  mitigation approach is in place				   --  3.3.C2.D3  An adequate Software risks identification and  mitigation approach is in place

		3		3		3		0		0		2		1056		3.3.C3						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Software content and maturity criteria established to support acquisition decisions				3.3.C3  Software content and maturity criteria established to support acquisition decisions

		3		3		3		1		0		3		2299		3.3.C3.D1		299		3.1.1.C21		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		The program has considered the DoD Enterprise Software Initiative (ESI), Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative procurement vehicles, and Defense Component level Enterprise Software Licenses in developing the acquisition approach and plan.				   --  3.3.C3.D1  The program has considered the DoD Enterprise Software Initiative (ESI), Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative procurement vehicles, and Defense Component level Enterprise Software Licenses in developing the acquisition approach and plan.

		3		3		3		1		1		4		10235		3.3.C3.D1.Q1		20228		3.1.1.Q38		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		How has the acquisition strategy considered the DoD Enterprise Software Initiative (ESI), Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative procurement vehicles, and Defense Component level Enterprise Software licences in developing the acquisition approach and plan?				          --  3.3.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  How has the acquisition strategy considered the DoD Enterprise Software Initiative (ESI), Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative procurement vehicles, and Defense Component level Enterprise Software licences in developing the acquisition approach and plan?

		3		3		3		2		0		3		2300		3.3.C3.D2		300		4.6.1.C2		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		The program has software development plans sufficient to meet exit and entrance criteria of technical reviews and milestone decisions including the planning and availability of necessary software development skills (programming language, software requirements analysis, software testing and tool knowledge etc). Software development risks have been identified and mitigation plans are in place.				   --  3.3.C3.D2  The program has software development plans sufficient to meet exit and entrance criteria of technical reviews and milestone decisions including the planning and availability of necessary software development skills (programming language, software requirements analysis, software testing and tool knowledge etc). Software development risks have been identified and mitigation plans are in place.

		3		3		3		2		1		4		10705		3.3.C3.D2.Q1		20662		4.6.1.Q2		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Discuss how the programmatic, technical, and planning documents address software development and management.  Describe the software risk management process, including how software risks are managed by the software IPT and are escalated to the corresponding system and program levels.  Identify current software risks and mitigation status.  Identify whether these sufficiently capture the risk in this program, given levels of complexity, staffing, interoperability, assurance requirements, and more.				          --  3.3.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the programmatic, technical, and planning documents address software development and management.  Describe the software risk management process, including how software risks are managed by the software IPT and are escalated to the corresponding system and program levels.  Identify current software risks and mitigation status.  Identify whether these sufficiently capture the risk in this program, given levels of complexity, staffing, interoperability, assurance requirements, and more.

		3		3		3		2		2		4		10709		3.3.C3.D2.Q2		20665		4.6.1.Q5		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Describe how software development, integration, and test are addressed at system level technical reviews and software-specific technical reviews.  Provide artifacts that document the results of software reviews, such as minutes and updates to plans and technical baselines.				          --  3.3.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  Describe how software development, integration, and test are addressed at system level technical reviews and software-specific technical reviews.  Provide artifacts that document the results of software reviews, such as minutes and updates to plans and technical baselines.

		3		3		3		2		3		4		10712		3.3.C3.D2.Q3		20667		4.6.1.Q7		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Discuss the planned level of software development for entrance and exit criteria for technical reviews and for milestone decisions, and describe how this will be measured at each event.				          --  3.3.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the planned level of software development for entrance and exit criteria for technical reviews and for milestone decisions, and describe how this will be measured at each event.

		3		3		3		3		0		3		3046		3.3.C3.D3						SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Adequate software peer reviews and milestone reviews are occurring and resultant actions are being managed to closure;				   --  3.3.C3.D3  Adequate software peer reviews and milestone reviews are occurring and resultant actions are being managed to closure;

		3		3		3		4		0		3		2302		3.3.C3.D4		302		4.6.1.C5		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Metrics for software development, software artifact maturity, and software quality are addressed within the SEP and SEMP.  Additional software development metrics are elaborated in the SDP consistent with the proposed software methodology. Peer review effectiveness is being measured and appropriate actions taken to improve. If an agile/iterative approach is planned: a.) requirements/product backlog stability is measured and managed appropriately anticipating iterative requirements evolution. b.) agile team velocity is measured and used to help teams assess estimation accuracy as the program progresses. c.) Capability/features are being incrementally accepted with user involvement. d.) Burn-down charts accurately reflect additional work the team discovers during each iteration.   				   --  3.3.C3.D4  Metrics for software development, software artifact maturity, and software quality are addressed within the SEP and SEMP.  Additional software development metrics are elaborated in the SDP consistent with the proposed software methodology. Peer review effectiveness is being measured and appropriate actions taken to improve. If an agile/iterative approach is planned: a.) requirements/product backlog stability is measured and managed appropriately anticipating iterative requirements evolution. b.) agile team velocity is measured and used to help teams assess estimation accuracy as the program progresses. c.) Capability/features are being incrementally accepted with user involvement. d.) Burn-down charts accurately reflect additional work the team discovers during each iteration.   

		3		3		3		4		1		4		10721		3.3.C3.D4.Q1		20674		4.6.1.Q13		SOFTWARE		Decision / Control		SOFTWARE - Decision / Control		Describe the Government and contracted processes for Software quality assurance.  What is the rationale for selection of quality metrics/criteria?				          --  3.3.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Describe the Government and contracted processes for Software quality assurance.  What is the rationale for selection of quality metrics/criteria?

		3		4		0		0		0		1		18		3.4.P						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		The schedule sufficiently models software development, is achievable, and supports program objectives				3.4.P (SOFTWARE - Schedule)  The schedule sufficiently models software development, is achievable, and supports program objectives

		3		4		1		0		0		2		1057		3.4.C1						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software schedule is realistic and is supported by a sound basis of estimate that considers relevant historical schedules				3.4.C1  Software schedule is realistic and is supported by a sound basis of estimate that considers relevant historical schedules

		3		4		1		1		0		3		2293		3.4.C1.D1		293		4.6.1.C10		SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software development planning (including estimates and selection of software development methodology - e.g., waterfall, incremental, agile - and estimation tools) is based on  actual performance of historical or analogous programs.and are updated to reflect actual project team performance.				   --  3.4.C1.D1  Software development planning (including estimates and selection of software development methodology - e.g., waterfall, incremental, agile - and estimation tools) is based on  actual performance of historical or analogous programs.and are updated to reflect actual project team performance.

		3		4		1		1		1		4		10726		3.4.C1.D1.Q1		20679		4.6.1.Q18		SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		What estimation tools and methodologies have been or will be used, including industry parametric tools (COCOMO, SEER-SEM, SLIM, etc.) and other techniques (e.g., analogy, cost-estimation relationships, bottom-up)? Describe the sizing methodology used (e.g., source lines of code, feature points, function points). Describe the assumptions regarding project unknowns (i.e., program cost drivers). Are estimates updated at major milestones or when major changes occur?				          --  3.4.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  What estimation tools and methodologies have been or will be used, including industry parametric tools (COCOMO, SEER-SEM, SLIM, etc.) and other techniques (e.g., analogy, cost-estimation relationships, bottom-up)? Describe the sizing methodology used (e.g., source lines of code, feature points, function points). Describe the assumptions regarding project unknowns (i.e., program cost drivers). Are estimates updated at major milestones or when major changes occur?

		3		4		1		1		2		4		10727		3.4.C1.D1.Q2		20680		4.6.1.Q19		SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Describe the software development planning and any deviations from actual performance of historical or analogous programs and any rationale for the deviations. Describe the software development methodology being used (e.g., waterfall, incremental, agile) and the rationale for using that approach.				          --  3.4.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Describe the software development planning and any deviations from actual performance of historical or analogous programs and any rationale for the deviations. Describe the software development methodology being used (e.g., waterfall, incremental, agile) and the rationale for using that approach.

		3		4		1		2		0		3		3053		3.4.C1.D2						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Lower level team software schedules exist and are credible and consistent with the overall project schedule				   --  3.4.C1.D2  Lower level team software schedules exist and are credible and consistent with the overall project schedule

		3		4		1		3		0		3		3054		3.4.C1.D3						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		 Individual task assignments with clear and sound basis of estimates exist				   --  3.4.C1.D3   Individual task assignments with clear and sound basis of estimates exist

		3		4		1		4		0		3		3055		3.4.C1.D4						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software subcontractor schedule is aligned with overall schedule and credible based on estimation rationale and past performance				   --  3.4.C1.D4  Software subcontractor schedule is aligned with overall schedule and credible based on estimation rationale and past performance

		3		4		1		5		0		3		3058		3.4.C1.D5						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), government-off-the-shelf (GOTS), non-developmental-item (NDI), and other software reuse used for business or mission functionality have been realistically analyzed for complexity, suitability, and cost/schedule benefit to meet required functionality within funding and time constraints				   --  3.4.C1.D5  Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), government-off-the-shelf (GOTS), non-developmental-item (NDI), and other software reuse used for business or mission functionality have been realistically analyzed for complexity, suitability, and cost/schedule benefit to meet required functionality within funding and time constraints

		3		4		2		0		0		2		1058		3.4.C2						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software schedule reflects actual performance				3.4.C2  Software schedule reflects actual performance

		3		4		2		1		0		3		3056		3.4.C2.D1						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software schedule updates are occurring in accordance with agreed to plan, and  reflect actual performance of all lower level teams, including subcontracted software teams				   --  3.4.C2.D1  Software schedule updates are occurring in accordance with agreed to plan, and  reflect actual performance of all lower level teams, including subcontracted software teams

		3		4		2		2		0		3		3057		3.4.C2.D2						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		 Periodic updates have clear and sound basis				   --  3.4.C2.D2   Periodic updates have clear and sound basis

		3		4		3		0		0		2		1059		3.4.C3						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software acquisition is executing to schedule				3.4.C3  Software acquisition is executing to schedule

		3		4		3		1		0		3		3051		3.4.C3.D1						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software tasks are being completed by team members consistent with estimates and definition of done				   --  3.4.C3.D1  Software tasks are being completed by team members consistent with estimates and definition of done

		3		4		4		0		0		2		1060		3.4.C4						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Software schedule is sufficient to deliver required capability, to include technical debt and defect resolution, and is integrated with the program schedule				3.4.C4  Software schedule is sufficient to deliver required capability, to include technical debt and defect resolution, and is integrated with the program schedule

		3		4		4		1		0		3		3052		3.4.C4.D1						SOFTWARE		Schedule		SOFTWARE - Schedule		Rework and unplanned work is under control				   --  3.4.C4.D1  Rework and unplanned work is under control

		3		5		0		0		0		1		19		3.5.P						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software tools, labs, staffing, skills, and licensing are sufficient to meet program objectives				3.5.P (SOFTWARE - Resources)  Software tools, labs, staffing, skills, and licensing are sufficient to meet program objectives

		3		5		1		0		0		2		1061		3.5.C1						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software staffing and experience with the software development methodology supports program objectives				3.5.C1  Software staffing and experience with the software development methodology supports program objectives

		3		5		1		1		0		3		3059		3.5.C1.D1						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software staffing needs, including specific software skill needs, are in place for current phase with credible plan going forward;				   --  3.5.C1.D1  Software staffing needs, including specific software skill needs, are in place for current phase with credible plan going forward;

		3		5		1		2		0		3		3065		3.5.C1.D2						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Key personnel responsible for ensuring software performance/ quality  are  in place				   --  3.5.C1.D2  Key personnel responsible for ensuring software performance/ quality  are  in place

		3		5		1		3		0		3		3066		3.5.C1.D3						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Key personnel responsible for ensuring software performance/ quality requirements are being achieved for all subcontracted work are in place				   --  3.5.C1.D3  Key personnel responsible for ensuring software performance/ quality requirements are being achieved for all subcontracted work are in place

		3		5		2		0		0		2		1062		3.5.C2						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software tools and facilities available and adequate to support development				3.5.C2  Software tools and facilities available and adequate to support development

		3		5		2		1		0		3		2288		3.5.C2.D1		288		4.5.4.C1		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software engineering analyses, designs, and programming are supported by appropriate software engineering tools and environments (e.g., solution management, requirements control,  cost and schedule control, Integrated Development Environments, software version control, integration and configuration management, test suites, estimation tools, static and dynamic vulnerability testing, performance testing, functional path testing, code complexity determination, etc.).				   --  3.5.C2.D1  Software engineering analyses, designs, and programming are supported by appropriate software engineering tools and environments (e.g., solution management, requirements control,  cost and schedule control, Integrated Development Environments, software version control, integration and configuration management, test suites, estimation tools, static and dynamic vulnerability testing, performance testing, functional path testing, code complexity determination, etc.).

		3		5		2		1		3		4		10701		3.5.C2.D1.Q3		20658		4.5.4.Q8		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		How has the software development team identified appropriate tools for: requirements control, cost and schedule management, configuration management, software development environment, functional path testing, performance testing, static software vulnerability assessment, dynamic software vulnerability assessment, and code complexity determination?				          --  3.5.C2.D1.Q3 (Question)  How has the software development team identified appropriate tools for: requirements control, cost and schedule management, configuration management, software development environment, functional path testing, performance testing, static software vulnerability assessment, dynamic software vulnerability assessment, and code complexity determination?

		3		5		2		1		4		4		10702		3.5.C2.D1.Q4		20659		4.5.4.Q1		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Describe the software engineering tools and environments used to develop, integrate, and test software used in this program.  (e.g., Integrated Development Environments, Software Version Control, Integration and Configuration Management, Test Suites, Estimation Tools, etc.)				          --  3.5.C2.D1.Q4 (Question)  Describe the software engineering tools and environments used to develop, integrate, and test software used in this program.  (e.g., Integrated Development Environments, Software Version Control, Integration and Configuration Management, Test Suites, Estimation Tools, etc.)

		3		5		2		2		0		3		3039		3.5.C2.D2						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Decisions on critical [software analysis?] tools and technologies have been made and the results verified				   --  3.5.C2.D2  Decisions on critical [software analysis?] tools and technologies have been made and the results verified

		3		5		2		3		0		3		3040		3.5.C2.D3						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		The [software analysis?] tools and technologies being used by the team are adequate and effectively supporting their work				   --  3.5.C2.D3  The [software analysis?] tools and technologies being used by the team are adequate and effectively supporting their work

		3		5		2		4		0		3		2304		3.5.C2.D4		304		4.5.4.C3		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		The software support environment is available and documented with all applicable data rights (including all emulators, simulators and stimulators used for software development and test).				   --  3.5.C2.D4  The software support environment is available and documented with all applicable data rights (including all emulators, simulators and stimulators used for software development and test).

		3		5		2		4		1		4		10698		3.5.C2.D4.Q1		20655		4.5.4.Q5		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Describe how all applicable data rights for the software support environment are available to the sustainment activity/organization.  Describe how software support is performed, whether by the prime, other contractors, or the government.				          --  3.5.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Describe how all applicable data rights for the software support environment are available to the sustainment activity/organization.  Describe how software support is performed, whether by the prime, other contractors, or the government.

		3		5		2		5		0		3		2305		3.5.C2.D5		305		5.1.6.C6		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		The programming language(s) and other COTS elements of the development environment and middleware continue to be available and viable in the marketplace and supported by the vendor.				   --  3.5.C2.D5  The programming language(s) and other COTS elements of the development environment and middleware continue to be available and viable in the marketplace and supported by the vendor.

		3		5		2		5		1		4		10954		3.5.C2.D5.Q1		20877		5.1.6.Q8		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		To what degree are the selected programming language(s) and other COTS elements of the development environment and middleware still, and likely to be, available in the marketplace?				          --  3.5.C2.D5.Q1 (Question)  To what degree are the selected programming language(s) and other COTS elements of the development environment and middleware still, and likely to be, available in the marketplace?

		3		5		2		6		0		3		3060		3.5.C2.D6						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software tools and lab facilities needed for current phase work are in place and being used by  the team to effectively complete their work				   --  3.5.C2.D6  Software tools and lab facilities needed for current phase work are in place and being used by  the team to effectively complete their work

		3		5		2		7		0		3		3061		3.5.C2.D7						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software tools and lab facilities needed for current phase for all remotely located and subcontracted personnel are in place and being used to effectively complete their work by the team				   --  3.5.C2.D7  Software tools and lab facilities needed for current phase for all remotely located and subcontracted personnel are in place and being used to effectively complete their work by the team

		3		5		2		8		0		3		3062		3.5.C2.D8						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Tools used for software requirements, design, cost/schedule management, configuration management are adequately described				   --  3.5.C2.D8  Tools used for software requirements, design, cost/schedule management, configuration management are adequately described

		3		5		2		9		0		3		3064		3.5.C2.D9						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		 Software subcontractor integration and test resource needs is included  in test plans and aligned with overall integration and test program plan				   --  3.5.C2.D9   Software subcontractor integration and test resource needs is included  in test plans and aligned with overall integration and test program plan

		3		5		2		10		0		3		2306		3.5.C2.D10		306		4.5.4.C5		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		The software evaluation environment (e.g., Weapons/Mission Systems Integration Labs) is adequately representative of the system's intended operating environment and is consistent across acquirers and suppliers.				   --  3.5.C2.D10  The software evaluation environment (e.g., Weapons/Mission Systems Integration Labs) is adequately representative of the system's intended operating environment and is consistent across acquirers and suppliers.

		3		5		2		10		1		4		10700		3.5.C2.D10.Q1		20657		4.5.4.Q7		SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Describe how the software evaluation environment is adequately representative of the system's intended operating environment.  How is it consistent across acquirers and suppliers?				          --  3.5.C2.D10.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the software evaluation environment is adequately representative of the system's intended operating environment.  How is it consistent across acquirers and suppliers?

		3		5		3		0		0		2		1063		3.5.C3						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Software resources accommodate technical debt and defect resolution				3.5.C3  Software resources accommodate technical debt and defect resolution

		3		5		4		0		0		2		1064		3.5.C4						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		COTS licenses, data rights, and custom developed software (RICE Objects) are adequate to support software objectives				3.5.C4  COTS licenses, data rights, and custom developed software (RICE Objects) are adequate to support software objectives

		3		5		4		1		0		3		3063		3.5.C4.D1						SOFTWARE		Resources		SOFTWARE - Resources		Plans to transition software tool licenses are in place				   --  3.5.C4.D1  Plans to transition software tool licenses are in place

		3		6		0		0		0		1		20		3.6.P						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		Software evaluation activities are adequate to mature capability in support of program objectives				3.6.P (SOFTWARE - Evaluation)  Software evaluation activities are adequate to mature capability in support of program objectives

		3		6		1		0		0		2		1065		3.6.C1						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		Software evaluation activities are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition				3.6.C1  Software evaluation activities are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition

		3		6		1		1		0		3		3067		3.6.C1.D1						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		 Lower level team software integration and test plans and procedures exist and are credible				   --  3.6.C1.D1   Lower level team software integration and test plans and procedures exist and are credible

		3		6		1		2		0		3		3068		3.6.C1.D2						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		The integration and test plan is credible based on estimation rationale and past performance of integration and test activities				   --  3.6.C1.D2  The integration and test plan is credible based on estimation rationale and past performance of integration and test activities

		3		6		1		3		0		3		3069		3.6.C1.D3						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		Software integration and test plans are updated periodically  and  reflect actual past performance				   --  3.6.C1.D3  Software integration and test plans are updated periodically  and  reflect actual past performance

		3		6		2		0		0		2		1066		3.6.C2						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		Software evaluation methodologies are sufficient to demonstrate compliance				3.6.C2  Software evaluation methodologies are sufficient to demonstrate compliance

		3		6		2		1		0		3		3070		3.6.C2.D1						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		The software test process includes static and dynamic vulnerability testing, performance testing, functional path testing, and code complexity determination				   --  3.6.C2.D1  The software test process includes static and dynamic vulnerability testing, performance testing, functional path testing, and code complexity determination

		3		6		2		2		0		3		3071		3.6.C2.D2						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		The software evaluation environment (e.g., Weapons/Mission Systems Integration Labs) is adequately representative of the system's intended operating environment and is consistent across acquirers and suppliers.				   --  3.6.C2.D2  The software evaluation environment (e.g., Weapons/Mission Systems Integration Labs) is adequately representative of the system's intended operating environment and is consistent across acquirers and suppliers.

		3		6		2		3		0		3		2307		3.6.C2.D3		307		4.6.1.C18		SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		The plan for information assurance accreditation of custom software includes assessment of: the access control and user permission functions, audit functions, development personnel vetting, software vulnerabilities, interface vulnerabilities, change control procedures, and the security features and practices of any COTS or GOTS middleware.				   --  3.6.C2.D3  The plan for information assurance accreditation of custom software includes assessment of: the access control and user permission functions, audit functions, development personnel vetting, software vulnerabilities, interface vulnerabilities, change control procedures, and the security features and practices of any COTS or GOTS middleware.

		3		6		2		3		1		4		10738		3.6.C2.D3.Q1		20691		4.6.1.Q30		SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		In the plan for information assurance accreditation of custom software, how will the accreditor assess: control and user permission functions, audit functions,  development personnel vetting, software vulnerabilities, interface vulnerabilities, change control procedures, and the security features and practices of any COTS or GOTS middleware?				          --  3.6.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  In the plan for information assurance accreditation of custom software, how will the accreditor assess: control and user permission functions, audit functions,  development personnel vetting, software vulnerabilities, interface vulnerabilities, change control procedures, and the security features and practices of any COTS or GOTS middleware?

		3		6		3		0		0		2		1067		3.6.C3						SOFTWARE		Evaluation		SOFTWARE - Evaluation		Software evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions				3.6.C3  Software evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions

		3		7		0		0		0		1		21		3.7.P						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Software functionality and quality are on track to support program objectives				3.7.P (SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality)  Software functionality and quality are on track to support program objectives

		3		7		1		0		0		2		1068		3.7.C1						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Software architecture, interfaces, and sub-system performance meeting quality and performance objectives				3.7.C1  Software architecture, interfaces, and sub-system performance meeting quality and performance objectives

		3		7		1		1		0		3		3072		3.7.C1.D1						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Key software architectural and sub-system performance characteristics (i.e. response times, reliability) have been demonstrated and are meeting expectations				   --  3.7.C1.D1  Key software architectural and sub-system performance characteristics (i.e. response times, reliability) have been demonstrated and are meeting expectations

		3		7		1		2		0		3		3073		3.7.C1.D2						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Software interfaces have been demonstrated and are meeting performance and quality expectations				   --  3.7.C1.D2  Software interfaces have been demonstrated and are meeting performance and quality expectations

		3		7		1		3		0		3		2312		3.7.C1.D3		312		5.1.3.C5		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		The  COTS/GOTS product(s) selected for: database management, middleware, webserver, report generation, transaction processing, mail services, business processes and functions, interfaces, data conversions,  geospatial processing, security services, or other underlying software services have performance metrics established and are performing satisfactorily.				   --  3.7.C1.D3  The  COTS/GOTS product(s) selected for: database management, middleware, webserver, report generation, transaction processing, mail services, business processes and functions, interfaces, data conversions,  geospatial processing, security services, or other underlying software services have performance metrics established and are performing satisfactorily.

		3		7		1		3		2		4		10919		3.7.C1.D3.Q2		20844		5.1.3.Q5		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status of successful use of selected COTS/GOTS products.				          --  3.7.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of successful use of selected COTS/GOTS products.

		3		7		2		0		0		2		1069		3.7.C2						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Results are sufficient to evaluate software performance in the intended operational environment and support program decisions				3.7.C2  Results are sufficient to evaluate software performance in the intended operational environment and support program decisions

		3		7		3		0		0		2		1070		3.7.C3						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Software increments are on track to meet program objectives				3.7.C3  Software increments are on track to meet program objectives

		3		7		3		1		0		3		2308		3.7.C3.D1		308		5.1.3.C1		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Program data and demonstrations shows that software is on track to achieve its functional and performance requirements (functional requirements, business processes, CPU utilization, throughput, memory use) and to meet its quality, process, cost, and schedule objectives.				   --  3.7.C3.D1  Program data and demonstrations shows that software is on track to achieve its functional and performance requirements (functional requirements, business processes, CPU utilization, throughput, memory use) and to meet its quality, process, cost, and schedule objectives.

		3		7		3		1		1		4		10915		3.7.C3.D1.Q1		20840		5.1.3.Q1		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Provide current status of specified software metrics (e.g., lines of code, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion). For DBS provide the current status of specified software metrics (e.g., modules configured, RICE Objects defined and/or built, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion).				          --  3.7.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Provide current status of specified software metrics (e.g., lines of code, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion). For DBS provide the current status of specified software metrics (e.g., modules configured, RICE Objects defined and/or built, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion).

		3		7		3		1		2		4		10916		3.7.C3.D1.Q2		20841		5.1.3.Q2		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Provide objective evidence that software is on track to meet its performance requirements and design constraints/considerations (e.g., CPU utilization, throughput, memory utilization). For DBS provide objective evidence that software is on track to meet its performance requirements and design constraints/considerations (e.g., functional requirements, mocks executed, business processes tested, user response time).				          --  3.7.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  Provide objective evidence that software is on track to meet its performance requirements and design constraints/considerations (e.g., CPU utilization, throughput, memory utilization). For DBS provide objective evidence that software is on track to meet its performance requirements and design constraints/considerations (e.g., functional requirements, mocks executed, business processes tested, user response time).

		3		7		3		2		0		3		3074		3.7.C3.D2						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Software performance defect resolution is occurring as expected for the current phase of the program				   --  3.7.C3.D2  Software performance defect resolution is occurring as expected for the current phase of the program

		3		7		3		3		0		3		3075		3.7.C3.D3						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		The overall software system stability has been verified through performance testing near/at/outside of the normal boundary conditions including software system “stress” testing				   --  3.7.C3.D3  The overall software system stability has been verified through performance testing near/at/outside of the normal boundary conditions including software system “stress” testing

		3		7		3		4		0		3		3076		3.7.C3.D4						SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Program data and demonstrations shows that software is on track to achieve its functional and performance requirements (functional requirements, business processes, CPU utilization, throughput, memory use) and to meet its quality, process, cost, and schedule objectives				   --  3.7.C3.D4  Program data and demonstrations shows that software is on track to achieve its functional and performance requirements (functional requirements, business processes, CPU utilization, throughput, memory use) and to meet its quality, process, cost, and schedule objectives

		3		7		3		5		0		3		2309		3.7.C3.D5		309		5.1.3.C2		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Software specific entry and exit criteria for technical reviews, operational tests, and milestones have been met.				   --  3.7.C3.D5  Software specific entry and exit criteria for technical reviews, operational tests, and milestones have been met.

		3		7		3		5		1		4		10917		3.7.C3.D5.Q1		20842		5.1.3.Q3		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		What are the software specific entry and exit criteria achieved vs.  planned for technical reviews, operational tests, and milestones?  How are/were they quantified?				          --  3.7.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  What are the software specific entry and exit criteria achieved vs.  planned for technical reviews, operational tests, and milestones?  How are/were they quantified?

		3		7		3		6		0		3		2310		3.7.C3.D6		310		5.1.3.C3		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Program data and product demonstrations shows that software is maturing as measured by increasing reliability and a decreasing defect backlog in accordance with its software defect burn down plans.				   --  3.7.C3.D6  Program data and product demonstrations shows that software is maturing as measured by increasing reliability and a decreasing defect backlog in accordance with its software defect burn down plans.

		3		7		3		6		1		4		10914		3.7.C3.D6.Q1		20840		5.1.3.Q1		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Provide current status of specified software metrics (e.g., lines of code, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion). For DBS provide the current status of specified software metrics (e.g., modules configured, RICE Objects defined and/or built, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion).				          --  3.7.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  Provide current status of specified software metrics (e.g., lines of code, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion). For DBS provide the current status of specified software metrics (e.g., modules configured, RICE Objects defined and/or built, staffing, and defects) against what was predicted or contracted.  Include the number of defects found, the backlog of open defects (by month and severity), and the estimate for burn down of the open defects (to include consideration of % test completion).

		3		7		3		7		0		3		2311		3.7.C3.D7		311		5.1.3.C4		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		As appropriate to phase and planned methodology, the metrics of software development progress (e.g., software artifact completion) for each software configuration item indicate the software development effort is on track in accordance with technical planning.				   --  3.7.C3.D7  As appropriate to phase and planned methodology, the metrics of software development progress (e.g., software artifact completion) for each software configuration item indicate the software development effort is on track in accordance with technical planning.

		3		7		3		7		1		4		10918		3.7.C3.D7.Q1		20843		5.1.3.Q4		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		Discuss the metrics of software development progress (e.g., software artifact completion) for each software configuration item (e.g.  specification completions, architecture and design documentation completion, units coded, tests completed) in relation to the technical plans.  Address any program schedule implications.				          --  3.7.C3.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the metrics of software development progress (e.g., software artifact completion) for each software configuration item (e.g.  specification completions, architecture and design documentation completion, units coded, tests completed) in relation to the technical plans.  Address any program schedule implications.

		3		7		3		8		0		3		2313		3.7.C3.D8		313		5.1.3.C6		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		When employing an ERP for a business function, the degree of customization meets the functionality of the approved design.				   --  3.7.C3.D8  When employing an ERP for a business function, the degree of customization meets the functionality of the approved design.

		3		7		3		8		1		4		10920		3.7.C3.D8.Q1		20845		5.1.3.Q6		SOFTWARE		Performance / Quality		SOFTWARE - Performance / Quality		When employing an ERP for a business function, to what degree is customization meeting the approved requirements and design?				          --  3.7.C3.D8.Q1 (Question)  When employing an ERP for a business function, to what degree is customization meeting the approved requirements and design?

		4		0		0		0		0		0				4.0						SECURITY / CYBERSECURITY 				SECURITY / CYBERSECURITY 						4.0 SECURITY / CYBERSECURITY 

		4		1		0		0		0		1		22		4.1.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Security requirements are realistic and adequate to support system development and operation in the intended environment				4.1.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements)  Security requirements are realistic and adequate to support system development and operation in the intended environment

		4		1		1		0		0		2		1071		4.1.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Program protection and cybersecurity requirements have been adequately derived from appropriate analysis (e.g. criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, exportability)				4.1.C1  Program protection and cybersecurity requirements have been adequately derived from appropriate analysis (e.g. criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, exportability)

		4		1		1		1		0		3		2314		4.1.C1.D1		314		3.1.1.C14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		If procuring data processing and network services from either another government provider or a commercial firm, the acquisition strategy has explicitly addressed information assurance aspects.   In the case of a government provider, the required security controls should be specified in the service level agreement.  In the case of commercial outsourcing, the required security controls should be documented in the contract or task order.				   --  4.1.C1.D1  If procuring data processing and network services from either another government provider or a commercial firm, the acquisition strategy has explicitly addressed information assurance aspects.   In the case of a government provider, the required security controls should be specified in the service level agreement.  In the case of commercial outsourcing, the required security controls should be documented in the contract or task order.

		4		1		1		1		1		4		10197		4.1.C1.D1.Q1		20191		3.1.1.Q31		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		If procuring computers, network hardware, or outsourced data processing and network services, discuss how the acquisition strategy explicitly addresses information assurance aspects such as hardware trust, vendor personnel vetting, encryption of data in transit and at rest, security patch upgrades, access controls, auditing services, and accreditation processes.				          --  4.1.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  If procuring computers, network hardware, or outsourced data processing and network services, discuss how the acquisition strategy explicitly addresses information assurance aspects such as hardware trust, vendor personnel vetting, encryption of data in transit and at rest, security patch upgrades, access controls, auditing services, and accreditation processes.

		4		1		1		2		0		3		2315		4.1.C1.D2		315		3.1.1.C16		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		From a security perspective, the system has been categorized as a low, medium, or high impact system.				   --  4.1.C1.D2  From a security perspective, the system has been categorized as a low, medium, or high impact system.

		4		1		1		2		1		4		10230		4.1.C1.D2.Q1		20223		3.1.1.Q33		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		What impact level as been assigned for system security?				          --  4.1.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  What impact level as been assigned for system security?

		4		1		1		3		0		3		2316		4.1.C1.D3		316		3.3.1.C8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		For business systems that maintain personal information in a system of records,  the system limits disclosures to those legally permitted, keeps a record of all disclosures, accommodates disputes with individuals, and limits the data kept to the minimum necessary for the mission.  [5 USC Sec. 552a, c (Privacy Act)]				   --  4.1.C1.D3  For business systems that maintain personal information in a system of records,  the system limits disclosures to those legally permitted, keeps a record of all disclosures, accommodates disputes with individuals, and limits the data kept to the minimum necessary for the mission.  [5 USC Sec. 552a, c (Privacy Act)]

		4		1		1		3		1		4		10298		4.1.C1.D3.Q1		20287		3.3.1.Q8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		For business systems that maintain personal information in a system of records, how does the system limit disclosures to those legally permitted, keep a record of all disclosures, accommodate disputes with individuals, and limit the data kept to the minimum necessary for the mission?				          --  4.1.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  For business systems that maintain personal information in a system of records, how does the system limit disclosures to those legally permitted, keep a record of all disclosures, accommodate disputes with individuals, and limit the data kept to the minimum necessary for the mission?

		4		1		1		4		0		3		2317		4.1.C1.D4		317		3.3.1.C9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		For a business system that maintains personal data in a system of records, the functional sponsor has published its existence in the Federal Register and established procedures for informing individuals of the justification for collecting such data and for resolving disputes.  [5 USC Sec. 552a, e(4) (Privacy Act)]				   --  4.1.C1.D4  For a business system that maintains personal data in a system of records, the functional sponsor has published its existence in the Federal Register and established procedures for informing individuals of the justification for collecting such data and for resolving disputes.  [5 USC Sec. 552a, e(4) (Privacy Act)]

		4		1		1		4		1		4		10299		4.1.C1.D4.Q1		20288		3.3.1.Q9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		For a business system that maintains personal data in a system of records, how has the functional sponsor published its existence in the Federal Register and what procedures have been established for informing individuals of the justification, for collecting such data, and for resolving disputes?				          --  4.1.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  For a business system that maintains personal data in a system of records, how has the functional sponsor published its existence in the Federal Register and what procedures have been established for informing individuals of the justification, for collecting such data, and for resolving disputes?

		4		1		1		5		0		3		2318		4.1.C1.D5		318		4.1.1.C3		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		The RFP (SOW/SOO/SRD) and resulting contract include the system security engineering process and design requirements (e.g., PPP, criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, risk assessment, cost-benefit analysis, countermeasures selection, counterfeit parts).				   --  4.1.C1.D5  The RFP (SOW/SOO/SRD) and resulting contract include the system security engineering process and design requirements (e.g., PPP, criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, risk assessment, cost-benefit analysis, countermeasures selection, counterfeit parts).

		4		1		1		5		1		4		10423		4.1.C1.D5.Q1		20406		4.1.1.Q6		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the RFP (SOW/SOO/SRD) and resulting contract implement the system security process and design requirements (e.g., PPP, criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, risk assessment, cost-benefit analysis, and countermeasures selection).				          --  4.1.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the RFP (SOW/SOO/SRD) and resulting contract implement the system security process and design requirements (e.g., PPP, criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, risk assessment, cost-benefit analysis, and countermeasures selection).

		4		1		1		5		2		4		10434		4.1.C1.D5.Q2		20417		4.1.1.Q7		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the contracting approach addresses SCRM, including counterfeit parts, malware, suppliers and business relationships (e.g.  foreign ownership, control, and influence).				          --  4.1.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the contracting approach addresses SCRM, including counterfeit parts, malware, suppliers and business relationships (e.g.  foreign ownership, control, and influence).

		4		1		1		6		0		3		2319		4.1.C1.D6		319		4.1.1.C7		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Phase-appropriate program protection vulnerability and threat assessments (including mission-critical functions and components and system and software assurance) have been conducted based on the results of the criticality analysis.				   --  4.1.C1.D6  Phase-appropriate program protection vulnerability and threat assessments (including mission-critical functions and components and system and software assurance) have been conducted based on the results of the criticality analysis.

		4		1		1		6		1		4		10425		4.1.C1.D6.Q1		20408		4.1.1.Q13		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the phase-appropriate program protection vulnerability and threat assessments.  How did these assessments incorporate the results of the criticality analysis?				          --  4.1.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the phase-appropriate program protection vulnerability and threat assessments.  How did these assessments incorporate the results of the criticality analysis?

		4		1		1		7		0		3		2321		4.1.C1.D7		321		4.1.1.C10		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		An Acquisition Security Database (ASDB) record has been created and updated at each Milestone to enable protection of CPI across DoD.				   --  4.1.C1.D7  An Acquisition Security Database (ASDB) record has been created and updated at each Milestone to enable protection of CPI across DoD.

		4		1		1		7		1		4		10429		4.1.C1.D7.Q1		20412		4.1.1.Q17		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the process for transmitting CPI records (new/updated) to the ASDB.  Which CPI(s) have not been inputted?				          --  4.1.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the process for transmitting CPI records (new/updated) to the ASDB.  Which CPI(s) have not been inputted?

		4		1		2		0		0		2		1072		4.1.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Security environment and operations have been considered and appropriately tailored and defined				4.1.C2  Security environment and operations have been considered and appropriately tailored and defined

		4		1		3		0		0		2		1073		4.1.C3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Cyber threat environment has been adequately defined from mission survivability and sustainment objectives				4.1.C3  Cyber threat environment has been adequately defined from mission survivability and sustainment objectives

		4		1		4		0		0		2		1074		4.1.C4						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Security scope is realistic and achievable within program structure and timeline				4.1.C4  Security scope is realistic and achievable within program structure and timeline

		4		1		4		1		0		3		2320		4.1.C4.D1		320		4.1.1.C9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		The results of iterative criticality analyses, vulnerability assessments, risk assessments, Trusted Systems and Networks best practices, cost-benefit analyses and countermeasures selections were reviewed at each SETR and are reflected in the technical baselines.				   --  4.1.C4.D1  The results of iterative criticality analyses, vulnerability assessments, risk assessments, Trusted Systems and Networks best practices, cost-benefit analyses and countermeasures selections were reviewed at each SETR and are reflected in the technical baselines.

		4		1		4		1		1		4		10428		4.1.C4.D1.Q1		20411		4.1.1.Q16		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the results of iterative criticality analyses, vulnerability assessments, risk assessments, cost-benefit analyses and countermeasures selections were reviewed at each SETR.  How were they reflected in the technical baselines?				          --  4.1.C4.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the results of iterative criticality analyses, vulnerability assessments, risk assessments, cost-benefit analyses and countermeasures selections were reviewed at each SETR.  How were they reflected in the technical baselines?

		4		1		4		2		0		3		2342		4.1.C4.D2		342		2.1.1.C19		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		The program has an identifiable budget line for information assurance activities and a list of such activities.				   --  4.1.C4.D2  The program has an identifiable budget line for information assurance activities and a list of such activities.

		4		1		4		2		1		4		10132		4.1.C4.D2.Q1		20129		2.1.1.Q40		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Scope / Requirements		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Scope / Requirements		What information assurance tasks have been identified and how are they budgeted?				          --  4.1.C4.D2.Q1 (Question)  What information assurance tasks have been identified and how are they budgeted?

		4		2		0		0		0		1		23		4.2.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program adequately incorporates security and cybersecurity considerations into system development to meet program objectives				4.2.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process)  The program adequately incorporates security and cybersecurity considerations into system development to meet program objectives

		4		2		1		0		0		2		1075		4.2.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		System security considerations to protect and preserve system design information, components, functions and CPI are adequately addressed in system architecture and design (e.g. countermeasures selection)				4.2.C1  System security considerations to protect and preserve system design information, components, functions and CPI are adequately addressed in system architecture and design (e.g. countermeasures selection)

		4		2		1		1		0		3		2322		4.2.C1.D1		322		3.3.1.C14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program has developed a solution architecture that complies with the DoD Information Enterprise Architecture, application Mission Area and Component architectures, and DoD Component architecture guidance.				   --  4.2.C1.D1  The program has developed a solution architecture that complies with the DoD Information Enterprise Architecture, application Mission Area and Component architectures, and DoD Component architecture guidance.

		4		2		1		1		1		4		10304		4.2.C1.D1.Q1		20293		3.3.1.Q14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Describe how the program has developed and documented a solution architecture that complies with the DoD Information Enterprise Architecture, application Mission Area and Component architectures, and DoD Component architecture guidance.				          --  4.2.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the program has developed and documented a solution architecture that complies with the DoD Information Enterprise Architecture, application Mission Area and Component architectures, and DoD Component architecture guidance.

		4		2		1		2		0		3		2323		4.2.C1.D2		323		4.1.1.C4		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		A phase-appropriate engineering analysis was conducted to identify Critical Program Information (CPI). Note: (1) At Milestone A, candidate CPI and potential countermeasure protections are identified.  (2) By PDR, all CPI and countermeasure protections have been identified.  (3) By CDR, all CPI and countermeasure protections are being implemented.				   --  4.2.C1.D2  A phase-appropriate engineering analysis was conducted to identify Critical Program Information (CPI). Note: (1) At Milestone A, candidate CPI and potential countermeasure protections are identified.  (2) By PDR, all CPI and countermeasure protections have been identified.  (3) By CDR, all CPI and countermeasure protections are being implemented.

		4		2		1		2		1		4		10435		4.2.C1.D2.Q1		20418		4.1.1.Q8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss the phase-appropriate engineering analysis to identify Critical Program Information (CPI).				          --  4.2.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the phase-appropriate engineering analysis to identify Critical Program Information (CPI).

		4		2		1		2		2		4		10436		4.2.C1.D2.Q2		20419		4.1.1.Q9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss all known or candidate CPI, including countermeasures.  What is the rationale used to select/non select candidate CPI?				          --  4.2.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss all known or candidate CPI, including countermeasures.  What is the rationale used to select/non select candidate CPI?

		4		2		1		3		0		3		3077		4.2.C1.D3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		PMO has engaged with International office to determine if capability is a candidate for export or similar capability has been exported.  Defense Exportability Features (DEF) candidates have assessed CPI risks and incorporated sufficient protections and ant-tamper to permit expected foreign sales through FMS and DMS.				   --  4.2.C1.D3  PMO has engaged with International office to determine if capability is a candidate for export or similar capability has been exported.  Defense Exportability Features (DEF) candidates have assessed CPI risks and incorporated sufficient protections and ant-tamper to permit expected foreign sales through FMS and DMS.

		4		2		1		4		0		3		2324		4.2.C1.D4		324		4.1.1.C6		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		A phase-appropriate criticality analysis was conducted to identify mission critical functions and components. Note: (1) At Milestone A, critical functions and some potential implementing components and countermeasures have been identified.  (2) By PDR, all mission-critical functions have been identified and countermeasure requirements have been allocated to the configuration item level within the preliminary design.  (3) By CDR, mission-critical functions with associated components and countermeasure protections have been incorporated into the SOW, system requirements and detail design at minimum.				   --  4.2.C1.D4  A phase-appropriate criticality analysis was conducted to identify mission critical functions and components. Note: (1) At Milestone A, critical functions and some potential implementing components and countermeasures have been identified.  (2) By PDR, all mission-critical functions have been identified and countermeasure requirements have been allocated to the configuration item level within the preliminary design.  (3) By CDR, mission-critical functions with associated components and countermeasure protections have been incorporated into the SOW, system requirements and detail design at minimum.

		4		2		1		4		1		4		10424		4.2.C1.D4.Q1		20407		4.1.1.Q12		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss all known or candidate mission critical system functions and components, including countermeasures.  What is the rationale used to select/non select candidate mission critical system functions and components?				          --  4.2.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss all known or candidate mission critical system functions and components, including countermeasures.  What is the rationale used to select/non select candidate mission critical system functions and components?

		4		2		1		4		2		4		10438		4.2.C1.D4.Q2		20421		4.1.1.Q11		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss the phase appropriate criticality analysis to identify mission critical functions and components.  How did this analysis incorporate design and supply chain protections early in the acquisition?  Discuss how the supply chain protections manage risk to advanced technology and mission critical system functionality from foreign collection, supply chain exploit/insertion, design vulnerability, and battlefield loss.				          --  4.2.C1.D4.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the phase appropriate criticality analysis to identify mission critical functions and components.  How did this analysis incorporate design and supply chain protections early in the acquisition?  Discuss how the supply chain protections manage risk to advanced technology and mission critical system functionality from foreign collection, supply chain exploit/insertion, design vulnerability, and battlefield loss.

		4		2		1		5		0		3		2325		4.2.C1.D5		325		4.1.1.C11		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Any CPI which originates outside of the current program (i.e.  "inherited CPI") is integrated along with its associated protections and controls from the original program.				   --  4.2.C1.D5  Any CPI which originates outside of the current program (i.e.  "inherited CPI") is integrated along with its associated protections and controls from the original program.

		4		2		1		5		1		4		10430		4.2.C1.D5.Q1		20413		4.1.1.Q18		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Which CPI have been inherited by the program?  Discuss the associated protections and controls for each?  Are these protections and controls adequate for this program's mission and threats?				          --  4.2.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Which CPI have been inherited by the program?  Discuss the associated protections and controls for each?  Are these protections and controls adequate for this program's mission and threats?

		4		2		1		6		0		3		2327		4.2.C1.D6		327		4.1.1.C14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The design includes implementation of all the selected information assurance controls.				   --  4.2.C1.D6  The design includes implementation of all the selected information assurance controls.

		4		2		1		6		1		4		10433		4.2.C1.D6.Q1		20416		4.1.1.Q21		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		What selected information assurance controls are included in the design?				          --  4.2.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  What selected information assurance controls are included in the design?

		4		2		1		7		0		3		3079		4.2.C1.D7						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Secure design and coding standards are established during the first 3 months of the contract award (and documented in the SEP, SDP or PPP) 				   --  4.2.C1.D7  Secure design and coding standards are established during the first 3 months of the contract award (and documented in the SEP, SDP or PPP) 

		4		2		1		8		0		3		2328		4.2.C1.D8		328		4.10.1.C15		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The system's design for all interfaces with other systems and underlying infrastructure have been reviewed for adequacy of security controls.				   --  4.2.C1.D8  The system's design for all interfaces with other systems and underlying infrastructure have been reviewed for adequacy of security controls.

		4		2		1		8		1		4		10986		4.2.C1.D8.Q1		20909		4.10.1.Q25		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss how the interfaces and underlying infrastructure services have been reviewed to ensure that they have adequate security controls and that the security controls in this program do not compromise other systems.				          --  4.2.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the interfaces and underlying infrastructure services have been reviewed to ensure that they have adequate security controls and that the security controls in this program do not compromise other systems.

		4		2		1		9		0		3		2329		4.2.C1.D9		329		4.2.1.C14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		An appropriate set of information assurance controls has been selected.				   --  4.2.C1.D9  An appropriate set of information assurance controls has been selected.

		4		2		1		9		1		4		10541		4.2.C1.D9.Q1		20517		4.2.1.Q20		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Which baseline set of security controls was selected?				          --  4.2.C1.D9.Q1 (Question)  Which baseline set of security controls was selected?

		4		2		1		9		2		4		10542		4.2.C1.D9.Q2		20518		4.2.1.Q21		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		What additions or deletions, if any, were made to tailor the baseline set of security controls?				          --  4.2.C1.D9.Q2 (Question)  What additions or deletions, if any, were made to tailor the baseline set of security controls?

		4		2		2		0		0		2		1076		4.2.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		System security strategy adequately minimizes vulnerabilities introduced by design, production, system interfaces and access points (e.g. counterfeit parts, anti-tamper)				4.2.C2  System security strategy adequately minimizes vulnerabilities introduced by design, production, system interfaces and access points (e.g. counterfeit parts, anti-tamper)

		4		2		2		1		0		3		3081		4.2.C2.D1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The SOW, System Requirements and Section I include implementation of  the program protection measures selected.				   --  4.2.C2.D1  The SOW, System Requirements and Section I include implementation of  the program protection measures selected.

		4		2		3		0		0		2		1077		4.2.C3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Enabling and support equipment, systems, and facilities are adequately addressed in system security strategy				4.2.C3  Enabling and support equipment, systems, and facilities are adequately addressed in system security strategy

		4		2		4		0		0		2		1078		4.2.C4						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		System security design accounts for evolving vulnerabilities throughout the lifecycle (e.g. sustainment)				4.2.C4  System security design accounts for evolving vulnerabilities throughout the lifecycle (e.g. sustainment)

		4		2		4		1		0		3		3078		4.2.C4.D1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		CPI risk of exposure has been assessed and addressed beginning in  MS A and throughout the life cycle (MS B, C, or Full-Rate Production/Full Deployment Decision) and documented in the AT plan.				   --  4.2.C4.D1  CPI risk of exposure has been assessed and addressed beginning in  MS A and throughout the life cycle (MS B, C, or Full-Rate Production/Full Deployment Decision) and documented in the AT plan.

		4		2		4		2		0		3		2326		4.2.C4.D2		326		4.1.1.C13		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		System security engineering and program protection analysis and updates are performed throughout sustainment based upon events such as technology refresh and additional capabilities.				   --  4.2.C4.D2  System security engineering and program protection analysis and updates are performed throughout sustainment based upon events such as technology refresh and additional capabilities.

		4		2		4		2		1		4		10432		4.2.C4.D2.Q1		20415		4.1.1.Q20		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss the planned process for updating the system security engineering approach and program protection analysis during the sustainment phase based on events such as technology refresh and  additional capabilities.				          --  4.2.C4.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the planned process for updating the system security engineering approach and program protection analysis during the sustainment phase based on events such as technology refresh and  additional capabilities.

		4		2		4		3		0		3		3080		4.2.C4.D3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program has a plan to update commercial components when security fixes, versions and releases become available throughout development and sustainment				   --  4.2.C4.D3  The program has a plan to update commercial components when security fixes, versions and releases become available throughout development and sustainment

		4		2		4		4		0		3		3087		4.2.C4.D4						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The software development team has documented and implemented secure design and coding practices, has implemented a vulnerablity review and prioritization system and defined and implemented a plan to update open source software versions and releases throughout sustainment				   --  4.2.C4.D4  The software development team has documented and implemented secure design and coding practices, has implemented a vulnerablity review and prioritization system and defined and implemented a plan to update open source software versions and releases throughout sustainment

		4		2		4		5		0		3		2338		4.2.C4.D5		338		4.8.3.C5		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program has a plan to ensure that post-deployment changes to the system or its environment are examined for information assurance implications				   --  4.2.C4.D5  The program has a plan to ensure that post-deployment changes to the system or its environment are examined for information assurance implications

		4		2		4		5		1		4		10825		4.2.C4.D5.Q1		20763		4.8.3.Q11		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss the plan to ensure that post-deployment changes to the system or its environment are examined for information assurance implications.				          --  4.2.C4.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the plan to ensure that post-deployment changes to the system or its environment are examined for information assurance implications.

		4		2		4		6		0		3		2339		4.2.C4.D6		339		4.8.3.C6		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program has a plan to ensure that, in post-deployment, a selected set of security controls are continuously monitored.				   --  4.2.C4.D6  The program has a plan to ensure that, in post-deployment, a selected set of security controls are continuously monitored.

		4		2		4		6		1		4		10826		4.2.C4.D6.Q1		20764		4.8.3.Q12		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		Discuss the plan to ensure that in post-deployment a selected set of security controls are continuously monitored?				          --  4.2.C4.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the plan to ensure that in post-deployment a selected set of security controls are continuously monitored?

		4		2		4		7		0		3		2340		4.2.C4.D7		340		4.8.3.C8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program has a plan to ensure that, in post-deployment, the security plan and POAM are updated as a result of monitoring and assessment.				   --  4.2.C4.D7  The program has a plan to ensure that, in post-deployment, the security plan and POAM are updated as a result of monitoring and assessment.

		4		2		4		7		1		4		10828		4.2.C4.D7.Q1		20766		4.8.3.Q14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		How has the program planned to ensure that in post-deployment the security plan and POAM are updated as a result of monitoring and assessment?				          --  4.2.C4.D7.Q1 (Question)  How has the program planned to ensure that in post-deployment the security plan and POAM are updated as a result of monitoring and assessment?

		4		2		4		8		0		3		2341		4.2.C4.D8		341		4.8.3.C9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		The program has a plan to ensure that, in post-deployment, updates to the security posture and the POAM are reported to the Authorizing Official who will review them to determine if the risk is still acceptable.				   --  4.2.C4.D8  The program has a plan to ensure that, in post-deployment, updates to the security posture and the POAM are reported to the Authorizing Official who will review them to determine if the risk is still acceptable.

		4		2		4		8		1		4		10829		4.2.C4.D8.Q1		20767		4.8.3.Q15		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Design Process		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Design Process		How has the program planned to ensure that in post-deployment updates to the security posture and the POAM are reported to the Authorizing Official who will review them to determine if the risk is still acceptable?				          --  4.2.C4.D8.Q1 (Question)  How has the program planned to ensure that in post-deployment updates to the security posture and the POAM are reported to the Authorizing Official who will review them to determine if the risk is still acceptable?

		4		3		0		0		0		1		24		4.3.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands security related development progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events				4.3.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands security related development progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events

		4		3		1		0		0		2		1079		4.3.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program employs system security metrics that adequately track capability and acquisition performance and are sufficient to manage risk				4.3.C1  The program employs system security metrics that adequately track capability and acquisition performance and are sufficient to manage risk

		4		3		2		0		0		2		1080		4.3.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates security risks				4.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates security risks

		4		3		2		1		0		3		2333		4.3.C2.D1		333		3.4.5.C3		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program, including the IDE, establishes effective measures to protect Intellectual Property; Data rights are clearly defined.				   --  4.3.C2.D1  The program, including the IDE, establishes effective measures to protect Intellectual Property; Data rights are clearly defined.

		4		3		2		1		1		4		10367		4.3.C2.D1.Q1		20352		3.4.5.Q6		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		How are the contractor's IP rights protected?  What has been done to define data rights?				          --  4.3.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  How are the contractor's IP rights protected?  What has been done to define data rights?

		4		3		2		2		0		3		2334		4.3.C2.D2		334		4.1.1.C1		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program's system security engineering approach (Anti-Tamper, Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM), Information Assurance, Program Protection, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, counter measures selection, counterfeit parts, malware, etc.) is documented in a Program Protection Plan (PPP), which is in compliance with current OSD guidance.				   --  4.3.C2.D2  The program's system security engineering approach (Anti-Tamper, Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM), Information Assurance, Program Protection, vulnerability assessment, threat analysis, counter measures selection, counterfeit parts, malware, etc.) is documented in a Program Protection Plan (PPP), which is in compliance with current OSD guidance.

		4		3		2		2		1		4		10418		4.3.C2.D2.Q1		20401		4.1.1.Q1		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss the status of PPP development, approval, and implementation (including evidence).				          --  4.3.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of PPP development, approval, and implementation (including evidence).

		4		3		2		2		2		4		10419		4.3.C2.D2.Q2		20402		4.1.1.Q2		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss compliance of the program's PPP with current OSD guidance/outline.				          --  4.3.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss compliance of the program's PPP with current OSD guidance/outline.

		4		3		2		2		3		4		10420		4.3.C2.D2.Q3		20403		4.1.1.Q3		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss the basis of the anti-tamper analysis and Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM)?  How were hardware, software,  commercial-off-the-shelf  (COTS), and firmware components (e.g.  ASIC, FPGA) addressed in this analysis?  Discuss how system design elements eliminate or mitigate anti-tamper risk.				          --  4.3.C2.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the basis of the anti-tamper analysis and Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM)?  How were hardware, software,  commercial-off-the-shelf  (COTS), and firmware components (e.g.  ASIC, FPGA) addressed in this analysis?  Discuss how system design elements eliminate or mitigate anti-tamper risk.

		4		3		2		3		0		3		3082		4.3.C2.D3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		DoD unique ASICs are obtained from DMEA approved trusted suppliers or a risk assessment has been used to implement alternative countermeasures for mitigating supply chain risk.				   --  4.3.C2.D3  DoD unique ASICs are obtained from DMEA approved trusted suppliers or a risk assessment has been used to implement alternative countermeasures for mitigating supply chain risk.

		4		3		2		4		0		3		3083		4.3.C2.D4						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		All-source Intellegience and counter intelligence reports have been used to identify protection decision and risk decisions				   --  4.3.C2.D4  All-source Intellegience and counter intelligence reports have been used to identify protection decision and risk decisions

		4		3		2		5		0		3		3084		4.3.C2.D5						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Application of software countermeasures are sufficiently addressed, with planned percentages in the development process given in numeric values and not as "partial" or "unknown" and protection of the development environment is sufficiently addressed by listing the development environment tools (recorded in the PPP). 				   --  4.3.C2.D5  Application of software countermeasures are sufficiently addressed, with planned percentages in the development process given in numeric values and not as "partial" or "unknown" and protection of the development environment is sufficiently addressed by listing the development environment tools (recorded in the PPP). 

		4		3		2		6		0		3		2336		4.3.C2.D6		336		4.1.1.C5		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		A phase-appropriate risk assessment, with cost-benefit analysis, has been conducted for CPI to inform countermeasure selection.				   --  4.3.C2.D6  A phase-appropriate risk assessment, with cost-benefit analysis, has been conducted for CPI to inform countermeasure selection.

		4		3		2		6		1		4		10437		4.3.C2.D6.Q1		20420		4.1.1.Q10		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss the phase-appropriate risk assessment, with cost-benefit analysis which was conducted for CPI to inform counter measure selection.				          --  4.3.C2.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the phase-appropriate risk assessment, with cost-benefit analysis which was conducted for CPI to inform counter measure selection.

		4		3		2		7		0		3		2337		4.3.C2.D7		337		4.1.1.C8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		A phase-appropriate risk assessment has been conducted based on the results of the criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, and threat analysis for critical functions and components.  The risk assessment together with the cost-benefit analysis was used as the basis for the Risk Management Framework and countermeasure selection.				   --  4.3.C2.D7  A phase-appropriate risk assessment has been conducted based on the results of the criticality analysis, vulnerability assessment, and threat analysis for critical functions and components.  The risk assessment together with the cost-benefit analysis was used as the basis for the Risk Management Framework and countermeasure selection.

		4		3		2		7		1		4		10426		4.3.C2.D7.Q1		20409		4.1.1.Q14		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss the phase-appropriate risk assessment. How has the vulnerability assessment and criticality analysis informed the risk assessment?				          --  4.3.C2.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the phase-appropriate risk assessment. How has the vulnerability assessment and criticality analysis informed the risk assessment?

		4		3		2		7		2		4		10427		4.3.C2.D7.Q2		20410		4.1.1.Q15		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss the cost and risk-appropriate countermeasures for the following: Anti Tamper, Information Assurance, Software Assurance, Supply Chain Risk Management key practices, and System Security Engineering.				          --  4.3.C2.D7.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the cost and risk-appropriate countermeasures for the following: Anti Tamper, Information Assurance, Software Assurance, Supply Chain Risk Management key practices, and System Security Engineering.

		4		3		3		0		0		2		1081		4.3.C3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Maturity criteria for system security are established to support acquisition decisions				4.3.C3  Maturity criteria for system security are established to support acquisition decisions

		4		3		3		1		0		3		2330		4.3.C3.D1		330		3.1.1.C17		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		There is a designated Authorizing Official for system security.				   --  4.3.C3.D1  There is a designated Authorizing Official for system security.

		4		3		3		1		1		4		10231		4.3.C3.D1.Q1		20224		3.1.1.Q34		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Who is the system's Authorizing Official?				          --  4.3.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Who is the system's Authorizing Official?

		4		3		3		2		0		3		2331		4.3.C3.D2		331		3.1.1.C19		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program has a Cybersecurity Strategy and Risk Management Framework, approved by the DoD CIO, as part of the Program Protection Plan.				   --  4.3.C3.D2  The program has a Cybersecurity Strategy and Risk Management Framework, approved by the DoD CIO, as part of the Program Protection Plan.

		4		3		3		2		1		4		10233		4.3.C3.D2.Q1		20226		3.1.1.Q36		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss how the Cybersecurity Strategy has been integrated into the Program Protection Planning.				          --  4.3.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the Cybersecurity Strategy has been integrated into the Program Protection Planning.

		4		3		3		3		0		3		2332		4.3.C3.D3		332		3.3.1.C13		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		The program has developed an Information Support Plan, draft at the Development RFP Release Point, approved at MS B, updated at CDR, and a ISP of record at MS C. For DBS, the ISP is summarized in the Business Case.				   --  4.3.C3.D3  The program has developed an Information Support Plan, draft at the Development RFP Release Point, approved at MS B, updated at CDR, and a ISP of record at MS C. For DBS, the ISP is summarized in the Business Case.

		4		3		3		3		1		4		10303		4.3.C3.D3.Q1		20292		3.3.1.Q13		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss the status of the ISP and how the ISP is coordinated with other technical planning.				          --  4.3.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of the ISP and how the ISP is coordinated with other technical planning.

		4		3		3		4		0		3		3085		4.3.C3.D4						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		When  procuring data processing and network services, the acquisition strategy has explicitly addressed secure engineering design and analysis considerations for software specified in the service level agreement(s) or contract.  				   --  4.3.C3.D4  When  procuring data processing and network services, the acquisition strategy has explicitly addressed secure engineering design and analysis considerations for software specified in the service level agreement(s) or contract.  

		4		3		3		5		0		3		2335		4.3.C3.D5		335		4.1.1.C2		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Technical planning documents (e.g.  SEPs) address system security engineering and program protection criteria for each of the SETRs.				   --  4.3.C3.D5  Technical planning documents (e.g.  SEPs) address system security engineering and program protection criteria for each of the SETRs.

		4		3		3		5		1		4		10421		4.3.C3.D5.Q1		20404		4.1.1.Q4		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Discuss how system security engineering and program protection criteria are addressed within technical planning documents (e.g.  SEP).  What are the system security engineering and program protection criteria for each SETR?				          --  4.3.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how system security engineering and program protection criteria are addressed within technical planning documents (e.g.  SEP).  What are the system security engineering and program protection criteria for each SETR?

		4		3		3		5		2		4		10422		4.3.C3.D5.Q2		20405		4.1.1.Q5		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		How have system security engineering and program protection criteria, particularly SCRM, AT and IA analysis and requirements been addressed in technical reviews?  How are these items captured and traced in the appropriate technical baseline?				          --  4.3.C3.D5.Q2 (Question)  How have system security engineering and program protection criteria, particularly SCRM, AT and IA analysis and requirements been addressed in technical reviews?  How are these items captured and traced in the appropriate technical baseline?

		4		3		3		6		0		3		3086		4.3.C3.D6						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Decision / Control		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Decision / Control		Software security throughout the life-cycle is documented and employed, including government and contracted acceptance criteria for software securiy, security processes, security independence (IV&V), and security metrics for technical reviews.				   --  4.3.C3.D6  Software security throughout the life-cycle is documented and employed, including government and contracted acceptance criteria for software securiy, security processes, security independence (IV&V), and security metrics for technical reviews.

		4		4		0		0		0		1		25		4.4.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Schedule		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Schedule		The schedule sufficiently models security engineering activities, is achievable, and supports program objectives				4.4.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Schedule)  The schedule sufficiently models security engineering activities, is achievable, and supports program objectives

		4		4		1		0		0		2		1082		4.4.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Schedule		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Schedule		System security engineering activities are realistic, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule				4.4.C1  System security engineering activities are realistic, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule

		4		4		2		0		0		2		1083		4.4.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Schedule		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Schedule		System security activities are executing to schedule				4.4.C2  System security activities are executing to schedule

		4		5		0		0		0		1		26		4.5.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		System security staffing, facilities, test assets, tools, and trusted suppliers are adequate to support program objectives				4.5.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources)  System security staffing, facilities, test assets, tools, and trusted suppliers are adequate to support program objectives

		4		5		1		0		0		2		1084		4.5.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		System security engineering staffing, including skillsets, support program objectives				4.5.C1  System security engineering staffing, including skillsets, support program objectives

		4		5		1		1		0		3		2343		4.5.C1.D1		343		2.2.1.C7		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		An Information System Security Manger (ISSM) with appropriate background has been appointed by the Program Manager.				   --  4.5.C1.D1  An Information System Security Manger (ISSM) with appropriate background has been appointed by the Program Manager.

		4		5		1		1		1		4		10183		4.5.C1.D1.Q1		20178		2.2.1.Q17		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Who is the Information System Security Manger (ISSM) and what is his/her background?				          --  4.5.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Who is the Information System Security Manger (ISSM) and what is his/her background?

		4		5		1		2		0		3		2344		4.5.C1.D2		344		2.2.1.C8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		A suitably qualified Security Engineer has been assigned to the program.				   --  4.5.C1.D2  A suitably qualified Security Engineer has been assigned to the program.

		4		5		1		2		1		4		10184		4.5.C1.D2.Q1		20179		2.2.1.Q18		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Who is the Security Engineer and what is his/her background?				          --  4.5.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Who is the Security Engineer and what is his/her background?

		4		5		1		3		0		3		2345		4.5.C1.D3		345		2.2.1.C9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		A suitably qualified Security Control Assessor has been assigned to the program.				   --  4.5.C1.D3  A suitably qualified Security Control Assessor has been assigned to the program.

		4		5		1		3		1		4		10185		4.5.C1.D3.Q1		20180		2.2.1.Q19		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Who is the Security Control Assessor and what is his/her background?				          --  4.5.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Who is the Security Control Assessor and what is his/her background?

		4		5		2		0		0		2		1085		4.5.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Adequate secure facilities and environments are available for system acquisition				4.5.C2  Adequate secure facilities and environments are available for system acquisition

		4		5		2		1		0		3		2346		4.5.C2.D1		346		3.1.1.C20		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		The program has coordinated with DISA for any acquisition or use of externally provided cloud computing services.				   --  4.5.C2.D1  The program has coordinated with DISA for any acquisition or use of externally provided cloud computing services.

		4		5		2		1		1		4		10234		4.5.C2.D1.Q1		20227		3.1.1.Q37		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		How has the program coordinated with DISA for any acquisition or use of externally provided cloud computing services?				          --  4.5.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  How has the program coordinated with DISA for any acquisition or use of externally provided cloud computing services?

		4		5		3		0		0		2		1086		4.5.C3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Test assets are available for integration, and evaluation of security characteristics				4.5.C3  Test assets are available for integration, and evaluation of security characteristics

		4		5		4		0		0		2		1087		4.5.C4						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Automated cyber vulnerability and analysis tools are adequate throughout the acquisition lifecycle				4.5.C4  Automated cyber vulnerability and analysis tools are adequate throughout the acquisition lifecycle

		4		5		5		0		0		2		1088		4.5.C5						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Resources		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Resources		Adequate trusted suppliers are available to support system acquisition and sustainment				4.5.C5  Adequate trusted suppliers are available to support system acquisition and sustainment

		4		6		0		0		0		1		27		4.6.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		System security evaluation activities are adequate to mature capability in support of program objectives				4.6.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation)  System security evaluation activities are adequate to mature capability in support of program objectives

		4		6		1		0		0		2		1089		4.6.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		Security evaluation activities are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition				4.6.C1  Security evaluation activities are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition

		4		6		1		1		0		3		2347		4.6.C1.D1		347		4.1.1.C12		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		Phase-appropriate Verification and Validation (V&V) criteria, plans, and processes for Program Protection are identified and documented in the technical baselines.				   --  4.6.C1.D1  Phase-appropriate Verification and Validation (V&V) criteria, plans, and processes for Program Protection are identified and documented in the technical baselines.

		4		6		1		1		2		4		10431		4.6.C1.D1.Q2		20414		4.1.1.Q19		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		Discuss how phase-appropriate V&V criteria, plans, and processes for program protection are identified and documented in the technical baselines.				          --  4.6.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how phase-appropriate V&V criteria, plans, and processes for program protection are identified and documented in the technical baselines.

		4		6		1		2		0		3		3088		4.6.C1.D2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		When the program has sufficiently identified capability elements providing a U.S. technological advantage, an approved plan to sell off requirements for Anti-Tamper is in place.                				   --  4.6.C1.D2  When the program has sufficiently identified capability elements providing a U.S. technological advantage, an approved plan to sell off requirements for Anti-Tamper is in place.                

		4		6		2		0		0		2		1090		4.6.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		Security evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions				4.6.C2  Security evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions

		4		6		3		0		0		2		1091		4.6.C3						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Evaluation		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Evaluation		Evaluation activity adequately provides for both cooperative and adversarial activities to identify vulnerabilities throughout the lifecycle				4.6.C3  Evaluation activity adequately provides for both cooperative and adversarial activities to identify vulnerabilities throughout the lifecycle

		4		7		0		0		0		1		28		4.7.P						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		Security and cybersecurity performance is on track to provide protection in support of program objectives				4.7.P (SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality)  Security and cybersecurity performance is on track to provide protection in support of program objectives

		4		7		1		0		0		2		1092		4.7.C1						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		Program has adequately mitigated security/cybersecurity risks to CPI, CTI, functions, and components, technologies, enabling systems				4.7.C1  Program has adequately mitigated security/cybersecurity risks to CPI, CTI, functions, and components, technologies, enabling systems

		4		7		1		1		0		3		2349		4.7.C1.D1		349		5.1.1.C15		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		All information assurance controls have been assessed for proper configuration and functioning.				   --  4.7.C1.D1  All information assurance controls have been assessed for proper configuration and functioning.

		4		7		1		1		3		4		10892		4.7.C1.D1.Q3		20819		5.1.1.Q16		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		To what degree have the selected information assurance controls been implemented?				          --  4.7.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  To what degree have the selected information assurance controls been implemented?

		4		7		1		1		4		4		10895		4.7.C1.D1.Q4		20822		5.1.1.Q17		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		What is the test status of the implemented information assurance controls?				          --  4.7.C1.D1.Q4 (Question)  What is the test status of the implemented information assurance controls?

		4		7		1		1		5		4		10896		4.7.C1.D1.Q5		20823		5.1.1.Q18		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the Plan of Action and Milestones for any deficiencies in information assurance controls.				          --  4.7.C1.D1.Q5 (Question)  Discuss the Plan of Action and Milestones for any deficiencies in information assurance controls.

		4		7		1		2		0		3		2350		4.7.C1.D2		350		5.1.1.C16		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		All COTS or GOTS IT products, including applications, are configured to conform to the applicable Security Technical Implementation Guides.				   --  4.7.C1.D2  All COTS or GOTS IT products, including applications, are configured to conform to the applicable Security Technical Implementation Guides.

		4		7		1		2		1		4		10884		4.7.C1.D2.Q1		20812		5.1.1.Q19		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		To what degree have approved Security Technology Implementation Guides (STIG) been applied to all COTS products?				          --  4.7.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  To what degree have approved Security Technology Implementation Guides (STIG) been applied to all COTS products?

		4		7		2		0		0		2		1093		4.7.C2						SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		Security implementation is on track to meet program objectives				4.7.C2  Security implementation is on track to meet program objectives

		4		7		2		1		0		3		2348		4.7.C2.D1		348		3.3.2.C8		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		The system has an interim authorization to test (IATT) or an approval to operate (ATO).				   --  4.7.C2.D1  The system has an interim authorization to test (IATT) or an approval to operate (ATO).

		4		7		2		1		1		4		10316		4.7.C2.D1.Q1		20303		3.3.2.Q9		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY 		Performance / Quality		SECURITY/CYBERSECURITY  - Performance / Quality		What approval to operate has been issued and by whom?				          --  4.7.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  What approval to operate has been issued and by whom?

		5		0		0		0		0		0				5.0						TECHNOLOGY				TECHNOLOGY						5.0 TECHNOLOGY

		5		1		0		0		0		1		29		5.1.P						TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Technology selection, insertion, and refresh are adequately defined to support program objectives				5.1.P (TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements)  Technology selection, insertion, and refresh are adequately defined to support program objectives

		5		1		1		0		0		2		1094		5.1.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Critical technologies are identified and the degree of maturation necessary to support program objectives is understood				5.1.C1  Critical technologies are identified and the degree of maturation necessary to support program objectives is understood

		5		1		1		1		0		3		2351		5.1.C1.D1		351		1.2.1.C11		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Updated materiel solution alternative(s) is (are) technically feasible when considering technology maturity and cost and schedule constraints.				   --  5.1.C1.D1  Updated materiel solution alternative(s) is (are) technically feasible when considering technology maturity and cost and schedule constraints.

		5		1		1		1		2		4		10066		5.1.C1.D1.Q2		20064		1.2.1.Q17		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Describe the evidence that shows the technical feasibility of the updated materiel solution alternative(s) when considering technology maturity and cost and schedule constraints.				          --  5.1.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Describe the evidence that shows the technical feasibility of the updated materiel solution alternative(s) when considering technology maturity and cost and schedule constraints.

		5		1		1		2		0		3		2355		5.1.C1.D2		355		4.2.3.C1		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		The draft AoA guidance or equivalent evaluates the feasibility of the technologies for the alternatives being considered.				   --  5.1.C1.D2  The draft AoA guidance or equivalent evaluates the feasibility of the technologies for the alternatives being considered.

		5		1		1		2		1		4		10574		5.1.C1.D2.Q1		20543		4.2.3.Q1		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the AoA study team will assess the technology feasibility of the alternatives and plans for using the results of capability trade off studies.				          --  5.1.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the AoA study team will assess the technology feasibility of the alternatives and plans for using the results of capability trade off studies.

		5		1		1		2		2		4		10587		5.1.C1.D2.Q2		20555		4.2.3.Q2		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the analysis used to assess the impact of incorporating new technologies into a FoS/SoS.				          --  5.1.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the analysis used to assess the impact of incorporating new technologies into a FoS/SoS.

		5		1		2		0		0		2		1095		5.1.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA) objectives to evolve system capabilities and requirements are defined				5.1.C2  Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA) objectives to evolve system capabilities and requirements are defined

		5		1		2		1		0		3		2353		5.1.C2.D1		353		4.1.2.C1		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		The program identifies Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA) objectives which include modularity, identification of critical interfaces, and open standards applied to those critical interfaces.				   --  5.1.C2.D1  The program identifies Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA) objectives which include modularity, identification of critical interfaces, and open standards applied to those critical interfaces.

		5		1		2		1		1		4		10445		5.1.C2.D1.Q1		20428		4.1.2.Q1		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program has implemented MOSA objectives, to include contracting.				          --  5.1.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program has implemented MOSA objectives, to include contracting.

		5		1		2		2		0		3		2354		5.1.C2.D2		354		4.1.2.C5		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		MOSA implementation has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.				   --  5.1.C2.D2  MOSA implementation has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.

		5		1		2		2		1		4		10441		5.1.C2.D2.Q1		20424		4.1.2.Q6		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		How has the program addressed MOSA implementation and evaluation at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  5.1.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  How has the program addressed MOSA implementation and evaluation at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		5		1		2		3		0		3		2356		5.1.C2.D3		356		5.1.5.C11		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		The system design maximizes the use of open standards vice proprietary standards for internal and external interfaces.				   --  5.1.C2.D3  The system design maximizes the use of open standards vice proprietary standards for internal and external interfaces.

		5		1		2		3		1		4		10947		5.1.C2.D3.Q1		20870		5.1.5.Q11		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the design includes maximum use of open standards.  What percentage of standards used is open versus proprietary?				          --  5.1.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the design includes maximum use of open standards.  What percentage of standards used is open versus proprietary?

		5		1		2		3		2		4		10948		5.1.C2.D3.Q2		20871		5.1.5.Q12		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the program's results of testing and verification showing that system components and selected commercial products conform to specified open standards.				          --  5.1.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's results of testing and verification showing that system components and selected commercial products conform to specified open standards.

		5		1		3		0		0		2		1096		5.1.C3						TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		Technology insertion, refresh opportunities, and expected replacement cycle times are defined to support program objectives				5.1.C3  Technology insertion, refresh opportunities, and expected replacement cycle times are defined to support program objectives

		5		1		3		1		0		3		2352		5.1.C3.D1		352		3.1.1.C10		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		The AS takes into consideration the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)/nondevelopmental item (NDI) and the role of market research in determining sourcing options.				   --  5.1.C3.D1  The AS takes into consideration the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)/nondevelopmental item (NDI) and the role of market research in determining sourcing options.

		5		1		3		1		1		4		10209		5.1.C3.D1.Q1		20203		3.1.1.Q26		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		 Added as a new question – tagged to 3.1.1.C10				          --  5.1.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)   Added as a new question – tagged to 3.1.1.C10

		5		1		3		1		2		4		10236		5.1.C3.D1.Q2		20229		3.1.1.Q39		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		If procuring COTS software or COTS configuration services, discuss how the acquisition strategy explicitly addresses information assurance aspects such as software trust, vendor personnel vetting, encryption of data in transit and at rest, security patch upgrades, access controls, auditing services, and accreditation processes. 				          --  5.1.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  If procuring COTS software or COTS configuration services, discuss how the acquisition strategy explicitly addresses information assurance aspects such as software trust, vendor personnel vetting, encryption of data in transit and at rest, security patch upgrades, access controls, auditing services, and accreditation processes. 

		5		1		3		1		3		4		10237		5.1.C3.D1.Q3		20230		3.1.1.Q40		TECHNOLOGY		Scope / Requirements		TECHNOLOGY - Scope / Requirements		For DBS programs discuss the adoption of the COTS business processes through Business Process Re-engineering vice retention of legacy processes through custom development.				          --  5.1.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  For DBS programs discuss the adoption of the COTS business processes through Business Process Re-engineering vice retention of legacy processes through custom development.

		5		2		0		0		0		1		30		5.2.P						TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		The program has an adequate technology trade study, maturation, and incorporation approach to meet program objectives				5.2.P (TECHNOLOGY - Design Process)  The program has an adequate technology trade study, maturation, and incorporation approach to meet program objectives

		5		2		1		0		0		2		1097		5.2.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Technology maturation activities, including activities in parallel programs, are integrated and sufficient to support system development				5.2.C1  Technology maturation activities, including activities in parallel programs, are integrated and sufficient to support system development

		5		2		1		1		0		3		2362		5.2.C1.D1		362		4.2.3.C8		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Technology maturation planning is included in phase-appropriate strategy documents (e.g., AS, SEP) for each immature technology, which details how the required TRL will be reached prior to the next milestone decision date or relevant decision point.				   --  5.2.C1.D1  Technology maturation planning is included in phase-appropriate strategy documents (e.g., AS, SEP) for each immature technology, which details how the required TRL will be reached prior to the next milestone decision date or relevant decision point.

		5		2		1		1		4		4		10580		5.2.C1.D1.Q4		20549		4.2.3.Q12		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss the TRL and technology maturation planning for each CTEs.				          --  5.2.C1.D1.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the TRL and technology maturation planning for each CTEs.

		5		2		1		1		5		4		10582		5.2.C1.D1.Q5		20550		4.2.3.Q13		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss program planning (e.g.,  AS, SEP) and criteria to incorporate alternative components or subsystems (for each immature Critical Technology) in the event that the technology does not mature quickly enough to support the program schedule (i.e.  technology on-ramps/off-ramps).				          --  5.2.C1.D1.Q5 (Question)  Discuss program planning (e.g.,  AS, SEP) and criteria to incorporate alternative components or subsystems (for each immature Critical Technology) in the event that the technology does not mature quickly enough to support the program schedule (i.e.  technology on-ramps/off-ramps).

		5		2		1		2		0		3		2364		5.2.C1.D2		364		4.2.3.C11		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Technical Reviews (e.g., PDR, CDR) have ensured that the CTEs have a likelihood to mature to the required level to meet performance objectives with an acceptable level of risk.				   --  5.2.C1.D2  Technical Reviews (e.g., PDR, CDR) have ensured that the CTEs have a likelihood to mature to the required level to meet performance objectives with an acceptable level of risk.

		5		2		1		2		1		4		10585		5.2.C1.D2.Q1		20553		4.2.3.Q16		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss how the technical reviews (PDR/CDR) address affordability, operational effectiveness, suitability, schedule, and risk associated with the critical technologies.				          --  5.2.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the technical reviews (PDR/CDR) address affordability, operational effectiveness, suitability, schedule, and risk associated with the critical technologies.

		5		2		2		0		0		2		1098		5.2.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Technology assessments and design trades inform maturation planning and system design				5.2.C2  Technology assessments and design trades inform maturation planning and system design

		5		2		2		1		0		3		2360		5.2.C2.D1		360		4.2.3.C3		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		A set of critical technology elements (CTEs) has been identified and documented (within the AoA, AS, draft CDD, etc.), along with an assessment of technology maturity, mature alternative components or subsystems for each immature CTE, and a plan for updating the CTEs to reflect the winning contractor(s)’s design concepts.				   --  5.2.C2.D1  A set of critical technology elements (CTEs) has been identified and documented (within the AoA, AS, draft CDD, etc.), along with an assessment of technology maturity, mature alternative components or subsystems for each immature CTE, and a plan for updating the CTEs to reflect the winning contractor(s)’s design concepts.

		5		2		2		1		1		4		10586		5.2.C2.D1.Q1		20554		4.2.3.Q17		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		For DBS programs, identify the amount of custom software development (Number of RICE Objects) that is necessary to fulfill the requirements.				          --  5.2.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  For DBS programs, identify the amount of custom software development (Number of RICE Objects) that is necessary to fulfill the requirements.

		5		2		2		1		2		4		10591		5.2.C2.D1.Q2		20559		4.2.3.Q6		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss the process for how CTEs and engineering design considerations are updated to reflect source selection and contract award.				          --  5.2.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the process for how CTEs and engineering design considerations are updated to reflect source selection and contract award.

		5		2		2		2		0		3		2361		5.2.C2.D2		361		4.2.3.C5		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		An Alternative System Review (ASR) ensured that the CTEs had a likelihood to mature to the required level to meet operational effectiveness and suitability with an acceptable level of risk.				   --  5.2.C2.D2  An Alternative System Review (ASR) ensured that the CTEs had a likelihood to mature to the required level to meet operational effectiveness and suitability with an acceptable level of risk.

		5		2		2		2		1		4		10576		5.2.C2.D2.Q1		20545		4.2.3.Q8		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss how the ASR addressed affordability, operational effectiveness, suitability, schedule, and risk associated with the critical technologies.				          --  5.2.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the ASR addressed affordability, operational effectiveness, suitability, schedule, and risk associated with the critical technologies.

		5		2		2		2		2		4		10577		5.2.C2.D2.Q2		20546		4.2.3.Q9		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss the planned activities to mature critical technologies to the required level.  Include a discussion of which critical technologies will be addressed through competitive prototyping.				          --  5.2.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the planned activities to mature critical technologies to the required level.  Include a discussion of which critical technologies will be addressed through competitive prototyping.

		5		2		2		3		0		3		2363		5.2.C2.D3		363		4.2.3.C9		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Performance, cost, and supportability trades are applied to assess the impact of incorporating new technologies, including impacts on interfaces in FoS/SoS applications.				   --  5.2.C2.D3  Performance, cost, and supportability trades are applied to assess the impact of incorporating new technologies, including impacts on interfaces in FoS/SoS applications.

		5		2		2		3		1		4		10583		5.2.C2.D3.Q1		20551		4.2.3.Q14		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss program planning (e.g., AS, SEP) and criteria to incorporate alternative components or subsystems (for each immature Critical Technology) in the event that the technology does not mature quickly enough to support the program schedule (i.e., technology on-ramps/off-ramps).				          --  5.2.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss program planning (e.g., AS, SEP) and criteria to incorporate alternative components or subsystems (for each immature Critical Technology) in the event that the technology does not mature quickly enough to support the program schedule (i.e., technology on-ramps/off-ramps).

		5		2		3		0		0		2		1099		5.2.C3						TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Technologies for enabling systems and development (e.g. M&S, test) are identified, matured, and integrated to support system acquisition				5.2.C3  Technologies for enabling systems and development (e.g. M&S, test) are identified, matured, and integrated to support system acquisition

		5		2		4		0		0		2		1100		5.2.C4						TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		System architecture and design are sufficient to achieve MOSA objectives				5.2.C4  System architecture and design are sufficient to achieve MOSA objectives

		5		2		4		1		0		3		2193		5.2.C4.D1		193		5.1.5.C10		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Internal and external system interfaces for use of open standards have been identified (PDR).  The system design has incorporated the identified key internal and external system open standards (CDR).				   --  5.2.C4.D1  Internal and external system interfaces for use of open standards have been identified (PDR).  The system design has incorporated the identified key internal and external system open standards (CDR).

		5		2		4		1		1		4		10946		5.2.C4.D1.Q1		20869		5.1.5.Q10		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Which internal and external system interfaces use open standards?  How has the design incorporated the identified internal and external interfaces?				          --  5.2.C4.D1.Q1 (Question)  Which internal and external system interfaces use open standards?  How has the design incorporated the identified internal and external interfaces?

		5		2		4		2		0		3		2357		5.2.C4.D2		357		3.1.1.C9		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		The AS addresses open architecture approaches, the use of standard interfaces, and technology obsolescence/refresh.				   --  5.2.C4.D2  The AS addresses open architecture approaches, the use of standard interfaces, and technology obsolescence/refresh.

		5		2		4		2		1		4		10208		5.2.C4.D2.Q1		20202		3.1.1.Q25		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		How is technology obsolescence factored into the acquisition strategy?  How does it describe the process to determine technology-refresh?  How is open architecture considered to achieve technology refresh, including limited life, obsolescence, P3I, life of type buy, reengineering, etc.?				          --  5.2.C4.D2.Q1 (Question)  How is technology obsolescence factored into the acquisition strategy?  How does it describe the process to determine technology-refresh?  How is open architecture considered to achieve technology refresh, including limited life, obsolescence, P3I, life of type buy, reengineering, etc.?

		5		2		4		2		2		4		10210		5.2.C4.D2.Q2		20203		3.1.1.Q26		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		 Added as a new question – tagged to 3.1.1.C10				          --  5.2.C4.D2.Q2 (Question)   Added as a new question – tagged to 3.1.1.C10

		5		2		4		3		0		3		2358		5.2.C4.D3		358		4.1.2.C4		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		The program has addressed MOSA, and its implementation, in its planning (e.g., AS, AS, SEP) and requirements/design documentation.				   --  5.2.C4.D3  The program has addressed MOSA, and its implementation, in its planning (e.g., AS, AS, SEP) and requirements/design documentation.

		5		2		4		3		1		4		10439		5.2.C4.D3.Q1		20422		4.1.2.Q4		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation addresses MOSA and its implementation.				          --  5.2.C4.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's planning and requirements/design documentation addresses MOSA and its implementation.

		5		2		4		3		2		4		10440		5.2.C4.D3.Q2		20423		4.1.2.Q5		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		Discuss the technical planning approach within the SEP to implement MOSA.				          --  5.2.C4.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the technical planning approach within the SEP to implement MOSA.

		5		2		4		4		0		3		2359		5.2.C4.D4		359		4.1.2.C6		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		The program has analyzed and identified key internal and external system interfaces that are candidates for the use of open standards.  The rationale and results of this analysis is documented as part of the system design.				   --  5.2.C4.D4  The program has analyzed and identified key internal and external system interfaces that are candidates for the use of open standards.  The rationale and results of this analysis is documented as part of the system design.

		5		2		4		4		1		4		10442		5.2.C4.D4.Q1		20425		4.1.2.Q7		TECHNOLOGY		Design Process		TECHNOLOGY - Design Process		What critical interfaces have been identified?  How have open standards been applied to these critical interfaces?  What analyses have been conducted?				          --  5.2.C4.D4.Q1 (Question)  What critical interfaces have been identified?  How have open standards been applied to these critical interfaces?  What analyses have been conducted?

		5		3		0		0		0		1		31		5.3.P						TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands technology maturation, controls risk, and establishes appropriate on/off-ramp decision criteria				5.3.P (TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands technology maturation, controls risk, and establishes appropriate on/off-ramp decision criteria

		5		3		1		0		0		2		1101		5.3.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The program metrics adequately track technology maturation and implementation of MOSA objectives sufficient to manage risk				5.3.C1  The program metrics adequately track technology maturation and implementation of MOSA objectives sufficient to manage risk

		5		3		1		1		0		3		2365		5.3.C1.D1		365		4.1.2.C2		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The program continuously measures their progress toward achieving MOSA objectives (e.g.  percentage of key interfaces defined by open standards, or percentage of components/subsystems modularized).				   --  5.3.C1.D1  The program continuously measures their progress toward achieving MOSA objectives (e.g.  percentage of key interfaces defined by open standards, or percentage of components/subsystems modularized).

		5		3		1		1		1		4		10446		5.3.C1.D1.Q1		20429		4.1.2.Q2		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		What specific measures of effectiveness (MOEs) or metrics does the program use to gauge its progress toward achieving open architecture-enabled capabilities/objectives?				          --  5.3.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  What specific measures of effectiveness (MOEs) or metrics does the program use to gauge its progress toward achieving open architecture-enabled capabilities/objectives?

		5		3		2		0		0		2		1102		5.3.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates technology risks				5.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates technology risks

		5		3		2		1		0		3		2366		5.3.C2.D1		366		4.1.2.C3		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The program has assessed the feasibility of developing an open architecture for the system and has documented the business case analysis that justifies or prohibits its development.				   --  5.3.C2.D1  The program has assessed the feasibility of developing an open architecture for the system and has documented the business case analysis that justifies or prohibits its development.

		5		3		2		1		2		4		10447		5.3.C2.D1.Q2		20430		4.1.2.Q3		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		What studies or analyses have been conducted to assess the market, economic, operational, and technological feasibility of using open standards for key system and subsystem interfaces?  Note: Open standards are royalty free, subject to full public assessment and use with defined constraints in a manner equally available to all parties, and free from legal or technical clauses that limit its utilization by any party.				          --  5.3.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  What studies or analyses have been conducted to assess the market, economic, operational, and technological feasibility of using open standards for key system and subsystem interfaces?  Note: Open standards are royalty free, subject to full public assessment and use with defined constraints in a manner equally available to all parties, and free from legal or technical clauses that limit its utilization by any party.

		5		3		2		2		0		3		2367		5.3.C2.D2		367		4.2.3.C2		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		An AoA or equivalent evaluated the feasibility of the technologies for the alternatives being considered.				   --  5.3.C2.D2  An AoA or equivalent evaluated the feasibility of the technologies for the alternatives being considered.

		5		3		2		2		1		4		10588		5.3.C2.D2.Q1		20556		4.2.3.Q3		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Describe the assessment of technology maturity and risk independent from engineering or integration risk.				          --  5.3.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe the assessment of technology maturity and risk independent from engineering or integration risk.

		5		3		2		2		2		4		10589		5.3.C2.D2.Q2		20557		4.2.3.Q4		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Discuss program planning (e.g., AS, SEP) to incorporate alternative components or subsystems (for each immature critical technology) in the event that the technology does not mature quickly enough to support the program schedule (i.e., technology on-ramps/off-ramps).				          --  5.3.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss program planning (e.g., AS, SEP) to incorporate alternative components or subsystems (for each immature critical technology) in the event that the technology does not mature quickly enough to support the program schedule (i.e., technology on-ramps/off-ramps).

		5		3		2		2		3		4		10590		5.3.C2.D2.Q3		20558		4.2.3.Q5		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		How is the maturity of candidate CTEs, and their alternatives, measured?  What metrics are used to track status?  Note: TRLs/MRLs				          --  5.3.C2.D2.Q3 (Question)  How is the maturity of candidate CTEs, and their alternatives, measured?  What metrics are used to track status?  Note: TRLs/MRLs

		5		3		2		3		0		3		2368		5.3.C2.D3		368		4.2.3.C4		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Integration risk associated with the CTEs is considered in trade studies, AoAs, and architecture development.				   --  5.3.C2.D3  Integration risk associated with the CTEs is considered in trade studies, AoAs, and architecture development.

		5		3		2		3		1		4		10575		5.3.C2.D3.Q1		20544		4.2.3.Q7		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Are there integration risks associated with CTEs?   Describe what they are.   How have they been considered in trade studies, AoAs, and Architecture development?				          --  5.3.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Are there integration risks associated with CTEs?   Describe what they are.   How have they been considered in trade studies, AoAs, and Architecture development?

		5		3		3		0		0		2		1103		5.3.C3						TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Technology maturity criteria established to support acquisition decisions, including on/off-ramp decisions				5.3.C3  Technology maturity criteria established to support acquisition decisions, including on/off-ramp decisions

		5		3		3		1		0		3		2369		5.3.C3.D1		369		4.2.3.C6		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The upcoming phase RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies (from the selected system concept).				   --  5.3.C3.D1  The upcoming phase RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies (from the selected system concept).

		5		3		3		1		1		4		10578		5.3.C3.D1.Q1		20547		4.2.3.Q10		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Describe how the RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies (from the selected system concept).				          --  5.3.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies (from the selected system concept).

		5		3		3		2		0		3		2370		5.3.C3.D2		370		4.2.3.C10		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		The upcoming phase RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies.				   --  5.3.C3.D2  The upcoming phase RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies.

		5		3		3		2		1		4		10584		5.3.C3.D2.Q1		20552		4.2.3.Q15		TECHNOLOGY		Decision / Control		TECHNOLOGY - Decision / Control		Describe how the RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies.				          --  5.3.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the RFP addresses maturation of critical technologies.

		5		4		0		0		0		1		32		5.4.P						TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		The program schedule incorporates technology maturation, technology insertion, and technology refresh activities				5.4.P (TECHNOLOGY - Schedule)  The program schedule incorporates technology maturation, technology insertion, and technology refresh activities

		5		4		1		0		0		2		1104		5.4.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		Technology maturation activities are realistic, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule				5.4.C1  Technology maturation activities are realistic, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule

		5		4		1		1		0		3		2371		5.4.C1.D1		371		3.2.3.C4		TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		On and Off-Ramps are identified as appropriate for technology decisions and requirements.				   --  5.4.C1.D1  On and Off-Ramps are identified as appropriate for technology decisions and requirements.

		5		4		1		1		1		4		10274		5.4.C1.D1.Q1		20263		3.2.3.Q11		TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		Discuss the schedule’s use of on- and off-ramps for technology and requirements decisions.				          --  5.4.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the schedule’s use of on- and off-ramps for technology and requirements decisions.

		5		4		1		1		2		4		10275		5.4.C1.D1.Q2		20264		3.2.3.Q12		TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		Discuss the approach to defer capabilities to other increments.  What triggers/decision points have been established?				          --  5.4.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the approach to defer capabilities to other increments.  What triggers/decision points have been established?

		5		4		1		2		0		3		3089		5.4.C1.D2						TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		Technology planning activities are incorporated into the program schedule including technology maturation, technology insertion, and technology refresh activities.				   --  5.4.C1.D2  Technology planning activities are incorporated into the program schedule including technology maturation, technology insertion, and technology refresh activities.

		5		4		2		0		0		2		1105		5.4.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Schedule		TECHNOLOGY - Schedule		Technology maturation activities are executing to schedule				5.4.C2  Technology maturation activities are executing to schedule

		5		5		0		0		0		1		33		5.5.P						TECHNOLOGY		Resources		TECHNOLOGY - Resources		Program staffing, skillsets, funding, and investments associated with technology are sufficient to meet program objectives				5.5.P (TECHNOLOGY - Resources)  Program staffing, skillsets, funding, and investments associated with technology are sufficient to meet program objectives

		5		5		1		0		0		2		1107		5.5.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Resources		TECHNOLOGY - Resources		Technology staffing, including skillsets, support program objectives				5.5.C1  Technology staffing, including skillsets, support program objectives

		5		5		2		0		0		2		1108		5.5.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Resources		TECHNOLOGY - Resources		Investments are appropriate and sufficient to mitigate technology risks				5.5.C2  Investments are appropriate and sufficient to mitigate technology risks

		5		5		2		1		0		3		2372		5.5.C2.D1		372		4.1.9.C3		TECHNOLOGY		Resources		TECHNOLOGY - Resources		The program makes appropriate technology investments to improve survivability.				   --  5.5.C2.D1  The program makes appropriate technology investments to improve survivability.

		5		5		2		1		3		4		10532		5.5.C2.D1.Q3		20509		4.1.9.Q5		TECHNOLOGY		Resources		TECHNOLOGY - Resources		What technology investments has the program made/planned to make to improve survivability?				          --  5.5.C2.D1.Q3 (Question)  What technology investments has the program made/planned to make to improve survivability?

		5		5		3		0		0		2		1109		5.5.C3						TECHNOLOGY		Resources		TECHNOLOGY - Resources		Investments in enabling technologies (e.g. M&S, test) are appropriate and sufficient to support system acquisition				5.5.C3  Investments in enabling technologies (e.g. M&S, test) are appropriate and sufficient to support system acquisition

		5		6		0		0		0		1		34		5.6.P						TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		Technology evaluation activities are adequate to mature capability in support of program objectives				5.6.P (TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation)  Technology evaluation activities are adequate to mature capability in support of program objectives

		5		6		1		0		0		2		1110		5.6.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		Evaluation activities are realistic and sufficient to address MOSA implementation and technology maturation				5.6.C1  Evaluation activities are realistic and sufficient to address MOSA implementation and technology maturation

		5		6		1		1		0		3		2373		5.6.C1.D1		373		4.1.2.C7		TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		The program has established mechanisms (e.g., exit criteria) to test and verify that system components and selected commercial products conform to specified open standards.				   --  5.6.C1.D1  The program has established mechanisms (e.g., exit criteria) to test and verify that system components and selected commercial products conform to specified open standards.

		5		6		1		1		4		4		10443		5.6.C1.D1.Q4		20426		4.1.2.Q8		TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		Discuss the program's approach and mechanisms to test and verify that system components and selected commercial products conform to specified open standards.				          --  5.6.C1.D1.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the program's approach and mechanisms to test and verify that system components and selected commercial products conform to specified open standards.

		5		6		1		1		5		4		10444		5.6.C1.D1.Q5		20427		4.1.2.Q9		TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		Describe the process for selecting products to avoid utilization of proprietary or vendor-unique extensions to open interface standards.				          --  5.6.C1.D1.Q5 (Question)  Describe the process for selecting products to avoid utilization of proprietary or vendor-unique extensions to open interface standards.

		5		6		1		1		6		4		10448		5.6.C1.D1.Q6		20431		4.1.2.Q10		TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		How has the program justified and documented specific reasons for using closed (proprietary) standards for certain key interfaces?				          --  5.6.C1.D1.Q6 (Question)  How has the program justified and documented specific reasons for using closed (proprietary) standards for certain key interfaces?

		5		6		2		0		0		2		1111		5.6.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Evaluation		TECHNOLOGY - Evaluation		Technology evaluation activity is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions				5.6.C2  Technology evaluation activity is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions

		5		7		0		0		0		1		35		5.7.P						TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		Each critical technology has achieved the required level of technical maturity and is likely to completely mature to meet operational effectiveness and suitability objectives				5.7.P (TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality)  Each critical technology has achieved the required level of technical maturity and is likely to completely mature to meet operational effectiveness and suitability objectives

		5		7		1		0		0		2		1112		5.7.C1						TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		Critical technology is on track to meet maturity objectives, to include integration into the overall system, and demonstrated performance in the relevant operational environment				5.7.C1  Critical technology is on track to meet maturity objectives, to include integration into the overall system, and demonstrated performance in the relevant operational environment

		5		7		1		1		0		3		2374		5.7.C1.D1		374		4.2.3.C7		TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		Each CTE has reached the required Technology Readiness Level (TRL), as validated by a Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA).  Note: TRL 6 at MS B, TRL 7 at MS C, TRL 8 for Critical Manufacturing at MS C				   --  5.7.C1.D1  Each CTE has reached the required Technology Readiness Level (TRL), as validated by a Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA).  Note: TRL 6 at MS B, TRL 7 at MS C, TRL 8 for Critical Manufacturing at MS C

		5		7		1		1		7		4		10579		5.7.C1.D1.Q7		20548		4.2.3.Q11		TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		How does the TRA highlight critical technologies and other potential technology risk areas that require program manager attention?				          --  5.7.C1.D1.Q7 (Question)  How does the TRA highlight critical technologies and other potential technology risk areas that require program manager attention?

		5		7		1		1		8		4		10581		5.7.C1.D1.Q8		20549		4.2.3.Q12		TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		Discuss the TRL and technology maturation planning for each CTEs.				          --  5.7.C1.D1.Q8 (Question)  Discuss the TRL and technology maturation planning for each CTEs.

		5		7		1		2		0		3		3090		5.7.C1.D2						TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		The manufacturing technology has been assessed and demonstrated.				   --  5.7.C1.D2  The manufacturing technology has been assessed and demonstrated.

		5		7		2		0		0		2		1113		5.7.C2						TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		Results are sufficient to evaluate performance of matured technology to support program decisions				5.7.C2  Results are sufficient to evaluate performance of matured technology to support program decisions

		5		7		3		0		0		2		1114		5.7.C3						TECHNOLOGY		Performance / Quality		TECHNOLOGY - Performance / Quality		MOSA objectives are being met				5.7.C3  MOSA objectives are being met

		6		0		0		0		0		0				6.0						MANUFACTURING 				MANUFACTURING 						6.0 MANUFACTURING 

		6		1		0		0		0		1		36		6.1.P						MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Manufacturing and production capability and requirements are defined, achievable, and support program objectives				6.1.P (MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements)  Manufacturing and production capability and requirements are defined, achievable, and support program objectives

		6		1		1		0		0		2		1115		6.1.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Manufacturing and production requirements are realistic and achievable within program structure and timeline				6.1.C1  Manufacturing and production requirements are realistic and achievable within program structure and timeline

		6		1		1		1		0		3		2379		6.1.C1.D1		379		4.9.1.C18		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		The product baseline is stable enough to support FRP schedules.				   --  6.1.C1.D1  The product baseline is stable enough to support FRP schedules.

		6		1		1		1		9		4		10853		6.1.C1.D1.Q9		20791		4.9.1.Q29		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the stability of the product baseline and its ability to support the FRP schedule.  What is the status and impact of class 1 and class 2 changes at the prime contractor and first tier suppliers related to manufacturing?				          --  6.1.C1.D1.Q9 (Question)  Discuss the stability of the product baseline and its ability to support the FRP schedule.  What is the status and impact of class 1 and class 2 changes at the prime contractor and first tier suppliers related to manufacturing?

		6		1		2		0		0		2		1116		6.1.C2						MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Industrial base and manufacturing capabilities support program objectives				6.1.C2  Industrial base and manufacturing capabilities support program objectives

		6		1		2		1		0		3		2375		6.1.C2.D1		375		3.1.1.C11		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		The AS summarizes the analysis of the industrial base capability and includes the results in the approach to design, develop, produce, and support the system.				   --  6.1.C2.D1  The AS summarizes the analysis of the industrial base capability and includes the results in the approach to design, develop, produce, and support the system.

		6		1		2		1		10		4		10211		6.1.C2.D1.Q10		20204		3.1.1.Q27		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		How does the acquisition strategy summarize the analysis of the industrial base capability and incorporates the results in the approach to design, develop, produce, and support the system?				          --  6.1.C2.D1.Q10 (Question)  How does the acquisition strategy summarize the analysis of the industrial base capability and incorporates the results in the approach to design, develop, produce, and support the system?

		6		1		2		1		11		4		10212		6.1.C2.D1.Q11		20205		3.1.1.Q28		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Does this analysis identify the DoD investments needed to create, restart, or enhance certain industrial capabilities, and the risk of industry being unable to provide the program design or manufacturing capabilities at planned cost and schedule?				          --  6.1.C2.D1.Q11 (Question)  Does this analysis identify the DoD investments needed to create, restart, or enhance certain industrial capabilities, and the risk of industry being unable to provide the program design or manufacturing capabilities at planned cost and schedule?

		6		1		2		2		0		3		2377		6.1.C2.D2		377		4.9.1.C1		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		An analysis of manufacturing feasibility or industrial base capability is planned (pre-MDD) or has been conducted (pre-MS A) for each competing materiel solution as part of the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA).				   --  6.1.C2.D2  An analysis of manufacturing feasibility or industrial base capability is planned (pre-MDD) or has been conducted (pre-MS A) for each competing materiel solution as part of the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA).

		6		1		2		2		1		4		10845		6.1.C2.D2.Q1		20783		4.9.1.Q1		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		What is the result of analysis of manufacturing feasibility for each competing material solution as part of the AoA?  Who conducted this analysis?  If the program is pre-MDD, how has the study guidance planned for this analysis?				          --  6.1.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  What is the result of analysis of manufacturing feasibility for each competing material solution as part of the AoA?  Who conducted this analysis?  If the program is pre-MDD, how has the study guidance planned for this analysis?

		6		1		2		2		2		4		10846		6.1.C2.D2.Q2		20784		4.9.1.Q2		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Was there a survey of the industrial base capability to manufacture?  What were the results?				          --  6.1.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Was there a survey of the industrial base capability to manufacture?  What were the results?

		6		1		3		0		0		2		1117		6.1.C3						MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Manufacturing and production baseline is complete, stable, and traceable to requirements				6.1.C3  Manufacturing and production baseline is complete, stable, and traceable to requirements

		6		1		3		1		0		3		2376		6.1.C3.D1		376		4.4.1.C4		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		The system product baseline artifacts fully define fabrication requirements (built-to documentation for hardware and code-to documentation for software), derived from the allocated baseline, for each system CI.				   --  6.1.C3.D1  The system product baseline artifacts fully define fabrication requirements (built-to documentation for hardware and code-to documentation for software), derived from the allocated baseline, for each system CI.

		6		1		3		1		1		4		10650		6.1.C3.D1.Q1		20617		4.4.1.Q3		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Define what is reflected in the physical and functional architectures.				          --  6.1.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Define what is reflected in the physical and functional architectures.

		6		1		3		1		2		4		10653		6.1.C3.D1.Q2		20618		4.4.1.Q4		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		What activities are planned to complete the design (functional, preliminary, detail) and establish the artifacts that comprise that baseline (functional, allocated, product)?				          --  6.1.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  What activities are planned to complete the design (functional, preliminary, detail) and establish the artifacts that comprise that baseline (functional, allocated, product)?

		6		1		3		1		3		4		10657		6.1.C3.D1.Q3		20620		4.4.1.Q6		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the configuration items identified across the operational, training, and support systems and their mapping to the WBS.				          --  6.1.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the configuration items identified across the operational, training, and support systems and their mapping to the WBS.

		6		1		3		1		4		4		10660		6.1.C3.D1.Q4		20621		4.4.1.Q7		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the artifacts contained with the specification tree, and how these artifacts relate to the technical baselines.				          --  6.1.C3.D1.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the artifacts contained with the specification tree, and how these artifacts relate to the technical baselines.

		6		1		3		1		5		4		10664		6.1.C3.D1.Q5		20623		4.4.1.Q9		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the product baseline is derived from the allocated baseline, supports fabrication of the CIs, and includes the operational, training, and support system elements.				          --  6.1.C3.D1.Q5 (Question)  Discuss how the product baseline is derived from the allocated baseline, supports fabrication of the CIs, and includes the operational, training, and support system elements.

		6		1		3		2		0		3		2380		6.1.C3.D2		380		5.1.2.C6		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		The detailed design including build-to drawings is complete, stable, and identifies manufacturing characteristics.				   --  6.1.C3.D2  The detailed design including build-to drawings is complete, stable, and identifies manufacturing characteristics.

		6		1		3		2		1		4		10908		6.1.C3.D2.Q1		20834		5.1.2.Q6		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		What percent of design/build-to drawings have been released?  Identify the plans to release any outstanding drawings.				          --  6.1.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  What percent of design/build-to drawings have been released?  Identify the plans to release any outstanding drawings.

		6		1		3		3		0		3		2381		6.1.C3.D3		381		5.1.2.C9		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		The production baseline is stable as measured by Class 1 and 2 engineering, manufacturing and supplier changes.				   --  6.1.C3.D3  The production baseline is stable as measured by Class 1 and 2 engineering, manufacturing and supplier changes.

		6		1		3		3		1		4		10903		6.1.C3.D3.Q1		20829		5.1.2.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Can the FRP rates and yield be achieved based on the LRIP rates and yield? (Provide metric status for (a) End item actual  deliveries compared to planned deliveries, (b) Touch labor hours actual versus planned)				          --  6.1.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Can the FRP rates and yield be achieved based on the LRIP rates and yield? (Provide metric status for (a) End item actual  deliveries compared to planned deliveries, (b) Touch labor hours actual versus planned)

		6		1		3		3		2		4		10911		6.1.C3.D3.Q2		20837		5.1.2.Q9		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		What is status of class 1 and class 2 changes at the prime contractor and first tier suppliers related to manufacturing?  Is the number of changes more or less than expected?				          --  6.1.C3.D3.Q2 (Question)  What is status of class 1 and class 2 changes at the prime contractor and first tier suppliers related to manufacturing?  Is the number of changes more or less than expected?

		6		1		3		3		3		4		10912		6.1.C3.D3.Q3		20838		5.1.2.Q10		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the operational test results of LRIP produced items and what resultant configuration changes will be required to meet operational effective or suitable objectives , or to KPPs or KSAs? How much schedule leeway is required to incorporate the necessary configuration changes prior to FRP deliveries?				          --  6.1.C3.D3.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the operational test results of LRIP produced items and what resultant configuration changes will be required to meet operational effective or suitable objectives , or to KPPs or KSAs? How much schedule leeway is required to incorporate the necessary configuration changes prior to FRP deliveries?

		6		1		3		3		4		4		10913		6.1.C3.D3.Q4		20839		5.1.2.Q11		MANUFACTURING 		Scope / Requirements		MANUFACTURING  - Scope / Requirements		Were the risks mitigated with LRIP manufacturing processes and production articles in the configuration that will be the basis for FRP?				          --  6.1.C3.D3.Q4 (Question)  Were the risks mitigated with LRIP manufacturing processes and production articles in the configuration that will be the basis for FRP?

		6		2		0		0		0		1		37		6.2.P						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Design and maturation of manufacturing capabilities support production quality and rates				6.2.P (MANUFACTURING  - Design Process)  Design and maturation of manufacturing capabilities support production quality and rates

		6		2		1		0		0		2		1119		6.2.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Manufacturing and production processes and manufacturing technology maturation supports program requirements				6.2.C1  Manufacturing and production processes and manufacturing technology maturation supports program requirements

		6		2		1		1		0		3		2378		6.2.C1.D1		378		4.9.1.C2		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Where manufacturing was identified as a system discriminator, the following have been assessed for systems under consideration: (1) manufacturing processes, (2) required investments in manufacturing technology development, (3) manufacturing resources, and (4) manufacturing risks.  (Focus on pre-MS A)				   --  6.2.C1.D1  Where manufacturing was identified as a system discriminator, the following have been assessed for systems under consideration: (1) manufacturing processes, (2) required investments in manufacturing technology development, (3) manufacturing resources, and (4) manufacturing risks.  (Focus on pre-MS A)

		6		2		1		1		1		4		10847		6.2.C1.D1.Q1		20785		4.9.1.Q3		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the assessment(s) of the required manufacturing technology development conducted for each material solution.				          --  6.2.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the assessment(s) of the required manufacturing technology development conducted for each material solution.

		6		2		1		1		2		4		10848		6.2.C1.D1.Q2		20786		4.9.1.Q4		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		What planned TMRR systems engineering activities are needed to address manufacturing process, resources, and risks?				          --  6.2.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  What planned TMRR systems engineering activities are needed to address manufacturing process, resources, and risks?

		6		2		1		1		3		4		10849		6.2.C1.D1.Q3		20787		4.9.1.Q5		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Which TMRR technology demonstration programs have manufacturing implications, and when will the manufacturing feasibility be addressed?				          --  6.2.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  Which TMRR technology demonstration programs have manufacturing implications, and when will the manufacturing feasibility be addressed?

		6		2		1		2		0		3		2382		6.2.C1.D2		382		4.2.1.C10		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Prior to MS C, the program has (1) developed a detailed design for each configuration item; (2) identified manufacturing methods and materials; (3) defined design verification methods; and (4) captured this information in the initial product baseline artifacts with traceability to the CDD and allocated baseline.  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at a CDR				   --  6.2.C1.D2  Prior to MS C, the program has (1) developed a detailed design for each configuration item; (2) identified manufacturing methods and materials; (3) defined design verification methods; and (4) captured this information in the initial product baseline artifacts with traceability to the CDD and allocated baseline.  Note: The results of these activities are normally reviewed at a CDR

		6		2		1		2		1		4		10552		6.2.C1.D2.Q1		20527		4.2.1.Q11		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Identify the documents (e.g., Functional Performance Specs, CI Development Specifications, Product Drawings) which establish the functional, allocated, or product baseline, as appropriate.				          --  6.2.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Identify the documents (e.g., Functional Performance Specs, CI Development Specifications, Product Drawings) which establish the functional, allocated, or product baseline, as appropriate.

		6		2		1		2		2		4		10556		6.2.C1.D2.Q2		20529		4.2.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the current status of the product baseline artifacts, to include configuration item detailed design, identification of manufacturing methods and materials, and definition of design verification methods.				          --  6.2.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the current status of the product baseline artifacts, to include configuration item detailed design, identification of manufacturing methods and materials, and definition of design verification methods.

		6		2		1		2		3		4		10557		6.2.C1.D2.Q3		20530		4.2.1.Q14		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss how the program has ensured that all requirements are verifiable.				          --  6.2.C1.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how the program has ensured that all requirements are verifiable.

		6		2		1		3		0		3		2383		6.2.C1.D3		383		4.3.1.C20		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		There is a plan for an event-based PRR that: (1) assesses the results of low-rate production and  (2) assesses the readiness of design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for full rate production.				   --  6.2.C1.D3  There is a plan for an event-based PRR that: (1) assesses the results of low-rate production and  (2) assesses the readiness of design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for full rate production.

		6		2		1		3		1		4		10611		6.2.C1.D3.Q1		20579		4.3.1.Q27		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		What is the plan for ensuring that the PRR: (1) assesses the results of low-rate production and  (2) assesses the readiness of design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for full rate production?				          --  6.2.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the PRR: (1) assesses the results of low-rate production and  (2) assesses the readiness of design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning and (3) determines acceptable technical risk for full rate production?

		6		2		1		4		0		3		2385		6.2.C1.D4		385		4.9.1.C9		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Design engineering tools and any associated  modeling and simulation  (M&S) capabilities have been used in establishing the manufacturing line(s) design and product assembly.				   --  6.2.C1.D4  Design engineering tools and any associated  modeling and simulation  (M&S) capabilities have been used in establishing the manufacturing line(s) design and product assembly.

		6		2		1		4		1		4		10866		6.2.C1.D4.Q1		20799		4.9.1.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?				          --  6.2.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?

		6		2		1		4		2		4		10873		6.2.C1.D4.Q2		20801		4.9.1.Q14		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss how design engineering tools and any associated M&S capabilities have been used in establishing the manufacturing line(s) design and product assembly.				          --  6.2.C1.D4.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how design engineering tools and any associated M&S capabilities have been used in establishing the manufacturing line(s) design and product assembly.

		6		2		1		5		0		3		2386		6.2.C1.D5		386		4.9.1.C12		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		The detailed design including build-to drawings is complete, stable, and identifies manufacturing characteristics.				   --  6.2.C1.D5  The detailed design including build-to drawings is complete, stable, and identifies manufacturing characteristics.

		6		2		1		5		1		4		10832		6.2.C1.D5.Q1		20770		4.9.1.Q19		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the stability of the detailed design.  What is the status of Class 1 and Class 2 changes at the prime contractor and first tier suppliers related to manufacturing?  Is the number of changes more or less than expected?				          --  6.2.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the stability of the detailed design.  What is the status of Class 1 and Class 2 changes at the prime contractor and first tier suppliers related to manufacturing?  Is the number of changes more or less than expected?

		6		2		1		5		2		4		10836		6.2.C1.D5.Q2		20774		4.9.1.Q18		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the status of design/build-to drawings and engineering change proposals.  What percent of design/build-to drawings have been released?  Identify the plans to release any outstanding drawings.				          --  6.2.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of design/build-to drawings and engineering change proposals.  What percent of design/build-to drawings have been released?  Identify the plans to release any outstanding drawings.

		6		2		1		6		0		3		2387		6.2.C1.D6		387		4.9.1.C21		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		FRP planning incorporates lessons learned from LRIP and is supported by the LRIP learning curve.				   --  6.2.C1.D6  FRP planning incorporates lessons learned from LRIP and is supported by the LRIP learning curve.

		6		2		1		6		1		4		10857		6.2.C1.D6.Q1		20795		4.9.1.Q33		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss how lessons learned from LRIP were incorporated into FRP planning.  Address any significant changes in LRIP materials, parts, manpower, tooling, test equipment and facilities.				          --  6.2.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how lessons learned from LRIP were incorporated into FRP planning.  Address any significant changes in LRIP materials, parts, manpower, tooling, test equipment and facilities.

		6		2		1		6		2		4		10858		6.2.C1.D6.Q2		20796		4.9.1.Q34		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the status of the learning curve.  How do the LRIP results support FRP goals?				          --  6.2.C1.D6.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of the learning curve.  How do the LRIP results support FRP goals?

		6		2		1		7		0		3		2389		6.2.C1.D7		389		3.4.4.C1		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Quality goals and objectives, responsibilities, and implementation authority are clearly defined and understood.				   --  6.2.C1.D7  Quality goals and objectives, responsibilities, and implementation authority are clearly defined and understood.

		6		2		1		7		1		4		10354		6.2.C1.D7.Q1		20340		3.4.4.Q1		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the quality program's goals and objectives.				          --  6.2.C1.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the quality program's goals and objectives.

		6		2		1		7		2		4		10355		6.2.C1.D7.Q2		20341		3.4.4.Q2		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Describe the organizational structure of the quality function that supports the program.  What are the responsibilities and authority of the key personnel?				          --  6.2.C1.D7.Q2 (Question)  Describe the organizational structure of the quality function that supports the program.  What are the responsibilities and authority of the key personnel?

		6		2		1		8		0		3		2391		6.2.C1.D8		391		3.4.4.C4		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Quality planning is being properly applied to the inspection and acceptance of all products, to include documentation, hardware, software, and support.  Internal quality audits are periodically conducted on the program for continuous quality improvement.				   --  6.2.C1.D8  Quality planning is being properly applied to the inspection and acceptance of all products, to include documentation, hardware, software, and support.  Internal quality audits are periodically conducted on the program for continuous quality improvement.

		6		2		1		8		1		4		10359		6.2.C1.D8.Q1		20345		3.4.4.Q6		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the planning and results of quality audits.  What is the visibility of quality results to stakeholders (internal and external; prime and sub; user community and program office)?				          --  6.2.C1.D8.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the planning and results of quality audits.  What is the visibility of quality results to stakeholders (internal and external; prime and sub; user community and program office)?

		6		2		1		8		2		4		10360		6.2.C1.D8.Q2		20346		3.4.4.Q7		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		How are the results of the quality activities used to support process and product improvement?  What are the metrics and time frame associated with these improvements?				          --  6.2.C1.D8.Q2 (Question)  How are the results of the quality activities used to support process and product improvement?  What are the metrics and time frame associated with these improvements?

		6		2		2		0		0		2		1120		6.2.C2						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Design for producibility is adequate to meet requirements and optimize affordability				6.2.C2  Design for producibility is adequate to meet requirements and optimize affordability

		6		2		2		1		0		3		2384		6.2.C2.D1		384		4.5.3.C1		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Producibility studies have been completed and results will be or are being incorporated into the detail design.				   --  6.2.C2.D1  Producibility studies have been completed and results will be or are being incorporated into the detail design.

		6		2		2		1		1		4		10696		6.2.C2.D1.Q1		20653		4.5.3.Q1		MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Discuss the results of the producibility trade studies and the impacts on the detail design.				          --  6.2.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of the producibility trade studies and the impacts on the detail design.

		6		2		3		0		0		2		1121		6.2.C3						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Procurement and supply chain capability support requirements				6.2.C3  Procurement and supply chain capability support requirements

		6		2		3		1		0		3		3091		6.2.C3.D1						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		KTR's component procurement plan accounts for sufficient spares and repair time to support potential failures on the production line.				   --  6.2.C3.D1  KTR's component procurement plan accounts for sufficient spares and repair time to support potential failures on the production line.

		6		2		4		0		0		2		1122		6.2.C4						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		Production cut-in, retrofit, and product improvement adequately support requirements				6.2.C4  Production cut-in, retrofit, and product improvement adequately support requirements

		6		2		4		1		0		3		3092		6.2.C4.D1						MANUFACTURING 		Design Process		MANUFACTURING  - Design Process		KTR/Govt. has an established In-Service Review process to assess manufacturing quality for fielded system.  Issues identified are resolved and modifications updated into the production process.				   --  6.2.C4.D1  KTR/Govt. has an established In-Service Review process to assess manufacturing quality for fielded system.  Issues identified are resolved and modifications updated into the production process.

		6		3		0		0		0		1		38		6.3.P						MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands manufacturing and production progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events				6.3.P (MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands manufacturing and production progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events

		6		3		1		0		0		2		1123		6.3.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The program employs metrics that adequately track manufacturing and production maturity and are sufficient to control manufacturing and production performance and manage risk				6.3.C1  The program employs metrics that adequately track manufacturing and production maturity and are sufficient to control manufacturing and production performance and manage risk

		6		3		1		1		0		3		2392		6.3.C1.D1		392		3.4.4.C5		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Quality metrics for each process control capability are measured and reported using statistical methods and tools. For DBS programs, quality measurement includes correct performance of the business functions required to achieve business requirements.				   --  6.3.C1.D1  Quality metrics for each process control capability are measured and reported using statistical methods and tools. For DBS programs, quality measurement includes correct performance of the business functions required to achieve business requirements.

		6		3		1		1		2		4		10353		6.3.C1.D1.Q2		20339		3.4.4.Q8		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		How many specific process control capabilities are identified and monitored for the program?				          --  6.3.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  How many specific process control capabilities are identified and monitored for the program?

		6		3		2		0		0		2		1124		6.3.C2						MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates manufacturing and production risks				6.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates manufacturing and production risks

		6		3		2		1		0		3		2397		6.3.C2.D1		397		4.9.1.C8		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Long lead and key supply chain elements have been identified, and the risks of production commitment in advance of detail design completion have been minimized.				   --  6.3.C2.D1  Long lead and key supply chain elements have been identified, and the risks of production commitment in advance of detail design completion have been minimized.

		6		3		2		1		3		4		10835		6.3.C2.D1.Q3		20773		4.9.1.Q11		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Discuss what long-lead items have been identified.  Discuss whether the long-lead decision represents a significant production commitment in advance of the system’s detail design completion, and the associated implications, such as required funding in the TMRR phase.  What are the key supply chain elements?				          --  6.3.C2.D1.Q3 (Question)  Discuss what long-lead items have been identified.  Discuss whether the long-lead decision represents a significant production commitment in advance of the system’s detail design completion, and the associated implications, such as required funding in the TMRR phase.  What are the key supply chain elements?

		6		3		2		1		4		4		10865		6.3.C2.D1.Q4		20799		4.9.1.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?				          --  6.3.C2.D1.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?

		6		3		2		1		5		4		10872		6.3.C2.D1.Q5		20800		4.9.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?				          --  6.3.C2.D1.Q5 (Question)  How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?

		6		3		2		2		0		3		2399		6.3.C2.D2		399		4.9.1.C17		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Mitigation plans satisfactorily address LRIP manufacturing and production risks.				   --  6.3.C2.D2  Mitigation plans satisfactorily address LRIP manufacturing and production risks.

		6		3		2		2		1		4		10838		6.3.C2.D2.Q1		20776		4.9.1.Q28		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions identified?				          --  6.3.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions identified?

		6		3		2		2		2		4		10860		6.3.C2.D2.Q2		20798		4.9.1.Q36		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Identify any issues or risks identified in the key supplier assessments.				          --  6.3.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Identify any issues or risks identified in the key supplier assessments.

		6		3		3		0		0		2		1125		6.3.C3						MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Manufacturing and production criteria are established to track maturity and inform acquisition decisions				6.3.C3  Manufacturing and production criteria are established to track maturity and inform acquisition decisions

		6		3		3		1		0		3		2388		6.3.C3.D1		388		3.2.3.C8		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		When there is concurrency between development and production, the Milestone B ADM includes specific technical event-based criteria for initiating production or fielding at Milestone C.				   --  6.3.C3.D1  When there is concurrency between development and production, the Milestone B ADM includes specific technical event-based criteria for initiating production or fielding at Milestone C.

		6		3		3		1		1		4		10285		6.3.C3.D1.Q1		20274		3.2.3.Q16		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Describe the specific technical event-based criteria for initiating production or fielding at Milestone C.				          --  6.3.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Describe the specific technical event-based criteria for initiating production or fielding at Milestone C.

		6		3		3		2		0		3		2390		6.3.C3.D2		390		3.4.4.C3		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Documented quality policy, plans, tools, procedures, and manuals (1) exist, (2) are current, and (3) are adequate to identify process control capability and to verify the relationship between process control variables and final product characteristics.				   --  6.3.C3.D2  Documented quality policy, plans, tools, procedures, and manuals (1) exist, (2) are current, and (3) are adequate to identify process control capability and to verify the relationship between process control variables and final product characteristics.

		6		3		3		2		1		4		10357		6.3.C3.D2.Q1		20343		3.4.4.Q4		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Discuss the quality policies, plans, tools, procedures, and manuals.  How well do these artifacts (1) identify process control capabilities and (2) verify the relationships between process control variables and final product characteristics?  What is the status of these products?  What efforts are pending/in-work?				          --  6.3.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the quality policies, plans, tools, procedures, and manuals.  How well do these artifacts (1) identify process control capabilities and (2) verify the relationships between process control variables and final product characteristics?  What is the status of these products?  What efforts are pending/in-work?

		6		3		3		2		2		4		10358		6.3.C3.D2.Q2		20344		3.4.4.Q5		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		How are the objectives of the quality program flowed down to major subcontractors and suppliers that support the program?				          --  6.3.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  How are the objectives of the quality program flowed down to major subcontractors and suppliers that support the program?

		6		3		3		3		0		3		2393		6.3.C3.D3		393		4.3.1.C28		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The PRR: (1) assessed the results of fabrication and low-rate initial production planning, (2) assessed design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning, (3) assessed the industrial base capabilities in terms of responsiveness and single sources, and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for production.				   --  6.3.C3.D3  The PRR: (1) assessed the results of fabrication and low-rate initial production planning, (2) assessed design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning, (3) assessed the industrial base capabilities in terms of responsiveness and single sources, and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for production.

		6		3		3		3		1		4		10641		6.3.C3.D3.Q1		20608		4.3.1.Q36		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Discuss how the PRR: 1) assessed the results of fabrication and low-rate initial production, 2) assessed design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning, (3) assessed the industrial base capabilities in terms of responsiveness and single sources, and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for production.				          --  6.3.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the PRR: 1) assessed the results of fabrication and low-rate initial production, 2) assessed design stability, materials, process control, facilities, and other manufacturing planning, (3) assessed the industrial base capabilities in terms of responsiveness and single sources, and (4) determined acceptable technical risk for production.

		6		3		3		4		0		3		2394		6.3.C3.D4		394		4.3.1.C29		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		A Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) to support the Full Rate Production Decision and In-Service Reviews to assess sustaining engineering are planned to support the Production & Deployment and Operations & Support phases and documented in the SEP.				   --  6.3.C3.D4  A Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) to support the Full Rate Production Decision and In-Service Reviews to assess sustaining engineering are planned to support the Production & Deployment and Operations & Support phases and documented in the SEP.

		6		3		3		4		1		4		10642		6.3.C3.D4.Q1		20609		4.3.1.Q37		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		How does the Production and Deployment phase SEP address a PCA to establish the final product baseline and support the FRP or for DBS, FDD decision?				          --  6.3.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  How does the Production and Deployment phase SEP address a PCA to establish the final product baseline and support the FRP or for DBS, FDD decision?

		6		3		3		4		2		4		10643		6.3.C3.D4.Q2		20610		4.3.1.Q38		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the PCA: 1) examines the actual configuration of the production item 2) verifies that the related design documentation in the final product baseline matches the production item as specified in the contract, and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for full rate production?				          --  6.3.C3.D4.Q2 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the PCA: 1) examines the actual configuration of the production item 2) verifies that the related design documentation in the final product baseline matches the production item as specified in the contract, and 3) determines acceptable technical risk for full rate production?

		6		3		3		4		3		4		10644		6.3.C3.D4.Q3		20611		4.3.1.Q39		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		How does the SEP address the conduct of periodic In-Service Reviews (ISRs)?				          --  6.3.C3.D4.Q3 (Question)  How does the SEP address the conduct of periodic In-Service Reviews (ISRs)?

		6		3		3		4		4		4		10645		6.3.C3.D4.Q4		20612		4.3.1.Q40		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		What is the plan for ensuring that the ISRs: (1) assess the on-going, in-service health of the deployed system and its associated support system(s), (2) assess the status of the product baseline against in-service usage, real-time supply support, and actual operational environments, and (3) ensure that the system under review is operationally employed with well-understood and managed.				          --  6.3.C3.D4.Q4 (Question)  What is the plan for ensuring that the ISRs: (1) assess the on-going, in-service health of the deployed system and its associated support system(s), (2) assess the status of the product baseline against in-service usage, real-time supply support, and actual operational environments, and (3) ensure that the system under review is operationally employed with well-understood and managed.

		6		3		3		5		0		3		2395		6.3.C3.D5		395		4.3.1.C31		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The program has planned for conduct of a Post Implementation Review (PIR) for all fully deployed IT systems, including NSS.				   --  6.3.C3.D5  The program has planned for conduct of a Post Implementation Review (PIR) for all fully deployed IT systems, including NSS.

		6		3		3		5		1		4		10647		6.3.C3.D5.Q1		20614		4.3.1.Q42		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		How has the program planned for a PIR to support post-implementation assessment of return on investment and assessment of continuation, modification, or modification of the deployed system?				          --  6.3.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  How has the program planned for a PIR to support post-implementation assessment of return on investment and assessment of continuation, modification, or modification of the deployed system?

		6		3		3		6		0		3		2396		6.3.C3.D6		396		4.3.1.C32		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The program conducted a PIR that evaluated the implemented system to ensure positive return on investment and decided that the continuation, modification, or termination of the system is necessary to meet mission requirements.				   --  6.3.C3.D6  The program conducted a PIR that evaluated the implemented system to ensure positive return on investment and decided that the continuation, modification, or termination of the system is necessary to meet mission requirements.

		6		3		3		6		1		4		10603		6.3.C3.D6.Q1		20571		4.3.1.Q43		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Discuss the results of the PIR. How were the assessment and reporting objectives of the PIR met?				          --  6.3.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of the PIR. How were the assessment and reporting objectives of the PIR met?

		6		3		3		7		0		3		2398		6.3.C3.D7		398		4.9.1.C10		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Manufacturing considerations (e.g., process performance, tolerances, new materials, unique components, special skills, facilities, and developmental articles) have been incorporated into the EMD RFP and were informed by the TMRR phase accomplishments/shortfalls.				   --  6.3.C3.D7  Manufacturing considerations (e.g., process performance, tolerances, new materials, unique components, special skills, facilities, and developmental articles) have been incorporated into the EMD RFP and were informed by the TMRR phase accomplishments/shortfalls.

		6		3		3		7		1		4		10874		6.3.C3.D7.Q1		20802		4.9.1.Q15		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Discuss the manufacturing considerations (e.g., process performance, tolerances, new materials, unique components, special skills) that will be/were incorporated into the EMD RFP.  How were the results of the TMRR phase activities used to inform the manufacturing considerations for the EMD RFP?				          --  6.3.C3.D7.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the manufacturing considerations (e.g., process performance, tolerances, new materials, unique components, special skills) that will be/were incorporated into the EMD RFP.  How were the results of the TMRR phase activities used to inform the manufacturing considerations for the EMD RFP?

		6		3		3		8		0		3		2400		6.3.C3.D8		400		5.1.2.C11		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		The program tracks the manufacturing LRIP learning curve.				   --  6.3.C3.D8  The program tracks the manufacturing LRIP learning curve.

		6		3		3		8		1		4		10898		6.3.C3.D8.Q1		20825		5.1.2.Q15		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Describe how the program and contractor plan to and are tracking the LRIP manufacturing learning curve(s)?  What are the results of manufacturing learning?				          --  6.3.C3.D8.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the program and contractor plan to and are tracking the LRIP manufacturing learning curve(s)?  What are the results of manufacturing learning?

		6		3		3		8		2		4		10899		6.3.C3.D8.Q2		20826		5.1.2.Q16		MANUFACTURING 		Decision / Control		MANUFACTURING  - Decision / Control		Where the program is not meeting projected manufacturing learning curve(s), describe the actions being taken to correct.				          --  6.3.C3.D8.Q2 (Question)  Where the program is not meeting projected manufacturing learning curve(s), describe the actions being taken to correct.

		6		4		0		0		0		1		39		6.4.P						MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		Manufacturing and production capability maturation and required capacity are sufficiently modeled in the program schedule, are achievable, and support manufacturing objectives				6.4.P (MANUFACTURING  - Schedule)  Manufacturing and production capability maturation and required capacity are sufficiently modeled in the program schedule, are achievable, and support manufacturing objectives

		6		4		1		0		0		2		1126		6.4.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		Manufacturing and production activities are realistic, supported by a sound basis of estimate that considers relevant historical schedules, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule				6.4.C1  Manufacturing and production activities are realistic, supported by a sound basis of estimate that considers relevant historical schedules, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule

		6		4		1		1		0		3		2401		6.4.C1.D1		401		4.9.1.C5		MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		A schedule is established for completing manufacturing drawings.				   --  6.4.C1.D1  A schedule is established for completing manufacturing drawings.

		6		4		1		1		1		4		10852		6.4.C1.D1.Q1		20790		4.9.1.Q8		MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		Discuss the schedule as it relates to manufacturing drawings and/or product models.  How does the drawing and/or product models release schedule align with the planned CDR/PRR dates?				          --  6.4.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the schedule as it relates to manufacturing drawings and/or product models.  How does the drawing and/or product models release schedule align with the planned CDR/PRR dates?

		6		4		1		1		2		4		10862		6.4.C1.D1.Q2		20799		4.9.1.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?				          --  6.4.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?

		6		4		1		1		3		4		10869		6.4.C1.D1.Q3		20800		4.9.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?				          --  6.4.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?

		6		4		1		2		0		3		2402		6.4.C1.D2		402		5.1.2.C3		MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		Completed manufacturing drawings are meeting schedule.				   --  6.4.C1.D2  Completed manufacturing drawings are meeting schedule.

		6		4		1		2		1		4		10906		6.4.C1.D2.Q1		20832		5.1.2.Q3		MANUFACTURING 		Schedule		MANUFACTURING  - Schedule		Discuss the schedule as it relates to manufacturing drawings.  How does the drawing released schedule align with the planned CDR/PRR dates?				          --  6.4.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the schedule as it relates to manufacturing drawings.  How does the drawing released schedule align with the planned CDR/PRR dates?

		6		5		0		0		0		1		40		6.5.P						MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Manufacturing and production staffing, facilities, materials, and funding are sufficient to support production quality and rates				6.5.P (MANUFACTURING  - Resources)  Manufacturing and production staffing, facilities, materials, and funding are sufficient to support production quality and rates

		6		5		1		0		0		2		1129		6.5.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Manufacturing and production staffing, including skillsets, are adequate to support program objectives				6.5.C1  Manufacturing and production staffing, including skillsets, are adequate to support program objectives

		6		5		1		1		0		3		2403		6.5.C1.D1		403		3.4.4.C2		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		The program office and contractor provide the necessary resources for maintaining and improving quality.				   --  6.5.C1.D1  The program office and contractor provide the necessary resources for maintaining and improving quality.

		6		5		1		1		1		4		10356		6.5.C1.D1.Q1		20342		3.4.4.Q3		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss quality resources (program office and contractor).  How will the staffing of quality functions be (1) managed for the current phase, and (2) planned for the subsequent phase(s)?				          --  6.5.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss quality resources (program office and contractor).  How will the staffing of quality functions be (1) managed for the current phase, and (2) planned for the subsequent phase(s)?

		6		5		1		2		0		3		2407		6.5.C1.D2		407		4.9.1.C14		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Manufacturing workforce skills and availability are sufficient to meet LRIP and plans are in place for FRP delivery schedules.				   --  6.5.C1.D2  Manufacturing workforce skills and availability are sufficient to meet LRIP and plans are in place for FRP delivery schedules.

		6		5		1		2		1		4		10839		6.5.C1.D2.Q1		20777		4.9.1.Q21		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		What manufacturing operations require special skills and training?  Discuss the plan to ensure the availability of a trained work force to meet the production schedule.				          --  6.5.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  What manufacturing operations require special skills and training?  Discuss the plan to ensure the availability of a trained work force to meet the production schedule.

		6		5		1		3		0		3		2409		6.5.C1.D3		409		4.9.1.C20		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Suppliers (including GFE), materials (including long-lead items), parts, manpower, tooling, test equipment and facilities are available to meet planned rate production schedules.				   --  6.5.C1.D3  Suppliers (including GFE), materials (including long-lead items), parts, manpower, tooling, test equipment and facilities are available to meet planned rate production schedules.

		6		5		1		3		1		4		10855		6.5.C1.D3.Q1		20793		4.9.1.Q31		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss the ability of the suppliers, materials, parts, manpower, tooling, test equipment and facilities to meet the planned FRP schedule.				          --  6.5.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the ability of the suppliers, materials, parts, manpower, tooling, test equipment and facilities to meet the planned FRP schedule.

		6		5		1		3		2		4		10856		6.5.C1.D3.Q2		20794		4.9.1.Q32		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss what long lead items and GFE have been identified and how these items support the schedule.				          --  6.5.C1.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss what long lead items and GFE have been identified and how these items support the schedule.

		6		5		2		0		0		2		1130		6.5.C2						MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Manufacturing and production investments, tooling, and facilities, are adequate to support production rates				6.5.C2  Manufacturing and production investments, tooling, and facilities, are adequate to support production rates

		6		5		2		1		0		3		2404		6.5.C2.D1		404		4.9.1.C6		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Estimates have been established for manufacturing facility space, special tooling, and special test equipment for EMD.				   --  6.5.C2.D1  Estimates have been established for manufacturing facility space, special tooling, and special test equipment for EMD.

		6		5		2		1		1		4		10833		6.5.C2.D1.Q1		20771		4.9.1.Q9		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss the manufacturing facilities and special tooling/test equipment needed to support the EMD phase.  Discuss the adequacy of the proposed manufacturing facilities to support the number of anticipated EMD units.				          --  6.5.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the manufacturing facilities and special tooling/test equipment needed to support the EMD phase.  Discuss the adequacy of the proposed manufacturing facilities to support the number of anticipated EMD units.

		6		5		2		1		2		4		10863		6.5.C2.D1.Q2		20799		4.9.1.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?				          --  6.5.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?

		6		5		2		1		3		4		10870		6.5.C2.D1.Q3		20800		4.9.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?				          --  6.5.C2.D1.Q3 (Question)  How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?

		6		5		2		2		0		3		2406		6.5.C2.D2		406		4.9.1.C13		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Manufacturing materials, tooling, test equipment and facilities availability schedules will support the delivery schedules for LRIP.				   --  6.5.C2.D2  Manufacturing materials, tooling, test equipment and facilities availability schedules will support the delivery schedules for LRIP.

		6		5		2		2		1		4		10831		6.5.C2.D2.Q1		20769		4.9.1.Q20		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss how the manufacturing materials, tooling, test equipment and facilities support the EMD/LRIP.  Discuss the adequacy of the proposed manufacturing facilities to support the number of anticipated EMD/LRIP units.				          --  6.5.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the manufacturing materials, tooling, test equipment and facilities support the EMD/LRIP.  Discuss the adequacy of the proposed manufacturing facilities to support the number of anticipated EMD/LRIP units.

		6		5		3		0		0		2		1131		6.5.C3						MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Manufacturing and production funding, materials, and supply chain are adequate to support production rates				6.5.C3  Manufacturing and production funding, materials, and supply chain are adequate to support production rates

		6		5		3		1		0		3		2405		6.5.C3.D1		405		4.9.1.C7		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		The industrial base has been assessed to identify potential manufacturing sources and risks, including any single suppliers and their ability to deliver contracted items on schedule.				   --  6.5.C3.D1  The industrial base has been assessed to identify potential manufacturing sources and risks, including any single suppliers and their ability to deliver contracted items on schedule.

		6		5		3		1		1		4		10834		6.5.C3.D1.Q1		20772		4.9.1.Q10		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss any assessment of industrial base and its ability to support the manufacture of the system.  Identify any single suppliers for new or unique items.  If applicable, has there been an engineering assessment to determine if these single suppliers can deliver contracted EMD and low-rate initial production (LRIP)  products as specified and on schedule?				          --  6.5.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss any assessment of industrial base and its ability to support the manufacture of the system.  Identify any single suppliers for new or unique items.  If applicable, has there been an engineering assessment to determine if these single suppliers can deliver contracted EMD and low-rate initial production (LRIP)  products as specified and on schedule?

		6		5		3		1		2		4		10864		6.5.C3.D1.Q2		20799		4.9.1.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?				          --  6.5.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?

		6		5		3		1		3		4		10871		6.5.C3.D1.Q3		20800		4.9.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?				          --  6.5.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?

		6		5		3		2		0		3		2408		6.5.C3.D2		408		4.9.1.C16		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		The supply chain and industrial capabilities (including: long-lead items, GFE, single sources, foreign suppliers, prime-supplied components) are sufficiently available to meet the LRIP delivery schedule.				   --  6.5.C3.D2  The supply chain and industrial capabilities (including: long-lead items, GFE, single sources, foreign suppliers, prime-supplied components) are sufficiently available to meet the LRIP delivery schedule.

		6		5		3		2		1		4		10837		6.5.C3.D2.Q1		20775		4.9.1.Q27		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss the relationship between the supply chain capability and long lead items.  How were the long lead items determined?				          --  6.5.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the relationship between the supply chain capability and long lead items.  How were the long lead items determined?

		6		5		3		2		2		4		10841		6.5.C3.D2.Q2		20779		4.9.1.Q23		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss the supply chain and industrial capabilities as they relate to the LRIP delivery schedule.				          --  6.5.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the supply chain and industrial capabilities as they relate to the LRIP delivery schedule.

		6		5		3		2		3		4		10842		6.5.C3.D2.Q3		20780		4.9.1.Q24		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		What parts come from single sources or foreign suppliers?  Discuss any plans to ensure their ability to deliver.				          --  6.5.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  What parts come from single sources or foreign suppliers?  Discuss any plans to ensure their ability to deliver.

		6		5		3		2		4		4		10843		6.5.C3.D2.Q4		20781		4.9.1.Q25		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		What components are sourced internally to the prime contractor?  What metrics are the prime contractor using to track their internal supply performance?				          --  6.5.C3.D2.Q4 (Question)  What components are sourced internally to the prime contractor?  What metrics are the prime contractor using to track their internal supply performance?

		6		5		3		2		5		4		10844		6.5.C3.D2.Q5		20782		4.9.1.Q26		MANUFACTURING 		Resources		MANUFACTURING  - Resources		Discuss what government-furnished equipment have been identified and how these items support the schedule.				          --  6.5.C3.D2.Q5 (Question)  Discuss what government-furnished equipment have been identified and how these items support the schedule.

		6		6		0		0		0		1		41		6.6.P						MANUFACTURING 		Evaluation		MANUFACTURING  - Evaluation		Manufacturing and production evaluation activities are sufficient to mature manufacturing capability, quality, and rates				6.6.P (MANUFACTURING  - Evaluation)  Manufacturing and production evaluation activities are sufficient to mature manufacturing capability, quality, and rates

		6		6		1		0		0		2		1132		6.6.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Evaluation		MANUFACTURING  - Evaluation		Manufacturing and production evaluation activities (e.g. FAI) are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition and sustainment				6.6.C1  Manufacturing and production evaluation activities (e.g. FAI) are realistic and sufficient to support product acquisition and sustainment

		6		6		2		0		0		2		1133		6.6.C2						MANUFACTURING 		Evaluation		MANUFACTURING  - Evaluation		Manufacturing and production evaluation performance on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions				6.6.C2  Manufacturing and production evaluation performance on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions

		6		7		0		0		0		1		42		6.7.P						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing and production supports required product quality and production rates				6.7.P (MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality)  Manufacturing and production supports required product quality and production rates

		6		7		1		0		0		2		1134		6.7.C1						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing and production capability and processes have been demonstrated in a relevant environment, are stable, and are under control				6.7.C1  Manufacturing and production capability and processes have been demonstrated in a relevant environment, are stable, and are under control

		6		7		1		1		0		3		2411		6.7.C1.D1		411		4.9.1.C4		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		The manufacturing process(es)  have been assessed and demonstrated  to the extent needed to verify that risk has been reduced to an acceptable level.				   --  6.7.C1.D1  The manufacturing process(es)  have been assessed and demonstrated  to the extent needed to verify that risk has been reduced to an acceptable level.

		6		7		1		1		1		4		10851		6.7.C1.D1.Q1		20789		4.9.1.Q7		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status manufacturing process readiness.  What are the associated risks/mitigations?  What manufacturing processes have been defined and characterized?				          --  6.7.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status manufacturing process readiness.  What are the associated risks/mitigations?  What manufacturing processes have been defined and characterized?

		6		7		1		1		2		4		10861		6.7.C1.D1.Q2		20799		4.9.1.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?				          --  6.7.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing planning.  Where is this planning documented?

		6		7		1		1		3		4		10868		6.7.C1.D1.Q3		20800		4.9.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?				          --  6.7.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?

		6		7		1		2		0		3		2412		6.7.C1.D2		412		4.9.1.C11		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing and quality processes and procedures have been effectively demonstrated in a pilot line environment and are under control and ready for LRIP .				   --  6.7.C1.D2  Manufacturing and quality processes and procedures have been effectively demonstrated in a pilot line environment and are under control and ready for LRIP .

		6		7		1		2		1		4		10875		6.7.C1.D2.Q1		20803		4.9.1.Q16		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status manufacturing and quality process and procedure pilot line environment demonstrations.  How are these processes and procedures under control and assessed as ready for LRIP?				          --  6.7.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status manufacturing and quality process and procedure pilot line environment demonstrations.  How are these processes and procedures under control and assessed as ready for LRIP?

		6		7		1		2		2		4		10876		6.7.C1.D2.Q2		20804		4.9.1.Q17		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Describe the process used to manage software configuration and to ensure software consistency and integrity within the manufacturing process and on the manufacturing floor.				          --  6.7.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Describe the process used to manage software configuration and to ensure software consistency and integrity within the manufacturing process and on the manufacturing floor.

		6		7		1		3		0		3		2415		6.7.C1.D3		415		4.9.1.C22		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Production processes are under statistical process control.				   --  6.7.C1.D3  Production processes are under statistical process control.

		6		7		1		3		1		4		10859		6.7.C1.D3.Q1		20797		4.9.1.Q35		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the statistical process control system.  What production processes are not yet under statistical processes control?				          --  6.7.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the statistical process control system.  What production processes are not yet under statistical processes control?

		6		7		1		4		0		3		2416		6.7.C1.D4		416		5.1.2.C1		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing technology has been demonstrated outside a laboratory environment.				   --  6.7.C1.D4  Manufacturing technology has been demonstrated outside a laboratory environment.

		6		7		1		4		1		4		10904		6.7.C1.D4.Q1		20830		5.1.2.Q1		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status/results of TMRR phase manufacturing technology demonstrations.  What percentages of technology demonstrations were successfully completed?  Which manufacturing technologies have not been demonstrated outside of the laboratory environment?  What are the manufacturing risks/mitigations for those technology demonstrations that have not yet been successfully demonstrated?				          --  6.7.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status/results of TMRR phase manufacturing technology demonstrations.  What percentages of technology demonstrations were successfully completed?  Which manufacturing technologies have not been demonstrated outside of the laboratory environment?  What are the manufacturing risks/mitigations for those technology demonstrations that have not yet been successfully demonstrated?

		6		7		1		5		0		3		2421		6.7.C1.D5		421		5.1.2.C12		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Production processes are under statistical process control				   --  6.7.C1.D5  Production processes are under statistical process control

		6		7		1		5		1		4		10900		6.7.C1.D5.Q1		20827		5.1.2.Q17		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Describe how  quality targets (e.g., yields) been verified in  LRIP production and provide results comparing measured quality against targets.				          --  6.7.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  Describe how  quality targets (e.g., yields) been verified in  LRIP production and provide results comparing measured quality against targets.

		6		7		2		0		0		2		1135		6.7.C2						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing and production technology and capability maturing to plan				6.7.C2  Manufacturing and production technology and capability maturing to plan

		6		7		2		1		0		3		2410		6.7.C2.D1		410		4.9.1.C3		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		The manufacturing technology has been assessed and demonstrated outside a laboratory environment.				   --  6.7.C2.D1  The manufacturing technology has been assessed and demonstrated outside a laboratory environment.

		6		7		2		1		1		4		10850		6.7.C2.D1.Q1		20788		4.9.1.Q6		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status/results of TMRR phase manufacturing technology demonstrations.  Which manufacturing technologies have not been demonstrated outside of the laboratory environment?  What percentage of technology demonstrations were successfully completed?				          --  6.7.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status/results of TMRR phase manufacturing technology demonstrations.  Which manufacturing technologies have not been demonstrated outside of the laboratory environment?  What percentage of technology demonstrations were successfully completed?

		6		7		2		1		2		4		10867		6.7.C2.D1.Q2		20800		4.9.1.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?				          --  6.7.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  How have manufacturing risks been assessed and identified as part of the program risk management program, along with mitigation actions?

		6		7		2		2		0		3		2414		6.7.C2.D2		414		4.9.1.C19		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		LRIP manufacturing process capabilities, supplier qualifications, key design tolerances, quality targets, rates, yields, and delivery schedules were met.  These LRIP results indicate manufacturing readiness for FRP.				   --  6.7.C2.D2  LRIP manufacturing process capabilities, supplier qualifications, key design tolerances, quality targets, rates, yields, and delivery schedules were met.  These LRIP results indicate manufacturing readiness for FRP.

		6		7		2		2		1		4		10854		6.7.C2.D2.Q1		20792		4.9.1.Q30		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the results of LRIP as it relates to manufacturing process capabilities, key design tolerances, rates, yields, and delivery schedules.  How do these results indicate manufacturing readiness for FRP?				          --  6.7.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of LRIP as it relates to manufacturing process capabilities, key design tolerances, rates, yields, and delivery schedules.  How do these results indicate manufacturing readiness for FRP?

		6		7		2		3		0		3		2417		6.7.C2.D3		417		5.1.2.C2		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing process(s) have been effectively demonstrated, and are under control.				   --  6.7.C2.D3  Manufacturing process(s) have been effectively demonstrated, and are under control.

		6		7		2		3		1		4		10905		6.7.C2.D3.Q1		20831		5.1.2.Q2		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status manufacturing process readiness and material characterization programs.  What are the associated risks/mitigations for those manufacturing process not yet demonstrated and materials not characterized?				          --  6.7.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status manufacturing process readiness and material characterization programs.  What are the associated risks/mitigations for those manufacturing process not yet demonstrated and materials not characterized?

		6		7		2		3		2		4		10907		6.7.C2.D3.Q2		20833		5.1.2.Q4		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status of manufacturing metrics to include travel work, learning curve, first/past yield, Cpk  and scrap-rework-and-repair.				          --  6.7.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the status of manufacturing metrics to include travel work, learning curve, first/past yield, Cpk  and scrap-rework-and-repair.

		6		7		2		4		0		3		2420		6.7.C2.D4		420		5.1.2.C10		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Status of LRIP manufacturing process capabilities, key design tolerances, rates, yields, and delivery schedules were met; FRP rates and yield are achievable based on LRIP performance.				   --  6.7.C2.D4  Status of LRIP manufacturing process capabilities, key design tolerances, rates, yields, and delivery schedules were met; FRP rates and yield are achievable based on LRIP performance.

		6		7		2		4		1		4		10897		6.7.C2.D4.Q1		20824		5.1.2.Q14		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Will any critical suppliers used for LRIP be replaced for FRP?  If so, what is the basis?				          --  6.7.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Will any critical suppliers used for LRIP be replaced for FRP?  If so, what is the basis?

		6		7		2		4		2		4		10901		6.7.C2.D4.Q2		20828		5.1.2.Q12		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss any significant changes in FRP  manufacturing process, tooling or manpower training/skills from those used for LRIP?				          --  6.7.C2.D4.Q2 (Question)  Discuss any significant changes in FRP  manufacturing process, tooling or manpower training/skills from those used for LRIP?

		6		7		2		4		3		4		10902		6.7.C2.D4.Q3		20829		5.1.2.Q13		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Can the FRP rates and yield be achieved based on the LRIP rates and yield? (Provide metric status for (a) End item actual  deliveries compared to planned deliveries, (b) Touch labor hours actual versus planned)				          --  6.7.C2.D4.Q3 (Question)  Can the FRP rates and yield be achieved based on the LRIP rates and yield? (Provide metric status for (a) End item actual  deliveries compared to planned deliveries, (b) Touch labor hours actual versus planned)

		6		7		2		5		0		3		3093		6.7.C2.D5						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		LRIP/FRP quantities and Ramp Rates meet both operational requirements and can be accomplished within the bounds of available tooling & test equipmnt, facilities and supplier capabilities.  				   --  6.7.C2.D5  LRIP/FRP quantities and Ramp Rates meet both operational requirements and can be accomplished within the bounds of available tooling & test equipmnt, facilities and supplier capabilities.  

		6		7		3		0		0		2		1136		6.7.C3						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Procurement (e.g. supply chain, parts) adequately supporting production				6.7.C3  Procurement (e.g. supply chain, parts) adequately supporting production

		6		7		3		1		0		3		2413		6.7.C3.D1		413		4.9.1.C15		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Supplier qualification tests and first article inspection have been completed, or the plan to complete is understood.				   --  6.7.C3.D1  Supplier qualification tests and first article inspection have been completed, or the plan to complete is understood.

		6		7		3		1		1		4		10840		6.7.C3.D1.Q1		20778		4.9.1.Q22		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the status/plans of supplier qualification tests and first article inspections.				          --  6.7.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the status/plans of supplier qualification tests and first article inspections.

		6		7		3		2		0		3		2418		6.7.C3.D2		418		5.1.2.C7		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Supplier qualification tests (including first article inspection) have been completed.				   --  6.7.C3.D2  Supplier qualification tests (including first article inspection) have been completed.

		6		7		3		2		1		4		10909		6.7.C3.D2.Q1		20835		5.1.2.Q7		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Discuss the results of supplier qualification tests and first article inspections.  Who will be responsible for making changes in order to correct any qualification test or first article deficiencies after MS C?				          --  6.7.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the results of supplier qualification tests and first article inspections.  Who will be responsible for making changes in order to correct any qualification test or first article deficiencies after MS C?

		6		7		3		3		0		3		3094		6.7.C3.D3						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		KTR/ Govt have implemented a joint Obsolescence /DMSMS  program which identifies issues in time to allow resolution of issues prior to production impact.  				   --  6.7.C3.D3  KTR/ Govt have implemented a joint Obsolescence /DMSMS  program which identifies issues in time to allow resolution of issues prior to production impact.  

		6		7		3		4		0		3		3095		6.7.C3.D4						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		KTR and suppliers have developed and executed a Counterfit Parts Program to minimize the potential impact to system performance and production delivery delays.  				   --  6.7.C3.D4  KTR and suppliers have developed and executed a Counterfit Parts Program to minimize the potential impact to system performance and production delivery delays.  

		6		7		4		0		0		2		1137		6.7.C4						MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Manufacturing and production meeting program quality and performance objectives				6.7.C4  Manufacturing and production meeting program quality and performance objectives

		6		7		4		1		0		3		2419		6.7.C4.D1		419		5.1.2.C8		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Mitigation plans have been successfully implemented for low-rate initial production (LRIP)  manufacturing and production risks.				   --  6.7.C4.D1  Mitigation plans have been successfully implemented for low-rate initial production (LRIP)  manufacturing and production risks.

		6		7		4		1		1		4		10910		6.7.C4.D1.Q1		20836		5.1.2.Q8		MANUFACTURING 		Performance / Quality		MANUFACTURING  - Performance / Quality		Based on the risk mitigation plan implementations and PRR, what program changes (i.e., add testing items, change schedule, add engineers, etc.) were made?				          --  6.7.C4.D1.Q1 (Question)  Based on the risk mitigation plan implementations and PRR, what program changes (i.e., add testing items, change schedule, add engineers, etc.) were made?

		7		0		0		0		0		0				7.0						RAM				RAM						7.0 RAM

		7		1		0		0		0		1		43		7.1.P						RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		R&M and sustainment requirements meet user expectations for operational employment and affordability, are realistic, and are achievable within the program structure and timeline				7.1.P (RAM - Scope / Requirements)  R&M and sustainment requirements meet user expectations for operational employment and affordability, are realistic, and are achievable within the program structure and timeline

		7		1		1		0		0		2		1138		7.1.C1						RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		R&M requirements support the Material Availability KPP, user required readiness levels, and program affordability goals				7.1.C1  R&M requirements support the Material Availability KPP, user required readiness levels, and program affordability goals

		7		1		1		1		0		3		2426		7.1.C1.D1		426		4.8.1.C10		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		The program has drafted Ao and Am requirements and has a plan to refine/validate appropriate reliability, maintainability, and fleet acquisition assumptions during the TMRR phase.   Note: Materiel availability (Am) and operational availability (Ao) are both part of the mandatory sustainment KPP.				   --  7.1.C1.D1  The program has drafted Ao and Am requirements and has a plan to refine/validate appropriate reliability, maintainability, and fleet acquisition assumptions during the TMRR phase.   Note: Materiel availability (Am) and operational availability (Ao) are both part of the mandatory sustainment KPP.

		7		1		1		1		2		4		10793		7.1.C1.D1.Q2		20734		4.8.1.Q17		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the RFP and/or the contractual Ao and Am requirements that have been established.  What assumptions were given to vendors?				          --  7.1.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the RFP and/or the contractual Ao and Am requirements that have been established.  What assumptions were given to vendors?

		7		1		1		1		3		4		10795		7.1.C1.D1.Q3		20735		4.8.1.Q18		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		How has the program used prototyping to mature Ao and Am requirements, and what is the plan to refine/validate appropriate reliability, maintainability, and fleet acquisition assumptions during the TMRR phase?				          --  7.1.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  How has the program used prototyping to mature Ao and Am requirements, and what is the plan to refine/validate appropriate reliability, maintainability, and fleet acquisition assumptions during the TMRR phase?

		7		1		2		2		0		3		2422		7.1.C2.D2		422		4.1.6.C2		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		The program has conducted a phase-appropriate reliability, availability,  maintainability and cost (RAM-C) analysis, and completed a RAM-C Rationale report to establish realistic R&M objectives and requirements that support the Materiel Availability KPP, Reliability KSA, and to ensure operations and support affordability.				   --  7.1.C2.D2  The program has conducted a phase-appropriate reliability, availability,  maintainability and cost (RAM-C) analysis, and completed a RAM-C Rationale report to establish realistic R&M objectives and requirements that support the Materiel Availability KPP, Reliability KSA, and to ensure operations and support affordability.

		7		1		2		2		1		4		10491		7.1.C2.D2.Q1		20472		4.1.6.Q2		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the program's reliability growth program approach and status, to include: its development, projected system reliability  improvement points, corrective action periods, growth rates, initial reliability projections, maturity at IOT&E, and when the full requirement will be demonstrated.				          --  7.1.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's reliability growth program approach and status, to include: its development, projected system reliability  improvement points, corrective action periods, growth rates, initial reliability projections, maturity at IOT&E, and when the full requirement will be demonstrated.

		7		1		2		2		2		4		10494		7.1.C2.D2.Q2		20474		4.1.6.Q4		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the RAM-C rationale and analysis, (1) supports achievability of the Materiel Availability KPP and Reliability KSA, (2) used to establish R&M objectives  and requirements, and (3) addresses the R&M impacts on total ownership cost.				          --  7.1.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Describe how the RAM-C rationale and analysis, (1) supports achievability of the Materiel Availability KPP and Reliability KSA, (2) used to establish R&M objectives  and requirements, and (3) addresses the R&M impacts on total ownership cost.

		7		1		2		2		3		4		10495		7.1.C2.D2.Q3		20475		4.1.6.Q5		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the process followed to conduct the RAM-C analysis. Describe the principal considerations used to select R&M objectives and requirements.				          --  7.1.C2.D2.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the process followed to conduct the RAM-C analysis. Describe the principal considerations used to select R&M objectives and requirements.

		7		1		2		2		4		4		10496		7.1.C2.D2.Q4		20476		4.1.6.Q6		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the R&M objectives,  requirements,  and RAM-C rationale ensure the Materiel Availability KPP and Reliability KSA will be met in the intended operational environment,  including end-to-end mission threads in the Joint context.				          --  7.1.C2.D2.Q4 (Question)  Describe how the R&M objectives,  requirements,  and RAM-C rationale ensure the Materiel Availability KPP and Reliability KSA will be met in the intended operational environment,  including end-to-end mission threads in the Joint context.

		7		1		2		2		5		4		10497		7.1.C2.D2.Q5		20477		4.1.6.Q7		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		How are the R&M objectives and requirements realistic, and how do they compare with legacy systems?  What analysis has been done to improve upon legacy systems?				          --  7.1.C2.D2.Q5 (Question)  How are the R&M objectives and requirements realistic, and how do they compare with legacy systems?  What analysis has been done to improve upon legacy systems?

		7		1		2		3		0		3		2423		7.1.C2.D3		423		4.1.6.C6		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		The system R&M objectives and requirements reflect a support strategy and have given proper consideration to Performance-Based Agreements (PBAs), performance-based logistics (PBL), balancing public and private sector support, and meeting statutory requirements for government/industry work shares.				   --  7.1.C2.D3  The system R&M objectives and requirements reflect a support strategy and have given proper consideration to Performance-Based Agreements (PBAs), performance-based logistics (PBL), balancing public and private sector support, and meeting statutory requirements for government/industry work shares.

		7		1		2		3		1		4		10487		7.1.C2.D3.Q1		20468		4.1.6.Q16		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the R&M objectives and requirements enable the support strategy (e.g., PBAs, PBL, public/private sector support and government/industry work shares).  What are the R&M values that would cause the support strategy to change?				          --  7.1.C2.D3.Q1 (Question)  Describe how the R&M objectives and requirements enable the support strategy (e.g., PBAs, PBL, public/private sector support and government/industry work shares).  What are the R&M values that would cause the support strategy to change?

		7		1		2		3		2		4		10488		7.1.C2.D3.Q2		20469		4.1.6.Q17		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how sensitive the spares requirements are to reliability and maintainability (especially diagnostics/prognostic accuracy).				          --  7.1.C2.D3.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how sensitive the spares requirements are to reliability and maintainability (especially diagnostics/prognostic accuracy).

		7		1		2		4		0		3		2432		7.1.C2.D4		432		4.1.6.C8		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		For DBS Programs, there is a program which implements an appropriate availability strategy to ensure requirements are satisfied to support operational suitability.				   --  7.1.C2.D4  For DBS Programs, there is a program which implements an appropriate availability strategy to ensure requirements are satisfied to support operational suitability.

		7		1		2		4		1		4		10505		7.1.C2.D4.Q1		20485		4.1.6.Q21		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Discuss how the program has planned an availability strategy to improve performance until requirements are satisfied to support operational suitability.				          --  7.1.C2.D4.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program has planned an availability strategy to improve performance until requirements are satisfied to support operational suitability.

		7		1		3		0		0		2		1139		7.1.C3						RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Usage scenarios, constraints, and assumptions adequate to guide acquisition				7.1.C3  Usage scenarios, constraints, and assumptions adequate to guide acquisition

		7		1		3		1		0		3		2427		7.1.C3.D1		427		5.1.6.C1		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Rough order of magnitude relationships among availability, reliability, support, and Life-cycle Cost (LCC) (including ownership cost) of each of the candidate approaches have been evaluated as part of the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) performed during the Materiel Solution Analysis phase.				   --  7.1.C3.D1  Rough order of magnitude relationships among availability, reliability, support, and Life-cycle Cost (LCC) (including ownership cost) of each of the candidate approaches have been evaluated as part of the Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) performed during the Materiel Solution Analysis phase.

		7		1		3		1		1		4		10955		7.1.C3.D1.Q1		20878		5.1.6.Q1		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Show the AoA results that indicate a rough order magnitude relationship among availability, maintainability, reliability, support and life cycle cost.				          --  7.1.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  Show the AoA results that indicate a rough order magnitude relationship among availability, maintainability, reliability, support and life cycle cost.

		7		1		4		0		0		2		1140		7.1.C4						RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		R&M scope is realistic and achievable, to include consideration of relevant historic benchmarks, within program structure and timeline				7.1.C4  R&M scope is realistic and achievable, to include consideration of relevant historic benchmarks, within program structure and timeline

		7		1		4		1		0		3		2424		7.1.C4.D1		424		4.1.7.C3		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		The program has documented all corrosion performance requirements and environmental constraints in technical specifications.				   --  7.1.C4.D1  The program has documented all corrosion performance requirements and environmental constraints in technical specifications.

		7		1		4		1		2		4		10507		7.1.C4.D1.Q2		20487		4.1.7.Q4		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Describe how the program has documented corrosion performance requirements and environmental constraints in the technical specifications and plans.				          --  7.1.C4.D1.Q2 (Question)  Describe how the program has documented corrosion performance requirements and environmental constraints in the technical specifications and plans.

		7		1		4		1		3		4		10516		7.1.C4.D1.Q3		20495		4.1.7.Q3		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Discuss the traceability of corrosion prevention and control to systems engineering specifications and artifacts?				          --  7.1.C4.D1.Q3 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of corrosion prevention and control to systems engineering specifications and artifacts?

		7		1		4		2		0		3		2425		7.1.C4.D2		425		4.1.7.C4		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		Corrosion prevention and control has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.				   --  7.1.C4.D2  Corrosion prevention and control has been addressed in the technical reviews and is reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.

		7		1		4		2		1		4		10508		7.1.C4.D2.Q1		20488		4.1.7.Q5		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		How has the program addressed corrosion prevention and control at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  7.1.C4.D2.Q1 (Question)  How has the program addressed corrosion prevention and control at technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		7		1		4		2		2		4		10509		7.1.C4.D2.Q2		20489		4.1.7.Q6		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		How has the program addressed corrosion prevention and control within Engineering Change Proposals?				          --  7.1.C4.D2.Q2 (Question)  How has the program addressed corrosion prevention and control within Engineering Change Proposals?

		7		1		4		3		0		3		3097		7.1.C4.D3						RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		O&S should-cost targets and O&S cost drivers are considered in early design and program decisions and influence the capability design requirements.				   --  7.1.C4.D3  O&S should-cost targets and O&S cost drivers are considered in early design and program decisions and influence the capability design requirements.

		7		1		4		4		0		3		2454		7.1.C4.D4		454		4.8.2.C3		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		The AS meets all statutory and regulatory requirements and addresses PBL/PBPS.  The implementation strategy follows the 12-Step DoD Product Support Strategy Process Model.				   --  7.1.C4.D4  The AS meets all statutory and regulatory requirements and addresses PBL/PBPS.  The implementation strategy follows the 12-Step DoD Product Support Strategy Process Model.

		7		1		4		4		1		4		10798		7.1.C4.D4.Q1		20737		4.8.2.Q3		RAM		Scope / Requirements		RAM - Scope / Requirements		What is the overall PBL/PBPS strategy?  Does the implementation strategy follow the 12-step OSD PBL process?				          --  7.1.C4.D4.Q1 (Question)  What is the overall PBL/PBPS strategy?  Does the implementation strategy follow the 12-step OSD PBL process?

		7		2		0		0		0		1		44		7.2.P						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program adequately incorporates R&M and sustainment considerations into system development to meet performance and affordability objectives				7.2.P (RAM - Design Process)  The program adequately incorporates R&M and sustainment considerations into system development to meet performance and affordability objectives

		7		2		1		0		0		2		1141		7.2.C1						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		R&M considerations adequately addressed in system design (e.g. design for R&M, maintainability, supportability, corrosion)				7.2.C1  R&M considerations adequately addressed in system design (e.g. design for R&M, maintainability, supportability, corrosion)

		7		2		1		1		0		3		3096		7.2.C1.D1						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program has planned technology refreshment to increase availability and reliability, and reduce O&S costs and downtime.				   --  7.2.C1.D1  The program has planned technology refreshment to increase availability and reliability, and reduce O&S costs and downtime.

		7		2		1		2		0		3		2429		7.2.C1.D2		429		4.1.6.C3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program has planned and implemented design for R&M engineering activities to include: allocations, block diagrams and predictions; failure definitions and scoring criteria; Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA); maintainability and Built-In Test (BIT) demonstrations; reliability growth curve; planned testing at the system and subsystem level; and a Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action System (FRACAS) maintained through design, development, production, and sustainment.				   --  7.2.C1.D2  The program has planned and implemented design for R&M engineering activities to include: allocations, block diagrams and predictions; failure definitions and scoring criteria; Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA); maintainability and Built-In Test (BIT) demonstrations; reliability growth curve; planned testing at the system and subsystem level; and a Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action System (FRACAS) maintained through design, development, production, and sustainment.

		7		2		1		2		1		4		10498		7.2.C1.D2.Q1		20478		4.1.6.Q8		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How have R&M allocations been applied to government-furnished equipment and developing systems which are outside of the control of the program?				          --  7.2.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  How have R&M allocations been applied to government-furnished equipment and developing systems which are outside of the control of the program?

		7		2		1		2		2		4		10499		7.2.C1.D2.Q2		20479		4.1.6.Q9		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss the program's FRACAS process, to include: stakeholders, root-cause analysis and corrective action timelines, projected fix effectiveness factor rates, management strategy, and adequacy of funding/schedule to incorporate reliability modifications.				          --  7.2.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's FRACAS process, to include: stakeholders, root-cause analysis and corrective action timelines, projected fix effectiveness factor rates, management strategy, and adequacy of funding/schedule to incorporate reliability modifications.

		7		2		1		2		3		4		10500		7.2.C1.D2.Q3		20480		4.1.6.Q10		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe how the following reliability engineering activities are addressed:   allocations, block diagrams and predictions; failure definitions and scoring criteria; Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA); reliability growth testing at the system and subsystem level; and a FRACAS.				          --  7.2.C1.D2.Q3 (Question)  Describe how the following reliability engineering activities are addressed:   allocations, block diagrams and predictions; failure definitions and scoring criteria; Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA); reliability growth testing at the system and subsystem level; and a FRACAS.

		7		2		1		3		0		3		2433		7.2.C1.D3		433		4.1.7.C1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The knowledge of field performance of legacy systems has been researched for indicators of corrosion issues or risks that could apply to the system design.				   --  7.2.C1.D3  The knowledge of field performance of legacy systems has been researched for indicators of corrosion issues or risks that could apply to the system design.

		7		2		1		3		1		4		10513		7.2.C1.D3.Q1		20493		4.1.7.Q1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How has the history of performance of legacy or similar systems been evaluated to determine indicators of corrosion risks applicable to the system?				          --  7.2.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  How has the history of performance of legacy or similar systems been evaluated to determine indicators of corrosion risks applicable to the system?

		7		2		1		4		0		3		2434		7.2.C1.D4		434		4.1.7.C2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program has addressed corrosion prevention and control in program and technical planning				   --  7.2.C1.D4  The program has addressed corrosion prevention and control in program and technical planning

		7		2		1		4		1		4		10515		7.2.C1.D4.Q1		20494		4.1.7.Q2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe the program's planning, and implementation of, corrosion control.  Examples include: selection of corrosion resistant materials and manufacturing processes; application of protective coatings; implementing corrosion prevention and control design attributes; modifying the environment; modifying Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs).				          --  7.2.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  Describe the program's planning, and implementation of, corrosion control.  Examples include: selection of corrosion resistant materials and manufacturing processes; application of protective coatings; implementing corrosion prevention and control design attributes; modifying the environment; modifying Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs).

		7		2		1		5		0		3		2435		7.2.C1.D5		435		4.1.7.C5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Cost-benefit analyses have been conducted to evaluate how use of corrosion resistant materials and techniques could offset effects of system degradation and repair during the life-cycle.				   --  7.2.C1.D5  Cost-benefit analyses have been conducted to evaluate how use of corrosion resistant materials and techniques could offset effects of system degradation and repair during the life-cycle.

		7		2		1		5		1		4		10510		7.2.C1.D5.Q1		20490		4.1.7.Q7		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What design trade studies or analyses have been done that consider the cost benefits of applying corrosion mitigation methods and materials in the design process to reduce life-cycle operating cost of the system?				          --  7.2.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  What design trade studies or analyses have been done that consider the cost benefits of applying corrosion mitigation methods and materials in the design process to reduce life-cycle operating cost of the system?

		7		2		1		5		2		4		10511		7.2.C1.D5.Q2		20491		4.1.7.Q8		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe the expected system degradation due to prolonged exposure to environmental conditions.				          --  7.2.C1.D5.Q2 (Question)  Describe the expected system degradation due to prolonged exposure to environmental conditions.

		7		2		1		6		0		3		2436		7.2.C1.D6		436		4.1.7.C6		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Corrosion considerations (materials, coatings, structural design, environment, and manufacturing) are addressed in the design process.				   --  7.2.C1.D6  Corrosion considerations (materials, coatings, structural design, environment, and manufacturing) are addressed in the design process.

		7		2		1		6		1		4		10514		7.2.C1.D6.Q1		20494		4.1.7.Q2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe the program's planning, and implementation of, corrosion control.  Examples include: selection of corrosion resistant materials and manufacturing processes; application of protective coatings; implementing corrosion prevention and control design attributes; modifying the environment; modifying Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs).				          --  7.2.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  Describe the program's planning, and implementation of, corrosion control.  Examples include: selection of corrosion resistant materials and manufacturing processes; application of protective coatings; implementing corrosion prevention and control design attributes; modifying the environment; modifying Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs).

		7		2		1		7		0		3		3102		7.2.C1.D7						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Design trades address the linkage between requirements, design and product support.				   --  7.2.C1.D7  Design trades address the linkage between requirements, design and product support.

		7		2		2		0		0		2		1142		7.2.C2						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Reliability growth methodology/modeling supports program objectives, and is updated based on actual performance (e.g. test results)				7.2.C2  Reliability growth methodology/modeling supports program objectives, and is updated based on actual performance (e.g. test results)

		7		2		2		1		0		3		2428		7.2.C2.D1		428		4.1.6.C1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program has established and resourced a reliability growth program which implements an appropriate reliability growth strategy to improve R&M performance until R&M requirements are satisfied to support operational suitability.				   --  7.2.C2.D1  The program has established and resourced a reliability growth program which implements an appropriate reliability growth strategy to improve R&M performance until R&M requirements are satisfied to support operational suitability.

		7		2		2		1		1		4		10490		7.2.C2.D1.Q1		20471		4.1.6.Q1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss how the program's funding, staffing, schedule, and assets are sufficient to support the implementation of the R&M program and achievement of the R&M requirements, to include adequate test and subsequent development (test-fix-test).				          --  7.2.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's funding, staffing, schedule, and assets are sufficient to support the implementation of the R&M program and achievement of the R&M requirements, to include adequate test and subsequent development (test-fix-test).

		7		2		2		1		2		4		10492		7.2.C2.D1.Q2		20472		4.1.6.Q2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss the program's reliability growth program approach and status, to include: its development, projected system reliability  improvement points, corrective action periods, growth rates, initial reliability projections, maturity at IOT&E, and when the full requirement will be demonstrated.				          --  7.2.C2.D1.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's reliability growth program approach and status, to include: its development, projected system reliability  improvement points, corrective action periods, growth rates, initial reliability projections, maturity at IOT&E, and when the full requirement will be demonstrated.

		7		2		2		1		3		4		10493		7.2.C2.D1.Q3		20473		4.1.6.Q3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss how the program's R&M activities will support a determination that the system is operationally suitable.				          --  7.2.C2.D1.Q3 (Question)  Discuss how the program's R&M activities will support a determination that the system is operationally suitable.

		7		2		3		0		0		2		1143		7.2.C3						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Product support strategy meets program objectives, and sustainment models are updated based on actual performance (e.g. test results)				7.2.C3  Product support strategy meets program objectives, and sustainment models are updated based on actual performance (e.g. test results)

		7		2		3		1		0		3		2430		7.2.C3.D1		430		4.1.6.C5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program has addressed R&M and related supportability objectives in program and technical planning (e.g.  AS, SEP, R&M Program Plan, and Test Planning).				   --  7.2.C3.D1  The program has addressed R&M and related supportability objectives in program and technical planning (e.g.  AS, SEP, R&M Program Plan, and Test Planning).

		7		2		3		1		4		4		10486		7.2.C3.D1.Q4		20467		4.1.6.Q15		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe the systems engineering efforts to verify operational  availability, maintainability, and supportability (e.g. LOG demo).				          --  7.2.C3.D1.Q4 (Question)  Describe the systems engineering efforts to verify operational  availability, maintainability, and supportability (e.g. LOG demo).

		7		2		3		1		5		4		10502		7.2.C3.D1.Q5		20482		4.1.6.Q13		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe how R&M is considered during design changes (e.g., trade studies, Engineering Change Proposals, test-analyze-fix cycles) to address other factors such as SWAP-C and performance.				          --  7.2.C3.D1.Q5 (Question)  Describe how R&M is considered during design changes (e.g., trade studies, Engineering Change Proposals, test-analyze-fix cycles) to address other factors such as SWAP-C and performance.

		7		2		3		1		6		4		10506		7.2.C3.D1.Q6		20486		4.1.6.Q14		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss the traceability of  R&M and related supportability objectives to systems engineering artifacts (i.e., SEP, R&M program plan).				          --  7.2.C3.D1.Q6 (Question)  Discuss the traceability of  R&M and related supportability objectives to systems engineering artifacts (i.e., SEP, R&M program plan).

		7		2		3		2		0		3		2431		7.2.C3.D2		431		4.1.6.C7		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program has planned and implemented design for maintainability and related supportability engineering activities to include: integrated, embedded diagnostics and prognostics; embedded development, testing, and training; Item Unique Identification; BIT; back-up and recovery, and iterative technology refreshment.				   --  7.2.C3.D2  The program has planned and implemented design for maintainability and related supportability engineering activities to include: integrated, embedded diagnostics and prognostics; embedded development, testing, and training; Item Unique Identification; BIT; back-up and recovery, and iterative technology refreshment.

		7		2		3		2		1		4		10489		7.2.C3.D2.Q1		20470		4.1.6.Q18		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the support strategy describe the supportability planning analyses and trade-offs performed in order to optimize the support concept?				          --  7.2.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  How does the support strategy describe the supportability planning analyses and trade-offs performed in order to optimize the support concept?

		7		2		3		2		2		4		10503		7.2.C3.D2.Q2		20483		4.1.6.Q19		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How have embedded diagnostics and prognostics (and back-up and recovery for DBSs) been implemented to ensure operational readiness? What is the plan to demonstrate these capabilities?				          --  7.2.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  How have embedded diagnostics and prognostics (and back-up and recovery for DBSs) been implemented to ensure operational readiness? What is the plan to demonstrate these capabilities?

		7		2		3		2		3		4		10504		7.2.C3.D2.Q3		20484		4.1.6.Q20		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe how the program has planned and implemented design for maintainability and related supportability engineering activities to include:   integrated, embedded diagnostics and prognostics, and embedded training and testing;  BIT; and iterative technology refreshment.				          --  7.2.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  Describe how the program has planned and implemented design for maintainability and related supportability engineering activities to include:   integrated, embedded diagnostics and prognostics, and embedded training and testing;  BIT; and iterative technology refreshment.

		7		2		3		3		0		3		2437		7.2.C3.D3		437		4.8.1.C1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program's overall product support strategy is executable within the current and planned Service/Agency support structure, preferences, warfighter and user needs and senior leader guidance.				   --  7.2.C3.D3  The program's overall product support strategy is executable within the current and planned Service/Agency support structure, preferences, warfighter and user needs and senior leader guidance.

		7		2		3		3		1		4		10781		7.2.C3.D3.Q1		20723		4.8.1.Q1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss the program's overall product support strategy and how it is executable within the current and planned Service support structure, preferences, warfighter or business desires and senior leader guidance.				          --  7.2.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's overall product support strategy and how it is executable within the current and planned Service support structure, preferences, warfighter or business desires and senior leader guidance.

		7		2		3		3		2		4		10782		7.2.C3.D3.Q2		20724		4.8.1.Q2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How and when will the program demonstrate that the overall product support strategy is compatible with the Service support structure, warfighter desires and preferences, and senior leader guidance?				          --  7.2.C3.D3.Q2 (Question)  How and when will the program demonstrate that the overall product support strategy is compatible with the Service support structure, warfighter desires and preferences, and senior leader guidance?

		7		2		3		3		3		4		10783		7.2.C3.D3.Q3		20725		4.8.1.Q3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What alternative concepts did  the program support strategy consider?				          --  7.2.C3.D3.Q3 (Question)  What alternative concepts did  the program support strategy consider?

		7		2		3		4		0		3		2438		7.2.C3.D4		438		4.8.1.C2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program's overall product support strategy includes personnel (Military, Government Civilian and Contractor), supply support, maintenance, training, diagnostics & prognostics (Condition Based Maintenance), technical data acquisition and maintenance, and real time data collection.				   --  7.2.C3.D4  The program's overall product support strategy includes personnel (Military, Government Civilian and Contractor), supply support, maintenance, training, diagnostics & prognostics (Condition Based Maintenance), technical data acquisition and maintenance, and real time data collection.

		7		2		3		4		1		4		10784		7.2.C3.D4.Q1		20726		4.8.1.Q4		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the program's overall product support strategy, to include personnel (Military, Government Civilian and Contractor), supply support, maintenance, training, diagnostics & prognostics (Condition Based Maintenance), technical data acquisition and maintenance, and real time data collection?				          --  7.2.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  What is the program's overall product support strategy, to include personnel (Military, Government Civilian and Contractor), supply support, maintenance, training, diagnostics & prognostics (Condition Based Maintenance), technical data acquisition and maintenance, and real time data collection?

		7		2		3		5		0		3		2439		7.2.C3.D5		439		4.8.1.C5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program's planned core logistics analysis activities, as appropriate to phase (e.g.  AoA, trade studies, business case, Level of Repair Analysis, Depot Source of Repair analysis, maintenance, diagnostic, and prognostic analyses, design studies), have adequately considered supportability.				   --  7.2.C3.D5  The program's planned core logistics analysis activities, as appropriate to phase (e.g.  AoA, trade studies, business case, Level of Repair Analysis, Depot Source of Repair analysis, maintenance, diagnostic, and prognostic analyses, design studies), have adequately considered supportability.

		7		2		3		5		1		4		10786		7.2.C3.D5.Q1		20728		4.8.1.Q10		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What logistics analysis for the program and its predecessor system has been completed?  What did the analysis reveal in terms of (1) predecessor system readiness drivers, (2) the system (O&S) cost and materiel readiness drivers, (3) systemic supportability problems, (4) approaches for improvement, (5) areas to focus Better Buying Power and PBL/PBPS efforts to ensure affordability, reduce O&S costs and achieve materiel readiness objectives throughout the life cycle?				          --  7.2.C3.D5.Q1 (Question)  What logistics analysis for the program and its predecessor system has been completed?  What did the analysis reveal in terms of (1) predecessor system readiness drivers, (2) the system (O&S) cost and materiel readiness drivers, (3) systemic supportability problems, (4) approaches for improvement, (5) areas to focus Better Buying Power and PBL/PBPS efforts to ensure affordability, reduce O&S costs and achieve materiel readiness objectives throughout the life cycle?

		7		2		3		5		2		4		10787		7.2.C3.D5.Q2		20729		4.8.1.Q11		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What are the results of the program’s Level of Repair Analysis?  If Development RFP Decision Point, discuss the plans for establishing each level of repair for the system, down to the configuration item level.				          --  7.2.C3.D5.Q2 (Question)  What are the results of the program’s Level of Repair Analysis?  If Development RFP Decision Point, discuss the plans for establishing each level of repair for the system, down to the configuration item level.

		7		2		3		6		0		3		2440		7.2.C3.D6		440		4.8.1.C6		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Logistics analyses and support strategy for the program has considered: (1) predecessor system readiness drivers, (2) the system under development Operations and Support (O&S) material readiness drivers, (3)  systemic supportability problems, (4) approaches for improvement, (5) areas to focus Better Buying Power and Performance Based Logistics / Performance Based Product Support to ensure affordability, reduce O&S costs and achieve materiel readiness objectives throughout the life cycle.				   --  7.2.C3.D6  Logistics analyses and support strategy for the program has considered: (1) predecessor system readiness drivers, (2) the system under development Operations and Support (O&S) material readiness drivers, (3)  systemic supportability problems, (4) approaches for improvement, (5) areas to focus Better Buying Power and Performance Based Logistics / Performance Based Product Support to ensure affordability, reduce O&S costs and achieve materiel readiness objectives throughout the life cycle.

		7		2		3		6		1		4		10780		7.2.C3.D6.Q1		20722		4.8.1.Q15		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the LCSP define the schedule for delivery, verification and validation, and periodic updates to the technical manuals?				          --  7.2.C3.D6.Q1 (Question)  How does the LCSP define the schedule for delivery, verification and validation, and periodic updates to the technical manuals?

		7		2		3		6		2		4		10788		7.2.C3.D6.Q2		20730		4.8.1.Q12		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the LCSP inform other program technical and programmatic documents (Acquisition Strategy, SEP, TEMP, and the RFP package), in terms of the supportability objectives and constraints, the design for supportability and technology plans, and the product support package?				          --  7.2.C3.D6.Q2 (Question)  How does the LCSP inform other program technical and programmatic documents (Acquisition Strategy, SEP, TEMP, and the RFP package), in terms of the supportability objectives and constraints, the design for supportability and technology plans, and the product support package?

		7		2		3		7		0		3		2441		7.2.C3.D7		441		4.8.1.C7		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program LCSP has identified and planned specific activities to develop and field a product support package, and have included these activities in its technical and programmatic planning efforts and documents (AS, SEP, Life Cycle Sustainment Plan, RFP, etc.).				   --  7.2.C3.D7  The program LCSP has identified and planned specific activities to develop and field a product support package, and have included these activities in its technical and programmatic planning efforts and documents (AS, SEP, Life Cycle Sustainment Plan, RFP, etc.).

		7		2		3		7		1		4		10790		7.2.C3.D7.Q1		20731		4.8.1.Q13		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the LCSP define the program’s plan for initial logistics support during the Limited User Test, the Logistics Demonstration, the Initial Operational Test and Evaluation, and at initial fielding?				          --  7.2.C3.D7.Q1 (Question)  How does the LCSP define the program’s plan for initial logistics support during the Limited User Test, the Logistics Demonstration, the Initial Operational Test and Evaluation, and at initial fielding?

		7		2		3		8		0		3		2442		7.2.C3.D8		442		4.8.2.C1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Performance-based-logistics/Performance Based Product Support (PBL/PBPS) planning is part of the overall supportability planning from the outset of the program.				   --  7.2.C3.D8  Performance-based-logistics/Performance Based Product Support (PBL/PBPS) planning is part of the overall supportability planning from the outset of the program.

		7		2		3		8		1		4		10797		7.2.C3.D8.Q1		20737		4.8.2.Q3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the overall PBL/PBPS strategy?  Does the implementation strategy follow the 12-step OSD PBL process?				          --  7.2.C3.D8.Q1 (Question)  What is the overall PBL/PBPS strategy?  Does the implementation strategy follow the 12-step OSD PBL process?

		7		2		3		8		2		4		10803		7.2.C3.D8.Q2		20742		4.8.2.Q1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the PBL/PBPS implementation schedule?				          --  7.2.C3.D8.Q2 (Question)  What is the PBL/PBPS implementation schedule?

		7		2		3		9		0		3		2443		7.2.C3.D9		443		4.8.2.C5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		PBL/PBPS planning is comprehensive and is part of the overall supportability planning.				   --  7.2.C3.D9  PBL/PBPS planning is comprehensive and is part of the overall supportability planning.

		7		2		3		9		1		4		10800		7.2.C3.D9.Q1		20739		4.8.2.Q5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the schedule for PBL/PBPS implementation?				          --  7.2.C3.D9.Q1 (Question)  What is the schedule for PBL/PBPS implementation?

		7		2		3		9		2		4		10801		7.2.C3.D9.Q2		20740		4.8.2.Q6		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the program integrate its comprehensive PBL/PBPS product support planning with the O&S resource programming and readiness reporting systems?				          --  7.2.C3.D9.Q2 (Question)  How does the program integrate its comprehensive PBL/PBPS product support planning with the O&S resource programming and readiness reporting systems?

		7		2		3		10		0		3		2444		7.2.C3.D10		444		4.8.2.C7		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The PBL/PBPS strategy selected, based on an evaluation of various alternatives, includes a balance of organic and contractor capabilities, defined performance incentives for meeting supportability requirements (KPP and KSA), and exit strategies in the event that the contracted PBL/PBPS is unsuccessful.				   --  7.2.C3.D10  The PBL/PBPS strategy selected, based on an evaluation of various alternatives, includes a balance of organic and contractor capabilities, defined performance incentives for meeting supportability requirements (KPP and KSA), and exit strategies in the event that the contracted PBL/PBPS is unsuccessful.

		7		2		3		10		1		4		10809		7.2.C3.D10.Q1		20747		4.8.2.Q11		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What alternative PBL/PBPS strategies did the program consider?  How did each alternative fare in the initial product support and PBL/PBPS BCA?				          --  7.2.C3.D10.Q1 (Question)  What alternative PBL/PBPS strategies did the program consider?  How did each alternative fare in the initial product support and PBL/PBPS BCA?

		7		2		3		10		2		4		10810		7.2.C3.D10.Q2		20748		4.8.2.Q12		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the overall PBL/PBPS strategy?				          --  7.2.C3.D10.Q2 (Question)  What is the overall PBL/PBPS strategy?

		7		2		3		10		3		4		10811		7.2.C3.D10.Q3		20749		4.8.2.Q13		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What product support elements did the program include in the PBL/PBPS strategy?				          --  7.2.C3.D10.Q3 (Question)  What product support elements did the program include in the PBL/PBPS strategy?

		7		2		3		10		4		4		10812		7.2.C3.D10.Q4		20750		4.8.2.Q14		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What are the expected PBL/PBPS contracts and agreements?  What is the contract phasing strategy?  Does the PBL strategy include a "cost-plus" baselining period?  If so, what is the program's strategy for ensuring affordability, meeting performance objectives and controlling O&S costs during the cost-plus baselining period before negotiating a firm fixed-price contract?				          --  7.2.C3.D10.Q4 (Question)  What are the expected PBL/PBPS contracts and agreements?  What is the contract phasing strategy?  Does the PBL strategy include a "cost-plus" baselining period?  If so, what is the program's strategy for ensuring affordability, meeting performance objectives and controlling O&S costs during the cost-plus baselining period before negotiating a firm fixed-price contract?

		7		2		3		10		5		4		10813		7.2.C3.D10.Q5		20751		4.8.2.Q15		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		In the event the contracted PBL/PBPS arrangement is unsuccessful, what is the exit strategy?  What contractual provisions exist for the transfer of spare and repair parts, tools and test equipment, technical data, etc.?				          --  7.2.C3.D10.Q5 (Question)  In the event the contracted PBL/PBPS arrangement is unsuccessful, what is the exit strategy?  What contractual provisions exist for the transfer of spare and repair parts, tools and test equipment, technical data, etc.?

		7		2		3		10		6		4		10814		7.2.C3.D10.Q6		20752		4.8.2.Q16		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the program's PBL/PBPS product support provider selection strategy for both organic and contracted product support elements; how will the program award PBL/PBPS contracts (competitively or sole source)?  For sole source contracts, how will the program ensure affordability, meet performance objectives and control O&S costs?				          --  7.2.C3.D10.Q6 (Question)  What is the program's PBL/PBPS product support provider selection strategy for both organic and contracted product support elements; how will the program award PBL/PBPS contracts (competitively or sole source)?  For sole source contracts, how will the program ensure affordability, meet performance objectives and control O&S costs?

		7		2		3		11		0		3		2445		7.2.C3.D11		445		4.8.3.C1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The product support planning addresses key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis) and integrates these within the LCSP .				   --  7.2.C3.D11  The product support planning addresses key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis) and integrates these within the LCSP .

		7		2		3		11		1		4		10816		7.2.C3.D11.Q1		20754		4.8.3.Q2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the program plan to use key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, software support, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis), and integrate these into the LCSP?				          --  7.2.C3.D11.Q1 (Question)  How does the program plan to use key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, software support, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis), and integrate these into the LCSP?

		7		2		3		11		2		4		10817		7.2.C3.D11.Q2		20755		4.8.3.Q3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What sustainment activities have resulted in changes to program plans?				          --  7.2.C3.D11.Q2 (Question)  What sustainment activities have resulted in changes to program plans?

		7		2		3		11		3		4		10830		7.2.C3.D11.Q3		20768		4.8.3.Q1		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How does the program integrate Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages/obsolescence planning into the acquisition strategy and sustainment approach?				          --  7.2.C3.D11.Q3 (Question)  How does the program integrate Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages/obsolescence planning into the acquisition strategy and sustainment approach?

		7		2		3		12		0		3		2446		7.2.C3.D12		446		4.8.3.C3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program pursues the development of improved maintenance practices and technologies where feasible throughout the product lifecycle.  The program planned technology refreshment to increase availability and reliability, and reduce O&S costs and downtime.				   --  7.2.C3.D12  The program pursues the development of improved maintenance practices and technologies where feasible throughout the product lifecycle.  The program planned technology refreshment to increase availability and reliability, and reduce O&S costs and downtime.

		7		2		3		12		1		4		10822		7.2.C3.D12.Q1		20760		4.8.3.Q8		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the program’s plan to identify and correct unexpected personnel, maintenance, supply, training, and other materiel readiness, O&S cost, and downtime degraders?				          --  7.2.C3.D12.Q1 (Question)  What is the program’s plan to identify and correct unexpected personnel, maintenance, supply, training, and other materiel readiness, O&S cost, and downtime degraders?

		7		2		3		12		2		4		10823		7.2.C3.D12.Q2		20761		4.8.3.Q9		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What are the program's technology refreshment requirements; what is the plan for applying technology updates over the lifecycle?				          --  7.2.C3.D12.Q2 (Question)  What are the program's technology refreshment requirements; what is the plan for applying technology updates over the lifecycle?

		7		2		3		13		0		3		2447		7.2.C3.D13		447		5.1.4.C2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Engineering analysis, and modeling and simulation results incorporating derating guidance shows that R&M objectives are achievable.				   --  7.2.C3.D13  Engineering analysis, and modeling and simulation results incorporating derating guidance shows that R&M objectives are achievable.

		7		2		3		13		1		4		10921		7.2.C3.D13.Q1		20846		5.1.4.Q2		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Describe the results of engineering analysis that was used to determine if specified  R&M will be achievable.				          --  7.2.C3.D13.Q1 (Question)  Describe the results of engineering analysis that was used to determine if specified  R&M will be achievable.

		7		2		3		13		2		4		10922		7.2.C3.D13.Q2		20847		5.1.4.Q3		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What were the results of R&M engineering analysis, and modeling and simulations?  Describe how the results were incorporated into design requirements.				          --  7.2.C3.D13.Q2 (Question)  What were the results of R&M engineering analysis, and modeling and simulations?  Describe how the results were incorporated into design requirements.

		7		2		3		14		0		3		2448		7.2.C3.D14		448		5.1.6.C5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Logistics performance models are updated and validated to reflect demonstrated performance of sub-system elements.				   --  7.2.C3.D14  Logistics performance models are updated and validated to reflect demonstrated performance of sub-system elements.

		7		2		3		14		1		4		10952		7.2.C3.D14.Q1		20875		5.1.6.Q6		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How do the predictions for Ao and Am in the intended environment/mission compare to what is being reported during this phase?				          --  7.2.C3.D14.Q1 (Question)  How do the predictions for Ao and Am in the intended environment/mission compare to what is being reported during this phase?

		7		2		3		14		2		4		10953		7.2.C3.D14.Q2		20876		5.1.6.Q7		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		What is the status of the performance measures that show the program is on-track to achieve planned goals for the following: (1) acquisition logistics, see 4.8.1, (2) performance based logistics, see 4.8.2, and (3)  sustainment, see 4.8.3.				          --  7.2.C3.D14.Q2 (Question)  What is the status of the performance measures that show the program is on-track to achieve planned goals for the following: (1) acquisition logistics, see 4.8.1, (2) performance based logistics, see 4.8.2, and (3)  sustainment, see 4.8.3.

		7		2		3		14		3		4		10959		7.2.C3.D14.Q3		20882		5.1.6.Q5		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How were the following used and traceable in determining/refining Am and Ao: the Mission Profile, Operations Tempo, the probabilistic measures of reliability and maintainability, and operating hours?				          --  7.2.C3.D14.Q3 (Question)  How were the following used and traceable in determining/refining Am and Ao: the Mission Profile, Operations Tempo, the probabilistic measures of reliability and maintainability, and operating hours?

		7		2		3		15		0		3		3098		7.2.C3.D15						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Engineering elements that support development of the product support package are defined and executed as appropriate for the program phase and consistent with the program's LCSP, and supported by a Product Support BCA and performance-based agreements.				   --  7.2.C3.D15  Engineering elements that support development of the product support package are defined and executed as appropriate for the program phase and consistent with the program's LCSP, and supported by a Product Support BCA and performance-based agreements.

		7		2		3		16		0		3		3099		7.2.C3.D16						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Enablers to life-cycle software supportability have been identified and addressed in the SEP.				   --  7.2.C3.D16  Enablers to life-cycle software supportability have been identified and addressed in the SEP.

		7		2		3		17		0		3		3100		7.2.C3.D17						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The design considerations in the LCSP are addressed in the SEP, TEMP, performance specification, and other relevant program documentation.				   --  7.2.C3.D17  The design considerations in the LCSP are addressed in the SEP, TEMP, performance specification, and other relevant program documentation.

		7		2		3		18		0		3		3101		7.2.C3.D18						RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Design-related product support strategy assumptions are verified and used to identify technical and programmatic risks.				   --  7.2.C3.D18  Design-related product support strategy assumptions are verified and used to identify technical and programmatic risks.

		7		2		3		19		0		3		2464		7.2.C3.D19		464		4.8.2.C8		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		The program established a stakeholder team to assist in the implementation, management and continuing oversight of the PBL/PBPS strategy, to conduct any related Business Case Analysis (BCA), and to negotiate the Performance-Based Agreement (PBA).				   --  7.2.C3.D19  The program established a stakeholder team to assist in the implementation, management and continuing oversight of the PBL/PBPS strategy, to conduct any related Business Case Analysis (BCA), and to negotiate the Performance-Based Agreement (PBA).

		7		2		3		19		1		4		10806		7.2.C3.D19.Q1		20745		4.8.2.Q9		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		How did the program baseline the system sustainment performance?				          --  7.2.C3.D19.Q1 (Question)  How did the program baseline the system sustainment performance?

		7		2		3		19		2		4		10815		7.2.C3.D19.Q2		20753		4.8.2.Q17		RAM		Design Process		RAM - Design Process		Discuss the program's PBL/PBPS stakeholder team. Who was represented and how did this team manage and oversee the strategy, and any BCAs or PBAs?				          --  7.2.C3.D19.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the program's PBL/PBPS stakeholder team. Who was represented and how did this team manage and oversee the strategy, and any BCAs or PBAs?

		7		3		0		0		0		1		45		7.3.P						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands R&M and sustainment development progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events				7.3.P (RAM - Decision / Control)  The program objectively monitors and sufficiently understands R&M and sustainment development progress, controls risk, and establishes appropriate technical criteria for development events

		7		3		1		0		0		2		1144		7.3.C1						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program employs metrics that adequately track R&M, sustainment, and supportability performance and are sufficient to manage risk				7.3.C1  The program employs metrics that adequately track R&M, sustainment, and supportability performance and are sufficient to manage risk

		7		3		1		1		0		3		2449		7.3.C1.D1		449		4.1.6.C4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		R&M metrics  have been addressed in the SEP, RFPs, contracts, and technical reviews and  are reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.				   --  7.3.C1.D1  R&M metrics  have been addressed in the SEP, RFPs, contracts, and technical reviews and  are reflected in the appropriate technical baseline.

		7		3		1		1		1		4		10501		7.3.C1.D1.Q1		20481		4.1.6.Q11		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		How has the program determined  R&M metrics?  How are these R&M metrics addressed in the SEP, RFPs, contracts, and technical reviews and within the technical baseline?				          --  7.3.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  How has the program determined  R&M metrics?  How are these R&M metrics addressed in the SEP, RFPs, contracts, and technical reviews and within the technical baseline?

		7		3		1		2		0		3		2452		7.3.C1.D2		452		4.8.1.C9		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		System level technical performance measures have been established and included in the RFP/contract to include Operational availability (Ao) and Material availability (Am) with plans to (1) track, monitor, and report, and (2) revise M&S based on actual performance.				   --  7.3.C1.D2  System level technical performance measures have been established and included in the RFP/contract to include Operational availability (Ao) and Material availability (Am) with plans to (1) track, monitor, and report, and (2) revise M&S based on actual performance.

		7		3		1		2		1		4		10792		7.3.C1.D2.Q1		20733		4.8.1.Q16		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Discuss the Am and Ao requirements and how they are addressed in the RAM-C report.  Discuss the assumptions upon which there requirements are based.  Discuss the plan to validate/refine these assumptions during the TMRR phase.				          --  7.3.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the Am and Ao requirements and how they are addressed in the RAM-C report.  Discuss the assumptions upon which there requirements are based.  Discuss the plan to validate/refine these assumptions during the TMRR phase.

		7		3		1		2		2		4		10794		7.3.C1.D2.Q2		20734		4.8.1.Q17		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Discuss the RFP and/or the contractual Ao and Am requirements that have been established.  What assumptions were given to vendors?				          --  7.3.C1.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss the RFP and/or the contractual Ao and Am requirements that have been established.  What assumptions were given to vendors?

		7		3		1		3		0		3		2453		7.3.C1.D3		453		4.8.1.C11		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		A documented process exists to monitor, evaluate, and score downtime events of sub-system, test articles, and the completed system to refine Am and Ao modeling predictions and design corrective actions.				   --  7.3.C1.D3  A documented process exists to monitor, evaluate, and score downtime events of sub-system, test articles, and the completed system to refine Am and Ao modeling predictions and design corrective actions.

		7		3		1		3		1		4		10796		7.3.C1.D3.Q1		20736		4.8.1.Q19		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Describe the process to monitor, evaluate, and score downtime events of subsystem, test articles and the completed system to refine Am and Ao modeling predictions and design corrective actions.  Where is this documented (e.g., SEP, SEMP, TEMP)?				          --  7.3.C1.D3.Q1 (Question)  Describe the process to monitor, evaluate, and score downtime events of subsystem, test articles and the completed system to refine Am and Ao modeling predictions and design corrective actions.  Where is this documented (e.g., SEP, SEMP, TEMP)?

		7		3		1		4		0		3		2455		7.3.C1.D4		455		4.8.2.C4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program has established system-level supportability metrics derived from the Sustainment KPP (materiel availability) and KSAs (materiel reliability, O&S costs, and mean down time).				   --  7.3.C1.D4  The program has established system-level supportability metrics derived from the Sustainment KPP (materiel availability) and KSAs (materiel reliability, O&S costs, and mean down time).

		7		3		1		4		1		4		10799		7.3.C1.D4.Q1		20738		4.8.2.Q4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the system-level performance metrics?  How do these metrics flow from and support the Sustainment Key Performance Parameter (KPP) and Key System Attributes (KSA) (materiel and operational availability, materiel reliability, O&S costs and mean down time)?				          --  7.3.C1.D4.Q1 (Question)  What are the system-level performance metrics?  How do these metrics flow from and support the Sustainment Key Performance Parameter (KPP) and Key System Attributes (KSA) (materiel and operational availability, materiel reliability, O&S costs and mean down time)?

		7		3		1		5		0		3		2458		7.3.C1.D5		458		4.8.3.C4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program has planned for the collection and analysis of in-service discrepancy and hazard reports.				   --  7.3.C1.D5  The program has planned for the collection and analysis of in-service discrepancy and hazard reports.

		7		3		1		5		1		4		10824		7.3.C1.D5.Q1		20762		4.8.3.Q10		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the program's plans to collect and analyze in-service discrepancy and hazard reports; how will the program use the analysis to update the system's sustainability and technology refresh planning?				          --  7.3.C1.D5.Q1 (Question)  What are the program's plans to collect and analyze in-service discrepancy and hazard reports; how will the program use the analysis to update the system's sustainability and technology refresh planning?

		7		3		1		6		0		3		2460		7.3.C1.D6		460		5.1.6.C3		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program has verified and validated the achievability of measurable and enforceable performance metrics linked to warfighter or business requirements for performance based logistics contractual commitments (see 4.9.2.C6).				   --  7.3.C1.D6  The program has verified and validated the achievability of measurable and enforceable performance metrics linked to warfighter or business requirements for performance based logistics contractual commitments (see 4.9.2.C6).

		7		3		1		6		1		4		10957		7.3.C1.D6.Q1		20880		5.1.6.Q3		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the results of the verification and validation efforts to determine that performance-based logistics metrics being considered for performance based logistics contractual commitments are reasonable and achievable?				          --  7.3.C1.D6.Q1 (Question)  What are the results of the verification and validation efforts to determine that performance-based logistics metrics being considered for performance based logistics contractual commitments are reasonable and achievable?

		7		3		1		7		0		3		3104		7.3.C1.D7						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program measures and ensures completion of key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis) using sustainment specific TPMs or control mechanisms, with input from the product support manager.				   --  7.3.C1.D7  The program measures and ensures completion of key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis) using sustainment specific TPMs or control mechanisms, with input from the product support manager.

		7		3		2		0		0		2		1145		7.3.C2						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates R&M risks				7.3.C2  The program adequately analyzes, tracks, and mitigates R&M risks

		7		3		2		1		0		3		2450		7.3.C2.D1		450		4.1.7.C7		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Corrosion prevention and control is considered as part of the risk analysis process.				   --  7.3.C2.D1  Corrosion prevention and control is considered as part of the risk analysis process.

		7		3		2		1		1		4		10512		7.3.C2.D1.Q1		20492		4.1.7.Q9		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Discuss the program's top corrosion prevention and control risks and how these risks are communicated to stakeholders and tracked.				          --  7.3.C2.D1.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the program's top corrosion prevention and control risks and how these risks are communicated to stakeholders and tracked.

		7		3		2		2		0		3		2451		7.3.C2.D2		451		4.8.1.C3		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The risks  associated with the planned product support strategy, mitigation approaches, and cost/schedule impacts have been identified.				   --  7.3.C2.D2  The risks  associated with the planned product support strategy, mitigation approaches, and cost/schedule impacts have been identified.

		7		3		2		2		1		4		10785		7.3.C2.D2.Q1		20727		4.8.1.Q5		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the risks  associated with the planned product support strategy; how will the program mitigate these risks; what are the potential cost and schedule impacts?				          --  7.3.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  What are the risks  associated with the planned product support strategy; how will the program mitigate these risks; what are the potential cost and schedule impacts?

		7		3		2		3		0		3		3103		7.3.C2.D3						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Risk Management Process has considered and adequately prioritized O&S impacts and opportunities when identifying and assessing Risks, Issues and Opportunities.				   --  7.3.C2.D3  Risk Management Process has considered and adequately prioritized O&S impacts and opportunities when identifying and assessing Risks, Issues and Opportunities.

		7		3		3		0		0		2		1146		7.3.C3						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		R&M maturity criteria established to support acquisition decisions (e.g. reliability growth curve)				7.3.C3  R&M maturity criteria established to support acquisition decisions (e.g. reliability growth curve)

		7		3		3		1		0		3		2456		7.3.C3.D1		456		4.8.2.C6		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program has established measurable and enforceable performance metrics, linked to warfighter or business requirements.  PBL/PBPS agreements include a process for monitoring performance against the defined performance outcome metrics and taking corrective action.				   --  7.3.C3.D1  The program has established measurable and enforceable performance metrics, linked to warfighter or business requirements.  PBL/PBPS agreements include a process for monitoring performance against the defined performance outcome metrics and taking corrective action.

		7		3		3		1		1		4		10804		7.3.C3.D1.Q1		20743		4.8.2.Q7		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the system-level performance metrics?  How did the program derive these metrics from the capabilities document, such that they support the Sustainment KPP and KSA (materiel and operational availability, materiel reliability, O&S costs and mean down time)?				          --  7.3.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  What are the system-level performance metrics?  How did the program derive these metrics from the capabilities document, such that they support the Sustainment KPP and KSA (materiel and operational availability, materiel reliability, O&S costs and mean down time)?

		7		3		3		1		2		4		10805		7.3.C3.D1.Q2		20744		4.8.2.Q8		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		How will the program measure achievement of the performance metrics?				          --  7.3.C3.D1.Q2 (Question)  How will the program measure achievement of the performance metrics?

		7		3		3		1		3		4		10807		7.3.C3.D1.Q3		20745		4.8.2.Q9		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		How did the program baseline the system sustainment performance?				          --  7.3.C3.D1.Q3 (Question)  How did the program baseline the system sustainment performance?

		7		3		3		1		4		4		10808		7.3.C3.D1.Q4		20746		4.8.2.Q10		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the incentives for meeting availability and reliability objectives, and reducing downtime and O&S costs, for both the organic and contracted PBL/PBPS product support elements?				          --  7.3.C3.D1.Q4 (Question)  What are the incentives for meeting availability and reliability objectives, and reducing downtime and O&S costs, for both the organic and contracted PBL/PBPS product support elements?

		7		3		3		2		0		3		2457		7.3.C3.D2		457		4.8.3.C2		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program plans to use key sustainment activities (e.g.,  supply chain risk management, software support, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis, changes in operational usage) to manage how the system will be operated and supported (e.g.  technical data package updates, logistics technical data updates, supply chain management, and operational hazard risk analysis).				   --  7.3.C3.D2  The program plans to use key sustainment activities (e.g.,  supply chain risk management, software support, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis, changes in operational usage) to manage how the system will be operated and supported (e.g.  technical data package updates, logistics technical data updates, supply chain management, and operational hazard risk analysis).

		7		3		3		2		1		4		10818		7.3.C3.D2.Q1		20756		4.8.3.Q4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		How does the program plan to use key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis, changes in operational usage) to manage system operation and support (e.g.  technical data package updates, logistics technical data updates, supply chain management, and operational hazard risk analysis)?				          --  7.3.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  How does the program plan to use key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis, changes in operational usage) to manage system operation and support (e.g.  technical data package updates, logistics technical data updates, supply chain management, and operational hazard risk analysis)?

		7		3		3		2		2		4		10819		7.3.C3.D2.Q2		20757		4.8.3.Q5		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What is the relationship between key sustainment activities and system operation and support?				          --  7.3.C3.D2.Q2 (Question)  What is the relationship between key sustainment activities and system operation and support?

		7		3		3		2		3		4		10820		7.3.C3.D2.Q3		20758		4.8.3.Q6		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		What are the program's plans to manage and monitor the supply chain to ensure the quality of critical safety items (e.g.  exclusion of counterfeit parts)?				          --  7.3.C3.D2.Q3 (Question)  What are the program's plans to manage and monitor the supply chain to ensure the quality of critical safety items (e.g.  exclusion of counterfeit parts)?

		7		3		3		2		4		4		10821		7.3.C3.D2.Q4		20759		4.8.3.Q7		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		How will changes in fielded reliability impact initial and replenishment sparing?				          --  7.3.C3.D2.Q4 (Question)  How will changes in fielded reliability impact initial and replenishment sparing?

		7		3		3		3		0		3		2459		7.3.C3.D3		459		4.8.3.C7		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The program has a plan to conduct remediation of outstanding items in the POAM.				   --  7.3.C3.D3  The program has a plan to conduct remediation of outstanding items in the POAM.

		7		3		3		3		1		4		10827		7.3.C3.D3.Q1		20765		4.8.3.Q13		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Discuss the plan to conduct remediation of outstanding items in the POAM, including the change control processes, procedures, metrics, and schedule to ensure timely tracking and remediation of issues.				          --  7.3.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  Discuss the plan to conduct remediation of outstanding items in the POAM, including the change control processes, procedures, metrics, and schedule to ensure timely tracking and remediation of issues.

		7		3		3		4		0		3		2461		7.3.C3.D4		461		5.1.6.C4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The product support has completed assessments of key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis)  (see 4.9.3.C1).				   --  7.3.C3.D4  The product support has completed assessments of key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis)  (see 4.9.3.C1).

		7		3		3		4		1		4		10958		7.3.C3.D4.Q1		20881		5.1.6.Q4		RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Provide the results of the assessments of key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis).				          --  7.3.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  Provide the results of the assessments of key sustainment activities (e.g.  supply chain risk management, critical safety item tracking, engineering review of discrepancy reports, operational hazard analysis, obsolescence analysis).

		7		3		3		5		0		3		3105		7.3.C3.D5						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		The SEP or SE organization provides a mechanism (e.g. TPMs, KPP/KSAs, IPT charters) that triggers corrective action response to adverse or degraded sustainment performance metrics or O&S cost growth.				   --  7.3.C3.D5  The SEP or SE organization provides a mechanism (e.g. TPMs, KPP/KSAs, IPT charters) that triggers corrective action response to adverse or degraded sustainment performance metrics or O&S cost growth.

		7		3		3		6		0		3		3106		7.3.C3.D6						RAM		Decision / Control		RAM - Decision / Control		Design review content and entrance and exit criteria include adequate sustainment related elements to assess status of sustainment and R&M requirements, sustainment related statutory compliance and LCSP supportability goals.				   --  7.3.C3.D6  Design review content and entrance and exit criteria include adequate sustainment related elements to assess status of sustainment and R&M requirements, sustainment related statutory compliance and LCSP supportability goals.

		7		4		0		0		0		1		46		7.4.P						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		The schedule sufficiently models R&M and sustainment activities, is achievable, and supports program objectives				7.4.P (RAM - Schedule)  The schedule sufficiently models R&M and sustainment activities, is achievable, and supports program objectives

		7		4		1		0		0		2		1147		7.4.C1						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		R&M and sustainment activities are realistic, supported by a sound basis of estimate that considers relevant historical schedules, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule				7.4.C1  R&M and sustainment activities are realistic, supported by a sound basis of estimate that considers relevant historical schedules, adequately sequenced, time phased, and integrated with the program schedule

		7		4		1		1		0		3		3107		7.4.C1.D1						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		Program’s Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) and supporting schedule artifacts demonstrate appropriate planning and scheduling (reasonable timing, sequencing, duration and schedule dependencies) of R&M engineering, test and sustainment related activities.  				   --  7.4.C1.D1  Program’s Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) and supporting schedule artifacts demonstrate appropriate planning and scheduling (reasonable timing, sequencing, duration and schedule dependencies) of R&M engineering, test and sustainment related activities.  

		7		4		1		2		0		3		3108		7.4.C1.D2						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		Program has adequately scheduled R&M activities to support the major program events (design reviews, test events, milestone decisions) and to inform engineering decisions and downstream activities (program resource allocations, system trades, integration, verification and validation).				   --  7.4.C1.D2  Program has adequately scheduled R&M activities to support the major program events (design reviews, test events, milestone decisions) and to inform engineering decisions and downstream activities (program resource allocations, system trades, integration, verification and validation).

		7		4		1		3		0		3		3110		7.4.C1.D3						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		Major logistics and sustainment events are integrated into the IMS, SEP and TEMP.				   --  7.4.C1.D3  Major logistics and sustainment events are integrated into the IMS, SEP and TEMP.

		7		4		2		0		0		2		1148		7.4.C2						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		R&M and sustainment schedule reflects actual performance				7.4.C2  R&M and sustainment schedule reflects actual performance

		7		4		2		1		0		3		3109		7.4.C2.D1						RAM		Schedule		RAM - Schedule		Program’s R&M and sustainment related engineering, analysis and test activities are executing to the baseline schedule, as shown by objective measures of schedule performance.  Delayed activities do not have technical, resource diversion or critical path impact to the program.				   --  7.4.C2.D1  Program’s R&M and sustainment related engineering, analysis and test activities are executing to the baseline schedule, as shown by objective measures of schedule performance.  Delayed activities do not have technical, resource diversion or critical path impact to the program.

		7		5		0		0		0		1		47		7.5.P						RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability staffing, facilities, materials, and funding, are sufficient to develop and evaluate R&M and sustainment performance				7.5.P (RAM - Resources)  Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability staffing, facilities, materials, and funding, are sufficient to develop and evaluate R&M and sustainment performance

		7		5		1		0		0		2		1150		7.5.C1						RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		Staffing, including skillsets, support R&M and sustainment objectives				7.5.C1  Staffing, including skillsets, support R&M and sustainment objectives

		7		5		1		1		0		3		2462		7.5.C1.D1		462		4.8.1.C4		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		The program has integrated acquisition logistics within its Integrated Product Team (IPT) structure.				   --  7.5.C1.D1  The program has integrated acquisition logistics within its Integrated Product Team (IPT) structure.

		7		5		1		1		1		4		10775		7.5.C1.D1.Q1		20718		4.8.1.Q6		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		What are the impacts to the program's product support strategy and system life cycle costs as a result of the phase appropriate analytical activities completed to date (e.g.  Analysis of Alternatives, trade studies, business case, Core logistics, level of repair and diagnostic/prognostic analyses, and design for supportability studies)?				          --  7.5.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  What are the impacts to the program's product support strategy and system life cycle costs as a result of the phase appropriate analytical activities completed to date (e.g.  Analysis of Alternatives, trade studies, business case, Core logistics, level of repair and diagnostic/prognostic analyses, and design for supportability studies)?

		7		5		1		1		2		4		10776		7.5.C1.D1.Q2		20719		4.8.1.Q7		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		What are the results of the program's core logistics analysis?				          --  7.5.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  What are the results of the program's core logistics analysis?

		7		5		1		1		3		4		10777		7.5.C1.D1.Q3		20720		4.8.1.Q8		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		What are the results of the program's Depot Source of Repair analysis?				          --  7.5.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  What are the results of the program's Depot Source of Repair analysis?

		7		5		1		1		4		4		10778		7.5.C1.D1.Q4		20721		4.8.1.Q9		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		How does the program integrate acquisition logistics within its Integrated Product Team (IPT) structure?				          --  7.5.C1.D1.Q4 (Question)  How does the program integrate acquisition logistics within its Integrated Product Team (IPT) structure?

		7		5		1		2		0		3		2463		7.5.C1.D2		463		4.8.2.C2		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		The program established a stakeholder team to assist in the development, management, and continuing oversight of the PBL/PBPS strategy.				   --  7.5.C1.D2  The program established a stakeholder team to assist in the development, management, and continuing oversight of the PBL/PBPS strategy.

		7		5		1		2		1		4		10802		7.5.C1.D2.Q1		20741		4.8.2.Q2		RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		Who are the PBL/PBPS stakeholders?				          --  7.5.C1.D2.Q1 (Question)  Who are the PBL/PBPS stakeholders?

		7		5		2		0		0		2		1151		7.5.C2						RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		R&M facilities and test articles available and adequate to support acquisition				7.5.C2  R&M facilities and test articles available and adequate to support acquisition

		7		5		3		0		0		2		1152		7.5.C3						RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		Tools, equipment, facilities, agreements, data/IP rights, licensing, and spares are adequate to support sustainment objectives				7.5.C3  Tools, equipment, facilities, agreements, data/IP rights, licensing, and spares are adequate to support sustainment objectives

		7		5		4		0		0		2		1153		7.5.C4						RAM		Resources		RAM - Resources		Product support elements (technical manuals, SE, spares, etc.) available and adequate for Integration, Verification, and Validation				7.5.C4  Product support elements (technical manuals, SE, spares, etc.) available and adequate for Integration, Verification, and Validation

		7		6		0		0		0		1		48		7.6.P						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		Evaluation activities are sufficient to mature sustainment, supportability and R&M performance				7.6.P (RAM - Evaluation)  Evaluation activities are sufficient to mature sustainment, supportability and R&M performance

		7		6		1		0		0		2		1154		7.6.C1						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		R&M and sustainment evaluation activities, to include failure definition criteria, are realistic and sufficient (e.g. under OMS/MP conditions) to support product development				7.6.C1  R&M and sustainment evaluation activities, to include failure definition criteria, are realistic and sufficient (e.g. under OMS/MP conditions) to support product development

		7		6		1		1		0		3		2465		7.6.C1.D1		465		4.8.1.C8		RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program has identified and planned specific activities to deliver the required product support elements (technical manuals, support equipment, initial spares and repair parts, operator and maintainer training, etc.) for Limited User Test, the Logistics Demonstration, IOT&E, and initial fielding.				   --  7.6.C1.D1  The program has identified and planned specific activities to deliver the required product support elements (technical manuals, support equipment, initial spares and repair parts, operator and maintainer training, etc.) for Limited User Test, the Logistics Demonstration, IOT&E, and initial fielding.

		7		6		1		1		1		4		10779		7.6.C1.D1.Q1		20722		4.8.1.Q15		RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		How does the LCSP define the schedule for delivery, verification and validation, and periodic updates to the technical manuals?				          --  7.6.C1.D1.Q1 (Question)  How does the LCSP define the schedule for delivery, verification and validation, and periodic updates to the technical manuals?

		7		6		1		1		2		4		10789		7.6.C1.D1.Q2		20731		4.8.1.Q13		RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		How does the LCSP define the program’s plan for initial logistics support during the Limited User Test, the Logistics Demonstration, the Initial Operational Test and Evaluation, and at initial fielding?				          --  7.6.C1.D1.Q2 (Question)  How does the LCSP define the program’s plan for initial logistics support during the Limited User Test, the Logistics Demonstration, the Initial Operational Test and Evaluation, and at initial fielding?

		7		6		1		1		3		4		10791		7.6.C1.D1.Q3		20732		4.8.1.Q14		RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		How does the LCSP define the schedule for development, production and delivery of product support package (initial spare and repair parts, training material, aids and devices, special tools and test equipment, etc.)?				          --  7.6.C1.D1.Q3 (Question)  How does the LCSP define the schedule for development, production and delivery of product support package (initial spare and repair parts, training material, aids and devices, special tools and test equipment, etc.)?

		7		6		1		2		0		3		3116		7.6.C1.D2						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program’s DT provides system-level reliability testing with complete systems running full mission profiles from the OMS/MP.				   --  7.6.C1.D2  The program’s DT provides system-level reliability testing with complete systems running full mission profiles from the OMS/MP.

		7		6		1		3		0		3		3117		7.6.C1.D3						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program has secured the necessary external test facilities and personnel for R&M and logistics related testing, through written agreements and orders.				   --  7.6.C1.D3  The program has secured the necessary external test facilities and personnel for R&M and logistics related testing, through written agreements and orders.

		7		6		1		4		0		3		3118		7.6.C1.D4						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program has supported the RAM and sustainment related test activities with adequate FD/SC, time accounting definitions, OMS/MP and related documents for system testing, and translated environmental and mission profiles for sub-system testing.				   --  7.6.C1.D4  The program has supported the RAM and sustainment related test activities with adequate FD/SC, time accounting definitions, OMS/MP and related documents for system testing, and translated environmental and mission profiles for sub-system testing.

		7		6		2		0		0		2		1155		7.6.C2						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		R&M and sustainment evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions				7.6.C2  R&M and sustainment evaluation performance is on track to support program objectives and is supplying adequate results to support program decisions

		7		6		2		1		0		3		3112		7.6.C2.D1						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program has verified corrosion and environmental performance of system, sub-system and materials as appropriate for phase.				   --  7.6.C2.D1  The program has verified corrosion and environmental performance of system, sub-system and materials as appropriate for phase.

		7		6		2		2		0		3		3113		7.6.C2.D2						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program’s reliability testing and maintainability demonstrations (planned or executed, depending on the phase) are adequate to provide confidence that the program will meet its JCIDS RAM and sustainment related requirements.				   --  7.6.C2.D2  The program’s reliability testing and maintainability demonstrations (planned or executed, depending on the phase) are adequate to provide confidence that the program will meet its JCIDS RAM and sustainment related requirements.

		7		6		2		3		0		3		3114		7.6.C2.D3						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program performs developmental testing and operational testing in an operationally relevant environment consistent with the OMS/MP and CONOPS at system lavel, and sub-system levels with  translated operational environments, to evaluate R&M performance.				   --  7.6.C2.D3  The program performs developmental testing and operational testing in an operationally relevant environment consistent with the OMS/MP and CONOPS at system lavel, and sub-system levels with  translated operational environments, to evaluate R&M performance.

		7		6		3		0		0		2		1156		7.6.C3						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		Evaluation results update R&M and sustainment system models				7.6.C3  Evaluation results update R&M and sustainment system models

		7		6		3		1		0		3		3111		7.6.C3.D1						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		The program continues to model and analyze RAM-C parameters as the design evolves, and provides feedback to the to the design through the systems engineering process.				   --  7.6.C3.D1  The program continues to model and analyze RAM-C parameters as the design evolves, and provides feedback to the to the design through the systems engineering process.

		7		6		3		2		0		3		3115		7.6.C3.D2						RAM		Evaluation		RAM - Evaluation		During integration and developmental testing, the program maintains adequate and realistic system models of RAM/sustainment performance (Materiel Availability, Operational Availability, mission reliability e.g. MTBCF, maintainability e.g. MR and MCMT, supportability e.g. MLDT).  [Adequate and realistic RAM/Sustainment models will provide a realistic indication of operational suitability and sustainment performance at IOTE and IOC.]				   --  7.6.C3.D2  During integration and developmental testing, the program maintains adequate and realistic system models of RAM/sustainment performance (Materiel Availability, Operational Availability, mission reliability e.g. MTBCF, maintainability e.g. MR and MCMT, supportability e.g. MLDT).  [Adequate and realistic RAM/Sustainment models will provide a realistic indication of operational suitability and sustainment performance at IOTE and IOC.]

		7		7		0		0		0		1		49		7.7.P						RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Sustainment, supportability and R&M performance are on track to meet program objectives				7.7.P (RAM - Performance / Quality)  Sustainment, supportability and R&M performance are on track to meet program objectives

		7		7		1		0		0		2		1157		7.7.C1						RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		System tracking to the reliability growth curve				7.7.C1  System tracking to the reliability growth curve

		7		7		1		1		0		3		2467		7.7.C1.D1		467		5.1.4.C3		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Reliability growth curve (RGC) results are available and tracking to the curve.  RGC results are stated in a series of intermediate thresholds and tracked through fully integrated, system-level V&V events until the RGC is achieved.  Where a single curve is not adequate to describe overall system reliability, curves are provided for critical subsystems with a rationale for their selection.				   --  7.7.C1.D1  Reliability growth curve (RGC) results are available and tracking to the curve.  RGC results are stated in a series of intermediate thresholds and tracked through fully integrated, system-level V&V events until the RGC is achieved.  Where a single curve is not adequate to describe overall system reliability, curves are provided for critical subsystems with a rationale for their selection.

		7		7		1		1		4		4		10923		7.7.C1.D1.Q4		20848		5.1.4.Q4		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Discuss the system/subsystem’s performance against the RGC.  Include current demonstrated performance, projected system improvement points, corrective action periods, growth rates, maturity at IOT&E, and when the full requirement will be demonstrated. What off-ramps are established if the program is not tracking to the curve?  What were the failure modes, planned corrective actions, and fix-effectiveness factors?				          --  7.7.C1.D1.Q4 (Question)  Discuss the system/subsystem’s performance against the RGC.  Include current demonstrated performance, projected system improvement points, corrective action periods, growth rates, maturity at IOT&E, and when the full requirement will be demonstrated. What off-ramps are established if the program is not tracking to the curve?  What were the failure modes, planned corrective actions, and fix-effectiveness factors?

		7		7		1		1		5		4		10924		7.7.C1.D1.Q5		20849		5.1.4.Q5		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		What is the demonstrated reliability performance?  What is the confidence level for demonstrated reliability?  How does this compare to the RGC's estimates?				          --  7.7.C1.D1.Q5 (Question)  What is the demonstrated reliability performance?  What is the confidence level for demonstrated reliability?  How does this compare to the RGC's estimates?

		7		7		2		0		0		2		1158		7.7.C2						RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Other aspects of R&M performance (e.g., stress testing, fatigue testing, corrosion tests and environmental testing) confirms design suitability for the life cycle operating environment				7.7.C2  Other aspects of R&M performance (e.g., stress testing, fatigue testing, corrosion tests and environmental testing) confirms design suitability for the life cycle operating environment

		7		7		2		1		0		3		2468		7.7.C2.D1		468		5.1.4.C4		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Life test (e.g., stress testing, fatigue testing) results confirm the predicted estimates.				   --  7.7.C2.D1  Life test (e.g., stress testing, fatigue testing) results confirm the predicted estimates.

		7		7		2		1		6		4		10925		7.7.C2.D1.Q6		20850		5.1.4.Q6		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		What were the life test results (e.g., stress testing, fatigue testing)?  What configuration or specification changes are required as a result of these tests?				          --  7.7.C2.D1.Q6 (Question)  What were the life test results (e.g., stress testing, fatigue testing)?  What configuration or specification changes are required as a result of these tests?

		7		7		2		2		0		3		2469		7.7.C2.D2		469		5.1.4.C5		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		R&M demonstrated and reported performance tracks to system and subsystem allocations and predictions.				   --  7.7.C2.D2  R&M demonstrated and reported performance tracks to system and subsystem allocations and predictions.

		7		7		2		2		1		4		10926		7.7.C2.D2.Q1		20851		5.1.4.Q7		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How are the R&M parameters identified in the Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP) being monitored and verified?				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q1 (Question)  How are the R&M parameters identified in the Systems Engineering Master Plan (SEMP) being monitored and verified?

		7		7		2		2		2		4		10928		7.7.C2.D2.Q2		20853		5.1.4.Q8		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Discuss how the R&M results compare with system and sub-system allocations and predictions.				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q2 (Question)  Discuss how the R&M results compare with system and sub-system allocations and predictions.

		7		7		2		2		3		4		10929		7.7.C2.D2.Q3		20854		5.1.4.Q9		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How are the results of V&V used to confirm reliability estimates, and associated confidence levels?				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q3 (Question)  How are the results of V&V used to confirm reliability estimates, and associated confidence levels?

		7		7		2		2		4		4		10931		7.7.C2.D2.Q4		20855		5.1.4.Q10		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How are the results of V&V used to confirm maintainability (e.g., MTTR, fault detection/isolation) estimates?				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q4 (Question)  How are the results of V&V used to confirm maintainability (e.g., MTTR, fault detection/isolation) estimates?

		7		7		2		2		5		4		10933		7.7.C2.D2.Q5		20856		5.1.4.Q11		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How have the maintainability demonstrations addressed fault detection and fault isolation?  What is the actual fault isolation/detection performance compared to the specified performance?  What are the planned activities to resolve any shortfalls?				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q5 (Question)  How have the maintainability demonstrations addressed fault detection and fault isolation?  What is the actual fault isolation/detection performance compared to the specified performance?  What are the planned activities to resolve any shortfalls?

		7		7		2		2		6		4		10934		7.7.C2.D2.Q6		20857		5.1.4.Q12		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How are the results of R&M development tests  being used to provide confidence that the R&M operational test will be passed?				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q6 (Question)  How are the results of R&M development tests  being used to provide confidence that the R&M operational test will be passed?

		7		7		2		2		7		4		10935		7.7.C2.D2.Q7		20858		5.1.4.Q13		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Discuss the level to which the R&M CDD/CPD threshold requirements will be demonstrated prior to the start of IOT&E?  Is this level sufficient to support operational test?				          --  7.7.C2.D2.Q7 (Question)  Discuss the level to which the R&M CDD/CPD threshold requirements will be demonstrated prior to the start of IOT&E?  Is this level sufficient to support operational test?

		7		7		2		3		0		3		3119		7.7.C2.D3						RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Assessment of technical maturity, such as technology readiness assessment, shows that the demonstrated reliability and supportability of technology to be integrated into the system will support the system sustainment and R&M requirements.				   --  7.7.C2.D3  Assessment of technical maturity, such as technology readiness assessment, shows that the demonstrated reliability and supportability of technology to be integrated into the system will support the system sustainment and R&M requirements.

		7		7		2		4		0		3		3120		7.7.C2.D4						RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		O&S Cost estimates and supportability analysis are up-to-date with the current configuration and indicate the program will meet Materiel Availability, O&S Cost and other sustainment related requirements.				   --  7.7.C2.D4  O&S Cost estimates and supportability analysis are up-to-date with the current configuration and indicate the program will meet Materiel Availability, O&S Cost and other sustainment related requirements.

		7		7		3		0		0		2		1159		7.7.C3						RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		System meets R&M requirements (e.g. Ao, MTBF, O&S costs), and operational effectiveness and suitability objectives				7.7.C3  System meets R&M requirements (e.g. Ao, MTBF, O&S costs), and operational effectiveness and suitability objectives

		7		7		3		1		0		3		2466		7.7.C3.D1		466		5.1.4.C1		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Government-furnished equipment (GFE) and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) systems, with demonstrated R&M performance, are known and understood.				   --  7.7.C3.D1  Government-furnished equipment (GFE) and commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) systems, with demonstrated R&M performance, are known and understood.

		7		7		3		1		1		4		10927		7.7.C3.D1.Q1		20852		5.1.4.Q1		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		What test results are being used to describe R&M performance of GFE and COTS?  Is the test environment for these equipments similar to their intended use in the new system?  How is the integration of GFE and COTS on the platform expected to affect R&M performance?				          --  7.7.C3.D1.Q1 (Question)  What test results are being used to describe R&M performance of GFE and COTS?  Is the test environment for these equipments similar to their intended use in the new system?  How is the integration of GFE and COTS on the platform expected to affect R&M performance?

		7		7		3		2		0		3		2470		7.7.C3.D2		470		5.1.4.C6		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Operational tests confirm that R&M meets operational effectiveness and suitability objectives.				   --  7.7.C3.D2  Operational tests confirm that R&M meets operational effectiveness and suitability objectives.

		7		7		3		2		1		4		10936		7.7.C3.D2.Q1		20859		5.1.4.Q14		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Discuss how the program's R&M activities will support a determination that the system is operationally effective and suitable.				          --  7.7.C3.D2.Q1 (Question)  Discuss how the program's R&M activities will support a determination that the system is operationally effective and suitable.

		7		7		3		3		0		3		2471		7.7.C3.D3		471		5.1.4.C7		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Maintainability demonstrations have been conducted prior to IOT&E and the assessed fault detection and isolation results meet MTTR requirements.				   --  7.7.C3.D3  Maintainability demonstrations have been conducted prior to IOT&E and the assessed fault detection and isolation results meet MTTR requirements.

		7		7		3		3		1		4		10930		7.7.C3.D3.Q1		20855		5.1.4.Q10		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How are the results of V&V used to confirm maintainability (e.g., MTTR, fault detection/isolation) estimates?				          --  7.7.C3.D3.Q1 (Question)  How are the results of V&V used to confirm maintainability (e.g., MTTR, fault detection/isolation) estimates?

		7		7		3		3		2		4		10932		7.7.C3.D3.Q2		20856		5.1.4.Q11		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		How have the maintainability demonstrations addressed fault detection and fault isolation?  What is the actual fault isolation/detection performance compared to the specified performance?  What are the planned activities to resolve any shortfalls?				          --  7.7.C3.D3.Q2 (Question)  How have the maintainability demonstrations addressed fault detection and fault isolation?  What is the actual fault isolation/detection performance compared to the specified performance?  What are the planned activities to resolve any shortfalls?

		7		7		3		4		0		3		2472		7.7.C3.D4		472		5.1.6.C2		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		Performance measures are reported  for the contracted model, prototype, or actual system (as appropriate for phase) and show that materiel Availability (Am) and operational Availability (Ao) requirements of the system are being met. (see 4.9.1.C9)				   --  7.7.C3.D4  Performance measures are reported  for the contracted model, prototype, or actual system (as appropriate for phase) and show that materiel Availability (Am) and operational Availability (Ao) requirements of the system are being met. (see 4.9.1.C9)

		7		7		3		4		1		4		10956		7.7.C3.D4.Q1		20879		5.1.6.Q2		RAM		Performance / Quality		RAM - Performance / Quality		What are the Ao and Am results based on the model, prototype, or end-item system verification and validation? Discuss how these results indicate Ao and Am requirements are on track.				          --  7.7.C3.D4.Q1 (Question)  What are the Ao and Am results based on the model, prototype, or end-item system verification and validation? Discuss how these results indicate Ao and Am requirements are on track.
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ITRA Team Member Responsibilities


Team Leader (PSTL)


Lead the ITRA team, to include ITRA team training


Review team member preparation input


Conduct in-brief, out-brief, and manage the development of products


Ask PM “what keeps him/her awake at night”?


Review the preliminary assessment with the Program Manager


ITRA Team Members


Prepare for and participate in ITRA team training, visit, report development


Review program documents – develop initial findings based on review


Using DTRAM assignments, prepare tailored questions for assigned areas


Conduct initial benchmarking and additional analysis prior to the site visit


Provide tailored questions and initial concern areas to PSTL prior to site visit


Actively participate in meetings with Program Office and Contractor


Have courteous and constructive discussions


Input findings, risks, and recommendations into the tool within 5 days of visit


Ensure findings address topics discussed in open forum during site visit


Participate in adjudication, refinement of preliminary report and final report
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DEFENSE TECHNICAL RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY


CRITERIA SUMMARY


1. MISSION


1.1.0. (Scope & Requirements) User expectations regarding system capability, operational employment, and the operating environment are sufficiently detailed and understood to guide development, evaluation, and delivery of integrated mission capability


1.1.1.1. Requirements (e.g. KPP, KSA, ICD, CDD, and DODAF) are clear, consistent, measurable, traceable to capability gaps, and are defined sufficiently to capture user system performance expectations


· ECM effectiveness requirements are not specific


1.1.1.2. CONOPS, OMS/MP, FoS/SoS relationships, scenarios, operating environment and threats (e.g. VOLT) adequate to guide acquisition, evaluation, and delivery of integrated mission capability


· The dense signal environment required to evaluate KSA #1 performance is not adequately defined
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Digital Building Code Parameters 
(3 May 21) 


 
1) DIGITAL BUILDING CODE FOR DIGITAL ENGINEERING 
 
As discussed in Bending the Spoon: Guidebook for Digital Engineering and e-Series, the key to 
employing Digital Engineering is achieving a measure of authoritative virtualization that 
replaces, automates, or truncates formerly real-world activities. This is how you realize game-
changing agility that Digital Acquisition can deliver for your program and our warfighters. And it is 
also how you will realize the return on investment (ROI) for your digital transformation efforts. 
The Digital Building Code for digital engineering which follows provides fulsome guidance to help 
you “bend the spoon.” 
 
The following guidance is provided to assist PEOs/PMs to determine and implement Digital 
Engineering: 
 
1. Develop digital models of systems 
 


1.1. Build and maintain model-based representations of systems in commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) architecture tools using Systems Modeling Language (SysML), or equivalent 
modeling language. This enables the effective exchange of information including 
requirements, system functions, and process flows between all organizations involved 
in the development process. 


1.2. Reference an established style guide to build and maintain the models. Consult the Air 
Force Digital Guide (https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde) for the latest guidance on the 
most suitable style guide. 


1.3. Encapsulate all necessary elements in models with appropriate tags to facilitate tracing 
to requirements and certifications. Clearly link requirements to planned verification 
activities (e.g., technical reviews, certification, testing plans, and procedures). 


1.4. Construct models to enable the following to be traced from the requirements: analysis 
of requirements, system architecture design, allocations, interfaces, certifications, and 
functional thread analysis. 


1.5. Include capabilities to predict operational performance and quantify uncertainty in 
models of a system or subsystem in a simulated, representative environment. 


 


2. Develop a digital twin and digital thread 
 


2.1. Establish and manage a digital thread that links models and digital artifacts and creates 
an authoritative source of truth. A program or a platform may be an integrator of 
multiple digital threads comprising the system. The intent is to create a comprehensive 
system digital thread. Update digital artifacts throughout the system lifecycle to 
maintain a digital twin of the system. 


 
2.2. Construct digital threads using a data architecture that defines the data, schemas, 


integration, transformations, storage, and workflows required to design and sustain the 
system. The data architecture should also define naming conventions, data 
types/formats, integrity, archival/retention, security, flows, pipelines, linkage with 
associated metadata, and transformations. 


 



https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde
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3. Implement an integrated digital environment 
 


3.1. Use an integrated digital environment (IDE). An IDE is a compilation of data, models, 
and tools for collaboration, analysis, and visualization across functional domains. An 
IDE includes the methodology and specification for data, models, and tools 
arrangement with processes and procedures to exploit informational results. 


 
3.2. An ideal IDE leverages the following: 


3.2.1. Development Platform: CloudONE, PlatformONE, and DataONE. 


3.2.2. Architectural Modeling: COTS software such as CAMEO Systems Modeler, 
Sparx Enterprise Architect, or IBM Rhapsody. 


3.2.3. Product Lifecycle Management (PLM): Siemens Teamcenter or approved 
alternative. For additional information: AF-PLM-CSO@us.af.mil. 


3.2.4. Operational Analysis: AFSIM or other M&S environments. 


3.2.5. Requirements Management: COTS software such as DOORS or CAMEO 
Systems Modeler. 


3.3. Determine and implement an IDE strategy that specifies preferred digital tools, 
considers tools accessibility and security considerations, and outlines the impact this 
strategy will have on internal and industry collaborations (e.g., tool integration, data 
interoperability). A cost benefit analysis should assess whether to acquire and deploy 
tools, use DoD High Performance Computing Modernization Program (HPCMP) 
resources, or negotiate the use of tools by industry performers. Tips for initial 
implementation of an IDE can be found at the Air Force Digital Guide: 
https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde. 


 
4. Employ a tailored digital strategy for contracting with industry 
 


4.1. Because digital transformation is in its early stages, contracting guidance is rapidly 
evolving. For the latest recommendations and templates, please see the Air Force Digital 
Guide contracting section: https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde/SitePages/Model-based-
Contract-Language.aspx. Here practitioners can access information on “Key Digital 
Features” that should be considered during contracting actions. In addition, programs 
can access example contract language from other acquisitions. Additional contracting 
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) on this and related topics will be added 
over time and available online through Air Force Contracting Central. 


 
5. Ensure organizational readiness for Digital Engineering 
 


5.1. To ensure a central point of contact for tools and infrastructure needs, enable consistent 
implementation and coordination, and ensure sharing of lessons learned and 
collaboration, programs may designate the Chief Engineer, or an alternate, as the DE 
focal point within their organization. The DE focal point is responsible for specifying 
general digital engineering training, courses, and certifications for the program to 
ensuring an organizational minimum working knowledge of digital engineering, 
regardless of function. Examples of available workforce training for digital tools and 
related infrastructure, include: 


 
5.1.1. SysML based tools (or their equivalent). Also consider other related training, 


such as UPDM, UAFP, UML, BPMN, and XML. 



mailto:AF-PLM-CSO@us.af.mil

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde/SitePages/Model-based-Contract-Language.aspx

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde/SitePages/Model-based-Contract-Language.aspx
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5.1.2. CloudONE and PlatformONE services. Training resources are available on 
the DAF Chief Software Office website at https://software.af.mil/training. 


5.1.3. DevSecOps processes. Training resources are available on the DAF Chief 
Software Office website at https://software.af.mil/training. 


5.1.4. Applicable modeling techniques for applications such as structures, 
design/analysis (e.g., CAD, FEA, CFD), embedded software, electronics, and 
other disciplines as appropriate. 


5.2. Select training and organizational readiness information can also be found in the Air 
Force Digital Guide at https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde. 


 
6. Implement Digital Acquisition 
 


6.1. Digital Engineering will fundamentally transform how we conduct systems engineering 
and acquisition processes. For example, all acquisition plans, program and technical 
reviews, and testing and certification processes will shift from a fundamentally 
document-based construct to one based on models and digital artifacts. Key steps 
toward this transformation for programs include: 


6.1.1. Link model based engineering activities and digital artifacts to acquisition 
planning in support of the Capability Development Document (CDD), 
Acquisition Strategy, Systems Engineering Plan (SEP), Life Cycle 
Sustainment Plan (LCSP), Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP), and 
other acquisition artifacts. As program modelling implementation matures, 
programs should seek automated and model- based updates to these artifacts 
to eliminate stagnant acquisition information. Eventually, programs should 
strive to replace document-based acquisition information with sufficiently 
mature and authoritative models where appropriate. Any program not 
pursuing digital engineering principles should document their rationale in the 
acquisition strategy for Milestone Decision Authority (MDA) approval or 
redirection. 


6.1.2. Leverage models to support acquisition reviews, including Milestone 
Reviews, In-Progress Reviews, and other acquisition reviews and program 
oversight activities. 


6.1.3. Conduct Systems Engineering Technical Reviews (SETRs) (to include 
System Requirements Reviews, System Functional Reviews, Preliminary 
Design Reviews, Critical Design Reviews, and configuration audits) using 
models and digital artifacts in lieu of document-based artifacts to the 
maximum extent practicable. At technical reviews, when possible, programs 
should use information from the digital authoritative source of truth to assess 
risks, issues, opportunities, and mitigation plans in order to understand cost, 
schedule, and performance implications. 


6.1.4. Trace and validate requirements based on models and digital artifacts to the 
maximum extent practicable. 


6.1.5. Programs and the Developmental Test and Operational Test communities 
should engage early to determine strategy and planning for employing model-
based test and evaluation activities. Verification and validation of models is 
critical to achieving authoritative virtualizations of systems. 



https://software.af.mil/training

https://software.af.mil/training

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde
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6.1.6. Leverage models and digital artifacts for certification events (e.g., 
airworthiness, safety, nuclear surety). Engage with certification offices to 
automate as much of these certification processes as practicable. 


6.1.7. Leverage models and digital artifacts for planning and tracking reliability, 
maintainability, availability, sustainability, and other program technical 
performance measures. 


6.1.8. Craft requests for proposals and resulting contracts to contain enforceable 
language that implement digital acquisition strategies and ensures 
deliverables are provided in the appropriate model-based and open formats. 


6.2. Additional information on many of the above considerations can be found in the Air 
Force Digital Guide at https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde. 


 
7. Track Digital Maturity Metrics 
 


7.1. Track progress using the DAF Digital Maturity Metrics to baseline and manage 
execution of program or organizational digital transformations. These metrics can be 
used at the start of a program’s journey to inform program or organizational digital 
implementation strategies, by PEOs to make comparisons and pool investments across 
portfolios, and to track progress toward successful implementation. These metrics can 
be found in the Air Force Digital Guide at https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


2)  DIGITAL BUILDING CODE FOR AGILE SOFTWARE 
 
Over the past two years, we have seen software development transformation take root across the Air 
Force and Space Force in programs ranging from the F-16 to the Ground Based Strategic Deterrent 
(GBSD) to the Advanced Battle Management System (ABMS) to the T-38A. This transformation was 
propelled by adoption of the DevSecOps approach, agile software development, and open system 



https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde
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architectures based on containerized microservices (orchestrated by Kubernetes and secured with Zero 
Trust). It will continue to expand through the use of common software development tech stacks that are 
converging around the CloudONE/PlatformONE environment. The payoffs have been game-changing 
for pathfinding programs. In 2020, the U-2 program made DoD history by becoming the first platform to 
push a software update to a jet while in flight (made possible via Kubernetes-deployed software 
containers). Just weeks later it became the first platform to put an artificial intelligence (AI) “operator” 
in control of a mission system with the deployment of the “ARTUµ” application. These transformational 
leaps forward attest to just how powerful this approach can be for existing programs as well as new 
ones. 
It is now time to take this Agile Software transformation from experimental start-up phase to a 
coordinated, standards-based scale-up across the Department. System and component interoperability, 
code reusability, security assurance and continuous authority-to-operate (cATO), and other efficiencies 
– not to mention the Department-wide enablement of AI and machine learning (ML) – can only be fully 
realized if the Department converges around common development standards, many of which are 
outlined below. 
 
The following standards employ open system architectures, ensuring the Department is postured to adapt 
as new technologies, methods, or needs arise. (For clarification, a modular open systems approach, or 
MOSA, is the process programs should leverage to achieve an open systems architecture [OSA]). 
Convergence on development standards does not mean innovation stops; rather, convergence around 
these development standards is what will unleash functional innovation at scale, and allow software 
development teams to focus on rapid development and deployment of new capabilities warfighters count 
on. 
 
The following guidance is provided to assist PEOs/PMs to implement Agile DevSecOps software 
development, or “Agile” for short: 
 
1. Implement DevSecOps software development methodology and reference design 
 


1.1. Adopt the use of Agile DevSecOps methodology as guided by the Department of the Air Force 
Chief Software Officer (DAF CSO) for all non-commercial software development, including 
development work performed by our Defense Industrial Base (DIB) partners. 


1.2. Move away from Waterfall-based development to Agile. Many programs are adopting Agile 
for their software development but leverage waterfall-like processes for their program 
management. This brings all the impediments of waterfall while not fully benefiting from the 
return on investment of Agile. Programs should adopt end-to-end Agile principles to the 
maximum extent practicable. 


1.3. Implement the DoD Enterprise DevSecOps Reference Design: CNCF Kubernetes along with 
or including industry partners. 


1.3.1. The Minimum Viable Product (MVP) requirements in this reference document are 
continuously updated and precisely define the requirements for DoD-wide reciprocity 
including Kubernetes, the Sidecar Container SecurityStack (SCSS), and Open 
Container Initiative (OCI) compliant containers. 
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1.3.2.  This guidance is also updated to be consistent with the Defense Information 
Assurance (IA)/Security Accreditation Working Group (DSAWG) DevSecOps 
publications released by the DSAWG DevSecOps group, DoD CIO, and USD(A&S), 
including but not limited to Kubernetes Security Technical Implementation Guide 
(STIG), Container Security Requirements Guide (SRG), Container Hardening Guide, 
and cATO guidance documents. 


1.4.  For embedded systems and systems that use a real-time (RT) operating system (RTOS), only 
use RT hardware, RTOS, and RT software when necessary. Leverage open architecture, 
Kubernetes, and non-RT hardware to the maximum extent practicable. Programs should 
expend their best effort to decouple RT from non-RT software, and implement and improve 
the PlatformONE Big Bang instance (Kubernetes, Service Mesh, and containers) in RT 
systems as necessary. 


 
2. Adopt the following common enterprise services and tooling standards 
 


2.1. Leverage PlatformONE (P1) and discontinue building new or competing enterprise-wide 
Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipelines and DevOps or DevSecOps 
platforms. PlatformONE is a pay-per-use model which can provide significant cost savings to 
DAF programs. 


2.1.1. Leverage either the ABMS – P1 Party Bus (multi-tenant) or a dedicated PlatformONE 
Big Bang instance (dedicated platform) without “forking” its code to ensure Repo 
One remains the source of truth for its code base. 


2.1.2. All software factories should leverage and contribute to the PlatformONE baseline on 
Repo One. PlatformONE is responsible for managing and enabling the environment, 
CI/CD pipeline, and Service Mesh layers. The software factories can focus on 
delivering mission capabilities by leveraging PlatformONE. 


2.1.3. Existing and new DevOps, DevSecOps, CI/CD pipelines, and other software factory 
types should register with the DAF CSO as a DAF software factory. 


2.1.4. Programs leveraging these capabilities will need to use the Cloud Native Access 
Point, the DAF Zero Trust capability, to access Cloud providers and potentially on- 
premise environments when available. This will increase security, reduce the attack 
surface, and facilitate remote work, including for our DIB partners. 


2.2. Software intensive programs and all ACAT I programs need to work with applicable test 
labs, nuclear surety authorities, airworthiness authorities, and other test/certification teams to 
deploy PlatformONE Kubernetes environments on premise to enable hardware in the loop 
testing using DevSecOps automation and flexibility. 


2.3. Leverage Repo One as the centralized source code repository for all code (e.g., 
Infrastructure- as-Code, Configuration-as-Code, container source code, Kubernetes 
distributions) to enable code reuse across the Department and DIB partners. 


2.3.1. Check Repo One to see if existing “Lego block” capability code already exists. Use 
Repo One capabilities to the maximum extent practicable. If an existing Repo One 
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capability doesn’t fully address program requirements, every effort should be made to 
contribute missing capabilities back to Repo One. 


2.3.2. Avoid the “forking” of Repo One code. Instead, contribute back to Repo One so the 
Department can leverage money already spent, consistent with Office of Management 
and Budget Memorandum M-16-21 (Federal Source Code Policy: Achieving 
Efficiency, Transparency, and Innovation through Reusable and Open Source 
Software) to contribute to open source projects and open sourcing of agency code. 


2.4. Use only approved sources for DoD containers. Currently, Iron Bank and Registry One are 
the only approved sources for DoD containers (with DoD-wide reciprocity). 


2.4.1. Additionally, programs are encouraged to contribute back to the Iron Bank container 
library to benefit the entire enterprise through reusability of code. The Iron Bank 
container onboarding guide is available at: 
https://repo1.dsop.io/dsop/dccscr/tree/master/contributor-onboarding 


 
3. Implement the following organization staffing, leadership, and training guidance 


3.1. Programs should designate a Chief Software Engineer (CSE) focal point within the 
organization to ensure a central point of contact for software and enable centralized 
coordination, sharing of lessons learned, and collaboration across programs. This focal point 
will also serve as a joint liaison between the Program Office and the DAF CSO office. 


3.2. Continuous Learning is critical to ensure our talent, whether civilian, military or contractor, 
can keep up with software innovation. In a partnership with the Air Force Chief Information 
Officer, programs should continuously leverage training content provided within the Air 
Force Digital University and the DAF CSO. 


3.3. The following training is recommended for Chief Engineers, Senior Material Leaders, 
Material Leaders, Program Managers, and Software Engineers: 


3.3.1. Domain Driven Design (how to cut monolithic applications into micro-services, 
which is critical to cutting legacy systems into containers). 


3.3.2. Test-Driven Development. 


3.3.3. Strangler Pattern (how to deliver new capabilities while refactoring legacy and not 
the other way around). 


3.3.4. Microservice Architecture. 


3.3.5. Prevention of Lock-In (ensure teams understand how to not get locked-in to Cloud 
providers and products). 


3.3.6. Kubernetes (K8s). 


3.3.7. Containers. 


3.4. Leverage training content provided within the Air Force Digital University and the DAF 
CSO (https://software.af.mil/training). 



https://repo1.dsop.io/dsop/dccscr/tree/master/contributor-onboarding

https://software.af.mil/training
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4. Start tracking performance metrics for software factories and Agile teams 
 


4.1. To demonstrate return on investment and effectiveness, programs should collect DevOps 
Research and Assessments (DORA) metrics and other data points, to include Deployment 
Frequency (DF), Mean Lead Time for changes (MLT), Mean Time To Recover (MTTR), 
and Change Failure Rate (CFR). Collected DORA metrics should be reported to the 
PlatformONE DevSecOps DORA metrics team to the maximum extent practicable. 


 
A living repository of this standards information, documentation, and learning resources can be found at 
https://software.af.mil/dsop/documents/. There is also an Implementation Primer at this website which 
outlines initial steps for applying this guidance along with answers to common questions. The DAF 
Chief Software Office maintains this standards repository, and is available for any questions regarding 
this guidance at af.cso@us.af.mil. 
  



https://software.af.mil/dsop/documents/

mailto:af.cso@us.af.mil
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3)  DIGITAL BUILDING CODE FOR OPEN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE 
 
The term “Open Architecture” has been widely used and is often misused. In defense acquisition, 
it refers to adopting consensus-based standard interfaces, acquiring components and subsystems 
that comply with these interfaces, and integrating these components or subsystems using 
appropriate interface standards. Programs leverage a modular open systems approach, or MOSA, 
to implement an open system architecture (OSA) for their systems. When implemented properly, 
an OSA creates a more agile, evolvable system and can bend cost, schedule, and performance 
curves back in our favor by driving increased competition, innovation, and adoption of mature 
technology from a broad range of sources – ultimately getting more cutting edge capability to the 
warfighter faster. 


It is not enough to say we need to adopt Open Systems Architectures or move more programs to 
a specific government-owned architecture. Effectively implementing OSA requires fundamental 
changes in our business and technical processes in order to provide industry with the information 
required, focus our own energy on the activities required to drive change, and become smarter 
developers and buyers. A key enabler for OSA is the adoption of an open business model, which 
requires increased transparency to leverage the contributions of multiple contractors to share 
risk, maximize asset reuse, and reduce total ownership costs. We also need to resource our 
Program Offices and train our acquisition and engineering professionals in OSA design so they 
can drive this new approach. Finally, we all must ensure acquisition leadership prioritizes OSA 
as much or more than near-term cost, schedule, and performance. 


 
It is important to understand what OSA means in the context of Digital Acquisition, and how it 
must be implemented. The following guidance is provided to assist PEOs/PMs in implementing 
OSA: 
 
1. Implement an Open Systems Architecture 
 


1.1. Programs should be designed and developed, to the maximum extent practicable, 
with a modular open system approach (MOSA). To employ a MOSA, programs 
should leverage consensus- based standards at all appropriate interfaces and employ a 
system architecture that allows severable major system components and modular 
systems at the appropriate level to be incrementally added, removed, or replaced 
throughout the lifecycle. 


1.2. Generate and maintain a SysML, or equivalent, open and widely adopted modeling 
language, based on a digital model of the platform, systems, subsystems, or 
components. 


1.3. In order to build an integrated family-of-systems with interoperability across the Air 
Force and Space Force from the beginning, the digital model of each program’s 
architecture needs to be accessible by all DAF programs (based on user clearance and 
the type of Intellectual Property (IP) rights acquired) and refreshed to ensure 
accuracy and relevancy of the data. Therefore, programs should publish (and refresh 
as changes occur) the digital model(s) of their architecture to the Chief Architect-
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managed, cloud-based, common architecture environment at each classification level 
(which currently houses Cameo-oriented toolchains). 


1.4. To facilitate the movement to OSAs across both services, contracts should include 
relevant provisions to ensure the appropriate technical baseline documentation is 
made available digitally from the beginning, along with appropriate IP rights (or, in 
the alternative, specially negotiated licenses that will not adversely impact another 
platform’s ability to reuse that data – including platforms not procured by an Air 
Force or Space Force acquisition organization). Taking a “Smart IP” approach is an 
essential aspect of employing OSA because it permits the government to use, release, 
and disclose technical baseline documentation to product support contractors, thereby 
yielding cost savings or avoidance, schedule reduction, opportunities for technical 
upgrades to address emerging threats, and increased interoperability—all of which 
accelerate program agility. Unless a program’s contracts implement OSA to an 
appropriate level of indenture of the weapon system’s architecture, and the program 
acquires the necessary technical baseline documentation accompanied by the 
appropriate IP rights, the program will fail to reap the benefits of OSA. It is also 
essential to design the program’s system architecture in a manner that is enticing to a 
broad ecosystem of developers, especially non-traditional commercial developers. 
Defining specific and appropriate proposal content and contract data requirements 
lists (CDRLs) will support development, delivery, and curation of OSA technical 
baseline models with appropriate government license rights for review at recurring 
program and design reviews; if architectural models are not yet feasible for your 
program, do the same for OSA technical baseline documentation. 


1.4.1. Ensure OSA models are linked to CDDs (or equivalent), acquisition 
strategies, SEPs, and LCSPs to identify: (a) to what level of indenture of 
the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for subsystems and components the 
program intends to implement OSA, (b) what CDRL deliverables awardees 
will deliver, and (c) what IP rights those awardees will grant to those IP 
deliverables. Those deliverables should include: (a) technical data that 
describes the weapon system’s system and software architecture, 


(b) performance specifications describing the end-state functionality of all 
hardware components and computer software configuration items 
(CSCI)(or software units) comprising that weapon system, (c) modular 
system interfaces that define the shared boundary between those 
components and CSCIs, and (d) verification/validation data that 
demonstrates the contractor developed and produced the weapon system 
consistent with OSA requirements included in the contract. As described in 
the digital building code for digital engineering section.  All of these 
document-based processes should shift to model-based and automated 
processes as we mature this digital transformation. 


1.5. As the Air Force and Space Force continue to develop a “top-down” digital 
architecture and programs build the “bottom-up” architecture, a more integrated and 
interoperable Joint Force will emerge. On occasion, architecture-level requirements 
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will be derived from strategic level decisions. When that occurs, the DAF Chief 
Architect will translate the senior guidance into architecture-level technical 
requirements. Therefore, program managers – in coordination with the DAF Chief 
Architect, headquarters Service staffs, and the relevant Major or Field Command– 
may need to adjust Acquisition Program Baselines (APBs) in accordance with 
strategic level- derived, architecture requirements. 


1.6. To facilitate architecture integration across PEOs/TEOs and move toward 
transforming our vertical programs into a horizontal ecosystem – as well as identify 
opportunities for modularity and new or updated standards – the DAF Chief 
Architect will host Architecture Review Boards that enable each PEO/TEO Portfolio 
Architect (see section below) and select Major or Field Command and Air/Space 
Staff liaisons to collaboratively pursue these objectives. PEO/TEO Portfolio 
Architects should contribute to and participate in relevant Architecture Review 
Boards. 


 
2. Leverage Open Standards 
 


2.1. Too often the tendency in government programs is to develop stove-piped and highly 
coupled systems using proprietary interfaces, or at best to develop a government 
standard that only works within one system or a limited set of systems. Instead, in 
order to leverage the pace, scale, investment, and capability of the commercial 
innovation base, programs should adopt commercial technology and leverage 
commercial open (non-proprietary) standards to the maximum extent practicable.  For 
example: Commercial internet enables rapid innovation through a set of “convergence 
layers,” the most important being Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6). This also enables 
diversity in link technologies since packets can be routed over many different link 
technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi, fiber, cellular). Therefore, when designing a network, 
programs should design to commercial Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCP/IP) and related standards. 


2.2. It is better to use something that works and is commercially available and regularly 
matured, than attempt to create the “perfect standard” that too often never 
materializes or is unable to stay current with agile updates. Where no reasonable 
commercial standard exists, programs should leverage Government Reference 
Architecture Open Standards to ensure interoperability and ease of system integration 
and modernization. For example: 


2.2.1. Open Mission Systems (OMS) is a non-proprietary open standard for 
integrating hardware-based subsystems and software services into mission 
packages. The OMS standard establishes a set of interface and compliance 
requirements that promote affordable technology refresh, capability 
evolution, and reuse. OMS is a consensus- based standard developed by an 
industry-led consortium in use since 2012. Therefore, when designing 
subsystems and services, and in accordance with the SAF/AQ, AFMC/CC 
co-signed memorandum Use of Open mission Systems/Universal Command 
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and Control Interface, programs should adopt the OMS Open Architecture 
Standard in cases where a commercial standard is unavailable or a poor fit. 


2.2.2. Open Communications Subsystem (OCS) is a non-proprietary open 
standard that separates antennas from radios and processors, and defines 
everything behind the physical aperture via software. OCS allows 
processors to share antennas and insert waveforms and data transforms 
without hardware modifications. Therefore, when designing a 
communications system, programs should adopt the OCS Open 
Architecture Standard in cases where a commercial standard is unavailable 
or a poor fit. 


2.2.3. Universal Command & Control (C2) Interface (UCI) is a non-proprietary 
open standard that enables cross-platform data exchange in a machine-to-
machine manner between heterogeneous systems. Therefore, when 
designing a C2 system, and in accordance with the SAF/AQ, AFMC/CC 
co-signed memorandum Use of Open mission Systems/Universal Command 
and Control Interface, programs should adopt the UCI Open Architecture 
Standard in cases where a commercial standard is unavailable or a poor fit. 


2.2.4. Universal Armament Interface (UAI) is a non-proprietary open standard 
that fully defines the physical, logical, and mechanical interface between 
smart air to ground munitions and carriage systems and platforms that 
employ them. Therefore, when designing or integrating a smart air-to-
ground munition, and in accordance with the SAF/AQ signed 
memorandum Standardized Interface for USAF Air-to-Ground Weapons: 
Universal Armament Interface (UAI), programs should adopt the UAI 
standard in cases where a commercial standard is unavailable or a poor fit. 


2.2.5. The DevSecOps (development, security, operations) Reference Design is a 
government reference design signed by the DoD Chief Information 
Officer, USD(A&S), and DAF CSO to enable software to operate under a 
variety of conditions and platforms, scale as needed, maintain cyber 
security from development to deployment, code once and deploy rapidly 
onto many platforms, and maintain a cATO.  Therefore, when writing 
software, programs should adopt the DoD Enterprise DevSecOps 
Reference Design (see digital building code for agile software section for 
further detail). 


 


2.2.6.      Many other military unique Open Architecture and Open Standards exist, 
or are maturing, across the DAF, such as Resilient Embedded GPS/INS (R-
EGI), Sensor Open Systems Architecture (SOSA), Big Iron, Common 
Open Architecture for Radar Programs (COARPS), and Weapon Open 
System Architecture (WOSA). Therefore, as programs are beginning to 
define and build their system architectures, they should leverage these 
existing and emerging architecture standards to the maximum extent 
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practicable. A more exhaustive list of current efforts, along with 
appropriate POCs and application areas, can be found at: 
https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde/SitePages/Government-Reference- 
Architecture.aspx 


2.3. In general, and in accordance with DoD Instruction 4120.24, programs should 
leverage commercial and consensus-based standards whenever possible. When 
neither an applicable commercial nor government standard exists, programs should 
attempt to update existing standards and grow them to meet their needs. Only when 
programs have exhausted these options should they seek development of a new OSA 
standard in partnership with industry or the DAF Chief Architect Office (SAF/CAO) 
and the DAF Standardization Executive (SAF/AQR). For additional information on 
leveraging existing industry and government standards, see DoDI 4120.24, Defense 
Standardization Program (DSP), and AFI 60-101, Materiel Standardization. For 
additional information on updating existing government standards or creating new 
ones, see DoDM 4120.24. 


2.4. Interfaces and documentation often evolve over time based on emerging 
requirements, technology, and standards. In order to ensure interfaces and 
documentation are updated and maintained, maintain a list of key interfaces and 
document the standard used at these interfaces, including the justification for their 
selection. 


 


3. Designate, empower, resource, and train System Architects in Program Offices 


 


3.1. Programs should identify staff responsibilities for managing open architecture 
implementation and may wish to designate a System Architect. 


3.2. To enable platforms and systems to work together as a family of systems (not simply 
systems), PEOs/TEOs should consider designating a Portfolio Architect responsible 
for guiding the implementation of Open Architecture across the PEO/TEO’s 
portfolio. 


3.3. Continuous learning is critical to ensuring our talent, whether civilian, military, or 
contractor, can keep up with innovation in technology to see where horizontal and 
portfolio gains can be made. The DAF Chief Architect Office, in partnership with 
DAU, AFIT, and the Open Architecture Management Office (OAMO), is 
continuously updating and augmenting training materials and accessibility. The 
following training material is recommended: 


3.3.1. Air Force Life Cycle Management Center, EZA-064, Introduction to Open 
Architectures. 


3.3.2. DoD Research and Engineering, Modular Open System Approach (MOSA) 
Reference Frameworks in Defense Acquisition Programs 



https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde/SitePages/Government-Reference-Architecture.aspx

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde/SitePages/Government-Reference-Architecture.aspx
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(https://ac.cto.mil/wp- content/uploads/2020/06/MOSA-Ref-Frame-
May2020.pdf). 


3.3.3. Defense Acquisition University, CLE019, Modular Open Systems Approach. 


3.3.4. Other training as defined by the DAF Chief Architect in coordination with 
the OAMO. 


3.3.5. Additional training and information will also be coming to the Air Force 
Digital Guide (https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde) and other DoD sites. 


 
4. Track and report architecture performance metrics 
 


4.1. To measure progress and track approaches that are working or require modification, 
programs and organizations should start collecting architecture metrics that can be 
assessed across teams with minimal disparity. The DAF Chief Architect in 
partnership with the Portfolio Architects will develop a digital toolchain to minimize 
the burden of tracking metrics. The following metrics can be used to track 
implementation and maintenance of Open Systems Architecture: 


4.1.1. Does the program leverage commercial open standards, and if so, what is the 
standard(s) and for what interface(s)? 


4.1.2. Does the program leverage a Government Reference Architecture (GRA), 
and if so, is it being followed? 


4.1.3. Does the verification/validation data demonstrate the contractor developed 
and produced the weapon system consistent with OSA requirements included 
in the contract? 


4.2. Architecture-level metrics is a growing field with opportunity for improvement. 
PEO/TEOs are encouraged to recommend additional metrics to the DAF Chief 
Architect. 


 
No guidance can account for every situation our acquisition workforce will face. In general, 
programs can use the following litmus test to know whether they are taking the right approach to 
Open Systems Architecture to yield its transformative benefits: 
 
“Can one or more qualified third parties add, modify, replace, remove, or support a component 
or subsystem of this system; and can a separate system or platform integrate and share data with 
my system, based on open standards and published interfaces?” 
 
If the answer to this question is yes, the program is on the right path.  
 



https://ac.cto.mil/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/MOSA-Ref-Frame-May2020.pdf

https://ac.cto.mil/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/MOSA-Ref-Frame-May2020.pdf

https://ac.cto.mil/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/MOSA-Ref-Frame-May2020.pdf

https://usaf.dps.mil/teams/afmcde





